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The. /Ltng-tcUled lemuA ( LemuA cotta) t6 one the loAge/i ^peclc& a {^cmiZy

0 ^ ayumait that -Im unique to Wdd^a^caA. It Itve^ in the gnxu^y plains oi
the southweySt tsland and, in cont/uut to the twHtght habits oi most Imouis,

Is moKe active in the daytime. In the social groups oi about a dozen, the
iemales an.e dominant oveA the males. This month's coven, ant is by Elayne
BoActay, a keepen. in the ieline building and nuAseAy at Washington PoAk Zoo

in Pontland, OR. This mothen lemuA and tm.ns one pant oi thein. colony.
Thanks, Elayne!

Scoops
and

Scuttlebutt

FIRST CALL FOR PAPERS FOR GREAT LAKES AAZK REGIONAL

The Columbus Zoo Chapter of AAZK is looking forward to hosting an infor-
mative and entertaining regional conference on 4^7 May, 1986 in Powell, OH.

We encourage all keepers to submit papers pertaining to your area of inter-
est in zookeeping. Papers will be scheduled for 20 minutes, but shorter
or longer talks can be presented with prior notice. Please send an abstract
with title by 1 March, 1986, and a complete copy of paper by 15 April 1986.
We would like to distribute copies of the conference proceedings to all
attending the conference. People presenting papers will receive one-half
off their registration fee. Please send all material to: Columbus Zoologi-
cal Gardens, Attn: Brad Booth, P.O. Box 400, Powell, OH 43065. Registra-
tion information may be found on page 31 of this issue of AKF .

HERPETOLOGICAL REVIEW OFFERED AT SPECIAL RATE

The Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles has recognized that
some people may not find all of the publications received by regular mem-
bers equally useful. The SSAR is now offering a subscription to Herpeto-
logical Review at $10.00 per year. The Herp Review is the newsletter of

the SSAR, containing papers on husbandry, reproduction, range extensions,
and other information less research oriented. Subscribers receive four
issues of Herp Review each year, but have no voting privileges, and do
not receive other publications. For further information or subscription,
contact: Henri C. Seibert, SSAR Treasurer, Dept, of Zoology, Ohio Univer-
sity, Athens, OH 45701.

ZOO/U LIST UPDATE - PAom the Continuing Keepen. Education Committee

California Polytechnic State University (San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805)
546-0111, ATTN: Dr. Aryan I. Roest, Biological Sciences Dept .)

.

The course is Zoo Biology, Zoo 324, offered each spring, and earning 3

units of college credit. It is usually taken as an elective by students
in Biology but has been taken by Animal Science majors and Journalism
majors. As taught, it works out to be sort of a ’zoo appreciation' course,
plus material on actual animal care and job opportunities. The course is

offered Tuesdays and Thursdays for a hour and a half each class meeting
time. Includes one hour of lecture and slide or other materials presenta-
tions.
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SCOOPS AND SCUTTLEBUTT , CowUnazd

ACCOMMODATIONS ASSISTANCE OFFERED FOR UPCOMING PRIMATOLOGISTS MEETING

Some of you may already be aware that the American Society of Primatolo-
gists is meeting in Austin, TX from 28 June to 1 July 1986, hosted by the
University of Texas. The society’s meetings are generally lively, and
there will be much of Interest to the serious primate keeper. The regis-
tration fees themselves ($30.00 for non-members, $25.00 for members) are
manageable; but the accomodations arranged for the conference at $121.00
most likely are not, particularly for a keeper who must attend conferences
on his own money and vacation time.

As a former zookeeper, UT staff member and graduate student, and member of

the ASP local arrangements committee, there may be something I can do about
this. I will try my best to find AAZK members free lodging and cheap food
if they are interested in attending the conference; and, if there are enough
keepers interested in coming to Austin, I may try to arrange some special
events for zoo people. Contact; Jim ktbzhjt, Vzpt, ol AnthAopotogy , Uyiyi-

vz/UAXy oi Tzxcu aX Acutin, Austin, TX 7871 2,

Letters To The Editor

To Thz EdUXoA and AKF RzadzAs:

As PAzstdznt oi thz Honolulu CkaptzA oi AAZK, I Mould tikz to skoAz with
you a staXmznt that I madz to thz gmzhal mzmbzAship at thz AAZK conizA-
zncz in Miami in A.zieAzncz to thz ialsz ad placzd in thz SzptzmbzA ToAum .

"(jJz {thz Honolulu ChaptzA] had no pnXoA knowlzdgz oi thz zmploymznt ad that
ms plazzd in thz OpponXanity Knozks szcXion oi thz SzptzmbzA Tomm . Oun.

zhaptzA in no way zondonzs this action and agAzzs that it Mas a zAuzl hoax.

Wz suppose thz goals oi thz EditoAial StaH to pAomotz pAoizssionalism in
ouA oAganization and mz Mill assist in any May possiblz to pAzvznt this
iAom happening again."

OoA ChaptzA hopes to make positive zontAibutions to AKT on a AzguloA basis
and looks ioAMoAd to hosting a zonizAznzz in HawaiX in thz iuXuAz.

Aloha,

Van ViXizllo, VAZsidznX
Honolulu ChaptzA AAZK
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HOUSTON ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS Hugo LuhoJia

B&H for October and November 1985 Include: Mammals - 2.0 Reeve’s muntjac

(1.0 DNS), 0.0.1 Vampire bat (DNS), 0.1 Beisa oryx, 2.0 Nilgai antelope,
1.2 Chinchilla (DNS), 0.0,1 Malayan giant squirrel, 0.1 Pygmy goat, 0.0.1

Common tree shrew (DNS); Birds - 0.0.2 Golden-headed quetzal (0.0.1 DNS),

0.0.1 Gray's curassow, 0.0.1 Siera Leone touraco, 0.0.1 White-bellied grey

touraco (DNS), 0.0.2 Red-crested touraco, 0.0.2 Java sparrow; Herptiles -

0.0.5 Ocellated lizard, 0.0.3 Yucatan rat snake, 0.0.5 Gila monster,
0.0.1 Madagascan day gecko (DNS), 0.0.1 Standing's day gecko; Invertebrates-
0.0.11 Dwarf octopus.

Ann RadmcLC-koADENVER ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS

B&H for 1 June-1 November 1985 include: Mammals - 1 Red kangaroo, 1

Moustached tamarin (DNS) , 1 Lesser spot-nosed monkey (DNS) , 1 White-handed
gibbon, 1 Orangutan, 7 Patagonian cavy (1 DNS), 1 Golden rumped agouti,
1 Red panda (DNS), 2 Bengal tiger, 1 Sea lion, 1 Harbor seal (born 15 May),
2 Grant's zebra, 7 Llama, 2 Reeve's muntjac, 1 Axis deer, 4 Wapiti, 1

Pere David's deer (DNS), 5 Mule deer, 1 Giraffe, 4 Pronghorn, 2 Bison
(1 DNS), 2 Nilgai (1 DNS), 5 Eland, 2 Nyala (1 DNS), 3 Gnu, 3 Waterbuck,
2 Beisa oryx, 4 Springbok, 6 Dama gazelle; Birds - 9 Double-wattled
cassory, 1 Emu, 2 Mute swan (1 DNS), 2 Black swan (1 DNS), 3 Magellan
goose, 7 Mandarin duck (3 DNS), 1 European wigeon, 9 Blue-winged teal
(8 DNS), 11 Marbled teal (1 DNS), 10 White-eye (6 DNS), 5 Tufted duck (3
DNS), 15 Lesser scaup, 9 Bufflehead (DNS), 6 Hooded merganser, 32 Ruddy
duck (16 DNS), 5 Greater curassow (3 DNS), 2 Roul-roul, 2 Koklass pheasant,
3 Stanley crane, 2 White-fronted crake, 4 White-quilled black bustards,
4 Spur-winged plover (3 DNS), 2 Citroen crested cockatoo, 3 Snowy owl
(2 DNS), 10 Speckled mousebird (6 DNS), 3 Kookaburra, 1 Black-crowned
mot-mot, 3 Crested barbet (1 DNS), 8 D'arnaud barbet, 4 Black-headed
gonolek (2 DNS), 7 Yellow-billed cardinal (1 DNS), and 3 Bali mynah.

METRO TORONTO ZOO HoAAy Ho^aueA

August and September 1985 B&H include: Mammals - 0.0.9 Common marmoset,
1.1.2 Hamadrayas baboon, 0.1 Sumatran orangutan, 0.0.1 Mandrill, 0.0.2
African lion, 0.0.2 Mara, 0.1 Manchurian sika deer, 3.0.1 Reeve's muntjac,
0.1 Greater kudu, 2.3 Barbary sheep, 1.0 Himalayan tahr, 1.0.5 Egyptian
fruit bat; Birds - 0.0.3 South African ostrich, 0.0.9 Vulturine guinea
fowl, 0.0.6 Indian peafowl, 0.0.1 Zebra dove, 0.0.7 Peach-faced lovebird,
0.0.3 Ruppell's long-tailed starling; Reptiles - 0.0.3 Green anole, 0.0.9
Granite spiny lizard, 0.0.2 Dwarf West African crocodile; Amphibians -

0.0.2 Green and black arrow poison frog; Invertebrates - 100 Brazilian
giant cockroach.

CHEYENE MOUNTAIN ZOO (Colorado Springs, CO) Tom LaBoAge.

B&H for January-November 1985 include: Mammals - 1.0 Chimpanzee, 2,1
Kikuyu colobus monkey, 0.0,1 Syke's guenon, 0.0.2 Siamang gibbon, 1.0
White-handed gibbon, 1.0 Lion tailed macaque, 0,1 Moor macaque, 2.0
Ring tail lemur, 2.0 Thick-tailed galago, 1,1 Mountain lion, 1.2 Reticu-
lated giraffe, 1.1 Sable antelope, 0.1 Bongo, 2.1 Addax, 1.0 Selborne's
hartehees t, 1.0 Dromedary camel, 0.0.9 Himalayan tahr, 1.0.3 Rocky Moun-
tain goat, 1.1 Rock hyrax; Birds - 1.0 Andean condor, 7 Blacksmith plover;
Herptiles - 2 Gopher snake and 1 Leopard gecko.
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BIRTHS AND HATCHINGS , ConXlme^d

ZOO ATLANTA . EUtn Bmdilold

October 1985 B&H include: Mammals - 1.0 Grant's zebra, 0.0.3 Caracal;
Reptiles - 0.0.2 Belize wood turtle, 0.0.7 Morelet's crocodile, 0.0.11
Columbian rainbow boa (4 DNS), 0.0.8 Mexican bush viper.

Acquisitions for the first ten months of 1985 include; Mammals - 1.1
Sumatran orangutan, 0.2 Jersey cow; Birds - 1.1 Sarus crane, 1.1 Black-
necked swan, 1.1 Lady Amherst pheasant, 1.1 Silver pheasant, 1.1 Golden
pheasant, 1.1 Reeve’s pheasant, 2.2 Hooded merganser, 2.2 Ring-necked
duck, 1.1 European shelduck, 5.5 Mandarin duck, 3.3 Chiloe wigeon, 1.0
White cheeked touraco, 0.0.3 Glossy starling, 0.0.10 Mousebird, 1.3.3
White-faced tree duck, 3.3 Rosy billed pochard; Reptiles - 0.0.2 Dwarf
cayman, 0.0.3 African sharp-snouted crocodile, 1.0 Gharial, 0.0.3 Cayman
Island blue land iguana, 1.2 Emerald tree boa, 0.0.1 Albino eastern garter
snake and 0.0.2 Hellbenders.

DALLAS ZOO Sandy UpckuA^k

Mammals bom during November 1985 include: 1.0 Kirk’s dik dik, 1.0 East
African oryx and 1.1 Nile lechwe.

MIAMI METROZOQ LoU BmakheMn

B&H for November 1985 include: Mammals - 0.1 Forest buffalo, 0.1 Siamang,

1.0

Cape buffalo, 2.1 Scimitar-homed oryx, 0.1 Greater kudu, 1.0 Eld’s
deer, 1.0 Maxwell’s duiker, 0.1 Asian elephant (DNS); Birds - 0.0.4 Sacred
ibis (0.0.3 DNS), 0.0.1 Grosbeak starling (DNS), and 0.0.3 Green junglefowl.

BROOKFIELD ZOO John S. Stodda/id

Oct /Nov 1985 B&H included: Mammals - 0,0.1 Black-faced grey kangaroo, 2.1
White-toothed shrew, 0.0.1 Goeldi's monkey, 0.1 Guinea baboon, 1.2 Spiny
mouse, 12.7 European harvet mouse, 0.0.1 Chinchilla, 1.0 Wisent, 1.3
Sitatunga, 0.1 Spot-necked otter, and 1.0 Talapoin.

TAMPA/BUSCH GARDENS . Siuan i/oth

November 1985 B&H included: Mammals - 4.3 Thomson’s gazelle, 0.2 Nyala,

1.0

Sable antelope, 0.0.1 Guinea (western) baboon, 0.5 White bearded gnu;
Birds - 0.0.1 Blue and gold macaw, 0.0.4 White-bellied x Yellow-thighed
caique, 0.0.1 Scaley-breasted lorikeet, 0.0.1 Sun conure and 0.0.2 For-
sten’s lorikeet.

SAN ANTONIO ZOO Pebi Reed

B&H for November 1985 included: Mammals - 0.0.1 Goeldi’s monkey, 0.0.3
Maned wolf, 2.4 Cape hunting dog (1.4 DNS), 1.0 Aardvark, 1.0 Common
waterbuck (DNS), 4.0 Lady Gray’s waterbuck (1.0 DNS), 0.2 Sable antelope,

1.0

Scimitar-horned oryx, 0.1 Grant’s gazelle, 1.0 Kirk’s dik dik, 2.0
Aoudad; Birds - 0.0.1 Green junglefowl, 0.0.1 Diamond dove, 0.0.2 Bartlett’s
bleeding heart dove (0.0.1 DNS), 0.0.3 Sun conure, 0.0.1 Picathartes (DNS),
0.0.1 Diamond firetail finch (DNS); Aquarium - Seahorses and Zebra cichlid.
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BIRTHS AND HATCHINGS, CovuUnuQ,d

VIRGINIA ZOOLOGICAL PARK GoAy V, Oc-ksmbeyin

Reported for November 1985 were the births of 2.0 Llama (1 from imported

parents) and 1 Sitatunga.

BURNET PARK ZOO (Syracuse, NY) Ha/iy Rmd

While June 1985 saw the birth of one female Hoffman's sloth at 572 grams,
October brought us one male at 588 grams and another female at 390 grams.
All were above previous recorded birth weights. The male, "Big”, is des-
tined to become the largest sloth due to his enormous appetite. "Big’s"
weight as of 1 December 1985 was 1,022 grams.

A male llama was born on Veteran’s Day, two weeks earlier than expected.
Twenty-seven pounds at birth, he doubled his weight in two weeks. He is

already learning commands as he follows his father through work sessions.

In our Wild North department 2.1 (0.1 DNS) American elk were born in the
Spring. Also in our Reptile, Bird and Fish Dept. 0.0.7 Red-headed duck
and 0.0.3 North American wood turtle were bom in the Spring and Summer.

TOPEKA ZOO Ga/iy K. CloAke

The World Famous Topeka Zoo is proud to announce the birth of a Bornean
orangutan on 23 November 1985. The baby, a female named Rudy, weighed 3

pounds at one day of age. At 2% weeks, she weighed 2 lbs., 10 oz . Gesta-
tion period for orangutans is 8 months and her weight is normal for her
age. At the present, Rudy is not on exhibit.

Her parents are Jonathan and Rusty, both of whom arrived at the Topeka
Zoo in November 1984 from the Buffalo Zoo, NY. Jonathan, who was born at
the Los Angeles Zoo, is on loan and Rusty was purchased for the Zoo by
Hill’s Pet Products of Topeka.

Rudy was born in the early morning hours in the orangutan night quarters
of the Discovering Apes building with Jonathan and Sabtu, an adult female,
in attendance. Zoo Staff left the baby with its mother for 24 hours as
they would have preferred that Rusty raise the infant. When it was obvi-
ous that the baby was getting weak, she was pulled for supplemental feed-
ings. Several attempts were made to reintroduce the baby to her mother,
and although Rusty cradled the infant and showed maternal care, she was
not able to nurse the baby often enough. At this point the staff made the
decision to hand-raise Rudy.

Rudy is fed human infant formula every three hours, and sleeps in an
Isolette in the off-exhibit area of Discovering Apes. Her nighttime care
is provided by the "Orang Gang" composed of Assistant Zoo Director Mike
LaRue, General Curator Craig Dinsmore, Veterinarian Stan Jensen, Area
Supervisor Alice Miser, and Veterinary Technician Piper Kimball.

This is Rusty’s fourth baby. In 1980 and 1982, she delivered healthy
babies at the Buffalo Zoo. Both were hand-reared; one is still at the
Buffalo Zoo, the other is now at the Los Angeles Zoo. Shortly after her
arrival at the Topeka Zoo, Rusty delivered a premature baby that only sur-
vived for six hours.
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Coming Events

THE FIFTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM OF
THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REHABILITATORS ASSOCIATION

February 19-23, 1986 Boston, MA

Hosted by the New England Wildlife Center, the symposium will be held at

the Park Plaza Hotel. Symposium will include paper sessions, workshops,
and open panel discussions. For further information contact: Dr. Vaughn
R. Pratt, Executive Director, New England Wildlife Center, 146 A Justice
Cushing Highway, Hingham, MA 02043 (617) 749-5387 or 749-1248.

1986 AAZPA REGIONAL CONFERENCES

Southern Regional - Greater Baton Rouge Zoo, 16-18 March, 1986: for more
information contact: Barbara Gorman, Greater Baton
Rouge Zoo, Box 60, Baker, LA 70714 (504) 775-3877.

Western Regional - Point Defiance Zoo, 13-15 April, 1986: for more infor-
mation contact: Tom Otten, Director, Point Defiance
Zoo & Aquarium, Point Defiance Park, Tacoma, WA 98407

(206) 591-5337.
Great Lakes Regional - Milwaukee County Zoological Gardens, 27-29 April,

1986: for more information contact: Mary Beth Carr,

Milwaukee County Zoological Gardens, 10001 W. Bluemound
Rd., Milwaukee, WI 53226 (414) 771-3040.

Northeastern Regional - Mystic Marinelife Aquarium, 4-6 May, 1986: for more
information contact: Laura Kezer, Mystic Marinelife
Aquarium, Sea Research Foundation, Inc., Mystic, CT
06355 (203) 536-9631.

Central Regional - Fort Worth Zoological Park, 18-20 May, 1986: for more
information contact: Dudley Brown, Fort Worth Zoological
Park, 2727 Zoological Park Dr., Fort Worth, TX 76110

(817) 870-7050.

1986 AAZK Great Lakes Regional Conference

May 4-7, 1986 Columbus, OH

Hosted by the Columbus Zoo Chapter of AAZK. Registration forms for this

conference may be found on Page 31 of this issue of AKF

.

1986 AAZPA ANNUAL CONFERENCE

September 14-16, 1986 Apple Valley, MN

Hosted by the Minnesota Zoological Garden. For more information, contact

Steve Iserman, Minnesota Zoological Garden, 12101 Johnny Cake Ridge Road,

Apple Valley, IDSI 55124 (612) 432-9010.

12TH ANNUAL AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sept. 28-Oct. 2, 1986 Winnipeg, Manitoba

Hosted by the Assiniboine Park Zookeeper's Association, a chapter of AAZK.

Theme for this year's conference is "Animal Integrity in Captivity".

Watch upcoming issues of AKF for additional information/registration forms.
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spermuM
Quality exotic animal diets

Fixed formulation
Nutritionally balanced
Economical

Frozen feline diets

I ^ Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat, hearts,

livers, rib, shank, and knuckle bones

Tu/Pteenf Feline canned

Primate canned

Marmoset canned

Omnivore dry

Primate dry

Banana flavored primate, 1 5% protein

Banana flavored primate Pro-Plus, 25%
SreCTRUM protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

When you need a complete line of high-quality dry,

canned, and frozen animal diets foryour feeding program,
call Animal Spectrum today.

WE CALL DOES IT ALL

in Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492.

Animal SreCTRUM Inc.

Box 6307 Lincoln, NE 68506-0307



ANIMAL INTRODUCTIONS:

Some Suggestions For Easing The Trauma

By
Donald G. UndbciAg, Ph. V.

In con^uZtation u)lth

Pklttlp Robinson, P. l/.M.

San Vl(iQO loo, San Diego, CA

(EdltoA’^ note: This oAtlcle uxu onlglnally pubLUhed In the JuZy 1984
AJ>6ue o{^ AKF . At that tune, the aathon. moa Luted (U Debbte Hewitt, ^enloA
hospital keepe/i at the San Diego loo. Du/tlng the 1985 AAZK National Con^eA-
ence. It ia)cu> brought to the attention o^ the edltoAlal 6tai{^, that
Hmltt wcbi> not the auuthoA, although ^he had submitted the manu6cAlpt undea
heA name. Submu^lon ol the oAtlcle In this manneA mu an aet o{^ plagoAism
and the AKF editoAial ^taH deeply AegAets the Incident. The oAtlcle In
Its entlAety Is AepAlnted heAe with oua apologies to Dajs. LlndbuAgh and
Robinson .

)

This document expands upon one prepared by Dr. Robinson in August, 1982.
It suggests a number of factors to consider in introducing new individuals
to an established social situation or to an entirely new arrangement. It
should be recognized that every situation is different, depending on a set
of species , environmental , social , and individual characteristics. There
are no magic formulas which will guarantee that an introduction will be
successful. The objective is to reduce the risk of injury or death by ap-
plying techniques which fit the situation at hand.

Two general statements about natural populations should be kept in mind as

background against which to plan. First, fear of strangers (xenophobia) is

a normal, adaptive response, representing an animals' way of protecting re-
sources (feeding trees, nest sites, breeding territories, potential mates,
etc.) from rivals. A strange individual is an unknown quantity, and there-
fore evokes an aggressive response when it intrudes into another individual's
living space. Through aggression, an intruder is either repulsed or grad-
ually integrated into the social order. Second, there is great variety in

the ways in which animals arrange themselves in nature, and the success of

any particular social arrangement in captivity depends therefore upon the

degree to which it is consistent with the natural tendencies of the animals
in question. Heterosexual pairings, for example, should be easier to achieve
for a social primate than for a solitary carnivore, which has a very limited
capacity for living in close proximity to others.

Because of nature's diversity, guidelines to be followed in introducing new
members must be general in scope, and adaptable to the specific case. In

predicting the response of group members to a new individual, several ques-
tions should be considered, e.g.:

1. How do the individuals relate to space? If territorial, what is

defended? Which class of individual usually assumes defensive or

protective roles?

2. How do individuals relate to each other? What is the composition
of the social unit in nature (monogamous pair, harem, multi-male
group)? Is there a status hierarchy? Which sex is uaually domin-
ant? Are alliances formed during conflict? Is infanticide known
to occur?

3. What are the characteristics of the local group? For example ;

a. Ranks of individuals
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b. Age/sex composition
c. Reproductive state of females (pregnant, in estrus, lactating

or quiescent)
d. Kin ties or "friendships”
e. Developmental history, particularly as it may affect sociality.
f. Individual temperaments

4

.

Characteristics of the new specimen (s)

?

a. Rank in past group, if known
b. Reproductive state, if female
c. Developmental history, i.e. normalcy
d. Immediate past history (e.g., length of isolation period)
e . Temperamen t

f. Physical attributes

This information will help in predicting (usually) the source and direction
of conflict. Conflict in most instances is inevitable, but with an under-
standing of its sources and function, there are procedures which one can
follow which will reduce its intensity. They are essentially of three
types

:

1. Handicapping those individuals who will be in a dominating position.

2. Permitting integration to proceed as far as possible before physical
contact occurs.

3. Managing the physical environment in ways that will reduce negative
social interaction.

Handicapping the Dominants

1. By bringing the dominant to the subordinate’s home turf.
2. All in a new environment at once.
3. If multiple newcomers, introduce all at once, to reduce the chances

of concentrating aggression on one individual.
4. Temporary removal, to allow a subordinate newcomer to become ac-

quainted with lower risk members.
5. Socially distract, e.g., if newcomer is female, introduce while

in estrus.
6. Encumber with casts, bandages, etc.
7. Use of drug therapy.
8. Negative conditioning, e.g. hosing, shock collar.

Pre-contact Integration

1. Visual, olfactory, auditory familiarization, either by juxtaposed
cages or cage within a cage.

2. Limited contact, e.g., grooming, licking, or nuzzling through a

wall panel.

NOTE: a. Familiarity does not equal integration. A new individual
must still establish its niche within the social system, and
can do so only after introduction.

b. Care must be taken to avoid injury to appendages during
initial familiarization.

c. Monitoring of the interactions during pre-introductory
familiarization may allow one to predict whether an introduc-
tion will succeed. Some pairings will never work, and should
not be attempted.
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Managing the Physical Environment

1. Space . The larger the cage, the better. Use of adjoining cages
with closeable door between them adds flexibility to the intro-
duction process.

2. Escape routes . Well-defined apparatuses or corridors for indi-
vidual travel.

3. "Retreats'* , i.e., single-animal perches high up on cage walls on
which an aggressed individual can rest.

4. Sight barriers , even temporary ones, which can later be removed.
5. Displacement material , e.g. hay, straw, browse, grain, innocuous

objects. (Regular feeding may increase competition and should
not be used in this context.)

To the foregoing, thought should be given to the most propitious time for
initial contact, e.g.:

1. New infants at dawn (as occurs in nature for diurnal animals).
2. Relationship to female reproductive state. Offspring are most

vulnerable during pregnancy (fetal stress) and lactation (infan-
ticide) .

3. Relationship to surrounding activities. Any changes in the im-
mediate vicinity which would excite the animals, such as appear-
ance of visitors, construction, etc. should be avoided.

Evaluating the Animals

1. Is the proposed arrangement socially compatible with what occurs
in the wild state? If not, do the animals in question display
enough flexibility to allow an unnatural arrangement to succeed?

2. Are there young individuals who would be placed at risk?
3. Is there a risk to submissive, low-ranking individuals? Can the

situation be manipulated in any way that will reduce the risk to

submissive individuals?
4. Is any individual physically handicapped in a way that limits

mobility?
5. Does any individual show sterotyped behaviors, e.g. bizarre limb

movements, self-biting, unusual locomotor activity, which indicates
inadequate early socialization?

6. Are there pregnant females who may be unduly stressed?
7. Can the sexual state of females be used advantageously, i.e., to

divert males from aggression?
8. Are there obvious temperamental traits, such as hyperaggressive-

ness, assertiveness, alertness, or their opposites, which will
affect the outcome?

9. Have the individuals to be combined had any previous exposure to

one another?
10. Are all individuals equally familiar with the exhibit cage or pen?

Can lack of familiarity be used as an advantage?
11. Have previous caretakers been consulted about past experiences

with new individuals?
12. Are there individuals who should be temporarily handicapped with

drugs or some other form of restraint?
13. If more than one new individual, is introducing one-at-a-time or

all-at-once more likely to succeed?
14. Can introduction be gradual, i.e., a few minutes or hours each

day?
15. Will temporary removal of certain individuals facilitate the

integration of a new member?
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Preparing the Environment

1. Are any adjoining cages or pens available for the introduction
period?

2. Are there escape routes, visual barriers, safety perches, or other
physical structures which would allow for the retreat of individ-
uals under attack?

3. Are there potentially dangerous cage features which should be
modified prior to introduction, e.g., moats?

4. Is there a plan for quick separation, if necessary?
5. Are there outside disturbances, such as construction, view of

other animals, visitors, etc., which may unnecessarily arouse
the animals?

6. Is there a most appropriate time of day from the animals’ point
of view to schedule the introduction (e.g., periods of low activ-
ity, feeding time)?

7. Is there a plan to monitor the new situation until stability is
achieved?

8. Have precautions been made to insure that feeding will not trigger
violence? To insure that everyone gets food and shelter?

9. Is emergency equipment (nets, hoses, etc.) available and working?
10. Has the veterinary staff been alerted?
11. Is there a plan to record results in a way that will benefit

future introductions?

Animal Introduction Form

Speci es

Location__

Staff in Charge_

New $ubject(s)

Number

Age

Sex_

Repro. State

0 r i g i n

Past History

Date

T i me

Weather

Recipi ent Populati on

Number

Ag e

Sex

Repro. State

Origin

Past History

OUTCOME

Terminated

Physical Injury

Extreme Aggression, Risk

Failure to Stabilize Socially

Details

Successful

_Initial Aggression, gradual
decl ine

_Tense and Wary, but non-

aggressive

_Immediately Compatible
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The Little Chapter That Could..,.

The Story of a Chapter Project

By
K^AAy Kee.peA

A/Uzona-SonoAa VeJ>2At Museum
Tucson, AZ

In October, 1984, George and I decided to organize an AAZK chapter at the
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum. We had been talking about it for several
years and our conversations always ended with one of us saying "Yeh, we
should do that." Now, when a conversation ends with that phrase you know
that nothing is going to happen and nothing did. But one day in the aviary
the conversation ended with "Let's go for it." and we were off and running.
We wanted the keepers at Reid Park Zoo in downtown Tucson to have an oppor-
tunity to be in on the chapter from the very beginning, so we called the
zoo.

Jill was a new keeper at Reid Park at the time and was in charge of the
kitchen where the phone is located. Jill answered our call and, being a

member of AAZK, was very interested in forming a chapter. Jill grew up in

Chicago and should have known better, but she agreed to meet two strange
men who claimed to be keepers at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum in a

restaurant in the evening and to come alone. We set up a meeting time and
place.

Unknown to George and me, the restaurant we chose was a self-serve place.
Jill arrived first, bought a drink at the counter and sat down. George
and I arrived shortly afterwards, found Jill by looking for the woman who
was sitting alone as only a zookeeper who is just off work can sit alone.
We introduced ourselves and sat down. George and I waited for a waitress
to bring menus but none came, so we started our meeting. We planned a

strategy for presenting the chapter proposal to the other keepers and
agreed that a temporary board of directors ought to take over decision
making until a constitution was ratified and elections could be held.
George and I were looking for a waitress. We agreed to use a constitution
from another chapter I had been in as a framework for writing our constitu-
tion. George and I wondered how Jill got that drink. We agreed to hold
a tentative board of directors meeting and scheduled the first official
meeting of the Tucson Chapter of AAZK for 11 December 1984.

After only four months, in March 1985, George and I learned that there was
no waitress and we decided to start a major chapter project. I think if we
had known how much work and money a calendar was going to be, we may not
have attempted it, but our ignorance is one of the forces that has kept
this project alive. We had seventy dollars in our new checking account and

felt on top of the world. Why not prepare a calendar? We had no idea then

that this project was going to cost around $3,700.00 all of which had to be

raised before it went to the printer in six months.

Fortunately, Vicky had married Craig, an excellent graphic artist, a few

years earlier. Craig was a lot of help throughout the project. Whenever
we had a question about printing costs or criteria we asked Vicky to ask

Craig. I don’t know what she said or did to get all this free advice in

the beginning, but Craig and Vicky just had a baby boy, Bowen Jeffrey Brown,

our newest AAZK member. When Craig first gave us the estimates we were

shocked. How could a black-and-white calendar cost $2,000.00? I can’t

remember how much we were thinking of spending, but it was so ridiculously

low that my brain, in an effort to protect me from embarrassment, has con-

veniently forgotten it. We were told that a color calendar, which is still

a goal of ours, would cost around $10,000.00 to produce. There’s a limit

even to my optimism and we decided on black-and-white for the first year.
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Now we wondered how to raise $2,000.00. First of all we could kill two

manmials with one stone by holding a photo contest. We would no doubt

receive hundreds of photos to choose from for our calendar and if we
charged a nominal entry fee we could defray some of the costs of the cal-

endar. We advertised the photo contest and waited for the entries to roll

in. After a while, we got out our cameras and started taking pictures our-

selves. We got a pretty unenthusiastic response. We ended up with only

20 photos and still needed a way to earn some money.

By this time Ed had agreed to chair the calendar committee and was really

getting concerned about finances. We still had $70.00. Then someone sug-

gested we got out to the swap meet.

In Tucson, a big factor in figuring the living quality index is the 'Swap

Meet'. New York City has the Guggenheim, San Francisco has Fisherman's
Wharf, and Tucson has the 'Swap Meet'. It's the largest continuous rummage
sale I've ever seen and I've personally seen full-grown men buy dirty old

bicycle inner tubes with three or four holes in them just because they got

a good deal. So, we cleaned out our closets and loaded up the trucks and

drove out to the ' Swap Meet '

.

Wendy and I arrived first and were decended upon like a carcass by rather
vulterine dealers. These people bought over $100.00 of our junk before we
got the trunk unloaded. These were the professional swappers who do this
for a living. The bird cage we sold for five dollars was later seen at
another stall for $25.00 and the two-for-a-dollar china knick-knacks were
discovered at another staff by Deb. "Excuse me, how much are these lovely
china knick-knacks?" asked Deb. The woman didn't recognize Deb as being
from the stall where she bought them. "Thirty-five dollars, dear. They
were made in Germany before the war and belonged to my aunt and uncle."

We made an important discovery at our first 'Swap Meet'. Rusty is a nat-
ural salesman. He sold absolute junk to total strangers and kept a straight
face the whole time. People paid him to throw their trash in our garbage
can. One look at Rusty and they were reaching for their wallets.

We made a little over $300.00 that first night and had a lot of fun but at
the end we still had the dregs left. The stuff that's left over by an un-
discerning crowd of swappers is not a pretty sight and none of us wanted
to take that stuff home. Rusty laughed in the face of our problem, walked
to the nearest professional swapper, talked for a few minutes and returned
to tell us to load it all up and take it over to the swapper's stall. He
had just sold all our dregs to him for five dollars. We didn't have to
admit the stuff belonged to us on the way out and we made another fin.

We decided on another swap meet the following month and this time we asked
a few docents to clean out their closets and donate the stuff to our chapter.
We go out to the swap meet about once a month and always make at least $300
every time we go. All this money goes into our little piggy bank marked
' calendar only '

.

After a few swap meets we were still far short of the total amount needed
to pay for the project, but we had raised enough money that Ed and I de-
cided we could commit ourselves and go past the point of no return. We
put the proposal to the chapter members and there was an enthusiastic
'what-are-we-waiting-for ' response.

We hired Craig to do the layout and act as our agent with the printer. We
met with the printer and chose a calendar format. Craig estimated his
costs and we gave him a 40% deposit. It was at this point that we learned
something interesting about George.
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Every time we started talking about money George sat up close to the table,
took out a pencil and paper and started figuring. It was almost like a
nervous twitch. Then he would say things like "that comes to $800.00!" or
"Can't we do that ourselves?". Most of the time he would simply moan. Ed
and I decided to tell George as little as possible about financing the
calendar. We spoke in vague terms like "Not too much" or "a little over
$100.00", or "about a few". We had to do it for George’s own good. The
poor slob was starting to loose weight and he had a pallor about him.
George still doesn’t know the total cost of the calendar, but Ed and I will
sit down with him soon and explain it as humanely as possible.

Chuck is a very quiet fellow with incredible ideas. He doesn’t blurt out
these ideas at meetings but sort of whispers these gems half under his
breath. I soon learned to sit close to Chuck at meetings and it really
paid off. At one of our meetings we were discussing bake sales as a way
of raising more money when Chuck said "mmph ahh oom rrs". Fortunately, I

was close enough to understand him. "Why not sell advertising space to
help pay for the calendar?". To hell with the bake sale. Chuck was oper-
ating on a much higher plane than the rest of us. We began selling adver-
tising space right away. Again, the response was not as enthusiastic as we
had hoped, but this calendar was still a gamble in the eyes of potential
advertisers

.

Finally the layout was done. The board of directors of the chapter went

to Craig and Vicky’s house and looked over the layout. We all thought it

was wonderful and George stood in the corner with a dictionary looking for
misspellings, trying to get his money’s worth.

The next step was what the printer called the "blue-line copy". This is

an actual copy of the calendar produced on lighter stock paper in printer’s
blue ink. It looked good and we were given a few days to make any final
corrections before the presses were set.

It was at this point that we crossed over that fine line that everyone
crosses when heavily involved in a project. This is when we started see-
ing nothing but mistakes. Every page seemed to have at least one mistake.
We were so involved that we couldn’t see the calendar as a whole, but only
saw individual words, lines, and photos. Fortunately, we recognized the
syndrome before we got too discouraged and we signed the calendar approved
with only one change.

We finished paying Craig and we were just a little short of cash to pay
the printer. With a short-term loan from an anonymous patron, we were
able to pay the ransom to the printer and get our calendars out of hock.

By this time, we were getting a little tired of calendars, and we had a

short period of slowed activity. Now, however, calendar sales are up, all

our bills are paid and we’re all ready looking forward to next year’s cal-

endar. With a full year to work on it, the 1987 calendar will be an ab-
solute treasure.

The following personalities combined their unique talents to make this a

total chapter project, not an individual effort. I would like to thank

them all: thanks to Ed for organizing the whole mess; Chuck for the great

ideas; Leslie for hawking calendars at the National Conference when she

wanted to be having fun; Rusty for the P.T. Barnum philosophy; Wendy for

not giving up on the first swap meet; Jill for the logo and for meeting
George and me a year ago; Deb, the source of inspiration, thanks for all

the art work; Timmye for taking care of crotchety old Ed; Roylene for com-

ing to meetings when she wanted to stay home; Gale for never letting it get

too serious; Vicky for being my friend, and for marrying Craig; and George
for keeping us honest. {CciteiidcUL6 oJiQ, CL\)CLLtcLbZ.Q. $5,50 p€A c.opy

Tucson AAZK ChapteA, 509 E. Catlo. Arizona, TucAon, AZ %51Q5. EdUXoA)
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REPTILE CARE; Relating To

The Inquiring Novice - Part 19

By
SiUan M. BoAncuid, SdYiiofi K^epeA

Ve.pt, oi HeApetology
loo AtZayLtcL, Atlayita, GA

COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED INTESTINAL PARASITES
(Metazoans, continued)

(Accepted for publication, August 1985)

As knowledge is gained about reptilian parasites, diagnosis becomes more
accurate. There may be numerous errors presented in this series, and
those of us who dare speculate, and venture intelligent guesses may even-
tually stand corrected. I humbly bow to the husbandrists and parasitolo-
gists who have contributed so much information, and look forward to those
who will correct me, and help fill the huge void that still exists.

The only known trichurid affecting lizards and snakes is CaptttoAA/L . The
eggs are double operculated, and treatment with parasiticides may not be
effective. Stuart (1978) reported, Cap^lJtZaAAXL encysting in the host’s
liver could possibly be isolated from contact with orally administered drugs.
Jackson (1972) recommended thiabendazole in the treatment of these para-
sites .

Ascarids (commonly referred to as "roundworms") inhabit the host's stomach,
esophagus or small intestine. Heavy infections of adult worms can occlude
the stomach causing the animal to regurgitate. In nature reptiles probably
contract these parasites by ingesting such intermediate hosts as frogs and
rodents. Generally, the eggs are thick-walled. Treatment includes a choice
of anthelmintics such as dichlorvos, fenbendazole , levamisole, mebendazole,
or thiabendazole.

Spirurids have an indirect life cycle which include two or more hosts. Rep-
tiles may act as either an intermediate host for birds and mammals, or
serve as the final host. Aquatic reptiles become infected by ingesting the

larval stage when feeding on copepods, and terrestrial reptiles may become
infected when ingesting arthropods. Since ants are a common source of in-
fection, it is necessary to prevent these insects from gaining access to

caging of captive reptiles. Spirurids are easily removed when found in the
mouth, but little has been reported on their chemical treatment.

Thomy-headed worms (Acanthocephalans) affect primarily semi-aqutic rep-
tiles. Invertebrates, as well as reptiles, serve as an intermediate host
for birds, mammals, and other reptiles. These parasites may cause enter-
itis, anemia, weight loss, and intestinal occlusion. Frye (1981) reported
the use of dithiazanine iodine and levamisole as possible treatments.

Pentastomids are worm-like/arachnid-like parasites with rudimentary appen-
dages. Transmission is through ingestion of an intermediate mammalian
host; therefore, captured wild rodents should not be fed to captive rep-
tiles unless previously frozen. Also, man is an accidental host, so care
should be exercised when handling infected animals. Slocombe and Budd

(1973) reported that pentastomid eggs measure approximately 130 x 140u.

There is no successful treatment; although, Frye (1981) reported using
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levamisole HCI at a dose of 5 mg/kg, administered IP (intraperitoneal)

,

and suggested administering antibiotics, fluids, vitamins, and diruetics
as supportive therapy.

In Part 20, ectoparasites will be discussed. Those keepers wishing diag-
nostic photomicrographs of intestinal Metazoa are requested to contact the
author.
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CONSORTIUM OF AQUARIUMS, UNIVERSITIES AND ZOOS FORMED

On 21 August 1985, more than 60 people representing universities, zoos and
aquariums from Southern California met on the campus of California State
University, Northridge, for the purpose of discussing how to improve the
educational and research links between these organizations. Dr. Terry
Maple, Professor of psychology from the Georgia Institute of Technology
and Director of Zoo Atlanta, addressed the group on '*The Relationship
Between Zoos and Universities from the Perspective of the Zoo Director".
Dr. Robert H. Sizuki, Vice President for Academic Affairs, CSU Northridge,
spoke on "The Relationship Between Effective Teaching and Research in the
Academic Community". After discussion about possible functions of an or-
ganization in which university, zoo and aquarium people play equal roles,
the group voted to form the Consortium of Aquariums, Universities and Zoos
(C.A.U.Z.). The goals of this organization include the facilitation of

cooperation and communication between universities, zoos and aquariums;
increasing the mutual sharing of resources by these institutions; and
forming a "network of ideas" through a fellowship of people with shared
interests and goals. C.A.U.Z. plans to accomplish these goals by encourag-
ing people from universities, zoos and aquariums to form research and
education interest groups within local geographical areas as well as by
increasing the flow of information between people at universities, zoos and
aquariums through a national newsletter (C.A.U.Z. Reports), a computerized
database of interests and zoo and aquarium projects, and an electronic
bulletin board. Inquiries about the consortium can be addressed to its

president: Dr. Donna FitzRoy Hardy, Dept, of Psychology, CSU Northridge,
Northridge, CA 91330.

by: Khjdm B^yan BoJuioviZz, Ph. V,

P2,pH.oduicXAVQ, Vky^lotogi^t
Pe^ejvmk V2,pt,, San Vl^go Zoo
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The Ecology of a Tropical Forest :

Season Rhythms and Long-Term Changes

Edited by Egbert G. Leigh, Jr. Et. al.

Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, D.C.
1982. 468 pp., $25.00 ISBN 0-87474-601-9

ReuXeu; by VauZa M. VavJj>

VabLiccutloyi^ CooH.(iLnaton.fAA.ckivZ^t

Toludo lootoglcaZ GoAddvib
, Toledo, OH

This book brings together the research of 37 contributors on the ecology
of Barro Colorado Island, Panama, an island which was isolated from the
surrounding mainland in 1914, after the Chagres River was dammed to form
Gatun Lake, the central portion of the Panama Canal. Barro Colorado has
been continuously observed for over 60 years, and few tropical forests,
if any, have been studied so intensely over the last 15 years.

The primary emphasis of these 32 papers is on interactions: the relation-
ships between plants and the animals that eat them, pollinate their flow-
ers, and disperse their seeds; the means by which different animals obtain
food and avoid being eaten; and the mechanisms by which different animal
populations are regulated.

Various species are discussed at some length including: antwrens, manakins,
agoutis, pacas, red-tailed squirrels, capuchins, howler monkeys, coat is,
and several herptiles and arthropods. Information on other species, how-
ever, may be difficult to access, as the book lacks an index. However,
each paper does begin with an abstract which enhances the ability to scan
the volume for appropriate subjects.

Although this title may not be as useful as others in the daily maintenance
of zoo animals, it does provide an excellent background on tropical island
ecology, and the population and nutritional studies of many tropical species
may prove valuable in captive maintenance.

Book Review

Available from: Smithsonian Institution Press,
Washington, DC 20560.

900 Jefferson Drive, S.W.,

<1

Keeper’s Alert
THE THRILL OF VICTORY AWAITS

We all know animals have some amazing athletic abilities, but how about
their keepers? Are zoo keepers as energetic, hardy, robust, and endur-
ing as their charges? We can find out the answer to this and more in

just a few months! On 4 May, preceding the 1986 Great Lakes Regional
AAZK Conference , the Columbus Zoo AAZK Chapter will host a Zoo Keeper
Olympics spectacular. There will be a series of five games based on

aspects of the zoo keeping profession. There will be more information
on this gala event in the next few months. Meanwhile, get those track
shoes out of the closet and get in shape! GycUmaty, Zoo KQ,Z.peA

Colmbiu Zoo
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From The Book Review Coordinator .

.

I I

The Book Review Committee i.s proud to announce that it is ready to advance
full steam ahead into providing members of AAZK with monthly reviews in

our Animal Keepers' Forum . We hope to provide interesting analyses of a

variety of books and magazines pertinent to our involvement as zoo keepers.
Those of you who remember the Book Reviews column begun and maintained by
Ellen Leach will no doubt be pleased to see these reviews returning.
Ellen's committee was a great idea and I am pleased to be continuing the
project.

It is also time to announce a need for reviewers. Members interested in

reviewing are requested to mail this coupon (or a facsimile of it) to:

Diane C.M. Forsyth, Akron Zoological Park
500 Edgewood Ave., Akron, OH 44307.

All reviewers keep the book that they have reviewed.

A questionnaire has been processed which asked former members of the Book
Review Committee if they still wished to participate in reviewing. As a

result of that survey, you will immediately begin to see reviews in the
Animal Keepers' Forum . Due to a shuffling of the committee to a new co-
ordinator, some former reviewers may not have been contacted. Please
give me a call if this has happened and I will gladly update your files
and include you as a reviewer. I may be reached at (216) 375-2072.

Book Reviewer Interest Form

NAME
:

ADDRESS:

(ci ty) (state) (zip)

Zoo Phone: ( ) Home Phone

:

( )

I am interested in reviewing (List the specific book)_

My special reading interests include:



THEFIE FOR 1986 AAZK CONFERENCE PAPERS

Animal Integrity in Captivity

Animals in the wild have a certain natural quality or condition that can
be observed, verified and described. We come to know animals by this
natural standard or description. Diet requirements, population dynamics,
natural and social behaviors, and environmental factors are some indicators
of this condition or integrity .

The management of animals in captivity has many regards which can be measur-
ed by values such as successful pairing, breeding, rearing, nutritional re-
quirements, environment consideration, health and longevity.

The theme we are proposing, ’ Animal Integrity in Captivity * asks these
questions;

- Are the animals we keep in captivity complete in quality or condition
in relation to their wild counterparts?

- Is this integrity or natural condition recognized, reinforced and
retained in captive species?

“ What steps are taken in the captive management of species to promote
or stimulate the most natural condition possible?

- Is natural quality or integrity in captivity even possible or

desirable?

Guideline for papers;

-A wide range of topics, both general and specific, may fit this theme.

-Topics such as population demographics, diet, breeding, behavior,
health factors, and exhibit design may be looked at and presented with
a particular focus or emphasis on any relationship to wild populations.

-We wish to emphasize that all papers submitted are welcome and will
be considered.
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PHOTO CONTEST

We are pleased to announce the PHOTO CONTEST for Conference *86. It will
be judged by renowned Canadian wildlife photographer, Robert Taylor, who
will also be presenting a Photography Workshop during the Conference.
Criteria for the contest are as follows:

- 2 areas of judging: slides and prints

- you may enter a limit of 2 pictures in each category
(i.e. maximum of 4 pictures)

- pictures in the print category must be 8" x 10" since we wish to

display all prints at the Conference, and the maximum of 2 prints
per entry is not too cost prohibitive.

- the slides will also be displayed at the Conference.

- the Contest is open to all Conference delegates.

- there will be prizes awarded and all entries will be returned.

- all entries must pertain to wildlife, but not necessarily to zoos.

We are hoping for good delegate participation so get out there and be
'snappy' about it!
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T.V. Worth Watching, . .

.

WILD AMERICA RETURNS FOR FOURTH SEASON ON PBS

As listed below, the fourth season of WILD AMERICA’S ten new half-hour
programs will be broadcast nationally at a special prime time: Saturday
Evenings at 7:00 P.M. Eastern Time. These are the airdates and times for
national broadcast only. For scheduling of WILD AMERICA in your area,
please check your local PBS-TV channel listings.

NORTH WOODS LYNX 1/18/86, 7:00 pm ET

Elegant and elusive, the Lynx is one of nature’s finest physical specimens.
It creeps quietly across the snow on its big cat feet, searching for its
primary quarry, the Snowshoe Hare. Its undetected stealth spells success
for the Lynx of the northern boreal forest. But success is never that
simple. It is seen that the number of predator and prey - Lynx and Snow-
shoe Hare - are intricately linked in a ten-year cycle that rises and
falls in unison. This fascinating unexplained phenomenon is only one of

the many mysteries of the North Woods.

WOODPECKERS - NATURE ’ S HAMMERHEADS 1/25/86, 7:00 pm ET

The ancients believed these birds were gods that could bring forth rain
by tapping their bills. Woodpeckers cannot perform miracles, but they do

know how to use their heads. Special adaptations enable them to whack
away at tree trunks with extraordinary force in their quest for food and
shelter. This high-powered hammering benefits humans by destroying many
insect pests. Sixteen of North America’s most interesting species are
seen, including the popular Red-headed and Downy, and the unusually gre-
garious Acorn Woodpeckers

.

DESIGNS FOR DEFENSE 2/1/86, 7:00 pm ET

Wild creatures of all sizes and shapes have evolved fascinating and often
intricate means for discouraging predators. Some of these methods of

protection, such as the porcupine’s quills or caterpillar’s spines, are
built into the animal’s anatomy. Other devices, like the ability of the
opossum or the hog-nosed snake to "play dead", are behavioral. Camouflage
and bright warning colors may serve the same end. Most creatures have
more than one line of defense, and survival is shown to depend on a com-
plex set of interactions between predator and potential prey.

CUTTHROAT - Part I: Yellowstone Lake 2/8/86, 7:00 pm ET

Yellowstone Lake is a vast underwater wilderness never seen by the two
million visitors to this National Park. It is also the realm of a crea-
ture that forms the cornerstone of an entire aquatic ecosystem - the
brilliant cutthroat trout. A summer-long exploration by Marty Stouffer
and his film crew begins in the Thorofare Region, our wildest land south
of Alaska. As the story of the cutthroat unfolds, we are introduced to

the many other intriguing species in its intricate web of life, among
them the bald eagle.

CUTTHROAT - Part II: Yellowstone River 2/15/86, 7:00 pm ET

The crew’s exploration takes them deeper into the northern wilderness via
the magnificent Yellowstone River. At LeHardy Rapids, Marty catches the
cutthroat by hand to study them face-to-face, then dives into the turbu-
lence to hand-feed a large school of trout with salmonfly larvae. Back
on the surface, we see the reproductive cycle and the other predators of
the salmonfly. We also learn the history of fishing in this National Park
and about the years of fishing regulations that have produced the now-
abundant cutthroat.
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CUTTHROAT - Part III: Grizzly Creek 2122 /86 , 7:00 pm ET

As Marty and his crew continue to delve into the life cycle of the cut-
throat trout, their exploration leads to Grizzly Creek. Here, they find
evidence of the big bear's presence and go underwater to film the aston-
ishing spawning ritual of the cutthroat. In a fitting finale to their
story, some trout die, while others return to the Lake. A rookery of

White pelicans, the major trout predator, is filmed at the Molly Islands,
and a family of ospreys, another important influence on the cutthroat, is

seen at their nest.

KILLER MICE 3/1/86, 7:00 pm ET

Through the night, a ravenous predator stalks its unwary prey. With a

swift bite to the skull, it slays the victim, then throws back its head
and howls. But this beast that hunts like a weasel and howls like a wolf
is neither - it's the five-inch grasshopper mouse of our western deserts
and plains. Fiercely territorial, it feasts on tarantulas, scorpions, and
even other rodents - yet displays uncommonly close family ties. This
mysterious nocturnal mouse is followed and filmed - for the first time
ever - entirely at night on the deserts of Arizona.

CONTROVERSIAL COYOTE 3/8/86, 7:00 pm ET

"Prairie wolf, song dog, barking wolf" - the coyote is called by many
names, not always complimentary. Once these wild dogs trailed the great
herds across our western plains. The herds are gone. The opportunists
remain, and are flourishing despite efforts to eradicate them. Today,
their numbers are stronger than ever before, but this proof of their
versatility has heightened the controversy that surrounds this species.
Some curse the coyote as a cold-blooded killer, while others welcome it

as a colorful addition to America's wild landscape.

REMARKABLE REPTILES 3/15/86, 7:00 pm ET

Until 65 million years ago, reptiles ruled the earth. Dinosaurs have
disappeared, but their descendants thrive in practically every kind of

habitat North America offers. Masses of emerging garter snakes writhe in

Manitoba's snake pits. An eastern glass lizard survives the loss of

nearly half its body. The endangered desert tortoise lugs its ancient
armor across southwestern sands to mate. And from southern swamps re-
sounds the primeval bellow of an alligator, echoing an era millions of

years before man.

TRACKING WILDLIFE 3/22/86, 7:00 pm ET

Since many wild animals are nocturnal - and all are wary of humans -

they're often difficult to glimpse. But every creature leaves behind
tracks or signs of its passing. Curiosity, patience, and a good field
guide are the only equipment needed to learn to read this revealing re-

cord. Marty Stouffer offers valuable tips on tracking and getting close
to foxes, moose, bears, and birds, as he tours terrain as varied as the

snowy winter wilderness of Wyoming and the muddy stream-banks of his own
backyard

.
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HOW TO WRITE IT RIGHT

Suggestions and Guidelines for
Submitting Articles for Publication in AKF

By
SiLdan V. CkavL, Managing Edlton.

Avumat KnnpoA^' Vonum

One of the most important things to be considered by the would-be author
is the type of publication for which he or she is writing. AKF is unique
in that it does not limit its contents to special interest categories nor
does it limit it contents to only serious, research-oriented material.
Following the goals and objectives of AAZK, the Forum has evolved into a

monthly publication whose main purpose is the dissemination of information
of interest to those individuals involved in captive exotic animal husbandry.
Such dissemination of information may take the form of brief, informal
submissions on husbandry techniques or the more formal, research article
which details a hypothesis, methods and materials, results and discussion.
Some articles do not deal with exotic animal husbandry at all, but rather,
through narrative expression, explore the wild state of many species which
are housed in captivity.

All these various categories of submissions are equally valuable because
each, in its own way, expands the informational horizons of the reader.
Of course, it it important to realize that every article published is not
going to appeal or even be practically applicable to every reader. Such
an assumption would be unrealistic to say the least. What is important to

keep in mind is that zookeepers are the individuals who are most directly
and intimately responsible for the welfare of their captive charges. Be-
cause of the nature of this relationship, zookeepers, whether novices or

seasoned veterans of the profession, can offer insights into this very
specialized field which are available from no other source. Your obser-
vations, sometime ’gut feelings’, and the day-to-day trial and error of
various husbandry techniques all build on the body of knowledge in the
challenging and every-changing field of captive exotic animal maintenance.

Finally, do not fall into the trap of believing that nothing you have to

say on the subject could possibly be important or of use to another reader.
Realize that any article written on a subject as complex and ever-changing
as exotic animal husbandry will not encompass all the difinitive answers
to a particular situation or problem. This fact does not make your thoughts
or observations any less valid. Your ideas, suggestions or conclusions
may be challenged or expanded upon or revised by another at some future
date. That is how the field of knowledge expands, improves and perfects
itself

.

GETTING STARTED

So you want to write an article for AKF . Where do you begin? One of the
oldest of writer’s maxims is ’’Write about what you know.” Pick a topic
in which you have a keen interest—it is always easier to write about
something for which you have enthusiasm. Decide on the topic and then
decide what you actually know about the subject. Do you need to do fur-
ther research to ’’flesh out” the knowledge you already possess? Research
may not always entail long, on-site observations of an animal, but may
only be searching the literature to see what has been researched to date
and how it may be applicable to your subject. When writing about a par-
ticular species, be sure you know something about its natural history as
information of this type may have a direct effect on how that animal is
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successfully kept in a captive state (i.e. nocturnal, diurnal, solitary,
gregarious, carnivore etc.)

Next, decide which aspect of this animal’s captive situation are you going
to write about (i.e. its exhibit, diet, breeding behavior, etc.) Gather
all the facts and observations available to you. Don't feel as though you
need only write about what has proven successful in the captive maintenance
of a particular species. Sometimes knowing what hasn't worked in the past
can be as important in avoiding future mistakes as knowing what has worked
can be to future successes. Discuss the topic with your fellow professionals
and get their input and suggestions.

Once you have gathered together your information, you are ready to write
your article. This is where the biggest stumbling block often enters the
picture—you know what you have to say, you just don't know how to say it.

Relax. Not everyone is a born writer and writing is something that takes
practice, even for professionals in the field. Ask yourself, if you were
going to read this article what would you want to know about the subject?
In what order of presentation would the information make the most sense to

you? Have statements made or questions asked in the article been clarified
by the time you finish reading it? Does the article flow from one logical
step to another or is it a jumble of disconnected facts and observations
which have no apparent relationship to one another? Read your article as
if you were reading it for the first time; ask your peers to review it for
you and offer suggestions and, yes, criticisms,

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN WRITING

Whatever the subject you have chosen to write about, there are a number of

guidelines to follow to make your article both informative and interesting
to the reader. Begin with an introduction that is broad enough to give the
reader the information necessary for an understanding and appreciation of

the subject. Make the article as easy as possible for the reader to com-
prehend. Use photographs, drawings, charts, diagrams (if applicable) to

clarify points made in the text and to reinforce these points. Not all
articles certainly lend themselves to the use of charts etc., but if your
article does, well-constructed graphics can make your article more effec-
tive.

Omit trivial and tedious details that are not essential to accuracy and
completeness. Keep the text free from repetition of data presented in

tables and graphs. Try to link the various sections of your atticle together
with transitional words, phrases or sentences, so as to make a continuous
story—thus sustaining the reader's interest.

Seek variety in the length and structure of words, sentences and paragraphs.
Limit average sentence length to 20 words, and keep long words (those of

three or more syllables) from exceeding 20% of the total. 'Padding' the
text with unnecessary wordiness (commonly known as BSing) may serve to

fill out the length of the article but does nothing to enhance either the

information provided or the interest level of the reader.

If you are writing a more subjective, narrative-type article (example:
"The Little Chapter That Could" Page 12 this issue) use a conversational
style. When you are not presenting a series of scientific facts to support
a hypothesis you need not be as structured in your writing. However, even
telling a 'story' about an event or a person requires a logical sequencing
of the storyline. This easier, conversation-style would apply to things
such as Chapter News, Viewpoint, and other non-husbandry related articles.
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CHECKLIST OF SOME COMION ERRORS IN WRITING

1. Misstatement or exaggeration of facts.
2. Misrepresentation through omission of facts.
3. Errors in data, terms, citations.
4. Conclusions based on faulty or insuffucuent evidence.
5. Failure to distinguish between fact and opinion.
6. Contradictions and inconsistencies.
7. Incomplete development of topic.
8 . Inclusion of irrelevant, trivial, or tedious details.
9. Long sentences (more than 3 or 4 typewritten lines) and either compli-

cated grammar, or short-choppy sentences (less than typewritten lines.)
10. Lack of clearness-a sentence that requires rereading to get the meaning.
11. Unnecessary repetition of the same word or words (keep a Thesaurus

handy to help with this)

.

12. Unnecessary technical language or too many strange words in a single
sentence.

The above list is certainly not a definitive one as there are many other
errors which occur in writing an article. These, however, are some of the
most common, particularly in a more technical, research-oriented article.

ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM IN WRITING

Animal Keepers* Forum , as stated in the ''Information for Contributors"
on the back inside cover, accepts original papers for publication. An
original paper is exactly that--one which was originated by you as the
author. While an original paper may contain information from other sources
and authors (properly cited within the text and in final bibliography),
the text of the article is yours. Taking an article written by another
individual, rearranging sentence structure or wording, and presenting it
as you own does not qualify as an original effort on your part. It is
plagarism and is unethical as well as illegal and can lead to prosecution
in some cases where copyright is involved. While imitation may be the
sincerest form of flattery, this is not the case with the written word.
Submitting material under false authorship is highly unprofessional and
injurious to the goals and tenants of AAZK and AKF . On any article submit-
ted for publication in AKF , all authors should be listed if more than one
was involved in the manuscript's preparation.

Sometimes material from other sources (zoo newsletters, magazines, etc.)
are submitted because of their interest to the AKF readership. Usually
these types of news items may be printed as long as credit is given to the
original source. In cases of copyrighted publications, written permission
must be obtained from both the editor and the author.

Policies vary from one zoo to another, but in some cases any material to

be submitted for publication must be cleared through that institution's
administration. This policy is not without validity since articles often
reflect how a zoo is handling its responsibilities to its captive animal
population. If you are not familiar with what the policy is at your insti-
tution, check with your immediate superior. Most zoos are pleased to have
their professional keepers publish material dealing with their research
and on-the-job observations. It is a professional courtesy to allow your
institution's administration to know what you intend to publish.

SUBMITTING YOUR ARTICLE IN THE PROPER FORMAT

Each individual publication has what is known as its 'style'. This in-
cludes the actual physical formatting of a paper and its content being
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consistent with the established ’style’ of the publication. The following
are guidelines to use in making your article consistent with the AKF ’style’.

1. All articles (short and long) should be typewritten and double-spaced.
If it is absolutely not possible to have the article typed, it should
be submitted on plain white paper and neatly hand printed (no longhand,
please)

.

2. Use a 70 space line and make sure your typewriter has a clean, clear
type. DO NOT indent paragraphs. Double-space between paragraphs.

3. Type on one side of paper only and number pages consecutively in the
upper right hand corner of each sheet.

4. Following the article’s title, please include the following information:
name, job position, institution, city, state (i.e. John Smith, Senior
Keeper, Average Zoo, An3rwhere, U.S.A.)

5. All graphs, tables and charts should be submitted on separate sheets
of paper and not run within the text. All graphics MUST be in black
and white and should fit within a size no larger than 6" x 10" (15cm x
25l^cm) . If graphs/tables are not typed, make sure they are neatly and
clearly hand-lettered so that they are easily read and understood.

6. Use the scientific name for a species the first time it is mentioned
in the text; thereafter, use only the common name. Use only universally
accepted scientific nomenclature [i.e. Asian elephant (Elephas maximus ) ]

.

7. Use the twenty-four hour clock (9:00 & 14:25) for Identifying time and
the continental dating system (8 November 1985) when describing dates.

8. Give both metric and non-metric equivalents for weights and measures
(2 inches [5cm] ) . Give temperatures in both Farenheit and Centigrade.

9. Use only universally accepted abbreviations (ft., in., cm., gm. , kg., etc).
10. Avoid footnotes. References should be listed alphabetically according

to the author's surname at the end of the article. Example: Tulloch, G.S.

1954. Problems of the editor of a small journal. Science 119:532-534.
11. Within the text, references should be cited as Tulloch (1954). If the

reference cited has more than one author, it may be listed as Brown,
et al (1956). All authors are included in final bibliography however.

12. If products mentioned within the text are registered trademark names
(i.e. Coca-Cola®) they should be followed by the registered trademark
symbol as illustrated above.

13. While it is not necessary to list products mentioned in the text under
a separate heading at the end of an article, it serves as a useful
informational service to readers on locating manufacturers of these
products. If you choose to make such a listing it should include: the

product name, manufacturer, address of manufacturer.
14. Photographs submitted with articles for AKF must be in black and white

and preferably on glossy stock and measuring no smaller than 3" x 5".

15. All articles submitted to AKF are reviewed and sometimes edited. If

you do not want your article edited without your permission, enclose
a note to this effect and if editing is required you will be contacted.

16. All articles become the property of AKF and will not be returned unless
requested and accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope of the

appropriate size.

Hopefully, the material covered in the article will be of some help to

you in preparing material for submission to AKF . If you have further

questions, feel free to write the Editor, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

A good resource for further information on writing is: How To Write Scientific

and Technical Papers by Sam F. Trelease; Second Edition, 1970; MIT Press,

Cambridge, MA 02142.

If you’ve never submitted an article to AKF , perhaps now is the time.

Let us hear from you.
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Viewpoint
In Memory of Matthew Bartholomew

TfuA poAt UovmbeA a moAt beZoued and ch2AAJ>k<id ktO-poA cut MLam-l MeX^ozoo
pcL6A£.d away. He died ^Aom a fuaxe congenital hexxt pAoblm, daya a^tea
unde/igolng a compHaated open- hecuit AuAge/iy. Matthew BoAthotomew woA one

0^ thoAe ApecAot IncUvldjualA who lived Hie to Ha iuIleAt and brightened
up the ZlveA oi all thoAe ajtoand km. In memoAy oi him, a newboAn Malayan
taplji [who mA boAn on the day Matt anderwent AuAgexy] woa named aiteA him.

The ioHowlng poAAage woa WAltten by one oi Matt' a ieltow keepeAA, but In
eA^mce tem haw «e aU ital.

FAREWELL . .Brett Banner

It was an ordinary Metrozoo Saturday, except for one thing. A water main
had broken and in some parts of the park turned on hoses yielded nothing
but curses by the zookeepers. Worse, since it was the weekend, no one
could be summoned to fix the problem until the following Monday. But the
critters needed water right now!

Well, in a zoo one must be prepared for any eventuality, so we have a

water truck to rescue us under such circumstances. I was sent, along with
another keeper, to fetch the truck and fill the troughs. Wouldn't you know
it, the truck's huge tank was bone dry. We would first have to drive the
vehicle to the hydrant behind the scimitar-homed oryx display and fill it.

Neither of us, unfortunately, had experience performing such a task. Okay,
we knew we had to take that enormous hose that is thicker than an anaconda
and attach one end to the hydrant. What we didn't know was that there is a

way to attach the other end to the water tank. We thought we were supposed
to simply turn the hydrant on, drag the python-like hose to the tank, and
hold the nozzle in place at the tank's opening in much the same way one fills
an automobible with gasoline.

You've probably guessed the punch line. We turned the hydrant on and the
water pressure was quite a bit more than the two of us could control. The
hose tore out of our hands and took off like a cheetah with a hotfoot, all
the while saturating two zookeepers and everything else within a 50-foot
radius. The oryx looked amused, we looked ridiculous, and the area looked
like Lake Michigan before one of us managed to cut the water off.

Obviously, we had overestimated our strength and underestimated the extent
of the water pressure, but I was right on the money in guessing what would
happen next. I knew the keeper with me would react to this mess by laugh-
ing with vigor, which he did. He was always laughing, or smiling, or say-
ing just the right thing; he was a good natured guy. And when Matt Barth-
holomew died on November 18th, not three weeks past his thirty-first birth-
day, all his many friends tried, through their tears, to remember that per-
petual cheerful manner of his.

Thirty-one, thirty-one. A good age for a person. An age at which one has
some of the energy of youth and some of the wisdom of maturity. An age at
which one should still be enjoying his prime. By the time Matt reached that
age, he had spread more warmth and happiness than many people provide in
seventy years.

We will all miss Matt. But then again, as long as any of the people who
worked with him remain at Metrozoo, Matt's being will be imbedded in the
place. We'll remember the heartfelt "Greetings" he intoned in the morning,
his fondness for tapirs and parrots, his dedication to work. And we'll
be reminded of him by offbeat, funny little stuff. You see. Matt loved
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things that are a bit goofy. Pro wrestling. "I Love Lucy" reruns.
"Rocky and Bullwinkle" cartoons. Pee Wee Herman. Getting soaked by a
runaway hose

.

In particular he enjoyed puns. Once as I walked down the quarantine pen
hallway, I didn't notice Matt standing behind a dromedary in one of the
enclosures. He let me pass by, the exclaimed "Hi Brett!".

I whirled around. "Oh, Matt, I didn't see you!" I said, startled.

"I know you didn't," he replied, "I was too well camelf laged ."

Goodbye, Matt. We all loved you.

Chapter
APPALACHIAN CHAPTER

The AAZK Appalachian Chapter has
organized a monthly film/lecture
series to be presented at the

Roanoke Valley Science Museum.
Film topics include owls, giant
pandas, illegal wildlife trade and
behind-the-scenes at zoos. Speakers
have been invited from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, National
Zoo, World Wildlife Fund, and the

Shenendoah Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center. Donations will be accept-
ed at the door.

SubmAjtte,d by: lauJvin J. Tkomcu
ChapteA Se.c.A2X.aAy

ZOO ATLANTA CHAPTER

The members of the Zoo Atlanta
AAZK Chapter have raised $100.00
towards the Black Rhino Conserva-
tion Fund in Zambia.

SubrruXt^.d by: EZZm
ChapteA Se^cAeXoAy

TOLEDO AAZK CHAPTER

The Toledo Zoo Chapter of AAZK has
recently shown its support for zoo
library and information services by
donating funds to two separate
causes. First, the chapter has
donated a first installment of

$500 towards book and journal pur-
chases, with another $500 to fol-
low at a later date.

Second, $245 was donated toward the
production of an animal information
brochure, based on the original idea
by the Minnesota Zoo and its library
staff. The Toledo Zoo library and
graphics staff will revise the bro-
chure to be a general introduction
for students on how to find infor-
mation on animals. It will not be
geared around local library resources,
however, so that if another zoo want-
ed to borrow a master copy and have
it printed, it would be applicable
for all zoos and their libraries.

Completed brochures and master copies
for loan are now available. Please
contact Paula Davis at the Toledo Zoo

(419) 385-5721 for information.

News
LOS ANGELES ZOO AAZK CHAPTER

The Los Angeles Zoo AAZK Chapter
hosted an Australian Mammal Sym-
posium 18-19 January in the Edu-
cation Building at their zoo.
Featured speakers at the symposium
included: Val Thompson, San Diego
Zoo; Judie Steenberg, Woodland Park
Zoo; Don Richardson, Los Angeles
Zoo; and Gregg Thompson, also of

Woodland Park. The Symposium also
included special tours through the

Koala House.
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AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors Regional Coordinator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, White Oak Plantation
Route 3, Box 226
Yulee, FL 32097

(904) 225-9559 (work)

(912) 729-5126 (home)

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo
5500 Phinney Ave. North
Seattle, WA 90603

(206) 625-5402 (work)

(206) 745-8198 (home)

Regional Coordinators

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA (617) 442-2005 (w)

for the states of ME,VT,NH ,MA,RI ,CT

Peter Buchholz, Bronx Zoo, New York (212) 220-5100 (w)

for the state of NY

Gene Pfeffer, Philadelphia Zoo, PA (215) 243-1100 (w)

for the states of PA,NJ,MD,DE

Vacancy - for the states of VA,W.VA,D.C.

Lee Payne, Detroit Zoo, MI (313) 398-0903 (w)

for the state MI

Lynne Villers, Indianapolis Zoo, IN (317) 547-3577 (w)

for the s.tates of IN,0H,KY

Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chiacgo, IL (312) 294-4660 (w)

for the states of WI,IL,M0,MN,IA

Pat Hook, Riverbanks Zoo, Columbia, SC (803) 779-8717 (w)

for the states of TN,NC,SC

Alan Sharpies, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA (404) 624-1235 (w)

for the states of FL ,AL ,GA,AR,MS,LA

Vacancy - for the states of TX,NM,C0,KS,NE,SD,ND

Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA (206) 625-5497 (w)

for the states of WA,0R,ID,MT,WY,AK

Vacancy - for the states of CA,NV,AZ,UT

Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Zitiello, Pres.) (808) 923-4772 (w)

for the Hawaiian Islands

Vacancy - for Eastern Canada which includes the Provinces of

Ontario and Quebec

Vacancy - for Western Canada which includes the Provinces of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia

you muid be -In poAt-Ld-tpcutlng -in AAZK (U a. RdQlonal CooA.-

cUncuton. Ion. one oi thu oAexu tilting "Vacancy", pl&uc contact the RC
Co-Coon.dlnaton. tn change oi that an.ea, E-ithoJi Vtane on. Vebbena mUX be
happy to explain the duties oi an RC and cLc6cuj>-6 the po6-ltion with you.



finnouncing . . .

AAZK is pleased to announce
the availability of its new
publication ZOONOTIC DISEASES .

This 56-page booklet details
the most common zoonotic di-
seases, offers guidelines for
preventive control and covers
personal hygiene and disin-
fection procedures.

The booklet, a cooperative
effort produced by the AAZK
Keeper Education Committee,
is produced in a 8i" by 11"

format hole punched for in-

sertion in a standard three-
ring binder (not included).

Copies may be purchased by
completing the order form
below. Prices are: $2.00
for Professional AAZK Mem-
bers; $3.50 for other AAZK
membership categories and
$5.00 for non-members. This
prices includes postage and
handling. Order from: Zoo-
notic Diseases, c/o AAZK
National Headquarters, 635
Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.
Make checks payable to "AAZK".

including disinfection,

personnel hygiene and bibliography.

ZOONOTIC DISEASES ORDER FORM

Please send copy/copies of the AAZK Zoonotic Diseases Handbook
to:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY: P AF AS INST NON-MEM

TOTAL AMOUNT INCLUDED: $

PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 week delivery at Book Rate. NOTE: THOSE ORDERING FROM
OUTSIDE THE U.S. AND CANADA SHOULD INCLUDE AN ADDITIONAL $2.00 FOR AIR
MAIL SERVICE.

SEND ORDER FORM AND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO "AAZK" TO:

ZOOMOTIC VISEASES
do AAZK MatlomZ Hmdqua/U.eA^

635 Gagd Blvd.

Topo-ka, KS 66606



1986 Great Lakes Regional AAZK Conference

The Columbus Great Lakes Regional AAZK Conference will be held 4-7 May
1986 at the Columbus Zoo in Powell, OH. A tentative schedule will be in

the next issue of AKF .

Checks should be made payable to: "Columbus Chapter AAZK". Please send
registration form and registration fees to: Andy Lodge, Colombus Chapter
AAZK, Columbus Zoo, Box 400, Powell, OH 43065.

REGISTRATION FORM

Name:

Address:

City: State/Province: Zip:

Phone No: ( ) Name of Zoo:

Job Area:

Fees: Member or
Late

spouse
fees after

$30.00 Non-member
15 April , 1986 - $40.00

$35.00

Total Fees Enclosed: $

If you can't make the entire conference, please write and we can work it

out on a day-to-day basis.

Will you be staying for the banquet on 7 May, 1986? YES NO

Banquet and auction on 7 May, 1986 starting at 7:00 p.m.

MOTEL RESERVATION FORM
Columbus Great Lakes Regional AAZK Conference

Name
:

Address :_

City:___ State/ Province: Zip:_

Phone No. ( ) Dates staying at motel
:

(C.N. 272286124)

Single $25.95 per day

Double $30.95 per day (2 beds)

3 or more $32.95 per day

Send to: Red Roof Inn, 5125 Post Rd., Dublin, OH 43017 (614) 764-3993.
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Jyu>tAXiJutlovi6 to cidvQAtAJ> 2. mploijme.nt oppontanttioJi oaq, cuked to
6md pQAttnznt data, by the. 15th oi each month to: Oppontantty Knocfu/AKh

,

635 Gage Blvd. ,
Topeka, KS 66606, Plexue tneZude cto^tng date& ioK. po6a-

tiovUi available. Theae l6 no choAge ion. ^ach tli>ting6 and phone-tn test-
ings ion. positions ichlch become available close to deadline axe accepted.

ELEPHANT HANVLER . . .requires one year expereince with elephants. Will
assist trainer and participate in African elephant husbandry program/
exotic hoofstock management. Salary $1,112 - $1, 482/month plus excellent
benefits. Send resume by 1 February 1986 to: Mike Blakely, Curator of

Mammals, Kansas City Zoo, Swope Park, Kansas City, MO 64132.

BJRV KEEPER I ... requires high school diploma and one year
paid zoo experience. Will be responsible for the care and
maintenance of a large variety of birds. Send resume and
references by 15 February 1986 to: James R. Fish, Curator
of Birds, Caldwell Zoo, P.O. Box 428, Tyler, TX 75710.

REPTILE KEEPER . , .requires B.S. in biological sciences and
a demonstrated knowledge of reptile-amphibian husbandry,
good communication skills, and ability to prepare data for

publication; mechanical, carpentry, artistic and photography
talents helpful. Salary: $18,000 per anum; excellent fringe
benefit package. Send resume to: John Behler, Curator,
Dept, of Herpetology, New York Zoological Society, Bronx Zoo,

Bronx, NY 10460. EOF.
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(ilJLVLJEE REHAB INTERNSHIPS . . .experience and internships
available for a wildlife rehabilitation project in the
Amazon Jungle. Wildlife includes confiscated margays,
ocelots, monkeys, marmosets, parrots, macaws, toucans, caiman and boas.
Many animals have been tamed and require behavioral therapy, as well as
veterinary care. Participants must pay airfare and a small tuition to
cover living expenses. Two and four-week courses are available. Contact;
Quabaug Bird Conservation Foundation, 315 Palmer Road, Ware, MA 01082.

Information Please

The Houston Zoological Gardens is seeking information on the captive breed-
ing of Malayan Giant Squirrels i Rataja blcolon. penlnSiilae ) . We believe
we are the first North American Zoo to have successfully bred them. We
ask that anyone with information either contradicting or confirming this
please contact us at: Houston Zoological Gardens Small Mammal House, 1513
Outer Belt Drive, Houston, TX 77030 (713) 520-3221.

The Burnet Park Zoo, Syracuse, NY, has had three successful Hoffman’s
sloth births in the last four months. Two of the specimens had birth
weights well above the accepted maximum weight. A female sloth bom in
June weighed 572 grams; the most recent birth, a male, weighed 588 grams.
The latter is believed to be the largest Hoffman’s sloth born in captivity.
Any information on maximum and minimum birth weights of healthy sloths
would be appreciated. Gontact Don Moore, Curator/Mammals , Bumet Park
Zoo, Box 146, Liverpool, NY 13088. __
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AAZK MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name Check here if renewal
[ ]

Address

$25.00 Professional

$25.00 International
Atl mmb2JU OLuti^do. tk(L

U.S. and Canada

$15.00 Library
LAhnnAij ^ab^cAd-ptlon onZy

Directory Information ; zoo

$20.00 Affiliate
Oth(^A and volantddA^

$15.00 Associate
Indivi-daoJU not aonmcted
LVttk an antmal coAz {^acttlty

$50.00 Contributing
0aganlzatton6 and IndtoddaoJU

Work Area Special Interests

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE),
payable to American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National
Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to AntmoZ Kc.<zp£/U>' Fo-iom. The member-
ship card is good for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the
U.S. and Canada.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Antwai. Ke.C.p0A^' foaum publishes original papers and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit
articles for consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and
tables should be clearly marked, in final form, and should fit in a page
size no more than 6” x 10" ( 15cm x Zb^icm) . Literature used should be
cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include
scientific names. Black and white photos only accepted.

Articles sent to AntmaZ KeepeAi' Vo^im will be reviewed for publication.
No commitment is made to the author, but an effort will be made to pub-
lish articles as soon as possible. Those longer than three pages may be
separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editorial
staff. The editors reserve the right to edit material without consulta-
tion unless approval is requested in writing by the author. Materials
submitted will not be returned unless accompanied by a stamped, self-
addressed envelope.
Telephone contributions on late-breaking news or last-minute insertions
are accepted. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will not
be accepted. The phone number is (913) 272-5821)

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION 1$ THE 15TH OF THE PRECEDING MONTH

AnttoZoJi pKtnt(id do not nzcoJi^oAtZy tho,

optnton^ oi tk(i AndmaJi Ke^peA^ ' fo/Lum e,dltondjat

^ta{^{^ on. tkd Ame/u-can A.6-6octatton o^ Zoo Keepe/ti.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this pub-
lication is given. Reprints may be ordered from the editor.

PRINTED IN U.S. A,
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The. ^eAvcUi cat { TelM) -i>eAvat ] tnkabtt6 the motit ^avanna^ oi the k^fitcan

continent. Dependent on watet, the i>eAvat ^pencU mo6t o^ tti time tn the
tall gA£U>^ eating fiodenti, mall antelope and btn.dU> [lokich can be caught
tn mtd-OAA between the ion.epaw^] . Iti long leg-i enable the cat to 6ee above
the gAa^6 when seeking p^ey. They have no ^et breeding .iea^on and 1-3

young oAe boKn each yexvt tn a protected den. Thts month' 6 covet ant ti by
Ric Unban, gnaphtc antoit at the Sunset Zoological Tank tn Manhattan, KS.

Thanks, Rlc!

Scoops
^il^L/^Scuttlebutt

NEW APPOINTMENTS FROM AAZK BOARD OF DIRECTORS ANNOUNCED

The AAZK Board recently approved the following appointments: International
Affairs Co-Coordinators are Melba Shields, National Zoo, and Pam McDougall,
Calgary Zoo. Melba will serve as east coast coordinator responsible for
international affairs in Europe, Central/South America and Africa. Pam
will serve as west coast coordinator and will be responsible for AAZK
international affairs liasion with the Pacific, Asian and Australian areas.

Also appointed to the position of Chairman of the AAZK History Committee
is Art Goodrich of the San Diego Zoo. Since 1987 will mark the 20th
birthday of AAZK, the Committee will be gathering information on all
phases of the association’s history and activities which will hopefully
be published during the anniversary year. If you have information on AAZK
history which you would like to share with the Committee, please write to

Art at San Diego.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO MEMBERS ON AAZK ACCESSORIES

Due to the career moves of Joanie Stinson and Mike Carpenter from the

Phoenix Zoo to Brookfield Zoo, the Phoenix Chapter will NO LONGER be handl-
ing the AAZK Logo T-Shirts. The AAZK Board and Chapter Affairs Coordinator
Lee Payne are currently seeking a chapter willing to take on this project.
Until such time as a new home can be found for the T-shirt project, they
will no longer be available for sale . If your chapter is interested in

assuming responsibility for this project, please contact either President
Jean Hromadka or Lee Payne. AKF will print a new order address when available.

At the Miami Conference, the AAZK Board voted and approved the Mill Moun-
tain AAZK Chapter to take over the AAZK Logo Sticker Project. Orders for

stickers should be sent to; Beth Po^^, Mill Mountain Zoo, Jnc. , P.O. Box

13484, Roanoke, l/A 24034.

FROM THE STAFF EXCHANGE COORDINATOR— -It' s Never Too Late

The American Association of Zoo Keepers’ Staff Exchange registration list
now comprises more than fifty institutions whose personnel are interested
in exchanging staff members as an on-the-job training tool. The list

continues steadily to grow, and all interested parties are invited to par-
ticipate.

The list serves to put in contact those who have expressed interest with-
out there being, implicitly or explicitly, a pledge to participate or an

agreement to conform to any set of rules. The Staff Exchange Team does
not wish to govern, or to regulate such trade, but simply to act as a

facilitator whenever information would be useful. Persons interested may
get details by writing to; Elandna Aum, Woodland Rank Zoological Gandem,
5500 Phlnney Avenue Month, Beattie, WA 98103.
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SCOOPS AND SCUTTLEBUTT , ConUniie,d

Legislative News Note

The Animal Keepers* Forum will be changing the Legislative News section
due to the difficulty of not having a correspondent working in Washing-
ton and thus being unable to keep current on impending legislative action.
The revised column will contain news of environmental interest, such as
areas of wildlife destruction, legislative issues which allow draining
of wetlands via misinterpretation of the law, and the like. This is a new
approach to covering these concerns for the Forum .

I hope to receive any comments, suggestions, and ideas from my colleagues
to improve and develop this column. Also any news items of interest should
for forwarded to AKF for inclusion in this column. Feel free to contact
me with your ideas.

— Btcky RogeA^f Lo^gL&toutbjii kcXyiovi

Topoka. lootogi-onZ RoJik

635 Gagz Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606

Lion-Tailed Nacaque Symposium To Be Held

The Woodland Park Zoological Gardens in cooperation with the Seattle
Zoological Society will be sponsoring a second Lion-Tailed Macaque Sym-

posium from 21-23 May 1986 in Seattle, WA. All sessions will be held on

the grounds of the Woodland Park Zoo. Those interested in presenting
papers on any aspect of the Lion-tailed macaque or wishing registration
information are requested to contact: LauAence GtedhTIZ, OJoodtand VoJik

loologTcaZ GoJidenA, 5500 PkTnney Avenue hloath, Seattte, WA 9S1 03-5897

.

Letters To The Editor

Veati EdUXoa,

In The VecembeA. 1985 TA6ue o^ AnMnaJi Keeper ' Tonum Me ^-Ind two oAttdeA
about mdangeaed tipeet<2Ji, In one, ive Aead o^ the 6paytng oi wolves to
make them moAe doette. In the otheti, we Aead o^ euthantztng tlgetiA that
wetie unAiUtable ioA a bAeedUng pAogAam, dJhtle I am keoAjtity tn lavoA o^

poputatton eontAol, ^oA humans oA wett as pdXs and otheA animats, thts
stnZ seems an odd way to "manage" an endangeAed specteA - a specter whose
numbeAS one so tuntted tn the veAy eouAse o^ existence

.

VooAS tAuZy,

Rena Sehltsky

{EdttoA^ s Note: The oAttcles Ae^eAAed to tn the above letteA weAe: "Estab-
tlshtng a Uol^ Pack at the PAesno loo" by Majiy L. Swanson; and "Euthanasta
as a Management Tool: A Case HtstoAy " by Anne Payne o{, the VetAott Zoo,]
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FROM THE PRESroENT

Dear AAZK Members,

As of 1 January, 1986, I assumed the role as AAZK National President for
a term of two years. I feel very fortunate to be able to contribute to an
organization that has offered me countless opportunities and vow to serve
the membership to be best of my abilities. With us again for another term
are Frank Kohn, acting Vice President, and Oliver Claffey. Both have al-
ready demonstrated their dedication to the Association by volunteering many
hours of hard work to help AAZK continue to grow and prosper. Of course, we
should all welcome our newly elected board members, Kerry Hoffman from the
Arizona- Sonora Desert Museum and Zoo Atlanta's senior reptile keeper. Sue
Barnard. Unfortunately, this year marks the end of Kevin Conway's term as

president and Pat Sammarco's as board member. To list all that these two
have contributed to the Association over the years would be a difficult
task, but every member will continue to experience the benefits that these
two individuals were able to accomplish while serving the membership. Again
I'd like to welcome Barbara Manspeaker, our new administrative secretary,
who recently replaced Dolly Clark.

Presently, the San Diego Chapter is trying to piece together the history of

AAZK since it was founded here almost twenty years ago. After talking to

one of the original founders, Dick Sweeney, I am astonished by the great
strides this organization has made but also equally proud that even though
many changes have occurred, that the rudimentary ideas remain intact. Hope-
fully as president, I would like to achieve three goals. First, to boost
membership; second, to encourage active chapters to work closer with Nat-
ional; and lastly, to complete some National projects that appear dormant.
As you all know, the membership dues have finally been raised after many
years of leaving them unaltered. Unfortunately, we are affected by the
rising costs just like everyone else, so increasing fees was unavoidable.
Too many times I've heard non-members complain, "why should I pay $25 for
a directory and a monthly publication?", but we all know that there is much
more to it than that. Personally, I believe that AAZK exists to represent
the professional attitude zookeepers possess, not to mention their unceas-
ing dedication and pride they hold for the animal care field. Everyone of

us can express ourselves and share individual talents by channeling them
through AAZK. If you are disappointed with this organization then maybe
it's your time to contribute. The Association can only be as great as what
you are willing to make it.

Forming a chapter is a great way to get involved with AAZK. The formation
of chapters have helped increase membership, assist frustrated keepers
restore a positive attitude about their work and generated a variety of

activities that were not only educationally rewarding but financially ad-

vantageous as well . There can be some drawbacks with operating a active
chapter especially when you discover how much of your free time it can re-

quire. The more active members you put to work in your chapter, the less

of a work load it will be on you. I have been involved with three differ-
ent chapters over my career and have felt the tremendous satisfaction that

they can offer. I have only one complaint and that is sometimes we get so

involved in our own little chapter that we lose sight of National's pleas
for help. Hopefully in the future we can establish a chapter liasion that

would be solely responsible for refreshing their own individual chapter mem-
bers on what changes have occurred within National and what information was
requested on a monthly basis. Since we already have a Chapter Affairs Co-

ordinator, Lee Payne in Detroit, you can then refer any questions directly
to him. This will not only keep us abreast of National's activities, but

allow us to help complete some of those National projects that are beginning
to stagnate.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT , ConUnaad

Finally, I’d like to take this time to remind everyone to try to make it

a point to attend AAZK regional workshops and conferences. This year the
Columbus Zoo AAZK Chapter will host the 1986 AAZK Great Lakes Regional
Conference from 4-7 May, in Powell, OH. Please contact chapter president,
Andy Lodge, for additional information. Also consider attending the many
AAZPA regionals listed in your AKF . Each year at least four different
regionals take place conveniently dispersed throughout the country so you
should find one close to you. The majority of members that attend the
AAZPA regionals suprisingly consist of zookeepers there to exchange in-

formation and visit the neighboring animal facilities. If you have never
attended a conference before, make it a priority to attend at least one
in your zoo career. The experience is unforgetable and will leave you with
a feeling of rejuvenated enthusiasm. While you are there also keep in mind
that you represent AAZK, so be sure to share your knowledge of the Associa-
tion with fellow keepers, curators and directors. The American Association
of Zoo Keepers is comprised of keepers who are committed to improving cap-
tive animal care and it is our responsibility to welcome our peers into an

organization of which we can all be proud.

Sincerely,

Jean Hrmodka
AAZK President

Keeper’s Alert

Dear Keepers,

HELP, HELP HELP. We have more rabbits running around our Zoo than we have
zoo animals. At one time we use to go out early in the morning with a rifle
but the city had really built up out our way now and we can no longer use
the rifle. As most of you know, those darn cute bunnies can really be a

problem. They dig under the fences, dig holes for the zoo animals to break
a leg in, eat the bark off the trees and bushes in the winter, and the worst
thing of all is when they hop into the animals’ feed boxes for a little
food and urinate, etc. in there.

Our local pest control company doesn’t do a very good job of keeping them
in check and so now I’m appealing to all of you out there to please give
me some ideas. It might be a good idea to publish them (ideas) in your
monthly publication so everyone could share the suggestions as I’m sure
I’m not the only one with the problem. Thanks a lot. —Watty Vavtdson,
RlvoAvlm ?(Vik and loo, ?,0. Box. 4125, PeXeAboaough, OntoAlo, Canada K9J
615 ,
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Births|^Hatchings
DALLAS ZOO Sandi^ UpahuAch

December 1985 B&H include: Mammals - 0.2 Suni, 0.1 Axis deer, 0.1 Gunther’s

dik dik; Birds - 0.0.2 Black swan, 0.0.1 Spotted dove and 0.0.1 Jandaya

conure.

MILWAUKEE COUNTY ZOO CculoI J. Boyd

B&H for 1 November through 31 December 1985 include: Mammals - 1.1 Impala,
0.0.1 Goeldi’s monkey, 0.0.1 Mandrill, 0.0.1 Straw-colored fruit bat,

1.0 Malayan tapir, 0.0.1 Black & white colobus monkey, 0.0.2 Acouchi, 0.1

Thompson's gazelle, 0.0.1 Prevost squirrel, 0.0.1 Japanese macaque; Rep-
tiles - 0.0.1 Spotted gecko.

SEDGWICK COUNTY ZOO (Wichita, KS) T2AAI2. CokkM

November and December 1985 B&H include: Mammals - 0.0.2 Acouchi, 0.0.2
Patagonian cavy, 0.0.7 Cape hunting dog (DNS), 0.0.1 Hoffman’s sloth,

0.1 Axis deer, 1.0 Dexter cow, 0.0.2 Cotton-top marmoset; Birds - 0.0.3
Black swan, 0.0.4 Hottentot teal (2 DNS); Herptiles - 0.0.1 Black tegu and
0.0.1 Sunberg’s day gecko.

MINNESOTA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN BKd.vvi SpmooA

B&H for the period of October-December 1985 include: Mammals - 3.0 Nilgiri
tahr, 1.0 Przewalski horse, 0.0.1 Sugar glider, 1.0 Bison, 2.0 Bat i AAJU.be.LU>

JamcUce.n^'LS
) (DNS) , 1.0 Chevrotain; Birds - 0.0.8 Wandering whistling duck

(1 DNS), 0.0.2 Green avadavit, 0.0.1 Pied imperial pigeon, 0.0.4 White
crested laughing thrush, 0.0.3 Buttonquail (1 DNS), 0.0.2 Crested wood
partridge, 0.0.1 Nicobar pigeon, 0.0.2 Red spurfowl; Other - 0.0.6 Molly
j Po^cUZla -6p . ) .

TAMPA/BUSCH GARDENS Scuan l/oth

December 1985 B&H include: Mammals - 1.0 Sitatunga, 1.0 Greater kudu,
0.0.2 White bearded gnu, 2.0 Nyala, 1.1 Thomson’s gazelle, 0.2 Addra
gazelle, 1.1 Impala, 1.0 Grant’s gazelle, 0.0.1 Woolly monkey, 0.0.1
Chimpanzee, 0.1 Addax, 0.1 Kafue (Red) lechwe; Birds - 0.0.2 Scarlet
macaw, 0.0.4 Senegal parrot, 0.0.2 Jandaya conure, 0.0.4 Black swan,

0.0.1 Gray cockatiel, 0.0.5 Cereopsis goose.

COLUMBUS ZOO Stacy Katz

B&H for September-Deeember 1985 include: Mammals - 2.1 African lion, 1.0
Reticulated giraffe, 0.1 Blackbuck, 0.0.1 Damara zebra, 1.2 Nilgai; Birds-
0.0.5 Egyptian goose; Reptiles - 0.0.18 Emerald tree boa, 0.0.11 Green
anaconda, 0.0.12 Central American rattlesnake, 0.0.2 Giant musk turtle and
0.0.2 Mississippi mud turtle.

TOPEKA ZOOLOGICAL PARK Mtchael A. Vznaga

B&H for 15 May-31 December 1985 include: Mammals - 1.2 Black and white
colobus, 1.1 Brown-headed tamarin, 1.1 Cotton-headed tamarin, 0.1 Bornean
orangutan, 1.0 Thick-tailed galago, 1.1 Asian wild horse, 0.2 Bobcat, 0.1
Dama wallaby, 0.0.18 Pygmy hedgehog tenrec, 0.1 Reeve’s muntjac, 1.0
Reticulated giraffe, 4.3 Rock hyrax; Birds - 0.0.1 Blue crown pigeon, 1.0
Bar headed goose, 0.2 Lilac-breasted roller, 0.1 Trumpeter swan.
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BIRTHS AND HATCHINGS , Coyi;UnuL2.d

HOUSTON ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS Hugo UhoAR

December 1985 B&H include: Mammals - 1.1 Pygmy goat, 1.0 Besia oryx (DNS);

Birds - 0.0.1 Variable chachalaca (DNS), 0.0.2 Grey touraco (DNS), 0.0.1

White-bellied grey touraco (DNS), 0.0.1 Nicobar pigeon, 0.0.1 Nocturnal

curassow; Reptiles - 0.0.2 New Guinea ground boa; Other - 0.0.157 Atlantic
seahorse

.

PHILADELPHIA ZOO B. Bakn^A

Recorded B&H for October-December 1985 include: 1.0 Indian rhinoceros,

1 Nicobar pigeon (DNS), 2 Hartlaub's touraco, 3 Orange-breasted waxbill,

1 Leopard gecko and 2 Prehensile-tailed skink.

MIAMI METROZOO LoaI BAuc-kheXm

December 1985 B&H include: Mammals - 2.5 Barbados sheep, 0.1 Defassa water-
buck, 1.0 Thomson's gazelle, 1.0 Pygmy goat, 1.0 Addax, 0.1 Nilgai, 1.1

Reticulated giraffe, 1.0 Chimpanzee; Birds - 2.1 Egyptian goose, 0.0.2

Greenwing dove.

WOODLAND PARK ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS TO HOST
NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON

"APPLYING BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH TO ZOO ANIMAL MANAGEMENT"

The Woodland Park Zoological Gardens, Seattle, WA, will host a national
workshop entitled "Applying Behavioral Research to Zoo Animal Management".
Funded by an Institute of Museum Services Conservation Grant, the work-
shop will be held 16-19 July, 1986. Participants will learn how to con-
duct their own behavioral research projects and apply the results to spec-
ific management problems (e.g. enclosure design, feeding procedures, breed-
ing programs, and veterinary care).

Many additional activities are planned, including tours of Woodland Park
Zoo and other area facilities (e.g. Point Defiance Zoo, Tacoma, and North-
west Trek Wildlife Park, Eatonville) . An evening "ice-breaker" will be
held at the Seattle Aquarium, and a nationally-known behavioral scientist
will be invited to give a guest lecture.

The workshop will be organized and taught by Michael Hutchins, Ph.D. and
Carolyn Crockett, Ph.D., Department of Psychology, Animal Behavior Program,
University of Washington and Billy Keresh, D.V.M. , Woodland Park Zoological
Gardens

.

To insure a quality experience, enrollment will be limited to 40 partici-
pants per year. Registration fee for the 8-day workshop is $75 if paid
before 15 May. After that time the fee is $100. Priority will be given
to zoo staff from AAZPA accredited institutions. Registration prior to

15 May will be limited to two applicants per institution based on the order
of receipt of pre-paid applications. Overflow applicants will be placed
on a waiting list. Those interested in obtaining further information and
a registration form should write to: Dr. Michael Hutchins, Department of

Psychology, Animal Behavior Program, University of Washington, Seattle,
WA 98195.
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Coming Events

AAZPA SOUTHERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE

March 16-19, 1986 Baton Rouge, LA

Hosted by the Greater Baton Rouge Zoo. For more information contact:
Barbara Gorman, Greater Baton Rouge Zoo, Box 60, Baker, LA 70714 (504)
775-3877.

51st NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE AND NATURAL RESOURCES CONFERENCE

March 21-16, 1986 Reno, NV

The conference theme will be "Resource Management: First Line of National
Defense". For further information, contact: Wildlife Management Institute
1101 14th St. NW, Suite 725, Washington, DC 20005.

9TH INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE FILM FESTIVAL

April 1-7, 1986 Missoula, MT

Sponsored by the University of Montana chapter of the Wildlife Society at
the Missoula campus. Deadline for submissions is 17 March 1986. For more
information contact: Wildlife Film Festival, Wildlife Biology Program,
University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812 (406) 243-4493.

AAZPA WESTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE

April 13-15, 1986 Tacoma, WA

Hosted by the Point Defiance Zoo. For more information contact: Tom Otten
Director, Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium, Point Defiance Park, Tacoma, WA
98407 (206) 591-5337.

CAPTIVE TURTLE SYMPOSIUM

April 18-19, 1986 W. Orange, NJ

To be held at the Turtle Back Zoo, 560 Northfield Ave., W. Orange, NJ.

For registration forms and agenda, write Dr. Peter Zauber, New Jersey
Zoological Society at (201) 325-7878 or write him at the above address.

THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON WORLD CONSERVATION
STRATEGIES FOR TIGERS

April 13-16, 1986 Apple Valley, MN

1986 AAZK GREAT LAKES REGIONAL CONFERENCE

May 4-7, 1986 Columbus, OH

Hosted by the Columbus Zoo Chapter of AAZK. Registration forms for this
conference may be found on Page 60 of this issue of AKF .

12TH ANNUAL AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sept. 28-Oct. 2, 1986 Winnipeg, Manitoba



zoo News From Japan

AAZK PRESIDENT VISITS JAPAN

By
yohki. VoneXavil

ZooVEL - Zoo VoJi^n S Edaccution Lab
Kobe, Japan

In early November, 1985, Kevin Conway, then President of the American
Association of Zoo Keepers, came to our country. He came to Japan as an
escort for a pair of Lesser Pandas (or Red Pandas-

-

A^uAa6 ijiiZgenS ^uZgen^ )

which were being sent from the NZP’s Conservation & Research Center in
Front Royal, VA, to their new home at the Atagawa Tropical Alligator Gar-
den on Izu peninsula. While there, Kevin assisted in getting the pandas
settled in their new exhibit and discussed their care and husbandry with
the Atagawa facility’s staff.

During his two-week stay in Japan, Kevin traveled to the western region
of the mainland and to our capital city, Tokyo. He called on some typi-
cal zoological institutions during his trip. He visited nine zoos includ-
ing: Kobe-Oji Zoo, Kyoto Zoo (the second oldest in Japan), Osaka municipal
Tennoji Zoo (third oldest), the oldest Ueno Zoo & Tama Zoo in Tokyo,
Yamanaski-Kofu Zoo, Izu Bio-park (safari type), Izu Cactus Park which has
an animal facility and the Atagawa Tropical Alligator Garden. Among these
there are Lesser Pandas on exhibit in Kobe, both Tokyo zoos, Kofu and
Atagawa. Of course, the Ueno Zoo in Tokyo has a couple of Giant Pandas
on exhibit. The Lesser Panda’s enclosure in Atagawa is the newest and
largest one in our country. At the present time, most of the Lesser Pan-
das in captivity in Japan are of the Ghinese subspecies A._^. 6tyanl .

I escorted him on a tour of the western region and the Tokyo area showing
him zoos and good spots for sightseeing. I felt he had an enjoyable time

at each place, observing zookeeping techniques and gathering lots of in-

formation about Japanese zoos. What’s more, he was a real professional
camerman judging from the many rolls of film he expended. I hope that

Kevin’s personal experiences shall provide feedback for the American zoo

world including National Zoo and the AAZK’s future activities. By the

way, I was proud to be able to show him the celebration day of the Osaka

Zoo’s 70th anniversary in which I was involved in some memorial projects.

For your information, the Atagawa Tropical Alligator Garden has become

popularly known for its world famous collection of crocodiles and alli-

gators (28 species) and is also one of the best botanical gardens display-

ing many tropical plants. Abundant hot water from a natural spa in the

area is put to good use for their tropical animals and trees’ growing and

keeping. This is the only facility in Japan to keep Indian Gavials and

has recently had great breeding success. Their collection also houses

one Amazonian Manatee.

Atagawa can be reached in about two and one half hours by a through ex-

press train, or in about three hours by car from Tokyo. Just in front

of the Atagawa station is a tropical garden.
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SPECTRUM
Quality exotic animal diets

Fixed formulation
Nutritionally balanced
Economical

Frozen feline diets

^ \ Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat, hearts,

livers, rib, shank, and knuckle bones

Zu/Rieem® Feline canned

Primate canned

Marmoset canned

Omnivore dry

Primate dry

SPECTRUM

Banana flavored primate, 1 5% protein

Banana flavored primate Pro-Plus, 25%
protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

When you need a complete line of high-quality dry,

canned, and frozen animal diets foryour feeding program,
call Animal Spectrum today.

TOLL
FREE

ME CALL DOES IT ALL.
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Information Please
Audubon Park currently houses 4 (3.1) of the 6 jabiru storks { JcibAjWL mycX2/Lia )

known to be held in captivity in the United States. Denver and San Antonio
each hold a single male. There are 4 young birds at Vogelpark Walsrode in
Germany and a single bird in Singapore. Our only female has a strong pair
bond with her mate and some reproductive activity has been seen. Although
jabirus have not been bred in captivity, we would like to locate additional
females in an attempt to establish a captive breeding population. The
apparent decline of the jabiru in Central America necessitates work with
this species. Anyone who knows of other birds in the U.S. or an3rwhere else
in the world is urged to contact: FqXqA Shannon, Cu/icUon. oi BiAck, Audubon
PoAk loo, P.0, Box 4327, New Onlejin^, LA 70779 U.S. A..

We would also like to have information from zoos which have kept jabirus
in the past concerning husbandry, behavior, original source of the birds,
management problems, etc.

I am conducting an informal survey of keepers and docent/volunteers of

zoos across North America. I need your help concerning activities conduct-
ed at your zoo’s "Children’s Zoo" area. As keepers—docents/volunteers,
what activities do you currently participate in within your "Children’s
Zoo"? What activities would you like to see implemented that are not

currently at your "Children’s Zoo"? If you have any ideas regarding in-

creased keeper—docent /volunteer participation in the "Children’s Zoo" area

of your zoological park, please send them to: BKQjnda BAOCikfiteJjn, 3420 Pxne,

Me.adoiA) Road, Atlanta, GA 30321 . I need your input!

ASSISTANCE SOUGHT — The Longman Photo Dictionary of the English Language
is currently in preparation. This dictionary is designed for use by those
for whom English is a second language. The editors have requested assis-
tance in obtaining full-body , color slides or transparencies of exotic
animals for use in this dictionary. If you have slides or transparencies
which you would be willing to loan the group during the dictionary’s
preparation, please send them to: SteZla KupleAbuAg, 315 Ea^t 69tk, 9-K,

New VoAk, NV 09021 . PleaUte. tncJiude, youA name, and ^uJUi matting addAeJ>^

and tndtcate. the, common name o^ the ^pccleJ) and whetheA on. not you Mti>h

youA i>ltdcltnjaY\^paAe,ncy AetuAned.

The Beardsley Zoological Gardens is seeking information on the artificial
incubation and raising of Emu. Any information would be greatly appreciated.
Please contact: The, Emu PAOjCct, c/o Jeanne Vucklenuz, BeaAdi>ley lootogteat
Ganden, Noble Avenue, Bntdgepont, CT 06610 {203) 576-8082.
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THE COMING OF THE WHITE TIGER

By
Vmny Aciai, Ke.^peA.

Cat Hoa^e,, Ctnctyinatt loo
Ctnctnyiatl, OH

It all started in 1974. The National Zoo was building a new tiger exhibit.
While this building was under construction, 1.1 heterozygous Bengal tigers
from their collection were sent to the Cincinnati Zoo for safekeeping. The
male, Ramana (born 1 June 1964) and the female, Kesari (born 2 May 1966)
were housed in the old Lion House here in Cincinnati. Ramana and Kesari
were both the offspring of Mohini, a white tiger, bom on 30 October 1958
and given to the people of the United States as a gift from the Maharajah
of Rewa.

After only a few months in their temporary home (and a few breeding obser-
vations later), Kesari became pregnant. Extra precautions and added privacy
were afforded Kesari because of the possibility that the cubs might be white.
All was going well with both animals until 18 June 1974, when Ramana died
suddenly from kidney failure. This was very unexpected and, unfortunately,
nothing could be done medically. Two day later, on 20 June, Kesari gave
birth to four cubs (2.2); three of these cubs were white. Because the Cin-
cinnati Zoo was only housing these tigers during the National Zoo's construc-
tion, all the cubs remained the property of National Zoo.

The cubs stayed with Kesari for ten days but had to be pulled and cared
for in the Animal Nursery when Kesari lost interest in them.

Because three of the four cubs were white, the National Zoo thought that

another litter from Kesari would be possible while she was still here in

Cincinnati, but, with the death of Ramana, another male was needed. The

Hawthorne Circus had a male white tiger named Tony (born in October of

1973) and arrangements got underway to bring Tony to Cincinnati. After
some time, Tony was brought to Cincinnati and introduced to Kesari. Again,
after only a few months, Kesari became pregnant. On 27 June 1976, five
cubs were born (3.2); four of these cubs were white. These cubs were pul-

led right away due to the past experience. Of these five cubs, a white pair

were the property of the Cincinnati Zoo. The male was named Bhira and the

female was named Sumita.

These were the first litters of many at the Cincinnati Zoo. Including

the first litter, the Cincinnati Zoo had had 44 white and 30 herterozygous
Bengal tigers born. These rare and beautiful animals have attracted visi-
tors from all over the country and around the world to the Cincinnati Zoo.

The Zoo has even sent white tigers to Japan and soon will be sending a

pair to Thailand. Hopefully, many more white tigers will begin their lives

here at the Cincinnati Zoo.
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Conference 86

WINNIPEG • MANITOBA CANADA

FIRST CaLL FOR PAPERS

The theme proposed for the 1986 A.A.Z.K. Conference
is 'Animal Integrity in Captivity'. Animals in the wild
have a certain natural quality or condition that can be
observed and described. To what degree are the animals
we keep in captivity complete in relation to their wild
counterparts? If this integrity or natural condition is
recognized, how is it reinforced or retained in captive
species (exhibit design, demographics, behaviour stimulat-
ion) ? What steps are being taken in captive management
to promote or stimulate the most natural condition
possible (diet, exhibit design, group management, breed-
ing techniques, etc.)?

We feel a wide range of papers may be presented which
may emphasis or compare a relationship (or lack of) bet-
ween captive and wild conditions. An interesting present-
ation of documentation, views, conclusions, or suggest-
ions can be expected.

Papers will be limited to 20 minutes followed by a 5

minute discussion period. An outline or abstract must be
submitted by July 15/86 . Look for further information
in future issues of AKF

.

onference:
RONICLES MARK DE DENU$

WELL, LETS (kET OR6ANIZED.
ANY lOEA^?
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CONFERENCE '86
, ConUnued

Delegates who send in Hotel Reservations and Conference
Registration Fees prior to August 1, 1986 will be entered
into our ” EARLY BIRD" Draw for complimentary room accomo-
dation for your stay during the Conference (Max. 6 nights]
Remember; send your hotel reservations directly to the
Sheraton Winnipeg.

The Conference Registration Form will appear in next
month's AKF, so you will have plenty of time to send it
in before the Aug. 1 "EARLY BIRD" Draw deadline. Please
note that the Conference Registration Forms will be
handled through a separate address, so do not send them
to the hotel.

One further note : Hotel reservations received after Sept.
1, 1986 will be on a space available basis.

Don't forget about the PHOTO CONTEST for Conference ‘86

.

Details are in last month's AKF and will be presented
again in future issues. Also to come will be information
on pre- and post-conference trips, Conference Registration
Forms, Zoolympics and the program schedule.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact us;

Conference Co-Chairpersons
Conference '86

Assiniboine Park Zoo
2799 Roblin Blvd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3R OB

8
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CONFERENCE '86
, ConUnu^d

Yes, it is true that Winnipeg does not have palm trees,
but we do have a season of near tropical weather at which
time we do enjoy our beaches of the many lakes surround-
ing the city. Contrary to popular belief, we do not live
in igloos I Winnipeg is a city with a population of 600,
000 and is proud to be the home of Canada's third largest
zoo

.

Because of Winnipeg's harsh winter environment, the
Assiniboine Park Zoo is possibly the world's coldest
major zoo. Consequently, emphasis has always been on
hardy creatures - animals native to northern North Amer-
ica and similar regions in Europe and Asia, as well as
some hardy tropical species. In recent years, the variety
of the less hardy species on exhibit has been improved.
The animal collection contains about 1,250 animals of
approximately 300 species.

Emphasis has also been placed upon acquisition and re-
production of rare and endangered animals. Among these
you will see at the zoo are: red ruffed lemurs, black
and white ruffed lemurs, black mangabey, lion-tailed
macaque, silvery gibbon, snow leopard, Irkutsk lynx,
Kiangsi dhole, brown hyaena, Afghanistan markhor, Alpine
ibex, Pere David's Deer, pacarana and Ural owl.

The largest building at Assiniboine Park Zoo is the
Tropical House which houses about 70 species of birds,
mammals and reptiles. The large free flight area of the
main exhibition hall is densely landscaped with tropical
plants and is home for about 50 species of birds.

The zoo has a fine collection of hoofstock, large carn-
ivores such as Grizzly and Polar bear, waterfowl as well
as a fine collection of native animals including elk,
muskox, plains bison, barren ground caribou, cougar,
wolverine and a variety of foxes and birds of prey.

The zoo is very picturesque in the fall. Temperature
normals for Sept-Oct. is around 60 degrees Farenheit,
so as you can see it should be great weather during the
Conference. But then again, you may arrive in Winnipeg
and learn the true meaning of ' ice-breaker ' I J

I

ssociaiion
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HOTEL RESERVATION REQUEST

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOOKEEPERS NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sept. 28 - Oct. 2

Please check desired room type and rate - if room type is not
available at rate requested, reservation will be made at nearest
available rate. Rooms are held until 4:00 p.m. of arrival date.
Credit card guarantee or deposit is advisable.
All prices quoted are in Canadian funds. There is a 6% sales tax.

Room Type (please check)

:

Single queen room - $65.00 single, $75.00 double. Room
has one queen size bed; smaller in sq. footage (280 sq.ft)

and room type does not have a balcony.

King room - $75.00 single, $85.00 double. Room has one
king-size bed - total square footage is 504 ft. Room
features a conversation area and balcony.

Queen/Queen room - $75.00 single, $85.00 double, triple
or quad. Room has two queen-size beds. Total square foot-
age is 504 ft. Room features a conversation area and
balcony.

Please check:

1. Guaranteed reservation (arrival after 4:00 p.m.)

Requires: Credit Card name

Credit Card number

Expiry date

or Deposit (One night's stay)

2. 4:00 p.m. arrival or prior

If no arrival time is indicated, rooms will be held only until 4 pm.

Name Sharing with

Address City

Prov/State Postal Code/Zip

Arrival Date Departure Date Hour air\/pm.

Send this complete form to: Sheraton Winnipeg,
161 Donald Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3C 1M3
Attn. Reservations.
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PRIMATOLOGISTS

I welcome the opportunity to inform readers of Animal Keepers’ Forum

about the American Society of Primatologists

.

In 1985 the ASP granted cash awards to Fatima Omari of Tanzania for sup-

port of her studies of the Zanzibar Red Colobus monkey, and to Ilmar

Bastos Santos and Christina Alvez of Brazil, who are studying the rare

woolly spider monkey. These are the first in a series of awards to be

made in recognition of outstanding work with endangered primates, and I

mention this program because it is an activity of the Society in which

members of AAZK would most likely be interested. Other activities of the

Conservation Committee of ASP include conservation education in both the

USA and in primate producing countries, the monitoring of wild populations,

and the promotion of captive breeding programs.

It would be misleading to suggest that ASP is solely a conservation organ-

ization, or even that all of its members share enthusiastically in support
of conservation goals. However, this aspect of the Society’s program is

a good example of its founding principle, namely, "to exclusively promote
and encourage the discovery and exchange of information regarding primates.
Established in 1976, the ASP draws its members from a wide range of aca-
demic and professional disciplines, including a growing cadre from zoolo-
gical gardens. It would seem to be a good example of an organization which
draws strength from the unusual opportunities it affords for dialogue and
exchange of viewpoints between members having diverse interests in pri-
mates .

Exchange of information takes place through a scientific journal (American
Journal of Primatology ) , a quarterly newsletter, and through symposia,
posters and papers which are presented at the annual meeting. The latter

is usually held on college campuses in order to reduce costs for students
and young professionals. In 1986 ASP is meeting at the University of

Texas, Austin and in 1987 we travel to the University of Wisconsin, Madison
Members receive the newsletter at no cost, and may subscribe to the journal
at a rate which is 65% below the institutional subscription rate. Members
also receive an annual directory with complete names and addresses at no
extra cost.

Though still a young organization, ASP is financially stable, and is making
excellent progress toward fulfilling its goals in education, conservation,
research, and publication. Its Board of Directors nevertheless believes
that more humanpower needs to be focused in an organized manner on these
areas, and is therefore attempting to expand its membership base. Being
a "zoo person" myself, I am confident that zoo professionals having a par-
ticular interest in primates will find a cordial home in ASP, and I take
this opportunity to invite readers of AKF to join with us in promoting the

well-being of primates in all situations and in all areas of the world.
The annual dues are $12.00 and enrollment forms are available in either the
journal or the Bulletin, or can be obtained by writing to me in care of

the San Diego Zoo (P.O Box 551, San Diego, CA 92112).
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ELEPHANT SET
ELEPHANT COMMANDS

By
Ron Ring 2A, ChcuAman

Committee. To Standcuidlze Elephant Commands
Topeka Zoological VoAk, Topeka, KS

During the past year the Committee To Standardize Elephant Commands has
been working hard to establish a basic list of elephant commands which
we can all share. I am happy to announce that the first step of our
committee’s work has been completed.

At the Elephant Conference in Fort Worth, TX, our committee presented our
findings from the survey we conducted last year. With much discussion,
a group of approximately 100 elephant people ratified a list of 10 commands.
As an elephant person, you should feel proud that we, as professionals,
have finally agreed with each other on one aspect of elephant handling. I

feel that these commands will not only benefit our working relationships
with each other, but provide a common link between our elephants.

Here is the list of commands which was approved:

1) Sternal Recumbancy Stretch
2) Laterial Recumbancy Down
3) Forward Move UP

4) Backwards Back
5) Side Step Over
6) Foot Foot

7) Trunk Up Trunk
8) Stop Unwanted Behavior NO

9) Release Alright
10) Hold Steady

If you refer back to the survey results in the October 1985 issue of AKF ,

you will notice a few changes. During the discussion in Fort Worth it was
decided to eliminate the commands for walking with the keeper and returning
to a standing position. Walking with the keeper ended up being the same as

moving forward and so was deleted. The command for returning to a standing
position sparked quite a discussion. Many zoos and private handlers use the
release command to bring an elephant up. The best example given for this:

how do you release an elephant's trunk when it's in the up position? By
saying 'trunk down' or by using the release command. This was the reason
for this command being deleted.

As I mentioned, the first step of our committee's work has been completed.
Now the most difficult step is ahead of us. Our committee has set a goal
of 100% usage among zoos in North America by the '86 Elephant Conference
which will be held in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Your cooperation is using
these commands will aide our committee's goal.

Our committee has divided the country into three regions to make it easier
to contact each institution. The Western Coordinator is Jean Hromadka,
Elephant Keeper at the San Diego Wild Animal Park in Escondido, CA. The
Northern Coordinator is Tim Stout, Elephant Handler at Jo-Don Farms in

Franksville, WI; and I am the Southern Coordinator. Your zoo will be

contacted soon about using the commands. You should write to your reg-
ional Coordinator is you have any questions on the commands and we would
like to know if your zoo plans on adopting the commands.
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ELEPHANT SET , ConUnu^d

With these commands, a new air of cooperation between elephant handlers
has emerged. If we can agree on this aspect of elephant keeping there
should be no reason why we can't continue to improve communication between
each other. There are already plans to make the 1986 Elephant Conference
in Calgary a school for elephant training and care. I believe that we're
on a roll and making great strides to improve the quality of elephant hand-
ling. Let's keep up the good work.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON VEGETATION
FOR MOUSEBIRD CAGES

Ey
Lyn EAU^dgn, KeepeA
Tcuped^ Zoo

Tctipti, Tcuwan
R^pubtic 0^ CkZna

A group of speckled mousebirds { CoUjjU> ^tAAXUtlJbS ) were observed in a back-
yard garden in a suburb of Nairobi, Kenya. Observations took place during
the months of July and August, 1985. It was a typical family group
(Guggisberg, 1980), comprised of two adults and seven juveniles.

The family visited the garden mostly in the late afternoon and evening.
During the few morning visits the birds flew from tree to tree, high and
fast. They occasionally perched and preened. During the afternoon visits
the birds foraged, preened and sunned. It is believed that the garden was
their evening feeding station.

Vegetation most used by the birds were the bougainvillaea hedge, a pine tree
and a papaya tree. On the bougainvillaea, the birds ate young leaves and
buds, and perhaps insects. The pine tree was used for resting, preening,
sunning and sleeping. On the papaya tree they perched near the top and
ate the young leaves.

A small potted bougainvillaea bush, placed near the floor of a mousebird
cage, would provide the birds with natural food as well as foraging behavior
opportunities. Since bougainvillaeas require high intensity light, they

should be placed where there is the most direct sunlight. The birds pre-
ferred white bougainvillaeas to pink.

Proper positioning of the mousebird cage and thoughtful placement of per-
ches can result in a very pleasant exhibit. A mousebird cage should have

a large westerly side because these birds enjoy sunning in the afternoon.

Ideally the viewing side should face west. By simulating preferred perch-

ing places it is possible to get the birds to perch at eye level. The

preferred perching places were on thin branches, 1cm in diameter, near the

trunk of the tree and 20-30cm from the top, with one or two layers of

branches above. A Norfolk pine, in a sunny spot in front of the west side,

would make a perfect sunning, resting, preening and sleeping spot. The tree

should be placed such that the top is 20-30cm above eye level.

If mousebirds are kept in an aviary, a papaya tree makes a popular perch.

The Nairobi group used the papaya tree for resting and preening as well

as eating.
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON VEGETATION FOR MOUSEBIRD CAGES, CoyvUnuQ,d

Sand should be provided for sand bathing. Often, mousebirds were seen on
the roadsides dust bathing. They were also seen bathing under water sprink-
lers.

Other species seen in the garden, and possible candidates for a mixed species
enclosure, were: weavers, sparrows, superb starlings and finches. The finch-
es were seen most often on or near a hibiscus bush.

References

Guggisberg. 1980. Birds of East Africa .

Keeper’s Alert

Indian Zoo Seeks Fiaterials Assistance from U.S. Zoos/Keepers

In September of 1984, AKF brought to our readers attention a request for
information assistance from Friends of the Mysore Zoo in southern India.
This group, under the leadership of Ms. Sally Walker, was working hard to

improve the conditions in Indian zoos and to upgrade the care of these
zoos captive animal collections through education and training of zoo staff.
At that time AAZK sent back issues of the Forum and the AAZPA also sent
additional materials. In recent correspondence from Ms. Walker, she noted
that she had received some other resource materials from AAZK members but
that any material which had been sent to the address listed in New Jersey
was never received. She wishes to thank those who sent materials directly
to her in India and noted that these were most helpful.

Ms. Walker has since started a new organization which is national in scope
called Zoo Outreach Organization. Several publications aimed at the public,
zoo officials and government officials have also been started in an effort
to increase awareness of the problems and needs of India's zoos. The Zoo
Outreach Organization is a nonprofit charitable society of individuals who
have associated for the purpose of enhancing the image and educational po-
tential of Indian Zoological parks, and creating awareness of the import-
ance of Zoo Science to the world conservation effrot.

Ms. Walker is now asking for assistance from U.S. Zoological institutions
and interested individuals. What is most needed are any printed materials
dealing with veterinary medicine and education in zoos. As previously
requested, materials dealing with keeper training and exotic animal hus-
bandry are also welcome additions to the organization's resource library.

Materials from AKF has already been reprinted in a number of their pub-
lications .

If you would like to donate any such printed materials, you may send them
to Ms. Walker at the address below. All donations are greatly appreciated.

R6. SaJity WoZfeeA, Chcu/iwoman

Zoo 0utn.mc.k 0^gayilzaJU.on

A 111 Mcun
Uy6on.iz-9

JvlcUm,
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FROM THE RESEARCH/GRANTS COFINITTEE

6ULbmiJXQ,d by Vnank B. Kokn, CkcuAman

AAZK announces the availability of grants for keepers interested in study-
ing a specific research question. Grants of up to $500.00 may be awarded
to eligible keepers. Full-time, permanent keepers in the zoo & aquarium
profession who are AAZK professional members in good standing are eligible
to receive grants. Non-keeper researchers may participate in the funded
studies, however, the principal investigator must be a keeper. Proposals
may be submitted at any time but all granted projects must be completed
one year after the grant has been awarded. For grant proposal guidelines,
instructions and applications write to;

Frank Kohn
Research/Grants Committee

Department of Zoological Research
Hospital/Research Bldg.

National Zoo
Washington, DC 20008

The only current AAZK granted project is an investigation into orangutan
parasitology by Harmony Frazier-Taylor at Woodland Park Zoo. Her study
will be completed in October 1986.

Past projects which have been funded and completed include:

Echidna Nutrition - John Brannian/Connie Cloak, Topeka Zoo
Management, Husbandry and Exhibition of Tailed Frogs - Stan Held, Wash-

ington Park Zoo
Biological Values for Selected Mammals - Mat Zwerling (coordinator), San

Francisco Zoo
Plant-Animal Interaction - Judie Steenburg (coordinator) , Woodland Park

Zoo
Zoonoses Handbook - Bruce Clark, Toledo Zoo
Social Behavior in Estrous Baboons - Anthony Vecchio, Riverbanks Zoo

The purpose of the AAZK Research/Grants Committee is to encourage and
support keeper-initiated and conducted research in zoos and aquariums.
The committee provides small grants to keepers for zoo research and is

compiling a list of other available research grants.

The committee also informs AAZK members of publications and meetings of

various research organizations (e.g. American Society of Primatologists,
American Society of Mammalogists, Animal Behavior Society, etc.).

Additionally the Chairman of the committee serves as consulting editor to

ZOO BIOLOGY and acts as a liasion between the journal and AAZK.

The committee assists keepers in initiating and conducting research by

providing instructional information and presenting research workshops.
The committee's current project is "A Keepers' Guide to Research", a

sourcebook providing information on all aspects of research in zoos. Any-

one interested in becoming involved with the committee's activities should

contact Frank Kohn or Kaci Thompson at the same address for proposal infor-

mation given above.
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REPTILE CARE; Relating To

The Inquiring Novice - Part 20
Reptile

lan .

pourri

By
Susan M. BoAnoAd, SzyiloA. Ke^peA

Ve.pt. oi HeApetology
loo AtZanta, Atlanta, GA

COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED ECTOPARASITES
(Accepted for publication, August 1985)

Ectoparasites transmit other parasites, and some are vectors for diseases
such as Q-fever, tularemia, louping ill, and Russian spring and summer
encephalitis (Marcus, 1981). They are usually found under a reptile’s
scales, around the chin, eyes, cloaca, body folds, and the buccal cavity.
Heavy infestations are irritating and can cause skin trauma, severe anemia,
and death. Affected animals may be seen excessively soaking in their water
bowl or continually rubbing and twisting.

Of the 250 species of mites affecting reptiles, OphtonySSUbS viatAlCyLs is

the most common in captive reptiles. 0. noitAtCLlS is a mechanical vector for
AeAomonaS kydAophtla

, the major causitive organism in reptilian pneumonia.
Marcus (1981) reported that ^ notAtcts can complete its life cycle on a

single host, and is easily transmitted from one animal to another. The most
convenient treatment is the use of a dichlorvos impregnated pest strip.
However, this compound may be too toxic for use with small reptiles. Frye
(1981) recommends the use of 0.5 x 75mm of pest strip to 0.28 cubic meters
(approximately 10 cubic feet) of cage space. If mites persist after treat-
ing for five days, slightly increase size of pest strip until mites have
been exterminated. Strips should be placed in cages in such a way that ani-
mals do not come in contact with them. This treatment should be repeated
after two weeks of the initial treatment to exterminate newly hatched eggs.
Mite infested reptiles have traditionally been soaked in a tepid water bath.
Mites that survive soaking, migrate to the animal's head where they can be
mechanically removed. Unfortunately, this procedure does not irradicate the
problem entirely unless ALL mites are collected. Furthermore, it is still
necessary to exterminate the mite eggs within the cage.

All ticks are bloodsucking parasites. To remove a tick from a reptile,
apply some alcohol to the parasite, to relax it, thereby facilitating its
removal. When removing a tick, Wilson (personal communication) advocates
the use of a sharp (rather than blunt) pointed forceps, since they allow
closer proximity to the skin, and also decrease the chances of breaking off
the parasite's mouthparts. If mouthparts are left in the skin, the possi-
bility of secondary bacterial infection may be prevented by applying a topi-
cal antibiotic ointment, such as Polysporin® , to the affected area.

Leeches are temporary ectoparasites, primarily of turtles and crocodilians

,

that leave their host after engorgement. When observed, they should be re-
moved since secondary bacterial and/or fungi infections may result. In

large numbers leeches may cause anemia. These parasites can be removed
from the host by dusting them with table salt, or by applying alcohol or

vinegar. Then, allow the leech to dry, which may take as long a 8 days.
To prevent leeches from parasitizing captive reptiles, examine all water
plants before placing in a reptile's enclosure.
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Next month, in the final part of this series, fecal pseudoparasites will

be discussed.
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PUERTO RICAN TOADS RETURN TO NATIVE HABITAT WITH HELP FROM METRO TORONTO

This past Fall, the Metro Toronto Zoo returned 350 rare Puerto Rican crest-
ed toads and 2,000 tadpoles back to their native home and reintroduced them
into the wild. Curator of Reptiles and Amphibians, Robert Johnson, accom-
panied this precious cargo to Puerto Rico in November 1985.

The toads, whose main distinguishing feature is a bony crest on their fore-
heads, giving them a dish-like face, were only discovered in the 1880 ’s

and by 1976 were thought to be extinct. However, a few were rediscovered
near a Puerto Rican pond in 1980, and, with the support of the Puerto Rican
government, many zoos became involved in a major campaign to save this

unusual amphibian.

In 1982, the Buffalo Zoo was successful in breeding a pair of toads arti-
ficially with the aid of hormones, and their offspring were distributed
to seven other zoos, with the Metro Toronto Zoo being the only one to breed
them successfully.

In their native habitat in Puerto Rico, the land is very dry for most of

the year and the toads burrow into the ground, in effect hibernating. As

soon as there is a rain shower, they emerge and mate. The staff of the

Metro Toronto Zoo were able to recreate this natural cycle by drying out

their enclosure for several weeks and then reproducing a rain shower using
a garden hose. Several thousand eggs were produced and many hundreds of

tadpoles hatched. Only about 15 of every 1,000 tadpoles become full-grown
toads in the wild. However, in the safe environment of the zoo, a much
higher number survive.
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THE RENOVATION OF A THIRD WORLD ZOO :

Jard'in Zoologico Metropol i tano, Hondura

s

By
ViiokcLoZ Kn.Q,qQji, B^olog-ut

Peace Co^p6 Honduuuu

Introduction

Honduras is a Third World country where conservation of wildlife is not
considered by the majority rural population as a high priority. Over
80,000 hectares (approximately 32,400 acres) of broadleaf forest is clear-
ed annually mostly for use as fuel wood and in ’slash and burn’ agricultur-
al practices. Animal superstitions are common and, as wildlife is destroyed,
remaining animals move into farmland only to be stoned by children or shot
by adults. The importance of the zoo has become a vital tool to change the
general attitude of the largely illiterate population towards its own heri-
tage.

In 1979, the General Directorate of Natural Renewable Resources, a national
government agency, moved a small menagerie of donated animals to a perman-
ent site where a zoo would be built as a means of conserving Honduran en-

dangered species, providing environmental education, recreation, scientific
investigation, and tourism for the people of the capital city Tegucigalpa.

The site chosen was a mountain top outside the city in a coniferous forest
within the United Nations Park. Unlike the city below, the advantage of

the site is that there is always clean water which comes from a nearby cloud
forest before descending to the city. All the trees, native birds, and
reptiles that reside there are protected.

After the official 1979 inauguration of the zoo, there was a change in govern-
ment and a worsening economic situation which continues to affect the entire
nation. A military school was built in the United Nations Park which was
slowly becoming abandoned. Zoo maintenance was not met and animal mortality
climbed as the government could not afford the food requirements. As zoo
staff decreased, so did the number of visitors. The public opinion of the
zoo was negative and visitors thought the fifty-cent entrance fee was high
although the zoo does not charge admission during the week.

Realizing the zoo’s potential value in the face of a worsening environmental
outlook. Natural Renewable Resources (RENARE) invited me through Peace Corps
Honduras, to write a management plan for the zoo. This was done in July of

1984. In January 1985 it was put into practice.

Collection and Infrastructure

The zoo currently houses 21 species of mammals, 13 avian species, and 11
species of reptiles. All species are native to Honduras with the excep-
tion of an African lioness, vervet monkeys, and a grizzly bear. The en-
dangered species include: ocelot if2lX6 poAdatUi] y jaguar [FoIaA onca)

,

margay
( VqJLu Mlndil ] , puma [ VoLU COVICOIoa

) , Baird’s tapir j tdpdAiU
bcuAcLcl

) , great currasow j CAax ca/uU^oiA}
)

,

tiger heron ( TxgAAAOwa. ^(UCMLtJim
)

,

Scarlet macaw ( Aao. macdO ) , green macaw { Aacl ombd^ua ) , and crocodile { Caoco -

dijliu ac.uutLL6 )

.

Enclosures for feline, psittacine, and raptor species are made of iron
pipes and cement while the other cages are of uncured wood and chain-link
fence. The majority of these cages are three-sided, sit on a base of rock
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THE RENOVATION OF A THIRD WORLD ZOO , CoiU^nu^d

and gravel, and use pine trees for cornerposts. The electricity in the
zoo lights the small administration office and one reflector lamp to illum-
inate the feline area for the single night watchman. The cages are not
heated through the seasonal temperature fluctuations a great deal and the
majority of the animals are from the humid tropics. The zoo does not solicit
animals but rather they are donated by peasants or wealthy city residents
who no longer want their exotic pets.

The only outside communication is with a battery powered radio that facili-
tates contact with the RENARE office in Tegucigalpa. There are no power
tools so all maintenance must be done by hand. Cutting the grass (all
22.8 hactares [9.23 acres]) is done by machete. The 12 person staff must
participate in all activities that range from cleaning the cages to going
to the marketplace to buy the week's produce to painting the guardrails.
The zoo director is a carpenter and the veterinarian is a livestock special-
ist. The director also serves as nutritionist, veterinarian, biologist,
and tour guide without any formal training. The zoo has an operating budget
of about $6,000 per year which pays for all necessary building materials,
food, and maintenance equipment. To defray costs, the Metropolitan Meat
Processor donates 300 pounds of fetal calves weekly. For fresh meat, the
zoo regularly buys old or crippled horses from the peasants.

The Renovation Project

The objectives of the project were to provide environmental education, con-
servation, recreation, and stimulate investigation by upgrading the zoo
using available materials at minimum cost.

The most difficult aspect was the initial lack of worker motivation. Though
their earnings are insufficient to support their large families, they are
fortunate to be employed. Most have a sixth grade education and a few
attend night school. Motivation was improved through a series of talks,
slide shows, and personal encouragement. With this, they began to realize
the importance of their work and its uniqueness. With the arrival of denim
overalls and rubber workboots, they could wear uniforms instead of rags and
soleless shoes. This greatly boosted morale and they could be counted on

for doing quality work. Their interest in the animals was raised and they

expressed an interest in leading tours through the zoo.

Improvement of the animal housing conditions was the first problem tackled.

In the past, new animals were placed in any empty cage regardless of its

special needs. We spent a good deal of time shifting animals from cage to

cage so the birds had flight space while certain mammals would have more
vertical climbing space. Humidity and shade were arranged according to

the species' needs. For the first time the concept of enclosure props was

introduced. With the help of vertebrate zoology students from the local

university the appropriate nestboxes, perches, rope swings, tree trunks,

etc. were placed in every cage. Small caves were made by cementing to-

gether rocks found on the property. It is interesting to note that a month
after the cave construction, the grey fox made her den and had her litter

there. The felines needed up to a week to relearn climbing when wooden
shelves, tables and dead trees were placed in their cages. Animal health

improved and mortality decreased with the alteration of animal diets and

improved cage conditions.

With the healthy collection of animals in improved exhibits, the next step

was to improve conditions for the visitor. This included stemming erosion,

landscaping, and the construction of a trail by which to easily visit each

exhibit. We used large rocks found within the zoo to construct two parallel
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lines about six feet wide (wider in front of the most popular exhibits).
These not only pass by every enclosure, but also direct the visitor to a
particular side of the exhibit so as to minimize animal stress. A trail
map was constructed at the zoo entrance using drawings to indicate high-
lighted species along the trail. Directional signs were constructed and
strategically placed. The trail was filled with gravel donated by the city
of Tegucigalpa.

A zoo brochure was made including the trail map with drawings and s3nnbols
to illustrate zoo regulations. Signs of cured wood were made and placed in
front of each enclosure and were geared to the illiterate visitor by using
drawings to illustrate habitat, diet, and, to introduce the role of wild-
life in the Honduran culture. The signs also depict the representation of
each animal as it appears in Pre-Columbian Maya and Lenca ceramics. Common
and scientific names are included. For those who can read, the brochure
describes the purpose of the zoo, lists its endangered species, and has a
brief conservation message.

Two picnic areas were constructed with the collaboration of Pepsi Cola.
Both food and animal-related posters and literature will soon be sold from
a small Pepsi-built concession stand.

The zoo was reforested with about 1,000 shade trees and a vegetable garden
was planted to cut down on animal food costs. Adequate kitchen furniture
was built.

Communication was established between Jardin Zoologico Metropolitano of
Honduras and La Aurora Zoo of Guatemala which now exchange information
about their collections, zoo problems, and solutions. Interest has been
expressed by zoos of Costa Rica and Belize to join the forming communication
network.

As a result of the project, more schools from preschool to university stu-
dents visit the zoo and are given tours by the staff. UNICEF held a workshop
for children at the zoo entitled "Drawings by Children: A View of Honduran
Fauna as Seen by the Children."

The zoo's reputation was made positive by two national newspapers who sent
reporters to find out if the zoo was still being mismanaged. The reporters
were impressed and a keeper remarked that the two resulting articles were
the first positive publicity the zoo had received in six years.

Problem Areas

There are still many unresolved problem areas affecting the zoo. The
wood used in the construction of the original cages is decaying and col-
lapsing with the rains and there is little wood available for their re-
construction. Though we would like to build more natural enclosures with
moats instead of fences, the zoo does not have enough cement to repair
holes in cage floors made by swaying tree cornerposts. The zoo also lacks
benches and trash cans but hope exists for private sector donations. There
is a lack of laborers and technical assistance. Breeding conditions for
most of the animals in the collection as well as materials and technology
for fecal flotations, blood testing, and sexing are nonexistent.

Visitor behavior in the park is being modified, but all too slowly as they

continue to poke animals with sticks, throw trash in the cages, and very
often step over the trail to molest the animals from another side of the

cage. Many peasants delight in showing others their courage by yelling and

pounding on jaguar cages. With one watchman, the problem is hard to control.
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Future of the Zoo

The zoo serpentarium will begin a program of milking and eventually produc-
ing antivenin for hospitals in Honduras and a full-time veterinarian with
an exotic animal background will be acquired. Communication with other zoos
will be extended and materials will continually be solicited. There are
plans to form a community support group for the zoo in early 1986 which
would serve in fund-raising, visitor relations, and as the zoo "watchdog".

Conclusion

In one year, the Jardin Zoologico Metropolitano of Tegucigalpa, Honduras
has begun improving conditions for its captive charges and is becoming an
enjoyable learning and recreational experience for the visitor. The zoo
has endeavored to make the peasant, whose main concern is daily survival,
aware of the diversity and value of the animals that inhabit his land.

Despite the severe national economic problems and exploitation of the en-
vironment, if the zoo succeeds in its mission, the peasant girl who asked
me if the tapir is from Africa will have her answer.
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[EdLLto^' -i> Mote.: any tn^tltation^ oh. tndtvtduaZ^ cvoutd Like, to cu^Liit

tn tke. zoo' 6 thatnlng and e.daaatton e.iionLb, peAtlne.nt matetJjaZM [in

Spanish ti such exists] can be sent to Mtehael Knegen, Apahtado Postal

C-51, Tegucigalpa, V.C,, HonduAos, Cent/ial AmeAlca, LiXeAotaAe on keepeA
thatntng, endangeAed species, zoo education and exotic animal husbandAy
Mould all be helpful. SC)

Chapter
News

COLUMBUS ZOO AAZK CHAPTER SOUTH FLORIDA AAZK CHAPTER

Newly elected officers for the

Columbus Zoo AAZK Chapter are:

President Andy Lodge

The South Florida Chapter is pleased

to announce the following newly elect-

ed officers for 1986:

1st Vice Pres Diana Frisch
2nd Vice Pres Stacy Katz
Treasurer Brad Booth
Secretary Charlene Gentry

President Stephen Yelverton
Vice Pres Walter DuPree
Secretary Lori Bruckheim
Treasurer Kim Livingstone
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AAZK REGIONAL CONFERENCE
4-7 May 1986
Columbus Zoo

TENTATIVE AGENDA

Sunday, 4 May, 12-5 p.m. - Registration at Columbus Zoo, 9990 Riverside
Dr., Powell, OH and at Red Roof Inn, 5125 Post
Rd., Dublin, OH.

6-8 p.m. - Icebreaker at Red Roof Inn

Monday, 5 May, 8:30-9 a.m .- Coffee and Donuts (hosted). Education Center
Columbus Zoo

9-9:30 a.m.- Welcoming Address, Education Center at zoo
9:30-10:30 a.m.- Presentation of Papers, Education Center
10:30-10:45 a.m.- Coffee Break (hosted)

10:45 to noon - Presentation of Papers, Education Center
12:00-1:30 p.m. - Lunch at Zoo (hosted)
1:30-3:15 p.m. - Presentation of Papers, Education Center
3:15-3:30 p.m. - Coffee Break (hosted)
3:30-5:00 p.m. - Presentation of Papers, Education Center
6:00-7:30 p.m. - Hosted Dinner at the Zoo
8:00-9:30 p.m. - Hospitality with cash liquor bar at Red Roof

Inn

Tuesday, 6 May, 8:30-9 a.m. -Coffee and Donuts (hosted) at the Zoo
9-10:30 a.m. - Presentation of Papers, Education Center

10:30-10:45 a.m. - Coffee Break (hosted)
10:45 to noon - Presentation of Papers, Education Center
12:00-1:30 p.m. - Lunch at the Zoo (hosted)
1:30-5:00 p.m. - Tours of the Columbus Zoo
DINNER ON YOUR OWN
8:00-9:30 p.m. - Hospital ity--hosted with cash liquor bar

at Red Roof Inn

Wednesday, 7 May, 8:30-9 a.m. - Coffee and Donuts (hosted) at Education
Center at the Zoo

9-10:30 a.m. -Presentation of Papers, Education Center
10:30-10:45 a.m. -Coffee Break (hosted)
10:45 to noon -Presentation of Papers, Education Center
12:00-1:30 p.m. -LUNCH ON YOUR OWN
1:30-5:00 p.m. -Workshops and Panel Discussions, Education

Center at the Zoo

Classroom A - "Animal Care In Harsh Climates"

' Classroom B - "Advances in Neonatal Care"

Auditorium - Open Forum

5:00-5:15 p.m. -Farewell Address, Education Center at Zoo
6:00-8:30 p.m. - Banquet and Auction at Bogey Inn, Shawnee

Hills, OH.

Members attending the AAZK Great Lakes Regional Conference in Columbus
who would like accommodations in the home of a Columbus Zoo staff mem-
ber should contact: Lorn Rob^uuon out tkz Colmbiu Zoo, P,0, Box. 400,

PoMoUt, OH 43065, She cryl be reached by phone at (614) 766-3448 on.

eveyUng^ out (614) 861-1834,
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1986 Great Lakes Regional AAZK Conference

The Columbus Great Lakes Regional AAZK Conference will be held 4-7 May
1986 at the Columbus Zoo in Powell, OH. A tentative schedule will be in
the next issue of AKF .

Checks should be made payable to: "Columbus Chapter AAZK". Please send
registration form and registration fees to: Andy Lodge, Colombus Chapter
AAZK, Columbus Zoo, Box 400, Powell, OH 43065.

REGISTRATION FORM

Name:

Address:

City: State/Province: Zip:

Phone No: ( ) Name of Zoo:

Job Area:

Fees: Member or spouse $30.00 Non-member $35.00
Late fees after 15 April , 1986 - $40.00

Total Fees Enclosed: $

If you can't make the entire conference, please write and we can work it

out on a day-to-day basis.

Will you be staying for the banquet on 7 May, 1986? YES NO
Banquet and auction on 7 May, 1986 starting at 7:00 p.m.

MOTEL RESERVATION FORM
Columbus Great Lakes Regional AAZK Conference

Name :_

Address
:

City:___ State/Province: Zip:_

Phone No. ( ) Dates staying at motel
:

(C.N. 272286124)

Single $25,95 per day

Doubl e $30.95 per day (2 beds)

3 or more $32.95 per day

Send to: Red Roof Inn, 5125 Post Rd., Dublin, OH 43017 (614) 764-3993.



BIOLOGICAL VALUES II NOW AVAILABLE
AAZK is pleased t6 be able to offer
its members and other interested indi-
viduals in the zoo community the newly
published mammal reference booklet en-
titled BIOLOGICAL VALUES FOR SELECTEV
MAMMALS— J 9^5 EVITION. This updated
and expanded edition is far more com-
prehensive than the original edition.
The 1985 Edition is a 112-page work
containing biological data on 441
species of mammals. Included in the
data are: common name* scientific name
(identified by genus and species and
arranged according to the 19 recogniz-
ed orders of mammals), geographic range,
normal adult size, normal adult weight,
estrus cycle, gestation period, number
of young, weaning, sexual maturity, life
expectancy, body temperature, pulse and
respiration rate, and names used for the
male, female and young of each species.
Three pages of the references for data
given are included, as is a nine-page
index of the selected mammals by common
name with cross-indexing where consider-
ed appropriate. A Table of Contents
offers the researcher quick access to

pertinent information.

This handy and informative publication was researched and compiled by a team
of seventeen zookeepers, docents, interns and zoo volunteers at the San Fran-
cisco Zoo, and separately identifies and incorporates certain pertinent em-
pirical data submitted by twenty zookeepers from twelve zoos throughout the
world. Formated for quick and easy reference, and charmingly illustrated,
this booklet will surely be an important and welcome addition to the library
of any zookeeper and/or member of our zoo community.

BIOLOGICAL VALUES FOR SELECTEV MAMMALS— 1955 EVITION is being offered for
sale at the following prices: Professional Member ($4.00); Other AAZK Mem-
bership Categories ($5.50); Non-Members ($7.00). This prices includes
postage and handling. ORDERS OUTSIDE the U.S. need to add $2.00 per copy
for First Class mail service. To order, fill out the form below or send
necessary information to: B-lologTcal VclIuqa Book, c/o AAZK Natloml Hdqts.,
635 Gage. Blvd,, Tope.ka, KS 66606. Make check or money order (U.S. FUNDS ONLY

)

payable to: "Biological Val ues/AAZK" . Domestic orders please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery at Book Rate.

BIOLOGICAL VALUES ORDER FORM

Please send copies, at $ each to: ( PLEASE PRINT )

Name

Address

City State/Privi nee Zip

Please check membership category: P( ) AF( ) AS( ) INST( ) NON-MEM ( )
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AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors Regional Coordinator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, White Oak Plantation
Route 3, Box 226

Yulee, FL 32097

(904) 225-9559 (work)

(912) 729-5126 (home)

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo
5500 Phinney Ave. North
Seattle, WA 90603

(206) 625-5402 (work)

(206) 745-8198 (home)

Regional Coordinators

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA (617) 442-2005 (w)

for the states of ME,VT,NH ,MA,RI ,CT

Peter Buchholz, Bronx Zoo, New York (212) 220-5100 (w)

for the state of NY

Gene Pfeffer, Philadelphia Zoo, PA (215) 243-1100 (w)

for the states of PA,NJ,MD,DE

Vacancy - for the states of VA,W.VA,D.C.

Lee Payne, Detroit Zoo, MI (313) 398-0903 (w)

for the state MI

Lynne Villers, Indianapolis Zoo, IN (317) 547-3577 (w)

for the states of IN,0H,KY

Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chiacgo, IL (312) 294-4660 (w)

for the states of WI ,IL ,M0,MN,IA

Pat Hook, Riverbanks Zoo, Columbia, SC (803) 779-8717 (w)

for the states of TN,NC,SC

Alan Sharpies, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA (404) 624-1235 (w)

for the states of FL ,AL ,GA,AR,MS,LA

Vacancy - for the states of TX ,NM,C0,KS,NE,SD,ND

Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA (206) 625-5497 (w)

for the states of WA,0R,ID,MT,WY,AK

Vacancy - for the states of CA,NV,AZ,LIT

Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Zitiello, Pres.) (808) 923-4772 (w)

for the Hawaiian Islands

Vacancy - for Eastern Canada which includes the Provinces of

Ontario and Quebec

Vacancy - for Western Canada which includes the Provinces of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia

Ji) you muLd be 'int2A2AtQ,d Zn poAtlcA^pcuting Xw AAZK cu a Rzgi-oviaZ Coon.-

dlviaton. {^oK. om tho. aA2.cu> tUtivig "Uaccindy" , plm^e. corUact the, RC

Co-Coon.dlnatoK -In chcuige. oi that oAea. EttkoA Vianz ofi VzbbeAa u)ttl be

happy to zxptatn thz dotted o^ an RC and cLa>cu66 thz po>(>tXton u)tth you.



finnouncing . . .

AAZK is pleased to announce
the availability of its new
publication ZOONOTIC DISEASES .

This 56-page booklet details
the most common zoonotic di-

seases, offers guidelines for
preventive control and covers
personal hygiene and disin-
fection procedures.

The booklet, a cooperative
effort produced by the AAZK
Keeper Education Committee,
is produced in a 8i" by 11"

format hole punched for in-

sertion in a standard three-
ring binder (not included).

Copies may be purchased by
completing the order form
below. Prices are: $2.00
for Professional AAZK Mem-
bers; $3.50 for other AAZK
membership categories and
$5.00 for non-members. This
prices includes postage and
handling. Order from: Zoo-
notic Diseases, c/o AAZK
National Headquarters, 635
Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.
Make checks payable to "AAZK".

including disinfection,

personnel hygiene and bibliography.

ZOONOTIC DISEASES ORDER FORM

Please send copy/copies of the AAZK Zoonotic Diseases Handbook
to:

NAME

:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY: P AF AS INST NON-MEM

TOTAL AMOUNT INCLUDED: $

PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 weeks for delivery at Book Rate. IMPORTANT: THOSE ORDER-
ING OUTSIDE OF THE CONTINENTAL U.S. (including CANADA) should send an
additional $2.00 PER COPY for FIRST CLASS MAIL SERVICE.

SEND ORDER FORM AND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO "AAZK" TO:

ZOONOTIC VISEASES
do AAZK Natlonat H(ia.dquucuvt(in^

635 Gag^ Blvd,
Topo-kci, KS 66606
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Jvi6tiXiJuU-oyu Making to a.dv<intthii mptoymdnt oppontuyuttoj^ oaq, cukdci to
6md peAttndnt data by the. ISth oi mak month to: Oppo^itavutiy Knocks

/

AKf ,

635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606, Please tnelude dto^tng date6 ion. poIZ-
tton6 avattable, Thexe aj^ no change ion ^ach tvi>ttng6 and phone-tn tl6t-
tng^ ion po^ttton^ ovhtch become avattable clo-6e to deadline one accepted.

INTERNSHIP , , .available at non-exploitive facility for rehabilitation and
resocialization of primates. Good opportunity for experience working with
diverse collection. Room and board provided. Volunteer applicants must
provide their own transportation and spending money. RELIABLE, HARD-WORK-

ING, SELF-STARTING INDIVIDUALS ONLY. For more information contact: Pri-
marily Primates, Inc., P.O. Box 15306, San Antonio, TX 78212.

CURATOR , . .Chehaw Wild Animal Park, Albany, GA. $17,222 to $21,403 DOQ.
Directs and participates in the care, feeding and handling of animals.
Responsible for supervising the zoological division of Chehaw *s Park in-
cluding diversified collection emphasizing wild and domestic animals and
reptiles. Requires seven years' demonstrated experience
in animal care/facility maintenance with three years'
supervisory experience. For required application and
complete description call (912) 431-3214 no later than
3 March 1986. EOE/AA/M/F/H.

O
P
P k

ZOOKEEPER , , .diverse animal husbandry and zoo operations
responsibilities. Salary $4. 75/hour, plus benefits.
Send letter and resume by 28 February to: Binder Park,

7400 Division Drive, Battle Creek, MI 49017.

GENERAL CURATOR , ,, requires Bachelor's degree in natural
sciences and seven years’ experience, the last four in

a management capacity; four additional years of exper-
ience can substitute for the degree. Responsible for

the management, maintenance, health and welfare of the
animal collection and its departments. Will work under
the general supervision of the zoo director. Submit
resume by 1 March 1986 to: Human Resources, Oklahoma
City Zoo, 2101 NE 50th, Oklahoma City, OK 73111. EOE.

0 n
r o
t c
u k
n s
1

t

y
MAMMAL KEEPER , ,

,

two years' large carnivore and/or delicate hoofed stock

experience with a zoo or other major collection desirable. BS preferred.

Position available in North American native species area. Send resume to

Don Moore, Curator /Mammals , Burnet Park, P.O. Box 146, Liverpool, NY 13088.

NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE

FIRST INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S ZOO SYMPOSIUM BEING PLANNED

The First International Children's Zoo Symposium will be hosted by the
Philadelphia Zoological Garden in June 1987. Look for more information
in 1986. For the present, if there are any questions, contact Bob Callahan,
Curator/Children' s Zoo, Philadelphia Zoological Garden, 34th St. & Girard
Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19104.
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AAZK MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name

Address

$25.00 Professional
full-time. ke.e.peAt

$25.00 International
Att memb eyi6 ouuUtde. the.

U.S. and Canada

$15.00 Library
itbKoAy ^ub^cAA.ption only

Check here if renewal [ ]

$20.00 Affiliate
’ OtkeA ^taii and volante.e/u>

$15.00 Associate
Jndivtdaats not c.onne.cte.d

ootth an animal cane ^actlity

$50.00 Contributing
0nganizati.on6 and Indlvtdaal^

Directory Information ; zoo

Work Area Special Interests

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE),
payable to American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National
Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to Animal Ke.e.pe/U' foHum, The member-
ship card is good for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the

U.S. and Canada.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Animal KeepcAi ’ Fonum publishes original papers and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit
articles for consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and
tables should be clearly marked, in final form, and should fit in a page
size no more than 6" x 10" ( 15cm x 25iicm) . Literature used should be
cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include
scientific names. Black and white photos only accepted.

Articles sent to Animal Ke.e.peA^' fonum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitment is made to the author, but an effort will be made to pub-
lish articles as soon as possible. Those longer than three pages may be
separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editorial
staff. The editors reserve the right to edit material without consulta-
tion unless approval is requested in writing by the author. Materials
submitted will not be returned unless accompanied by a stamped, self-
addressed envelope.
Telephone contributions on late-breaking news or last-minute insertions
are accepted. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will not
be accepted. The phone number is (913) 272-5821)

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION IS THE 15TH OF THE PRECEDING MONTH

AhticleJi pKtnte,d do not ne.cet6anAly Jte.ile.ct the
opinions oi the Animal KeepcJis ' foJum edlXoJLial

Staii oJi the American A.s^oclaHon oi Zoo Kee.peA^.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this pub-
lication is given. Reprints may be ordered from the editor.

PRINTED IN U.S. A.
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¥mtaAQ,d on month' ^ cov 2A Li> "Emp^e^^" ,
a. (^matu ki,iixn oZe^phant at

tkz Honolulu Zoo. ElcphcLS maxtmui oAe ^ound thAougkout India and 6outk-
vod^toAn ki>ija. It aa malltiA than tkd k{\Klcjan budk oldphant, usually mm-
-duAlng ld6^ than 10 iddt tall at tkd i^houldoA and weighing about 3i tonA>.

Tkd tuiiu oAd poonly ddvdlopdd In the, ^malds but may n-oack a Imgtk o^ 10

{^t. and a lAJelgkt o^ 160 pounds In the molds. Tkd young, calldd a dol^, Is

boan a^toA a gdyStatlon poAlod oi iK.om 18-22 months. This month' ^ covdA cuit

Is by GiVdn Vo-skunuAa, a kddpoA at tkd Honolulu Zoo. Thanfis, Gu)dnl

Scoops

FINAL CALL FOR PAPERS FOR GREAT LAKES AAZK REGIONAL

andy'
Scuttlebutt

The Columbus Zoo Chapter of AAZK will host the 1986 AAZK Great Lakes Re-
gional Conference 4-7 May 1986. All keepers are encouraged to submit a

paper pertaining to their area of interest in zookeeping. Papers are
scheduled for 20 minutes but longer or shorter papers may be presented
with prior notice. Anyone presenting a paper and turning it in to the
Program Chairman by 15 April will receive 50% off the cost of registration.
Papers should be sent to: B^d Booth, Columbus Zoo, P.O. Box 400, VoWdtl,
OH 43065. A Conference Registration Form and information on the Zoo Olym-
pics to be held prior to the conference may be found on pages 100-101 of

this issue of AKF . A tentative schedule of events may be found on page
59 of the February 1986 issue of the Forum .

MILL MOUNTAIN ZOO STICKER PROJECT UPDATE

In last month's AKF it was announced that the official AAZK stickers could
be ordered from the Mill Mountain Zoo AAZK Chapter. Due to Circumstances
beyond their control, the stickers are not yet available for sale at this
time. Individuals who may have sent in orders already are assured that
they will receive their stickers as soon as they are available. Until
such time as a note announcing their availability is published in AKF ,

members are asked not to place orders for stickers. We regret any incon-
venience this may have caused anyone.

IS YOUR APT FORM SUPPLY RUNNING LOW?

Members are reminded that a supply of Animal Data Transfer Forms are
available FREE, courtesy of AAZK. To order Forms please contatc: Bernie
Feldman, Burnett Park Zoo, Box 146, Liverpool, NY 13088.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS THANKS OUTGOING CHAIRMAN

The AAZK Board of Directors wishes to extend its thanks to Larry Sammarco,
Lincoln Park Zoo, for his work on the AAZK History Committee. Larry's
position as Chairman of this committee was recently assumed by Art Goodrich
San Diego Zoo. Members are reminded that AAZK is nearing its 20th anniver-
sary in 1987 and anyone having information on AAZK History they would like
to share with the Committee is asked to send it to Art at the San Diego Zoo
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Births|^Hatchings

TRACY AVIARY Stuvi Ckuidg/i^n

Reported hatchings from March to November 1985 include: 0.0.2 Demoiselle
crane, 0.0.3 Black swan, 0.0.4 Mute swan, 0.0.5 Patagonian conure, 0.0.2
Eastern rosellas, 0.0.5 Brazilian cardinals, 1.1.0 Greater Magellan goose,
0.0.8 American wigeon, 4.0 Mandarin duck, 0.0.20 Wood duck, 0.0.5 Ruddy
duck, 0.0.17 Red-headed duck, 0.0.7 Red-crested pochard, 0.0.5 Common
pintail, 0.0.6 White-front goose, 0.0.2 Bar-head goose, 0.0.3 Wild turkey,
0.0.2 White peafowl, 0.0.1 Blue peafowl, 0.0.10 Reeve’s pheasant, 0.0.11
Golden pheasant, 0.0.7 Amherst pheasant, 0.0.9 Ringneck pheasant, 0.0.3
Chukar partridge, 0.0.2 Grey peacock pheasant, 0.0.1 Barrow's goldeneye,
0.0.2 Sun conure, 0.2.0 Ruddy quail dove, 0.0.1 Nanday conure and 0.1.0
Cheer pheasant.

SEDGWICK COUNTY ZOO (Wichita, K$) TeTiTtce ConxM

January 1986 B&H include: Mammals - 0.1 Chinese muntjac, 5.4 Ossabaw Is-
land swine (1.1 DNS); Birds - 0.0.1 Speckled mousebird (DNS), 0.0.3 Common
piping guan, 0.0.4 Inca tern, 0.0.3 Kookaburra, 0.0.1 Eclectus parrot,
0.0.1 Scarlet macaw; Herps - 0.0.2 Black tegu.

PITTSBURGH AVIARY Cu/iXa G. Robbins

Hatchings for July through November 1985 include: 0.0.4 Superb starling

(2 DNS), 0.0.1 Common moorhen (DNS), 0.0.5 Small-billed tinamou (3 DNS),
0.0.3 Elegant-crested tinamou (3 DNS), 0.0.3 Palawan peacock pheasant
(1 DNS), 0.0.2 Gray-necked wood rail, 0.0.4 Red and white crake (2 DNS),
0.0.10 Gray-headed gallinule (3 silver phase, 1 silver phase DNS), 0.0.2
Double-striped thick-knee, 0.0.11 Tumbler pigeon, 0.0.1 Kookaburra, 0.0.4
Lilac-breasted roller, 0.0.3 Blue-gray tanager (2 DNS), 0.0.4 Troupial
(1 DNS), 0.0.18 Society finch (3 DNS), 0.0.2 Wattled starling (DNS), 0.0.

2

Sacred ibis (1 DNS), 0.0.1 King quail (silver /DNS) , 0.0.1 Pied Imperial
pigeon, 0.0.2 Goldie’s lorikeet (1 DNS), 0.0.1 Speckled mousebird. 0.0.1
Many-colored chaco-finch, 0.0.1 Nicobar pigeon, and 0.0.1 Ringed turtle
dove (DNS).

DALLAS ZOO Sandy UpahuAck

Reported for January 1986 were the births of 1.0 Axis deer, 1.0 Sable
antelope and 0.1 Addax.

WILDLIFE SAFARI (Winston, OR) Jokn CoopoA

A white-handed gibbon was born on 8 January raising to 11 the number of

these endangered apes at the wild animal park. The gibbon, born to 9-year-
old Sumchai, is the fifth gibbon birth at Wildlife Safari. Jewel, a gibbon

born at the Safari, is also expecting a baby.

BRONX ZOO John K^eda

B&H for 16 December 1985 through 2 February 1986 include: Mammals - Two

litters African zebra mouse, 1.0 Mongolian horse, 1.0 Large Malayan mouse-

deer, 0.0.2 Common marmoset, 1.1 Red Brocket deer, 2.0 Axis deer, 1.0
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BIRTHS AND HATCHINGS , CoyiUnu2.d

Blackbuck, 1.0 Brow-antlered deer, 1.0 Blesbok, 1.0 Mandrill, 0.2 Maxwell
duiker (0.1 DNS), 0.0.2 Egyptian fruit bat, 0.0.2 Acouchi, 0.0.1 Silver-
leaf langur, 1.1 Collared peccaries (1.1 DNS), 0.0.2 Wild cavy, 0.0.2
Ring-tail lemur, 0.1 Sable antelope; Birds - 0.0.1 Mauritius pink pegeon,
0.0.3 Guam rail; Reptiles - 0.0.4 Radiated tortoise (hatched at St. Cather-
ine’s Survival Center).

HONOLULU ZOO Pete McLam, L^nda EtLiot, Van VdJiZdilo

B&H for 11 June 1985 through 4 February 1986 include; Mammals 7.1 Hawaiian
goat, 2.2 Nilgai (1.1 DNS), 0.1 Bison, 0.1 Springbok, 1.0.3 Axis deer, 1.2

Reticulated x Nubian giraffe, 1.0.2 Binturong (0.0.2 DNS), 1.0 Common
squirrel monkey (DNS), 0.2 Golden lion tamarin, 2.1 Golden spider monkey
(DNS), 0.0.1 Giant Anteater; Birds - 0.0.2 Green winged king parrot (DNS),

1.3.1 Grand electus (2 DNS), 0.0.3 Burrowing owl, 0.0.1 Crested pigeon,
0.0.4 Redbilled hornbill, 0.0.1 Purple glossy starling, 0.0.3 Hawaiian
gallinule (1 DNS); Herptiles - 0.0.4 Burmese forest tortoise (2 DNS), 0.0.8
Ornate day gecko, 0.0.1 Northern blue tongue skink, 0.0.1 Solomon Island
tree skink (1 DNS), 0.0.1 Seychelles day gecko, 0.0.28 Orange spotted day
gecko (7 DNS)

.

HOUSTON ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS Hugo lak(M

December 1985 through January 1986 B&H include: Mammals - 1.3.0 Pygmy goat
(0.1 DNS), 1.0 Besia oryx (DNS); Birds - 0.0.1 Variable chachalaca (DNS),

0.0.2 Grey touraco (DNS), 0.0.2 White-bellied grey touraco (DNS), 0.0.1
Nicobar pigeon, 0.0.2 Nocturnal curassow, 0.0.4 Java sparrows, 0.0.1 Green-
winged king parrot, 0.0.1 Sunbittern; Herps - 0.0.2 New Guinea ground boa;
Other - 0.0.157 Atlantic seahorse.

MIAMI METROZOO lofil ’BK.aakkoJjn

B&H for January 1986 include: Mammals - 1.0 Gaur (DNS), 1.0 Nile lechwe,
0.1 Eld's deer, 0.1 Defassa waterbuck, 1.0 Scimitar-horned oryx; Birds -

0.0.2 Green wing dove and 0.0.1 Bleeding heart dove.

Vet Tech Association Offers Proceedings for Sale

The Association of Zoo Veterinary Technicians have the following proceed-
ings available from their past conferences. The price per copy is $15.00
with the average publication running 100-105 pages in length. Many of the
papers included in these proceedings would be of value to both Keepers and

Animal Health Technicians alike. Here are some examples:

1982 Proceedings ; papers include "Zoonotic Diseases of Nonhuman Primates"
by Janis E. Ott, DVM; and "Emergency Care of Injured Raptors" by Susan
Wells, DVM, and Anne Orlowski Tappan.

1983 Proceedings ; papers include "The Hand-Raising of Ungulates" by Judith
Dufflemeyer, AAS; and "Food Composition Tables: Uses and Abuses" by Bruce
Watkins, Ph. D.

1984 Proceedings ; Papers include "Current Applications of Embryo Transfer
in the Zoo World" by N.M. Loskutoff and D.C. Kraemer; and "Handraising
Woolly Monkeys at the Louisville Zoo".

To order proceedings or to obtain a complete list of the table of contents
from each, contact: Gout Cktaago loologtcat Vank knmat Hospital,

Mookitotd, IL 60513 (312) 4S5-0263,
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Coming Events
9TH INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE FILM FESTIVAL

April 1-7, 1986 Missoula, MT

Sponsored by the University of Montana chapter of the Wildlife Society at

the Missoula campus. For more information contact: Wildlife Film Festival,
Wildlife Biology Program, University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812 (406)
243-4493.

AAZPA WESTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE

April 13-15, 1986 Tacoma, WA

Hosted by the Point Defiance Zoo. For more information contact: Tom Otten,
Director, Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium, Point Defiance Park, Tacoma, WA
98407 (206) 591-5337.

THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON WORLD CONSERVATION
STRATEGIES FOR TIGERS

April 13-16, 1986 Bloomington, MN

For further information contact: Tiger Symposium Coordinator, Minnesota
Zoological Garden, 12101 Johnny Cake Ridge Road, Apple Valley, MN 55124

(514) 432-9010.

CAPTIVE TURTLE SYMPOSIUM

April 18-19, 1986 W. Orange, NJ

To be held at the Turtle Back Zoo, 560 Northfield Ave., W. Orange, NJ.
For registration information and agenda, please call (201) 325-7878, or
write to Dr. Peter Zauber, Zoological Society of New Jersey at the above
address

.

AAZPA GREAT LAKES REGIONAL CONFERENCE

April 27-29, 1986 Milwaukee, WI

Hosted by the Milwaukee County Zoological Gardens. For more information
contact: Mary Beth Carr, Milwaukee County Zoological Gardens, 10001 W.

Bluemound Rd . , Milwaukee, WI 53226 (414) 771-3040.

THE 1986 INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT SYMPOSIUM
"Translocation of Wild Animals"

April 30-May 2, 1986 Milwaukee, WI

Sponsored by the Wisconsin Humane Society and Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Re-
search Institute. For more information contact: Jill F. Dries, Symposium
Coordinator, Wisconsin Humane Society, 4151 North Humboldt Ave., Milwaukee,
WI 53212 (414) 961-0310.

AAZPA NORTHEASTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE

May 4-6, 1986 Mystic, CT

Hosted by Mystic Marinelife Aquarium. For more information contact: Laura
Kezer, Mystic Marinelife Aquarium, Sea Research Foundation, Inc., Mystic, CT

06355 (203) 536-9631.
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COMING EVENTS , ConUnue.d

1986 AAZK GREAT LAKES REGIONAL CONFERENCE

May 4-7 s 1986 Columbus, OH

Hosted by the Columbus Zoo Chapter of AAZK. Registration form for this
conference and Zoo Olympics info may be found elsewhere in this issue of

AKF . For more information contact: Andy Lodge, Columbus Zoo, P.O. Box
400, Powell, OH 43065.

AAZPA CENTRAL REGIONAL CONFERENCE

May 18-22, 1986 Fort Worth, TX

Hosted by the Fort Worth Zoological Park. For more information contact:
Dudley Brown, Fort Worth Zoological Park, 2727 Zoological Park Dr., Fort
Worth, TX 76110 (817) 870-7050.

THE AAZPA SSP SPECIES COORDINATOR/STUDBOQK
KEEPER WORKSHOP AND SOFTWARE SYMPOSIUM

June 22-27, 1986 Omaha, NE

To be held at Creighton University and Henry Doorly Zoo. Contact Dr. Thomas
J. Foose, AAZPA Conservation Coordinator, Minnesota Zoological Garden,
Apple Valley, MN 55124 (612) 432-9010.

9TH MEETING OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PRIMATOLOGISTS

June 28-July 1, 1986 Austin, TX

Hosted by the University of Texas, at Austin, the paper sessions, symposia,
exhibits, and business meetings will take place in the Jester Center resi-
dence hall and academic complex on the University of Texas campus.

THE SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES/
HERPETOLOGISTS LEAGUE JOINT ANNUAL MEETING

August 10-15, 1986 Springfield, MO

To be held at Southwest Missouri State University. For more information
contact: Robert Wilkinson, Life Science Dept, SMSU, Springfield, MO 65802.

1986 NATIONAL PYGMY GOAT CONVENTION

August 24-29, 1986 Indianapolis, IN

Hosted by the Indianapolis Zoo, the conference will include paper sessions
and workshops, including instruction on breed standards and pygmy goat shows.

We encourage papers to be submitted. For further information contact:
Debbie Olson, Indianapolis Zoo, 3120 E. 30th St., Indianapolis, IN 46218

(317) 547-3577.

THE SEVENTH ELEPHANT MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

September 25-27, 1986 Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Hosted by the Calgary Zoological Society. For more information contact:

Greg Tarry, Calgary Zoological Society, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B, Calgary,

Alberta, Canada, T2M 4R8.
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Keeper Training Session

Planned For Great Lakes

Regional AAZPA Workshop

SubmZtte.d By
Vat BammoAdO^ CooAdinatoA
KeepeA Educatton Commttted

During the Great Lakes Regional
AAZPA Workshop, Pat Sammarco will
be chairing a discussion session
on Keeper Training in Zoos.
The session is scheduled for 3:45
to 5:00 p.m. on 28 April 1986.

There will be a panel of about five
people with experience in trying to

establish staff training in their
zoos. Each will speak briefly on

their experience, then the discussion
will be open to the floor.

When Beth Poff surveyed the various zoos, searching for training materials
to list for her project, responses showed that many zoos wanted to have
training for their Keepers, but for whatever reasons, did not have them.
Some zoos had manuals, some even wrote their own, and still had no program.
The need for Keeper education at entry level, and continuing education as

our profession sees increases in the technology that makes our jobs more
exciting and more complex, is obvious.

The session will be aimed at finding the obstacles to setting up training
programs, and discussing ways to overcome them. If you will be at this
Regional Workshop, please attend this session. If you have thoughts to

share about the problems in setting up Keeper Training programs, please
let me know.

Keep in mind that this is the time of year for getting out of hibernation,
getting together our notes of the past year, organizing our slides, and shar-

ing what we have been learning. Present a paper at a Chapter meeting, and

at a regional conference, either AAZK or AAZPA, aim for the national confer-
ences and specialists meetings. If you are not together at this point, think
of next year as your turn as you are part of the audience at this year's
meetings. Think of an AAZK research grant to fund that project. If all

you have is scraps of data, consider submitting them to one of the note-
book projects. Spring is the time of renewed activity and commitments.
If you don't recognize any of these projects, you've been under that rock
too long... read your back issues of AKF and get in touch with the project
heads

.

We are all discovering, learning and teaching each other for the good of

our animals.

(MateAlat ^oa the, Conttnijung KdepeA Educatton Column may be. i>mt tot Vat
SammoAco, Lincoln VoAk loo, 2200 SI, Cannon Va, ,

Chicago, JL 60614],
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SreCTRUM
Quality exotic animal diets

Fixed formulation
Nutritionally balanced
Economical

MmAmmmmm Frozen feline diets

Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat, hearts,

livers, rib, shank, and knuckle bones

Zu/Fteenf Feline canned

Primate canned

Marmoset canned

Omnivore dry

Primate dry

Banana flavored primate, 1 5% protein

Banana flavored primate Pro-Plus, 25%
SPECTRUM protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

When you need a complete line of high-quality dry,

canned, and frozen animal diets foryour feeding program,
call Animal Spectrum today.

IVE*CAl,l."t>OES IT ALL

In Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492.

Animal SPECTRUM Inc.

Box 6307 Lincoln, NE 68506-0307



From The Awards Committee Chairperson

by Rachel. Rogcn^, ChaJjipcASon
AAIK AmoacU Comm.lttcc

The AAZK Awards Committee would like to announce that it has two positions
available for anyone wishing to work on the committee. Those who would
like to participate in the awards process please write to:

Rachel Rogers, Chairman
AAZK Awards Committee

Metrozoo
12400 SW 152 Street
Miami, FL 33177

In anticipation of the 1986 AAZK Conference, nominations for the Annual
AAZK Awards are being accepted. There are three award categories: The
Excellence in Zookeeping, Meritorious Achievement, and Certificate of

Merit for Zookeeper Education award. For the next few months there will
be an explanation of the awards, as well as an explanation of the nomina-
tion process. Please help the awards committee by only nominating those
who are deserving of these awards by the qualifications you will see in

each explanation. The first award we will explain is the EXCELLENCE IN
ZOOKEEPING AWARD :

Qualif ications :

1. The nominee must be a full-time animal keeper, employed in any North
American zoological institution or aquarium.

2. The nominee must have been employed at least one year on a permanent
status at a zoo or aquarium.

3. The nominee must be nominated by his or her peers who have also been
employed at that same zoo or aquarium.

Nomination Procedure :

1. List name, position, address, phone, institution, years of service

in the field and the recommendation of peer or collegue.
2. List outstanding achievements: exhibits, breeding, education, etc.

3. List any extra work activities outside of zoo or aquarium work:

working with conservation groups, youth, wildlife officials, etc.

Selection Procedure :

The awards committee consists of five keepers who independently review

each nominee.

EXCELLENCE IN ZOOKEEPING is an award given to a keeper whose care of the

animals in his or her charge represents a fine example of the most pro-

fessional job that one can do. At the same time, such a keeper also be-

comes involved with other aspects of zookeeping such as: concern for wild-

life, teaching others in their field, working with managerial personnel

of the zoo or aquarium to better communication, and even through the bad

times of one’s career this keeper doesn’t lose their compassion for the

animals in their care.

It is hoped that all of you who read this will take a good, objective

look at the keepers with whom you work everyday to see if there is one of

your peers who deserves this type of recognition.
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Viewpoinlt

''WRINKLED RAINBOWS"

By KoAm Lynn. Goode,

Columbiu, OH

As I stare in awe at the magestic
creature of nature, my mind drifts
to the courage and strength of the
captive and wild animals I have
known. The power that stands be-
fore me radiates a sensitivity and
gentleness that I cannot truly un-
derstand in my own human existence.
Those beautiful mystic ' features
and smile as she delicately takes
a single blade of grass from the

palm of my hand. I think of the
struggles she faces each day of her wild life merely to find enough food
to survive and to avoid the poachers and to deal with the encroachment of

civilization upon her precious feeding grounds. Perhaps she is "lucky"
to be captured and shipped’ to her new zoological home. Her freedom is

traded for a daily diet; hopefully, she receives loving care from her new
keeper and medical care as we learn more about her species. But how does

she cope with captivity when she has the taste of wandering freedom in her
blood? Yet, she is able to overcome those things which most of us would
find emotionally devastating. She is intelligent and gentle and power-
ful, and adapts to her changing conditions for 15 million years. How can

I look into her eyes and walk away without a tear and a smile. She is a

survivor.

There is nothing quite like gaining the trust and acceptance of an ele-

phant which has the power to crush you on a whim, or even by accident with

its enormous weight. Yet, this creature chooses to be so gentle as to take

that single blade of grass and to forgive my mistakes. (Of course, I respect

her "bad" days'—-we all have ups and downs in life) . She has given me the
ability to be optimistic about tomorrow. Her species is far too priceless
to watch them vanish in silence.

Healthy adult elephants have no natural enemies, except for man. Their

decline we can blame on no one but the human populations. If we take the

responsibility for our actions we can also see that it is human impact that

diminishes their habitat, therefore destroying their food supply as well as

affecting the saturation limit of available land to support healthy popula-

tions. The answer may appear simple on the surface ... stop the human en-

croachment on suitable habitat. But we are social creatures with tradition

and custom which plays a major role in our attitudes. The best way to help

the survival of any species is to simply not buy any products which are

marketed from that animal, legally or illegally. We are a consumer popu-
lation and the simple truth is that we do not destroy what we do not find

marketable. I can only hope that we can learn to be more long-sighted in

the future, if it is not too late. If you have experienced the leaves

rustling in the fall, the refreshing crisp winter air, the sweetness of

newly blooming flowers in the spring or the cool sparkling waters on a hot

summer day, then you know the treasures and peace in the sights, sounds, and

aromas of nature. Each creature, plant, drop of water and grain of sand are

important to our very existence.
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VIEWPOINT, ConUnuzd

The elephant is like a page from the history of the earth, the majesty of

a mountain, from the power of a passing thunderstorm to the resulting
gentleness of a rainbow. The elephant is a trinket from the past, the pot
of gold into the future. She is the symbol of hope and courage and forgive
ness for our short-commings . She carries the strength and adaptability to

survive, and the limitations of human- inflie ted impact.

9

Chapter
PITTSBURGH ZOO AAZK CHAPTER

Our first six months as a newly-
formed AAZK Chapter have been both
profitable and enjoyable. We cele-
brated the holidays with a Christ-
mas grab-bag exchange and a dinner
party at a nearby restaurant. The
year ended with a successful fund-
raiser - selling T-shirts with zebra
and giraffe designs. They made great

last-minute Christmas gifts and added
$237.00 to our treasury.

All our monthly meetings ended with
films such as National Geographic’s
"Zoos of the World" or slide presenta-
tions from the staff on various trips

or conferences attended. This was a

great way to share learning exper-
iences .

This year, we already have several
projects in the works. Our Chapter
will subscribe to various animal
magazines, such as "Animal Kingdom",
which will then be circulated around

the zoo. Also we are planning on

teaching a "Meet the Zoo" class at a

local community college, with the

money earned donated to the zoo.

This will be a big undertaking which
hopefully will be very successful and

great publicity for the zoo. Nineteen-

eighty-six will be a busy year and we

are all looking forward to the up-

coming year with great expectations!

— MoAgio, MoaIu,

PHILADELPHIA ZOO CHAPTER AAZK

Newly elected officers of the
Philadelphia Chapter of AAZK are:

President Denise Robinson
Vice Pres Bob Murch
Treasurer Eileen Gallagher
Secretary Roseann Giambro

News

ion. "ChaptoA Nms" ^hoiitd

be 6ubmdXt^d to: AKf, 635 Gage.

Blvd,, Tope.ka, KS 66606. A copy
should be icnt to Lee Payne at
the Vetnott Zoo.

HONOLULU ZOO CHAPTER AAZK

We held elections at our last
meeting on 14 January. The
results follow:

President Dan Vitiello
Vice Pres Linda Elliot
Sec/Treas Brent Liesemeyer
Sgt-at-arms .. .Margo Lengen

Meetings are scheduled for the

first Tuesday of the month.

—Atice P.S. Robent6
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CHAPTER NEWS, ConUnu^d
FROM THE CHAPTER AFFAIRS COORDINATOR

APPALACHIAN CHAPTER

The Appalachian Chapter is pleased
to announce the newly elected 1986
officers. They are:

President Rosemary Jalink
Vice Pres/Treas Beth Poff
Secretary Laurie Thomas

As the Appalachian Chapter passes
its first birthday, we are happy
to note the success of the film/
lecture series presented monthly
at the Roanoke Valley Science
Museum. January’s presentation
on Zoo Keeping Careers resulted in

an extensive article about zookeepers
and zoo veterinarians in the Roanoke
Times newspaper. February’s presen-
tation on owls by Ed Clark, Director
of the Wildlife Center of Virginia,
was our most successful to date.
Next month will offer a presentation
on giant pandas with guest speaker,
Elizabeth Franks, collection manager
at National Zoo. Donations from the
general public are accepted for these
film/lecture series.

— LaoAyie. Thomcu, Se.cAeXaAi/

All Chapters are reminded that any
fund-raising project which uses the
’’National Logo” or uses the National
AAZK name must receive approval from
AAZK’s Board of Directors. Such
project are also required to split
50% of their profits with AAZK Nat-
ional. This is according to AAZK
By-laws. If you have any questions
on proposed Chapter projects, please
contact me or National Headquarters.

We would like to welcome the follow-
ing Chapters to the National AAZK:
Central Illinois Chapter, Kern
County Chapter, North Jersey Re-
gional Chapter, Rocky Mountain Chapt-
er, Metropolitan Boston Chapter,
Tucson Chapter, Pittsburg, PA Chapt-
er, The Southwest Oregon Chapter,
Appalachan Chapter. The Columbus
Zoo Chapter has reactivated and is

going great guns. They are having
a regional conference in the spring
of ’86. The Zoo of Arkansas Chapter
is now The Little Rock Zoo Chapter.

— Lee Vaym, VqXaoaX loo

ChaptQA k\iaAjiM CooH-ciinaton.

Keeper’s Alert

Anyone wishing to purchase a group photo from the MIAMI '85

AAZK conference please send a check or money order in the amount

of $2.00 (U.S. currency) for each photo ordered. If you are send-

ing a check or money order from outside the U.S. please add 25(t to

the cost of each photo for excess postage. Make your check payable

to the South Florida AAZK Chapter at the following address:

South Florida AAZK, Group Photo

12400 SW 152 Street

Miami, FL 33177

DON'T BE LEFT OUT FROM GETTING THIS UNIQUE PHOTO!

The deadline for ordering is 1 April 1986 - There

will only be one order made so please be prompt!
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Conference
WINNIPEG • MANITOBA • CANADA

PAPEES

The t±ieme for the 1986 National Conference is 'Animal Integrity in

Captivity' (see Jan. and Feb. issues of AKF ) . Those intending to make

a presentation should send; an outline or abstract, name of presenter,

zoo or organization affiliation, presenter's position or title, title

of paper and equipsnent needed to;

Papers Committee

Conference ' 86

Assiniboine Park Zoo

2799 Poblin Blvd.

Winnipeg, Manitoba

CANADA R3R 0B8

Since papers will be published in Animal Keepers' Forum ,
please

arrange your manuscripts according to "Guidelines For Typing Papers For

AAZK Conference Proceedings." (Look for guidelines in next month's AKF )

Deadline for abstract subnission is July 15, 1986.

W7ionfeirence:
^ JH. \RONlOL_ES BV MARK DE DENUS

/jTHi^RRAN6EMi^^^

fooD ^ MEETlNCi
,

RooM$ ARE Booked/
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SPECIAL IMVITATIOM

This year we would like to start a new project called the

'CDNFERENCE PHOTO ALBUM'. The new (and renewed) friendships that are

made with each yearly gathering are lasting benefits of each and every

conference. We hope to preserve and share these encounters by starting

a photo album which will be displayed at every conference, starting in

Winnipeg. The faces, places, memorable moments, in fact, the history

of the past 12 years of AAZK Conferences will be displayed in the

Hospitality RDom and at the end of the Conference week, the album will

be taken home by next year's host chapter.

Criteria for photos

Faces (with I.D. info. - names, zoo affiliation, year, etc.)

Hospitality R>om photos
Banquet Photos
Group Shots
Memorable Shots

Please send info, on the back of each photo. We expect response to our

request could be very great, so we would ask you to do one of two things

1) preferably, organize your photos through a chapter committee at

your zoo (sort and choose the best of the bunch; organize by year) ; or

2) send in your own photos individually, but remember we are restrict-

ed to the number of photos we can use.

PHOTOS WILL NOT BE RETURNED.

Size; 3h x 5" preferred, but any size is okay; black/v^ite; color;
no slides.
SEND TO: Conference '86, Photos, 2799 Roblin Blvd. Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Canada R3R 0B8 Attention: Harold Masters

ART _

... to be continued
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POST C O M F E R E Iff C E TOUR

The 1986 Conference Oonimittee is proud to present. .

.

CHURCHILL - LAND OF THE POLAR BEAR

Where in the World

A Polar Bear can run a mile in less than two minutes. Ptarmigan have

feathers on their legs and feet. Willows grow only 12 inches tall. Some

plants sprout, produce leaves, blossums and seeds in one month. Spruce

trees 100 years old are scarcely 10 feet tall. Boreal forests, taiga

and tundra are traversed 1:^ streams draining into Hudson Bay. Terrper-

atures range from -45°C in January to 32°C in July. The total region

is a perfect example of sub-arctic ecology.

The town of Churchill, Manitoba lies in the North West comer of 1.9

million hectares of this interesting land, v^ich has been set aside as

Cape Churchill Wildlife Management Area.

Over 200 species of birds and 44 species of mammals live in the manage-

ment area, including Snowy Owls, Eider Ducks, Willow Ptarmigan, Arctic

Fox, Lemming and "His Majesty" the Polar Bear.

Trips on the tundra are for those interested in the non-consurrptive

uses of our natural resources and are organized by Tundra Buggy Tours

Ltd. This oorrpany has vehicles which take you out on the tundra v\^ere

the Polar Bears live. They provide excellent and safe viewing platforms

and follow designated routes to minimize environmental impact.

The tour is limited to a maximum of 50 persons. Registration will be

accepted on a first come, first serve basis. Cost of the trip is

$330.00 (U.S.). A $50.00 (U.S.) deposit is required along with your

registration form for the trip by May 14, 1986 (see insert) .

AGENDA FOR CHURCHILL TRIP

Friday, Oct. 3 leave Winnipeg 7:45 a.m.

arrive Churchill 10:30 a.m. (tour of facilities)
Saturday Oct 4 on the tundra all day (Tundra Buggies)
Sunday Oct 5

" " " " "
(

" "
)

Monday Oct 6 leave Churchill 10:33 a.m.
arrive Winnipeg 12:45 p.m.

The $330.00 (U.S.) will cover plane fare to and from Churchill, trans-

portation to and from Airports, and 3 nights accomodation in Churchill

(two per roan) . Tundra Buggy costs are also included.
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AIR CANADA
CONVENTION CENTRAL

Ihe 1986 A.A. Z.K. National Conference is registered with Convention

Central, Air Canada's exclusive reservation service for convention

delegates. Benefits includes

CONVENTION FARE
The reservation facilities of Convention Central offers delegates centr-

alized, toll free reservation services in Canada and the United States.

For delegates travelling within Canada, Air Canada offers a convention

fare vhich is 20% off the regular econorr^ fare. For delegates travel-

ling from the United States to Canada, Air Canada offers a convention

fare which is 25% off the regular econon^ fare. These fares are avail-

able only ihrough Convention Central and are subject to certain cond-

itions as follows:

- Reservations and ticketing 7 days prior to departure,

- Minimum stay of 2 nights and maximum stay of 15 days,

- A cancellation fee of $20.00 will be assessed when passenger fails to

use confirmed space as specified on the ticket and requests a refund

although changes can be made in the reservation at any time.

HERE'S ALL YOU DO
Call our toll-free nuntoer, identify yourself and your conference, and

our convention specialists will do the rest.

Anyone interested in pre- or post-conference accommodations (K.A.L.)

are asked to contact: Conference '86, Assiniboine Park Zc», 2799 Itoblin

Blvd., Winnipeg, Manitoba, cmP^A, R3R 0B8, Attn: Harold Masters (KAL)

.
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WE'RE NOT GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

JUST RUNNING OUT OF ROOM!

I

Due to the limited storage space available at National Headquarters, the
AKF staff has decided to offer for sale back issues of Animal Keepers

'

Forum dating back to 1977. A limited number of "year sets" are available
for $5.00 per set plus 75(t postage and handling. Not all years have all

issues available and some years contain Special Edition volumes. The sets
available are listed below. Single issues copies for the years 1977-1985
are also available for $1.00 each. Those interested should send inquiries
on specific issues. Also available during this sale is a special Proceed-
ing Package which contains the proceedings editions for the years 1981

through 1985. This package is available for $15.00.

YEAR # SETS AVAILABLE ISSUES INCLUDED PRICE

1977 5 Feb. -Dec $5.75

1977 4 Feb-Nov $5.75

1978 8 missing April

,

May & June $5.75

1979 17 missing August
& December $5.75

1979 8 all but December $5.. 75

1980 5 missing Feb. March,
July, Aug. & Nov $5.75

1981 7 missing July & Nov
includes Infant Care

Symposium $5.75

1982 4 complete, includes
Tropical Habitat
issue $5.75

1983 2 complete, includes
3rd Elephant Workshop
i ssue (Jan.

)

$5.75

1983 9 all but Jan. $5.75

1984 4 missing Jan-, July,

Aug. & Nov. $5.;75

SETS
BEEN

SOLD ON A

SOLD OUT,
FIRT COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS. IF THE SET YOU REQUEST HAS

YOUR CHECK WILL BE RETURNED.

1981-•1985 Proceedings Package $15.00

IMPORTANT : This sale will run from 1 March to 31 August 1986.
_

After that

date, remaining back issues will be disposed of and only a limited number

of file copies will be kept. So, if you're missing back issues, now is

the time to pick them up. Remember, the regular price per single issue

of back issues is $1.00, so even though some year sets are not complete,

you're still getting a bargain.

Send your requests to: AKF Back Sale, 635 Gage Blvd, ,
Topeka, KS

66606, CkecfU 6koaZd be made payable to "AAZK",
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FEEDING CAPTIVE INSECTIVOROUS BATS:
MAINTENANCE OF FOOD COLONIES

By
Siuan M. BoAnaJtd, S<LviioK Ke.epeA

VepoAtmtnt oi HoApoXology
loo kttOLYltR^ KtldYlXXl^ GA

INTRODUCTION

Insectivorous bats normally forage for a variety of insects, providing them
with the well-balanced diet necessary for good health and reproduction. Un-
fortunately, it is difficult to provide a similar variety for captive bats.
This may account for some bats refusing food after prolonged periods of cap-
tivity. Since mealworms are the easiest food item to purchase and maintain
for captive bats, their dining fate is often sealed, resulting in nutrition-
al disorders.

In some instances, captive bats are fed other inferior diets. One example
is bat glop, a formula useful for hand-rearing infant bats. This artificial
diet effectively relieves the handler from having to be inconvenienced, by
eliminating the need for purchasing insects or maintaining insect colonies.
Although an artificial preparation is essential during the early development
of hand-raised bats (Barnard 1984) , those fed such a diet over long periods
can lose hair, develop gastrointestinal disorders and ultimately die (Con-
stantine 1978) .

In addition to offering bats a combination of several commercially grown
colonies of insects, a captive bat's diet also can be varied by feeding it

net-sweepings that include a variety of insects such as greenbottle flies,
house flies, young grasshoppers, locusts, and June beetles. Alternatively,
many moths and beetles can be attracted to a black light or a sun lamp.
These insects must be immobilized or offered to a bat from the end of blunt
forceps. Bats ideally should be fed late in the evening after they have
had an opportunity to exercise.

The following insects are easily maintained as food sources for all species
of captive insect-eating animals and, when fed in combination, offer a

reasonably balanced diet

.

Mealworm ( T moLitOK. ) Colony

(Feeds one bat for months to indefinitely,
depending on how well colong establishes)

Materials:

1 wide-mouth gallon jar or other appropriately sized container (Fig. 1)

Enough Quaker Oats to fill jar half-way
1/4 cup bone meal powder
1/4/ cup (good brand) pet multivitamin powder
1,000 mealworms (preferably of mixed sizes)*
1/2 potato or apple (necessary for moisture)
Cheesecloth
String or rubberband
1 appropriately sized bowl with tap water
10-inch forceps

^Mealworms can be purchased from: Grubco, Inc., Box 15001, Hamilton, OH
45015: Tel. (513) 863-4937.
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FEEDING CAPTIVE INSECTIVOROUS BATS: MAINTENANCE OF FOOD COLONIES , Cant'd

Place oats, bone meal and multivitamin powders in jar; mix thoroughly.
Place mealworms in jar and gently swirl into medium. Place 1/2 potato on
top of medium and secure cheesecloth cover with string or rubberband. Place
jar and contents into appropriately sized bowl of water.

Ground monkey chow, powdered dry dog food or laboratory rodent chow, chick
starter, etc., can be used for growing mealworms; however, commercial ani-
mal diets often contain pest arthropods that can ultimately contaminate the
mealworm culture. The use of a medium intended for human consumption is

less likely to contain such contaminants. However, grain mites [ Tt/^ophcLgiLS

'ipp. ) are always a potential problem. Such mites are commonly found in
stored food. Upon gaining access to an insect colony, they can build up
to tremendous populations. Placing the jar containing a mealworm colony
into a bowl of water will reduce the chance of access by invading arthropods
At the same time, any arthropods that may have been on purchased mealworms
or within oatmeal will be contained, and prevented from dispersing into the

surrounding area. If pest arthropods are observed, one may wish to discard
the mealworm colony, although these contaminants are not known to be harm-
ful to bats.

When feeding mealworms to bats, avoid using the pupae or adult beetles in

order to insure that their reproductive cycle is completed, thereby pro-
viding a continual supply. Furthermore, Ladisch ^ al^ (1967) and Racey

(1972) reported that mealworm beetles may contain toxic quinones.

Fig. I

Fig. 1. Wide-mouth gallon jar containing mealworm colony. Placing jar with

mealworm colony in a container of water will help prevent the colony from

becoming contaminated with invading pest arthropods. Likewise, the prolif-

eration of contaminants purchased with the growing medium will remain con-

tained.
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FEEDING CAPTIVE INSECTIVOROUS BATS: MAINTENANCE OF FOOD COLONIES , Confd

When it becomes necessary to change a mealworm colony to fresh medium,

first pour all contents from the old jar into a clean one, and discard only

the moist, hard bottom sediment. Add enough fresh medium to fill the clean
jar half-way. Mix contents thoroughly, add 1/2 fresh potato or apple, and

an additional 1/8 cup of multivitamin powder. The bone meal is not needed
unless starting a new colony. A fresh potato or apple should be added when-
ever necessary. However, when changing a colony to a clean jar, never throw
away old potatoes or apples; mealworms lay their eggs in these items.

Mealworms are easily removed from the jar with 10-inch forceps. An appro-
priate number (see Discussion) should be placed in a petri dish with other

insects when ready to feed bats.

Wax Moth {GalZoAMl mOyttonOytta )
Colony

Materials

:

1 5-gal. plastic container with tightly sealing lid (cut hole in lid and
screen) (Fig. 2).

Starter culture*
1/2 lb. artificial diet**
Appropriately sized pan of water
Lamp with 60-100W incandescent bulb

*Wax moths can be purchased from: Nasco, 901 Janesville Ave., Fort Atkinson,
WS. 53538: Tel. (414) 563-2446; or, 1524 Princeton Ave., Modesto, CA.

95352: Tel. (209) 529-6957.

**Artificial diet (Dutky et al 1962):

Ingredients

:

1 lb. box mixed Gerber baby cereal***.
3/4 cup glycerine (available at drug stores)
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup tap water (Once preparation is completed, never add water

to colony or food will spoil)
0.6 ml (CC) Poly-Vi-Sol baby vitamins (available at drug stores and

comes woth a 0.6 ml dropper)****.

***High protein cereal should be used instead of mixed cereal whenever
possible.

****To the above ingredients also add 2 Tbsp. bonemeal powder.

Place starter culture on bottom of container with artificial diet. Cover
container and place it in pan of water to prevent colony from becoming
contaminated by undesirable arthropods and to prevent wax moth larvae
(waxworms) from accidently migrating outside of container. Set lamp about
6-8 inches from pan (do not allow lamp to melt plastic container or pan)

.

Waxworms develop most rapidly at temperatures between 80-90 ®F.

Periodically check culture for appropriately sized larvae to feed bats.
Do not feed bats the moths since they are necessary to continue the cul-
ture and because they are not as nourishing as the larvae. Add more food
when the artificial diet appears to be riddled with larvae and cocoons;
remove only those old contents of container that become covered with mold.
Surplus wax moth food can be stored in the refrigerator for several months
if sealed tightly in a plastic bag.
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FEEDING CAPTIVE INSECTIVOROUS BATS: MAINTENANCE OF FEEDING COLONIES , Cont’d

Excess wax moths should never been intentionally released into the environ-
ment since they are parasites of bee hives. When a wax moth culture be-
comes too large, one may wish to give part of it to zoological organiza-
tions or pet owners housing bats or other insect-eating animals.

Fig. 2

Fig. 2. Five-gallon plastic container with tightly sealing lid provides
convenient housing for wax moth colonies. Since moisture is produced as
larvae metabolize their food, be sure to cut a large opening in lid and
cover with screening. Placing the colony in a container of water will re-
duce the chances of contamination by invading pest arthropods, and will
prevent wax moth larvae from escaping into the environment.

Cricket ( AcheXa dome^Xlca ) Colony

(Must be purchased periodically)

Materials

:

1 wooden box (approx. 2 ft. wide x 2 ft. high x 1 ft. deep) with acreen
lid (Fig. 3)

Enough peat moss to cover bottom, about 2-3 inches deep (available at

most nurseries)
Chick starter or game chow (available at any feed store), served in flat

dish
1-pint poultry water dispenser (available at any feed store) (Fig. 4)

Paper towels
Fresh leafy greens (collards, clover, or grass, etc.)
Cardboard egg containers (these dividers are usually shipped with crickets

from farm)
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1986 A.A.Z.K. NATIONAL CDNFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM

Sept. 28 - Oct. 2, 1986

Please type or print. (One name per form)

Return this form with yoijr fee to:

Peter Elliott
Registration Go-ordinator
2799 Roblin Blvd.
'Winnipeg, Manitoba
CANADA R3R 0B8

Please make payment to: Assiniboine Park ZooKeepers Association
(Maney order or bank draft preferred)

.

NOTE: the deadline for pre-registration is Aug. 15, 1986.

1986 REGISTRATION

NAME
.

ADDRESS

CITY STATE/PRDV.

ZIP/POSTAL CODE PHONE # j__)

ZOO AFFILIATION IF APPLICABLE

AREA OF INTEREST

VEGETARIAN YES _ NO
Specify: lacto, ovo, vegan, macrobiotic, kosher

PARTICIPATING IN ZOOLYMPICS YES
____

NO

WILL BE SIBMITTING A PAPER YES NO
($20.00 will be refunded on acceptance of paper)

BRINGING AN AUCTION ITEM: describe briefly

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A CONFERENCE T-SHIRT: YES NO S M L XL

A.A.Z.K. MEMBERSHIP STATUS AND FEES

MEMBER OR SPOUSE

NON-MEMBER

LATE FEE

TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED

ONE DAY RATES FOR INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCE EVENTS ARE AVAILABLE. CONTACT

PETER ELLIOTT FOR DETAILS.

$55.00 each (U.S.)

$70.00 each (U.S.)

$10.00 (after Aug. 15)

$

ARRIVZUj by (car, plane, etc.
)

(let us know if you need
pick-i:^) assistance; forward us your arrival date, time and place)

.



POST CONFERENCE TOUR

CHURCHILL - LAND OF THE POLAR BEAR

Registration Form

Please fill out the form and return it with a $50.00 (U.S.) deposit

to:

Assiniboine Park ZooKeepers Association

2799 Roblin Blvd.

Winnipeg, Manitoba

CANADA R3R 0B8

Attn. Bob DdDets; Churchill Tour

N.B. the tour is limited to 50 persons and registration will be

accepted on a first come, first serve basis. Cost of the trip is

$330.00 (U.S.). Money order or bank draft is preferred.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE/PROV.^

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

DEPOSIT INCLUDED ($50.00 U.S.)

DEPOSIT IS NON-REFUNDABLE .

For more information contact Bob Debets at the above address or





FEEDING CAPTIVE INSECITVOROUS BATS: MAINTENANCE OF FEEDING COLONIES, Cont'd

Lamp with 60“100W incandescent bulb
Appropriately sized collecting jar and funnel

1,000 or more crickets for large culture*

1 or 2 dozen crickets for small culture**

*Can be purchased from: Fluker’s Cricket Farm, Inc., P.O. Box 378, Baton

Rouge, LA 70821: Tel. (504) 343-7035***.

**Can be purchased from local bait store

***The following sizes are available

When ordering 1,000 or more crickets, the cricket bin can be made of 1/2-

inch plywood. Take care to sand the inside walls smooth about 4 inches

from the top, and paint gloss white (crickets cannot walk on this surface).
Spread dry peat moss over bottom of box, and place chick starter, water,
and greens in center. The poultry water dispenser should be lined with
1 or 2 paper towels to prevent crickets from drowning. These insects
derive water from the soaked towels. Place crickets in bin and cover with
screened top. Place lamp over screened top to provide warmth (75®F) . When
buying crickets from a local bait store, a small container can be employed
based on the concept of the larger bin. To prevent the cricket bin from
becoming contaminated with invading pest arthropods, it may be necessary
to place each leg into a container of water.

The water jar should be cleaned and paper towel replaced when necessary;

remove old greens and replace with fresh materials every 2-3 days; re-

plenish chow as needed. Mulch bedding should be kept dry and changed every
1-2 weeks. To do this, remove water, greens and chow; place egg cartons
at one end of the bin and wait until crickets have migrated. Change one
half of the bedding; place egg cartons at the opposite end of the bin and

when crickets have migrated to the cartons, change other one half of the
mulch. Replace water, greens and chow when finished. When collecting
crickets from bin, insert a funnel into the collecting jar and shake crick-
ets from cardboard egg containers. Since adult crickets live about 2 weeks,
use as soon as possible.

Before feeding crickets to bats, remove their jumping legs to allow the

bats to catch them. Feed in combination with mealworms and waxworms.
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FEEDING CAPTIVE INSECTIVOROUS BATS: MAINTENANCE OF FOOD COLONIES, Cont’d

Fig. 3. Plywood box with screened lid typically used to house crickets.

Fig. 4. Poultry water dispenser is used to provide moisture for crickets.
Paper towels prevent crickets from drowning, yet allow these insects to
receive adequate water necessary for survival.
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FEEDING CAPTIVE INSECTIVOROUS BATS: MAINTENANCE OF FOOD COLONIES, Cowt'

d

DISCUSSION

Raising insects, rather than buying them as needed, provides the insecti-

vore with nutrients it may otherwise do without. This method is less ex-

pensive than buying food insects as they are needed, and requires little

time and effort to maintain.

Most bait stores provide the food items discussed, and insects purchased
in this manner can be refrigerated until needed. Mealworms may survive
1-2 months under refrigeration, waxworms about 1-3 weeks, and crickets
approximately 24-60 hours. Avoid freezing insects, since bats may refuse
to eat them.

Whether one is feeding a large colony of bats or a few individuals, it is

important to monitor the weight of each animal. Therefore, anyone caring
for bats must have an appropriate scale (preferably one that weighs in

grams; I use a triple beam balance). Animals should be weighed weekly,
and fed enough insects to maintain a healthy weight. This can be determin-
ed by the animal's flight ability. Lean bats fly well, but obese bats have
difficulty getting airborne. However, it is natural for bats to double

their flight weight during their dormant period (October through March)

.

There is no rule of thumb as to how many insects a bat should be fed daily.

One must consider the individual animal, time of year, activity of the

animal(s), ambient temperature, and the species involved. Those maintain-
ing large colonies must provide more insects than the colony can consume
daily; aggressive bats will eat first, leaving the more timid animals with
the leftovers. When feeding problems arise, and nutritional disorders are

observed, it is advisable to isolate those bats in question. Such bats

should be fed individually until feeding problems can be corrected, and

the debilitated bats return to good health.

Reminder: bats must be provided water ad libitum. Add 1 drop liquid multi-

vitamin to each 10 ml water. Place water in a petri dish or other shallow
dish.

Insect supply companies have been listed as a convenience to the reader.

No endorsement is implied.
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JERSEY WILDLIFE PRESERVATION TRUST

A major commitment of the Jersey Wildlife Preservation Trust during the
past seven years has been the creation and running of an International
Training Program in Conservation and the Captive Breeding of Endangered
Species. This program is under the direction of the Training Officer, Dr.
David Waugh, but importantly involves most of the staff and facilities of
the Trust. A Training Center designed especially for this program was of-
ficially opened in 1984 by the Trust’s patron, H.R.H. Princess Anne.

Demand for the kind of training offered by the Trust is intense, as is the
need for greater recognition of the quality of candidates completing the
training program. On 20 November 1985, the Senate of the University of

Kent at Canterbury approved a proposal for the Trust’s existing training
program to become an optional university Diploma in Endangered Species
Management. Candidates who are now accepted into the training program
will have the option of continuing to the Diploma if they achieve the re-
quired standard initially.

The conclusion of this agreement represents a recognition of the work of

the Trust’s training program in comparison to other subjects more usually
encompassed by universities. It also represents a valuable diversification
for the University of Kent and improves the standing of higher education as

a whole in Jersey.

The training program in its present form places great emphasis on the prac-
tical application of procedures and techniques required for the successful
maintenance and breeding of endangered species, in programs designed to

assist the overall conservation of these species. Participants in the
training program also attend lectures and may conduct individual projects
in specialist subjects. Contenders for the Diploma will also be required
to pass an examination before submitting a dissertation based on part or

full-time study.

The training program, and hence the Diploma course, are truly international
in scope with 168 participants in the past seven years originating from
Algeria, Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Brazil, Canada, Columbia, Denmark,
France, West Germany, Ghana, Hong Kong, India, Israel, Italy, Jamica, St.

Lucia, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Phillipines, Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Syria,

United Kingdom, United States of America, Uruguay, St. Vincent and Zambia.

For a copy of the latest International Training Program brochure and

application forms, please send your name, position, institution, address,

telephone number and language of preference (English, French, Spanish) to;

V^, V,R. iJJcaigk, TAjCuvUng OHi-dOA, JeA4e(/ VKd^Qjwatlovi Tnu^t, LiU

kLign.2Ji Manon., TnJjuXy, JeA6e^, Channel Inlands, Bnltuh
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AAZK KEEPER TRAINING VIDEO TAPE PROJECT

The goal of the AAZK Keeper Training Video Tape Project is to produce
quality video tape training programs suitable to supplement existing in-

house training of entry level keepers. These tapes are not intended to

be a complete training program in themselves. All proceeds generated
from the sale of training tapes will be used to finance production of
future training tapes. Two tapes are currently available.

Zoo Keeper Safety; An Attitude Adjustment - This 18-minute program does
not attempt to address the numerous variable specifics of this subject.
It presents a safety approach to the job of zoo keeping, and promotes
constant awareness and personal responsibility for safety.

A Zoo Keeper's Introduction to Feeds and Feeding - A half hour introduc-
tion to the complex subject of feeds and feeding of zoo animals. Topics
covered include what, when, and where to feed.

AAZK KEEPER TRAINING VIDEO TAPE PURCHASE AGREEMENT

RESPONSIBILITIES AND RESTRICTIONS OF THE BUYER

1) The tape may not be duplicated or made available to any person or
institution for the purpose of duplication.

2 ) The tape may not be utilized for any commercial purpose.
3 ) Should the buyer decide the tape will not be useful to their training

program, the undamaged tape may be returned within 14 days of receipt
for a partial refund - $10 for BETA and VHS, $18 for 3/4 inch.

I, the undersigned, accept the responsibility for the restrictions list-
ed above.

NAM E _(Type or Print)

SIGNATURE DATE

ORGANIZATION/INSTITUTION

SHIPPING ADDRESS

ZIP

TELEPHONEJ
)_

TAPE TITLE

FORMAT: BETA VHS 3/4 INCH

$25 $25 $35

Make checks payable to AAZK KEEPER TRAINING VIDEO TAPE PROJECT.

Mail to: B. Wayne Buchanan
Woodland Park Zoological Gardens
5500 Phinney Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98103



AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors Regional Coordinator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, White Oak Plantation
Route 3, Box 226
Yulee, FL 32097

(904) 225-9559 (work)

(912) 729-5126 (home)

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo
5500 Phinney Ave. North
Seattle, WA 90603

(206) 625-5402 (work)

(206) 745-8198 (home)

Regional Coordi na tors

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA (617) 442-7646 (w)

for the states of ME,VT,NH ,MA,RI ,CT

Peter Buchholz, Bronx Zoo, New York (212) 220-5100 (w)

for the state of NY

Gene Pfeffer, Philadelphia Zoo, PA (215) 243-1100 (w)

for the states of PA,NJ,MD,DE

Vacancy - for the states of VA,W.VA,D.C.

Lee Payne, Detroit Zoo, MI (313) 398-0903 (w)

for the state MI

Lynne Villers, Indianapolis Zoo, IN (317) 547-3577 (w)

for the states of IN,0H,KY

Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chiacgo, IL (312) 294-4660 (w)

for the states of WI , IL ,M0,MN , lA

Pat Hook, Riverbanks Zoo, Columbia, SC (803) 779-8717 (w)

for the states of TN,NC,SC

Alan Sharpies, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA (404) 624-1235 (w)

for the states of FL ,AL ,GA,AR,MS,LA

Vacancy - for the states of TX ,NM,C0,KS,NE,SD,ND

Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA (206) 625-5497 (w)

for the states of WA,0R,ID,MT,WY,AK

Vacancy - for the states of CA,NV,AZ,UT

Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Vitiello, Pres.) (808) 923-4772 (w)

for the Hawaiian Islands

Vacancy - for Eastern Canada which includes the Provinces of

Ontario and Quebec

Vacancy - for Western Canada which includes the Provinces of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia

you mutd bo, -lnt£AQ^te,d In poAdU-cUpatlng In AAZK (U a Regd^onaZ Coon.-

dlncuton.
{,
0 /L one, oi tko, oJi2.(U tilting "\/accLnc.y^\ ple/uo, contact the RC

Co-Coo^dlnato/L tn change that oAm. EttheA Vtanc OA VcbbcAa uottt be

happy to exptatn the dotted oi an RC and dt6cu.66 the position uotth you.
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REPTILE CARE; Relating To Reptile , .

The Inquiring Novice -- Part 21 AiWgfan j..

Ey
Siuan M. BaAncuid^ Se^nlon.

Ve.pt, ol HeApeXology
loo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA

COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED FECAL PSEUDOPARASITES
(Accepted for publication August 1985)

I have stressed the importance of sequential fecal examinations. For
example, parasites infecting a reptile would be expected to appear se-
quentially, while pseudoparasites or artifacts, commonly mistaken for

reptilian parasites, would appear Intermittently. Furthermore, fecal
examinations of food animals will help determine the presence of their
parasites prior to feeding them to a reptile. While it is important to

the health of a reptile to be familiar with some of their parasites, it

is equally important to recognize spurious parasites to avoid misdiagnosis
and unnecessary treatment.

Barnard (1983) reported that the most frequent spurious parasites eggs
microscopically observed in rodent-eating reptiles are the rodent pinworm
eggs of Syphada obvelata and A^ptoaxlvJuJi tejtnapteAa , and the eggs of

the dwarf tapewortn^ }iymQMOle.pti> nana, A word of caution for those main-
taining rodent colonies, Hj_ nana was reported by Stone and Manwell (1966)

to infect humans. In addition to food animal endoparasite eggs, rodent
mites and their eggs are also excreted in reptilian feces. Although food

animal mites are harmless to reptiles, lethal consequences from the snake

mite, 0phtony^6uU> natAlcJj> , demands a thorough external examination of

the reptile in question. Furthermore, reptile feces will contain a high
percentage of the food animal coats such as chintinous parts from insects,

bird quills, and rodent hairs. These undigested artifacts may be mistaken
for parasites or their larvae.

Herbivorous reptiles also defecate commonly misdiagnosed pseudoparasites.
Their feces contain many plant artifacts such as pollens, plant storage
cells and hairs, and various seeds. Many of these artifacts are highly
structured; however, their disparate sizes and shapes, and the obvious
lack of internal structures should assist the observer in distinguishing
them from reptilian nematode larvae. For a more indepth discussion and

photomicrographs of fecal pseudoparasites of reptiles, the reader may wish
to review reference number one. While the supply lasts, reprints may be

obtained from the author.
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JOIN SUNSET ZOO
ON A 16-DAY WILDLIFE TOUR TO

AUSMJA
JUNE 7-12, 1986

$3100 FROM KANSAS CITY $2882 FROM SAN FRANCISCO

Featuring: Ship excursions to Low and Green Islands on the spectacular Great Barrier Reef; the rainforest,
eucalpytus groves, and crater lakes of the Atherton Tablelands; the kangaroos, wallabies, emus and koalas of
Lone Pine Sanctuary; the subropical rainforests, waterfalls, luminous mushrooms and some of the most
beautiful birds in the world at Lamington National Park; dinner and a performance at Sydney’s architectural
wonder, the Opera House; Eric Worrell’s world-famous Reptile Park; Sydney’s Toranga Park Zoo and the
Royal Melbourne Zoological Gardens; the Snowy Mountains of Kosciusko National Park; Healesville
Sanctuary with more than 200 species of birds, mammals and reptiles; the march of the Ferry Penguins at
Summerland Beach, and much more.

For information and a detailed itinerary contact,
Caroline Meek or Don Wixom at

Sunset Zoo
11th and Poyntz

Manhattan, KS 66502
913-537-0056

or

Global Expeditions
102 E. 22nd Street

New York, NY 10010
212-674-0281
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BOOK COVER
COMTEST
#50 fRf2E

PLUS fHOTO Clcei>lT^

Book Title: Reptile Care: Professional Methods^ Including

the Diagnosis and Treatment of Parasites.

Book Cover Subject: Some aspect of reptile husbandry that is

appropriate for the book's title, and

eye-catching to the public.

All entries must be original and in color (glossy prints,
slides or paintings).

Submit entries on or before 30 June 1986: limit 6 entries
per person. Submit entries to Sue Barnard at address below.

Winner announced on or before 30 August 1986. In case of
questions, contact Sue Barnard. Zoo Atlanta. 800 Cherokee
Ave. SE. Atlanta. GA 30315.

^ Winning entry becomes the property of the publisher.
Other entries will be returned if a self-addressed, postage-
paid envelope is enclosed. The winner will also receive a
gratis copy of the book.
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LEARNING AT THE ZOO

Part I

By
MTfee SoA-dman, Kee.peA

PhoanXx Zoo, Phoan-ix, AZ

INTRODUCTION

This paper began as an attempt to explain why I believe landscaping is so

important to zoos, especially landscaping appropriate to the habitat of

the animals exhibited. As I wrote, however, I found myself having to re-
treat to evermore basic, underlying reasons for appropriate landscaping.
Landscaping that simulates specific habitats may be important for the
animals but its greatest value, I feel, is educational. Why is education
so important? Why is it so important to present animals in exhibits that
simulate their natural habitats? The answer is bound up with social and
cultural issues fare more complex than the narrow zoo context. Wavering
a little, I decided to plunge on: zoos not only reflect our culture’s
values, they also form them and zoo people must not pretend to exist in a

vacuum, as if our work were unconnected to the world outside in any serious
way

.

In formulating a Master Plan for a zoo, is anything more important than de-

ciding goals, both for the zoo as a whole and at the level of each exhibit?
Isn’t that the essence of a Master Plan? Without a clear vision and a

stated philosophy, a zoo may take on a haphazard form dictated by uncon-
scious motivations and inconsistent whims. Without shared goals, employees
work at cross purposes and the results may be confusing and contradictory,
little more than a collection of animals unrelated to each other or to any
broader point of view.

A strong philosophy automatically dictates themes which constrain the

material (animals, plants, exhibits and people) into a consistent frame-
work, increasing the total impact of the zoo. In addition, a known plan
permits preparatory work on a site, for example landscaping, well in advance
of actual exhibit construction. Not just a physical plan though, but an

actual philosophy is required, a focus that informs the material, shapes it

in a particular direction. What is the reason for having a zoo?

At the 1982 AAZPA Convention held in Phoenix, the architects Jones and

Jones presented a list of Exhibit Do’s and Don’ts, from an educational
perspective. My paper, alternately cynical and idealistic, may be seen

as an attempt to provide the rationale underlying their specific guidelines:
why should animals be presented in the most tasteful, dignified manner?

My intention is to make an honest apprasial of the zoo experience and to

present a clear-cut ideal point of view about what zoos could be doing.

This paper represents my opinion regarding a guiding philosophy for a zoo,

it is not a revolutionary program calling for immediate change.

Zoo people are human and share in varying degrees the attitudes and pre-

judices towards animals of our visitors. In knowledge and appreciation
of animals we are distinct from the general public; in other ways, zoo

people, from keepers to directors, sometimes act like the mass of men,

abusing or demeaning animals for enjoyment or profit. We need to be clear

about our own attitudes and try to bring the public up to us at our best!
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THE TRUTH ABOUT ANIMALS

Every animal looks, perceives and behaves the way it does as a result of

a long and intimate association with, and adaptation to, a certain environ-
ment. Its habitat is a unique configuration of a specific climate, terrain,
type and abundance of plants, and other animals as competitors, predators,
parasites or prey. To flourish, it must have a place in this web of inter-
actions, to which its unique form and behavior have become molded. Only
within this habitat does an animal’s appearance make sense, only within
it does it know how to behave. Presented with different stimuli in another
habitat, its responses are likely to be ineffective and its chances of sur-
vival low. Outside of its role in a particular community, an animal is a

lifeless abstraction and cannot be understood.

THE TRUTH ABOUT ZOOS

The continued existence of most wild animals on earth today is in doubt.

Since an endangered animal implies a disturbed habitat, ultimately it is

man's universal destruction of our planet’s diverse environment that is

causing their extinction. Disturbance affects all the animals in a com-
munity, not merely those we contemporary humans happen to like and feel
sorry for. And conservation efforts to save a particular animal are some-
what pointless if there is no habitat to return it to, or if that habitat
is too disturbed for it to live in.

Animals will be saved only if enough people really understand the insepar-
able connection between animals and the habitats in which they evolved, and
who care enough to want to preserve that connection. Extinction is not so

much a matter of the felling of trees, over-hunting or pollution but the
attitudes behind these, the desire to dominate and control Nature. People
must acquire a new way of relating to animals that involves understanding
and acceptance of the non-human world in all its diversity. With access
to most of the world’s wildlife and viewed by millions of people each year,
no better force exists to work for this than a zoo! Zoos alone have the

opportunity to enlighten people about conservation without being moralistic,
to teach subtly by concrete illustration rather than hard words that ani-
mals are tied to specific habitats and that it is the habitats that need to

be saved.

To be more specific about what zoos can do for the cause of conservation,
we need to know why people come to the zoo and what they get from the ex-
perience. Studies on the subject usually conclude that people come to

socialize with friends or family. Zoos provide a neutral park-like setting
with just enough external stimulation to give focus to the group without
really intruding upon their lives. We say people come for entertainment,
but what does that really mean—why to a zoo? Certainly it is not just
socializing; the presence of animals is surely an integral part of the

experience, a definite focal point, but in what sense are people coming to

be entertained by the animals? What exactly do we mean by this?

I believe the existence and popularity of zoos points to an unconscious
need being filled in our society. What really motivates people to pay to

look at captive animals? Most people do not understand wild animals and are
profoundly frightened of them. For nameless, unconscious reasons, originat-
ing in prehistory, when human groups were sparse and scattered and surround-
ed by animals as real competitors or physical threats, these fears have
become part of our psychic inheritance. Even as humanity became dominant
and the threat from animals receded, the fears persisted. Lack of contact
with wild Nature, rather than promoting tolerance, actually seemed to en-
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courage the threatening aspects of animals, sometimes to mythic proportions
Even now in our modern, information-glutted world, people are mostly ignor-
ant and misinformed about animals and defensive in their presence, anxious,
uneasy, afraid. And this fear, as fear often does, can become a desire to
lash out at the thing feared, or to mock it, to feel superior. These
aggressive responses to fear and ignorance are still very much in all of
us and lie behind our apparent desire to destroy non-human nature. We fear
wildness, resent it for being so unconscious and out of our control. So
we set out to destroy it. Or we lock it away. We put wild Indians on re-
servations and the insane in asylums. Neatly tucked away, our fears are
laid to rest.

Could it be that the same fears also motivate us to build and attend zoos,
as symbols of our power, allowing us to revel in the illusion of control
over wild Nature? Don’t we get great satisfaction strolling from exhibit
to exhibit like lords, surveying the wildness under our power, at the mercy
of our whims; and don’t we enjoy sharing this feeling with friends and fam-
ily? Is this the force underlying our socializing at the zoo, the basis
for what we call entertainment? Is this why zoos exist?

A pervasive atmosphere of human superiority is inherent in the zoo situa-
tion with people moving freely among confined wild animals in an obviously
human-dominated environment. Coupled with fear and ignorance of those ani-
mals, a tension is created that is experienced as thrilling. We are still
afraid but, knowing we are safe, we seem to enjoy feeling a little afraid,
pumping it up in ourselves, creating the fear that was once perhaps justi-
fied, as if psychologically we still need to feel it. Don’t we go to ad-
venture and borrow movies for similar reasons, to release our real fears
in an unreal setting, allowing a part of ourselves to feel afraid while
another part knows we are safe? When most people go to the zoo, at least
some of the emotions felt involves the thrill of walking openly so close
to animals considered dangerous. (In more educated and/or inhibited adults
this is often filtered through children.) How much of the talk among zoo

visitors relates to the size, strength and imagined aggressiveness of the

animal, how badly it could (and surely would!) hurt a person if it escaped?

Often this is accompanied by a half-genuine longing to see such an escape.

Unaware of the processes in us transforming fear into thrill-seeking, we

call this excitement entertainment. Perhaps this is right; how much of

entertainment in general is based on laughing at things we are really

afraid of, or do not understand?

Thrill-seeking at the zoo takes many forms: throwing things at defenseless

animals covers up fear, gives a sense of power. Or we accomplish the same

thing by mocking animals, taunting, teasing or laughing at them. Or we

unconsciously demean them by exaggerating their childish aspects, falsely

humanizing them to defuse the threat of their alienness, accepting them

only in so far as they seem like us. For these people, a visit to the zoo

is like going to a Disney movie. Even the desire to feed animals is not

totally innocent — we want to control the animal’s movements, make it do

our bidding, respond to us. Wild animals at zoos may also serve as scape-

goats, releases from the tensions and frustrations of everyday city life.

These motivations may be seen most clearly in typical responses to rep-

tiles and primates.

Perhaps due to their scaley, limbless bodies and unblinking eyes, snakes

are feared, misunderstood and hated; and yet people must see them, apparent

ly greatly enjoying their own fear. Primates, on the other hand, are not

totally strange but, perhaps just because they combine elements familiar

and strange, provoke more complicated responses, usually in the form of
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taunting, jeering, throwing objects or making jokes, usually caricaturing
them in relations to humans.

Bullying animals out of fear is so very close to the surface and practic-
ally inevitable in a zoo setting. To teach the truth about and respect for
animals under such circumstances is obviously an uphill task. But to truly
educate, zoo people must take these underlying attitudes and motivations
of its patrons into account, to know what needs to be changed, where the
ignorance lies. Most people are not neutral about animals but come to the
zoo with definite preconceptions, prejudices and unconscious fears. Per-
haps encouraging such attitudes by catering to human fears and thrill-
seeking responses is not just harmless entertainment.

If it is true that people go to zoos for entertainment in the sense des-
cribed above, to socialize in a setting of implied power over brute Nature,
mildly thrilling to them, its roots lie in our primitive human nature.
But there is also a learned aspect of these attitudes and zoos have from
their beginnings reinforced such prejudices for fun and profit. It’s a hard
thing to say but it seems that, at least until recently, zoos have been
part of the problem of extinction (by promoting chauvanistic attitudes to-
wards animals) rather than its solution through conservation education
(showing that man is a part of the natural community and not superior to

it!).

The earliest popular zoos exhibited animals precisely so people could feel
superior to them. Caged in enclosures as far from the natural as possible,
deprived of all familiar sights, sounds and smells, surrounded by screaming,
jeering people, laughing and poking at them through iron bars, certain be-
haviors would become rigidly exaggerated, serving only to re-fuel the taunt-
ing and mockery. Comfortable and safe in front of the raging beasts, zoo-
goers gloated in the feeling of power over wild Nature, just barely disguis-
ing the fear at the root of it. Zoo menageries set a carnival tone and en-
couraged the mockery of animals, both reflecting and reinforcing the instinct-
ual bias towards cruelty out of fear. And in the process, fixing the images
and expectations of zoos that people have had ever since. Even the word
”zoo" has come to connote a raucous cacophony of uninhibited people and
animals, animals fighting over food in cramped cells, people screaming and
scrambling to get closer, part of the bloodlust.

Certainly it is true that people do not go to zoos to be educated. But
that does not mean it isn't a learning experience fot them nonetheless.
For perhaps a hundred years now, most people’s contact with wild animals
has been almost exclusively through zoos and much of their attitudes towards
animals have sprung from conscious and unconscious responses to the way zoos
have presented them. Traditionally stressing the pure entertainment re-
sponse, the zoo as a spectacle or an exotic playground, that is what people
have learned to come for. And the idea that animals exist to amuse and
excite us gets confirmed by a visit to the local zoo.

It is true that most contemporary zoos, through the use of so-called nat-
uralistic exhibits, give far less opportunity for thrill-seeking than the
old menagerie setup. We are on the right track. But the use of wild ani-
mals for entertainment is still widespread, only it takes on more subtle
forms. Not believing it is our main function to overcome ignorance and

fear of animals, we still build exhibits that release abusive responses
from people, or take advantage of their ignorance, unaware of the contra-
diction between our educational claims and what is really being learned.
The same zoo that claims to be educating through natural behavior in its

animals contradicts itself by allowing media events and promotions to
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exploit those animals as bait to lure people in, humanizing and distorting
the truth about them in the process. What really gets promoted is the idea
that animals exist to amuse us! Is this education? Perhaps too much
thought is devoted to bringing people through the gates and not enough to
what happens when they are inside. This is where we must be very clear
about our overall philosophy, to avoid nulifying in one aspect of the zoo
what we are trying to accomplish in another. Every zoo claims to be trying
to educate these days, but few give it priority over entertainment if the
two conflict.

Seeing is believing. Despite what we know and take in on a conscious level,
our most profound learning, in terms of associations and conditioning, occurs
below the threshhold of awareness. No matter how enlightened zoo graphics
and public pronouncements may be, people will unconsciously catch the general
tone that is set — are we serious about displaying animals as honestly as
possible, making every aspect of the zoo work to teach respect and under-
standing, or are the animals there merely to help people pass the time in

a setting that provides a comfortable assurance of human dominance? Do
people move with order and dignity, as in a museum, or are children running
and screaming while adults are getting vicarious thrills? Are zoos just
another leisure-time escape for urban man? If so, we must give up any pre-
tense that we are trying to educate or help the cause of conservation.

Do we have the right to use endangered animals as a diversion? Given the
fact that subliminal learning occurs at the zoo and that lifelong attitudes
towards animals are formed there, don't we have an obligation to the com-
munity to present animals as truthfully as possible, not catering to our

human prejudices or taking advantage of ignorance?

Over the past 40 years or so there has been a general tendency towards
greater tolerance of other ways of life, human as well as animal. Many
people now understand the need for wildness and diversity and would like

to see animals and humans co-exist. The old fears may still persist in

these people but not the aggressive responses. They realize that animals

are neither evil alien creatures nor odd-looking and childish people, but

unique beings who have been shaped over millenia, as we have been, by

specific interactions in particular habitats. Biologists over the past

20 years have revealed many interesting details about the relationship of

an animal's appearance and behavior to its habitat, and zoos are in a perfect

position to filter many of these insights down to the average person.

Millions of people each year take their cues from zoos as to how to relate

to animals. True education at the zoo is not a matter of teaching facts

about animals but molding and changing values. Zoos must therefore set an

example by becoming very serious in their presentation of animals, elimin-

ating anything, in or out of exhibits, that encourages thrill-seeking or

maintains ignorance. We must teach by a way of relating to animals without

arrogance or mockery, by scrupulously avoiding any taint of a circus atmos-

phere, anything that gives the wrong impression of what wild animals are

really like. Let people come to socialize but don't allow that socializing

to become associated with abuse of animals in any form. Change the image

of the zoo from that of an exotic playground to a park-like, low-key setting

in which socialization and deep respect for animals are compatible. To do

this we need to minimize the cues which spur people to feel more important

than animals, bearing in mind at all times that just being at the zoo tends

to create this attitude. We must instead attempt to alter people's expec-

tations and associations through subliminal cues of respect and humility

and these subtle messages must permeate the zoo atmosphere.
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Most people look at animal's through fearful eyes which distorts their
perception and inhibits understanding. And this ignorance feeds back onto
their fears. They must learn that animals look and behave as they do not
so they will be endearing or threatening to us, but so they can make it

in their habitat. This is the experience zoos should aim for, to use the
resources entrusted to them to help people understand Nature. At least
intellectually, zoos have progressed past the thrill-seeking stage and,
while there is still time, we must work to wean the public from it. Zoos
could be providing a new focus for people's attention to animals (from
manipulation to non-interference), a new vocabulary, a guideline to help
people understand what they are looking at, to help them transcend their

fear and ignorance. This general guideline should be to illustrate that
an animal looks and behaves the way it does because of an intimate connec-
tion to a particular habitat. The stress should always be on communities
rather than individual animals.
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AUSTRALIAN PAPERS AVAILABLE

The Proceedings of the 6th Annual Conference of the Australasian Society
of Zoo Keepers are now available. The meeting took place in March, 1985,

at Currumbin Sanctuary on Queensland's south coast.

Titles include: "Red-legged Pademelons in Captivity", "Captive Breeding

of Leadbeater's Possum", "Monitoring Nesting Parrtos at Currumbin Sanct-

uary" , "Chlamydial Diseases in Koalas (2 papers)", "Captive Management of

Koalas", "Breeding Crested Hawks in Captivity", "Melbourne Zoo's Butterfly
Exhibit", "The Red-browed Fig Parrot", and "Hand-raising a Short-nosed
Echidna"

.

Other papers cover Przewalski horses at Western Plains Zoo, removal of

boredom in captive primates and marine reptiles in captivity.

Copies are available from: Secretary, A.S.Z.K., P.O. Box 74, Parkville,
Victoria 3052, AUSTRALIA for A$8.00 (surface) or A$11.00 (air). Both
charges include postage and packaging. Please make payments to A.S.Z.K.
and in Australian currency only .

zoo KEEPtRS
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The Columbus AAZK Chapter is making preparations to host a zoo keepers'
Olympics on 4 May 1986 from 12 noon to 5 p.m. preceding the 1986 Great
Lakes Regional AAZK Conference. There will be a series of five games
based on aspects of the zookeeping profession. Actual game participants
may be any AAZK member currently employed by an animal facility in a non-
management position. (A management position is considered curator or above.)

The Olympics will be a fund-raising endeavor with 50% of the proceeds to
be sent to National AAZK Keepers' Training Program. The remaining 50%
will remain in the Columbus Chapter treasury.

I would like to encourage everyone to take an active part in making the
1986 Olympics an event of which we can all be proud. I also would ask that
you complete the questionnaire below and return it to: John RlndtoA, ChcuA-
man, loo Olymp^cu> CommiJXad, ColumbiU) loo, 9990 RZvQJU>ld 2, Vn.. ,

VoMoJit, OH
43065.

ZOO OLYMPIAN QUESTIONNAIRE

1 . Name:

2. Age: 3. Department:

4. Animal Speciality:

5. Educational Background--degree and/or experience:

6.

Have you conducted or participated in any animal -related research?
(If yes, explain):

7.

Do you have any special interests: such as animal rehabilitation,
exhibit design, etc.:__

8.

Please relate any interesting or amusing short story that has happen-
ed while working with animals:



1986 Great Lakes Regional AAZK Conference

The Columbus Great Lakes Regional AAZK Conference will be held 4-7 May
1986 at the Columbus Zoo in Powell, OH. A tentative schedule will be in

the next issue of AKF .

Checks should be made payable to: "Columbus Chapter AAZK". Please send
registration form and registration fees to: Andy Lodge, Colombus Chapter
AAZK, Columbus Zoo, Box 400, Powell, OH 43065.

REGISTRATION FORM

Name:

Address:

City: State/Province: Zip:

Phone No: ( ) Name of Zoo:

Job Area:

Fees: Member or
Late

spouse
fees after

$30.00 Non-member
15 April, 1986 - $40.00

$35.00

Total Fees Enclosed: $

If you can't make the entire conference, please write and we can work it

out on a day-to-day basis.

Will you be staying for the banquet on 7 May, 1986? YES N0_
Banquet and auction on 7 May, 1986 starting at 7:00 p.m.

MOTEL RESERVATION FORM
Columbus Great Lakes Regional AAZK Conference

Name

Address:

City: State/Province: Zip:_

Phone No. ( ) Dates staying at motel
:

(C.N. 272286124)

Single $25.95 per day

Double $30.95 per day (2 beds)

3 or more $32.95 per day

Send to: Red Roof Inn, 5125 Post Rd., Dublin, OH 43017 (614) 764-3993.



BIOLOGICAL VALUES II NOW AVAILABLE
AAZK is pleased to be able to offer
its members and other interested indi-
viduals in the zoo community the newly
published mammal reference booklet en-
titled BIOLOGICAL l/ALUES FOR SELECTEV
MAMMALS— 1985 EVITION. This updated
and expanded edition is far more com-
prehensive than the original edition.
The 1985 Edition is a 112-page work
containing biological data on 441
species of mammals. Included in the
data are: common name, scientific name
(identified by genus and species and
arranged according to the 19 recogniz-
ed orders of mammals), geographic range,
normal adult size, normal adult weight,
estrus cycle, gestation period, number
of young, weaning, sexual maturity, life
expectancy, body temperature, pulse and
respiration rate, and names used for the
male, female and young of each species.
Three pages of the references for data
given are included, as is a nine-page
index of the selected mammals by common
name with cross-indexing where consider-
ed appropriate. A Table of Contents
offers the researcher quick access to

pertinent information.

This handy and informative publication was researched and compiled by a team
of seventeen zookeepers, docents, interns and zoo volunteers at the San Fran-
cisco Zoo, and separately identifies and incorporates certain pertinent em-
pirical data submitted by twenty zookeepers from twelve zoos throughout the
world. Formated for quick and easy reference, and charmingly illustrated,
this booklet will surely be an important and welcome addition to the library
of any zookeeper and/or member of our zoo community.

BIOLOGICAL VALUES FOR SELECTEV MAMMALS--1985 EVITIOU is being offered for
sale at the following prices: Professional Member ($4.00); Other AAZK Mem-
bership Categories ($5.50); Non-Members ($7.00). This prices includes
postage and handling. ORDERS OUTSIDE the U.S. need to add $2.00 per copy
for First Class mail service. To order, fill out the form below or send
necessary information to: Blologlc-ot l/alueA Book, c/o AAZK Matlowil
635 Gaga Blvd,, Topeka, KS 66606. Make check or money order (U.S. FUNDS ONLY)

payable to: "Biological Val ues/AAZK" . Domestic orders please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery at Book Rate.

BIOLOGICAL VALUES ORDER FORM

Please send copies, at $ each to: ( PLEASE PRINT )

Name

Address

City State/Privi nce_ Zip

Please check membership category: P( ) AF( ) AS( ) INST( ) NON-MEM ( )



finnouncing . . .

AAZK is pleased to announce
the availability of its new
publication ZOONOTIC DISEASES
This 56-page booklet details
the most common zoonotic di-

seases, offers guidelines for
preventive control and covers
personal hygiene and disin-
fection procedures.

The booklet, a cooperative
effort produced by the AAZK
Keeper Education Committee,
is produced in a 8i" by 11"

format hole punched for in-

sertion in a standard three-
ring binder (not included).

Copies may be purchased by
completing the order form
below. Prices are: $2.00
for Professional AAZK Mem-
bers; $3.50 for other AAZK
membership categories and
$5.00 for non-members. This
prices includes postage and
handling. Order from: Zoo-
notic Diseases, c/o AAZK
National Headquarters, 635
Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.
Make checks payable to "AAZK"

including disinfection.

personnel hygiene and bibliography.

ZOONOTIC DISEASES ORDER FORM

Please send copy/copies of the AAZK Zoonotic Diseases Handbook
to:

NAME

:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY: P AF AS INST NON-MEM

TOTAL AMOUNT INCLUDED: $

PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 weeks for delivery at Book Rate. IMPORTANT : THOSE ORDER-
ING OUTSIDE OF THE CONTINENTAL U.S. (including CANADA) should send an
additional $2.00 PER COPY for FIRST CLASS MAIL SERVICE.

SEND ORDER FORM AND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO "AAZK" TO:

ZOONOTIC VISEASES
c/o AAZK NcutionaZ HdadqujWtoA^

635 Gage. Blvd.

Topdka, KS 66606
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ZOOKEEPER , ,

.

requires high school diploma. College level biology courses
and one years' paid zoo experience desirable. Salary $12,618-$19,197/yr.

,

plus benefits. Recruiting for openings April - September '86. Send
resume by 31 March to: Craig Dinsmore, General Curator, Topeka Zoo, 635
Gage Bovd., Topeka, KS 66606.

BIRV KEEPER . , .responsibilities include all aspects of avian husbandry in-

cluding maintenance, health and behavioral observations, and public con-
tact. Strong foundation in ornithological studies and avain husbandry
experience desired. Excellent salary and fringe benefits. Submit resume
to: Personnel Department, Brookfield Zoo, Brookfield, IL 60513 (312) 485-

0263. O
KEEPER POSITIONS Al/AILABIE . . . the Philadelphia Zoo
anticipates an opening in March for two keepers with
general zoo experience, with emphasis in the area of birds
and mammals. We are seeking individuals who are pursuing a

career in animal keeping and in the zoo profession. In-
dividuals interested in being considered for a keeper posi-
tion at Philadelphia should send their letters of inquiry and

resume to: Personnel Office, Philadelphia Zoological Garden,
34th and Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104.

AN/IMAL KEEPER II . . .$7. 71 /Hr. New Castle County Government is

actively seeking person to act as a working supervisor, co-
ordinating activities of other animal keepers and other
personnel engaged in the care and exhibition of zoo specimens.
Act as a lecturer for Traveling Zoo Program. Must have at
least 3 years' experience in the care and feeding of zoo ani-
mals, 1 year supervisory experience, AS Degree in Biology,
Animal Science, or directly related field, valid driver's license and be
willing to relocate to New Castle County, Delaware. Formal applications
will be accepted until 3/25/86 at NCC Personnel Department, 800 French
St., Wilmington, DE 19801 (302) 571-7980. EOE.
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POSITION OPEN . , .energized, extroverted individual wanted for challenging

client relations career at wildlife rescue center. Duties include Wild-

life Emergency Hotline, patient admittance. Must be organized, articulate
and enjoy high pressure job. Contact: Betsy Lewis, Lifeline for Wildlife,
Blanchard Road., Stony Point, NY 10980 (914) 429-0180.

ZOOKEEPER . . .requires one year of experience in the care and maintenance
of zoo specimens. Responsible for daily animal care, preparation of

special foods, and diets, exhibit maintenance, and maintaining records at

the Woodland Park Zoo. Salary $21,088 - $22,738, plus benefits. Obtain
and submit application packet by no later than 25 March 1986 to: the
Seattle Personnel Department, 4th Floor Dexter Horton Building, 710 Sec-
ond Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104 (206) 625-7982.

COMMISSARY SUPERUISOR . . . responsible for ordering and preparing food for
zoological collection. Assists veterinarian in diet analysis; supervises
zookeepers and volunteers in some diet preparation. Previous experience
or knowledge of animal science or animal nutrition preferred. Salary
dependent on qualifications. Contact: Dr. Rita McManamon, Zoo Atlanta,
800 Cherokee Ave. S.E., Atlanta, GA 30315 (404) 624-5640.
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AAZK MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name Check here if renewal [ ]

Address

^$25.00 Professional ^$20.00 Affiliate
VuZl-tAjfne. feeepeAA Otk^A and volu.nt2.zAi>

$25.00 International $15.00 Associate
Alt mzmbzJU ouuUtdz. tko. Indtvtduati not conmcte,d
Li,S. and Canada Mitk an antmat caAz iaalLlty

$15.00 Library $50.00 Contributing
LtbAoAy i>ubi>cAtptton only Ongantzattoni and IncUvtduaL6

Directory Information ; zoo

Work Area Special Interests

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE),
payable to American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National
Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to AndJUOt K2.2p2Ai>' FoAum. The member-
ship card is good for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the

U.S. and Canada

.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Antmat KeepzAi' VoAum publishes original papers and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit
articles for consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and
tables should be clearly marked, in final form, and should fit in a page
size no more than 6" x 10" ( 15cm x Zb^^cm) . Literature used should be
cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include
scientific names. Black and white photos only accepted.

Articles sent to Antmat KeepcZtA ' VoAum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitment is made to the author, but an effort will be made to pub-
lish articles as soon as possible. Those longer than three pages may be
separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editorial
staff. The editors reserve the right to edit material without consulta-
tion unless approval is requested in writing by the author. Materials
submitted will not be returned unless accompanied by a stamped, self-
addressed envelope.
Telephone contributions on late-breaking news or last-minute insertions
are accepted. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will not
be accepted. The phone number is (913) 272-5821)

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION IS THE 15TH OF THE PRECEDING MONTH

Anttctz^ pntntQ.d do not n2.2.2.i>i>antty /iz-itz-at thz.

optntoni oi tho, Antmat KeepzAd’ Voiam Z-dutontal

i>tjaii Oil thz. AmzAtxLon Ai>i>ocJjatton o{^ loo K2.2.p2JU>,

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this pub-
lication is given. Reprints may be ordered from the editor.

PRINTED IN U.S. A.
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Scoops
and

Scuttlebutt
CALL FOR PAPERS FOR PYGMY GOAT CONVENTION

The Indianapolis Zoo will be hosting the 1986 National Pygmy Goat Conven-
tion 24-29 August 1986. Besides the two pygmy goat shows and workshops,
paper sessions have been included. The following areas to be covered are
artificial insemination, genetics, husbandry, veterinary concerns, and
marketing and promotion. Other topics concerning pygmy goats are also
encouraged. Papers should be limited to 20 minutes in length. Persons
interested should send an outline or abstract to: Debbie Olson, Indianapolis
Zoo, 3120 E. 30th St., Indianapolis, IN 46218. (317) 547-3577.

HATS AND SHIRTS FOR SALE FROM ATLANTA AAZK CHAPTER

The Zoo Atlanta AAZK Chapter is presently selling AAZK logo baseball caps
for $6.00. The Zoo Atlanta AAZK shirt is also for sale for $6.00. The
shirt is white and has a baby orangutan design on the front. Send all
inquiries and/or checks to Atlanta AAZK, Zoo Atlanta, 800 Cherokee Ave,

S.E. , Atlanta, GA 30315.

FROM THE AAZPA LIBRARIANS SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP

submitted by Kay Kdnyon, GAoup ChaiAman and NIP itbAOAtan

"Suggested Guidelines for Zoo and Aquarium Libraries", developed by mem-
bers of the AAZPA Librarians Special Interest Group, is now available.
It is free on request from Kay Kenyon, Librarian, Smithsonian Institution
Libraries, National Zoological Park, Washington, DC 20008.

Vernon Kisling, Jr., a member of the AAZPA Librarians Special Interest
Group, has been selected to act as its Bibliography Coordinator starting
January 1986. The duties of this position are to: 1) Collect bibliograph-
ies pertaining to zoological parks, aquariums, captive wildlife manage-
ment, wildlife natural history, wildlife conservation, or any other related

topics that have been compiled by zoological park and aquarium librarians,

staff members or supporting organizations# 2) Photocopy and distribute

bibliographies free upon request; 3) Maintain a list of available biblio-

graphies and submit it anually to LIBRARY NEWS FOR ZOO AND AQUARIUMS, AAZK
ANIMAL KEEPERS' FORUM, AND AAZPA NEWSLETTER: 4) Provide a cover sheet for

each bibliography containing such information as author, date, etc.

Bibliographies are submitted on a voluntary basis. However, a coordina-

tor will make duplication of efforts less likely. Current bibliographies

can be refined and expanded and they can be readily available for longer

periods of time. The author of any bibliography should be sure his con-

tribution is free of any copyright or distribution restrictions.
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SCOOPS AND SCUTTLEBUTT, ConUmi^d

Please send all bibliographies or requests for available bibliographies
to: i/eAnon Kitting, Jk.

,
BlbtiogAaphy Coo^dLinaXo^, Pabtlcatlon^

,

1014 WW 14tk Aue., GcilneJ>vUZQ., FI 32601 {904) 378-7944.

MEMORIAL FUND ESTABLISHED FOR KEEPER KILLED AT BRONX ZOO

The members of the Bronx Zoo AAZK Chapter were very saddened by the tragic
death last July of our co-worker Robin Silverman. Robin was not only warm,
loving, and intelligent, but an excellent and dedicated keeper as well.
She is greatly missed by all of us.

If any individual or Chapter would like to donate to Robin’s memorial fund,

it should be sent, according to the Silverman family’s wishes, to: Tfie

Robd.n SXtveAman MmoAlat fund djo Ex-otlc AyUmal. TmXvung and ManagmenX,
Moo/ie Pa/ik College, 7073 Campus Road, Moo^e Rank, CA 93021 .

Letters To The Editor

Dean. Edlton.,

I ie(iZ I ma6t K.eply to the liitte’i {^Kom Rena SekUj>ky In the Vebniiaxy 1986

AKf.

No reputable zoo makez> a deetiton to ^tenXtlze any oi 1X6 anAjmal-6, let
alone an endangered ^peetox, without: very good rea^onz>. At the Fredno
Zoo we did not t>pay oar wolves to make them "more docile" . Believe me,

they are not docile by any meani!

Mo6t oi oar groap o^ wolves had been on oar -6arpla6 llbt ior ^rom two
to {^oar yean, when we were {finally able to attempt to pat all oi them In
our new Wol^ WoodU exhibit In 1984. No zoo had room ior them. It wa6

over ilve yean, beiore we were able to place the lcu>t oi oar 6urpla6
wolves In a zoo. So It woj, obvlouJ, that we should not allow them to breed
and add to the ^arpla^ problem.

[/az>ce6tomle6 ior the males resalted In asaal breeding -seouson behavior.

It quickly became obvloas that this only created turmoil amongst wolves
i,tlll sorting oat their .social order, and resulted In Hie-threatening
^Itaatlonr. {hJolves have ioaght to the death and near-death In i,ome zoo6

and preserves .

)

As my paper stated, we consulted with many other zoos and woli ^^P<2rts
and their advice, and oar ilnal decision, was to spay the iemales In the
exhibit.

We did not sterilize all the wolves. Two oi the three related wolves
that recently went to Mexico were sterilized and the third woli ^IH be

bred with their resident iemales. The decision on birth control ior two

others will be made by their new zoo.

No one wants to stop breeding endangered species. Uniortanately, we have

to be practical and sometimes compromise. It Is not being responsible to

continue to breed a species li there Is no suitable home ior the progeny

either In a zoo or In the wild.

Mary L. Swanson
Carnivore Keeper
Fresno loo, Fresno, CA
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Birthsj^Hatchings

PITTSBURGH AVIARY CiiaUj, G. Robblru

An additional hatching for 1985 was 0.0.1 Gray-necked wood-rail. Hatchings
for January and February 1986 include: 0.0.1 Small-billed tinamou (DNS),
0.0.1 Sacred ibis, 0.0.1 Palawan peacock pheasant, 0.0.1 Pled imperial
pigeon, 0.0.2 Goldie's lorikeet (DNS), 0.0.1 Society finch (DNS), 0.0.1
Wattled starling (DNS), 0.0.1 Red lory, 0.0.3 Gray-headed gallinule (2

silver phase) - 1 silver and 1 normal DNS), 0.0.1 Nicobar pigeon, 0.0.1
Superb starling.

ASSINIBOINE PARK ZOO ?hU King

B&H for October 1985 through January 1986 Include: Mammals - 1.1.4 Lion-
tailed monkey (0.1 DNS), 1.0 Malayan giant squirrel (DNS), 1 Parma wallaby,
0.1 North Ghina leopard (DNS), 1 Varigated spider monkey, 3 Bush dog,
1 White-handed gibbon; Birds - 5 Australian crested pigeon and 3 Triangu-
lar crested pigeon (1 DNS) . Acquisitions during this time period included
6 Burrowing owl, 2 Kea, 2.6 Saiga, 1.0 Bactrian camel, 1.1 Red-ruffed lemur
and 1.1 Red-fronted lemur.

METRO TORONTO ZOO H. Ho^aueA

October and November 1985 B&H included: Mammals - 0.0.3 Egyptian fruit
bat, 10.1 Indian fruit bat, 0.2 Hamadryas baboon, 0.1 Mandrill, 0.1 Low-
land gorilla, 0.1 Domestic bactrian camel, 0.1 Gemsbok, 1.1 Barbary sheep,
1.0 Sitatunga, 0.0,1 Gommon marmoset, 0.0.2 Plains rat, 0.0.3 Slender-
tailed meerkat, 3.0.7 Mara; Birds - 0.0.1 Black-footed penguin, 0.0.2
Vulterine guinea fowl, 0.0.3 Star finch, 0.0.1 Zebra dove, 0.0.2 Peach-
faced lovebird, 0.0.1 Tawny frogmouth; Herptiles - 0.0.10 Red-eared turtle,
0.0.4 Green and black arrow poison frog; Fish - 0.0.5 Lake Malawi cichlid,
0.0.30 Kribensis, and 0.0.1 Lake Tanganyika cichlid; Invertebrates - 0.0.1
Giant land snail.

TAMPA/BUSCH GARDENS Siuan Uoth

B&H for January and February 1986 include: Mammals - 0.1 Kafue (Red) lechwe,
2.0 Thomson's gazelle, 1.0 Gemsbok, 0.1.1 Nyala, 5.5 Addax, 3.2 Grant's
gazelle, 1.0 Black rhinoceros, 0.0.1 Ring-tailed lemur, 1.0 Roan antelope,
4.1 Scimitar-horned oryx, 0.0.1 Debrazza monkey, 1.2 Uganda kob, 0.1.1
Grevy zebra, 1.0 Sitatunga; Birds - 0.0.2 Senegal parrot, 0.0.1 Rainbow
lorikeet, 0.0.7 Jandaya conure, 0.0.14 Sun conure, 0.0.1 Medium sulphur-
crested cockatoo, 0.0.1 Black-necked swan, 0.0.8 Black swan, 0.0.2 Severe
macaw, 0.0.2 Hahn's macaw, 0.0.6 Coscoroba swan, 0.0.2 Blue & gold macaw,
0.0.1 Superb starling, 0.0.2 Golden (Queen of Bavaria) conure, 0.0.2
Black-masked lovebird, 0.0.4 Golden-capped conure, 0.0.1 Scaley-breasted
lorikeet

.

LINCOLN PARK ZOO Siuan Moy

Births recorded for December 1985-February 1986 include: 0.0.1 Geofroy's
tamarin, 0.0.4 Moustached tamarin (DNS), 0.0.2 Pygmy marmoset, 0.0.1
Orabussu titi monkey, 0.0.3 Owl monkey (DNS), 0.0.1 Senegal galago (DNS),

0.0.3 Achouchi (1 DNS), 0.0.1 Agouti (DNS), 0.0.1 Spectacled bear, 1.0
Arabian oryx, 1.0 Addra gazelle, 1.1 Grant's gazelle (1 DNS).
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BIRTHS AND HATCHINGS , CoyvUnazd

HOUSTON ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS Hugo LakeAR

February 1986 B&H include: Mammals - 0.0.1 Spectacled langur, 1,0 Bornean
orangutan, 0.0.1 Neotropical fruit bat; Birds - 0.0.3 Red-crested touraco,
0.0.4 Hawaiian goose (Nene) , 0.0.1 Grey touraco; Other - 0.0.42 Atlantic
Reef octopus (0.0.7 DNS).

ZOO ATLANTA EUm EnadiloZd S Randy (ilalAk

B&H as well as acquisitions from November 1985 through February 1986 in-
clude: Mammals - 1.0 Asiatic black bear, 0.0.2 French lop-eared rabbits;
Birds - 0.0.4 Sacred ibis, 2.4 Bahama pintail, 2.0 Egyptian goose, 1.2
Grey hornbill, 3.2 Ganary winged parakeet, 0.0.1 Touraco; Reptiles -

0.0.20 Eyelash viper, 0.0.2 Radiated tortoise, 0.0.1 Belize wood turtle,
0.0.2 African sharp-snouted crocodile, 0.0.1 Smooth-fronted cayman.

MIAMI METROZOO LoU BmickheMn

February 1986 B&H include: Mammals - 1.2 Blackbuck, 1.1 Grant’s zebra, 0.1

Reticulated giraffe, 1.0 Defassa waterbuck, 2.0 Pygmy goat, 0.1 Thomson's
gazelle, 0.1 Forest buffalo, 0.0.1 Ring-tailed lemur; Birds - 0.0.3 White-
breasted water hen (0.0.1 DNS), 0.0.2 Grosbeak starling (0.0.1 DNS), and

0.0.1 Green wing dove.

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA B. BahneA

January-February 1986 births included 1 Senegal galago, 2.1 Binturong, 2

Acouchi (1 DNS), 0.1 Gunther's dik-dik (DNS).

WATERFOWL STOLEN AT THE FRESNO ZOO

By Mcuiy L. S^anAon, CoAnlvoAe, K2.2.p£A

On 17 February 1986, five waterfowl, including endangered species, were
stolen from their pond at the Fresno Zoo. A pair of Black-necked swans,
1.0 Nene goose, 1 .0- Bar-headed goose, and 0.1 Canada goose disappeared
from their exhibit during the night. A pool of blood, a blood-stained
rock, and feathers from the Nene and Bar-headed geese were found near
and on the perimeter fence. Strangely, there was no evidence of distur-
bance in the exhibit itself.

The amount of blood indicated that not all of them could have been killed
on the spot. Speculation as to motive has ranged from vandalism, to

hunger, to someone wanting them for a collection. No trace of the birds
or the thieves has been found.

News of the theft has resulted in a great outpouring of sympathy and

concern from the citizens of our community.
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Coming Events

WILSON ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY

April 17-20, 1986 Gatlinburg, TN

For more information contact: David Pitts, Dept, of Biology, University
of Tennessee, Martin, TN 38238.

AAZPA GREAT LAKES REGIONAL CONFERENCE

April 27-29, 1986 Milwaukee, WI

Hosted by the Milwaukee County Zoological Gardens. For more information
call Mary Beth Carr at (414) 771-3040.

AAZK GREAT LAKES REGIONAL CONFERENCE

May 4-7, 1986 Powell, OH

Hosted by the Columbus Zoo Chapter AAZK. Dr. Betsy Dresser will be deliver-
ing the keynote address. Dr. Dresser is Head of Research for the Consortium
of the Cincinnati Zoo, King’s Island Wild Animal Park and the University
of Cincinnati School of Medicine. Her speciality is reproductive biology
with intense research in embryo transplants.

AAZPA NORTHEASTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE

May 4-6, 1986 Mystic, CT

AAZPA CENTRAL REGIONAL CONFERENCE

May 18-22, 1986 Ft. Worth, TX

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR SOCIETY

June 8-13, 1986 Tucson, AZ

For more information contact: Astrid Kodric-Brown, Dept, of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAMMOLOGISTS

June 15-19, 1986 Madison, WI

For more information contact: ASM Meeting, Wisconsin Center, 702 Langdon
St., Madison, WI 53706.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ICHTHIOLOGISTS & HERPETOLOGISTS

June 15-21, 1986 Victoria, British Columbia

For more information contact: Patric Gregory, University of Victoria,
Victoria, BC, Canada V8W 2Y2.

INTERNATIONAL ORNITHOLOGICAL CONGRESS

June 22-29, 1986 Ottawa, Ontario

For more information contact: Henri Ouellet, National Museum of Natural
Sciences, National Museums of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario KlA 0M8 Canada.
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COMING EVENTS , ConUnuQ,d

lOTH INTERNATIONAL HERPETOLOGICAL SYMPOSIUM

June 25-28, 1986 San Antonio, TX

To be held at the El Tropicano Hotel. Symposium stresses captive propa-
gation and husbandry. Registration fee (which includes copy of conference
proceedings, a social, two dinners, coffee breaks and bus transportation
to special events) is $69 if paid by 30 May, 1986. Registration material
may be obtained from Richard A. Hahn, Symposium Series Director, Zoological
Consortium, Inc., 13019 Caroctin Furnace Road, Thurmont, MD 21788.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PRIMATOLOGISTS

June 28-July 3, 1986 Austin, TX

For more information contact: Dr. Claude Bramblett, University of Texas
at Austin, Austin, TX. Includes paper sessions, symposia, exhibits, etc.

THE SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES/
HERPETOLOGISTS LEAGUE JOINT ANNUAL MEETING

August 10-15, 1986 Springfield, MO

To be held at Southwest Missouri State University. For more information

contact: Robert Wilkinson or Don Moll, Dept, of Biology, Southwest Missouri

State University, Springfield, MO 65804.

THE SEVENTH ELEPHANT MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

Sept. 25-27, 1986 Calgary, Alberta

Hosted by the Calgary Zoological Society. For more information contact:

Greg Tarry, Calgary Zoological Society, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B., Calgary,

Alberta, Canada T2M 4R8.

1986 AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sept. 28-Oct 2, 1986 Winnipeg, Manitoba

Hosted by the Assiniboine Park Zookeepers Association. Look for the blue

insert in the March and April issues of AKF for registration forms.

"THE ZOO-UNIVERSITY CONNECTION: COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS
IN THE CONSERVATION OF ENDANGERED PRIMATES "

Oct. 15-17, 1986 Madison, WI

Co-sponsored by the Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center and the
Milwaukee County Zoo. Topics to be discussed include reproductive biology,
primate medicine, behavior, conservation, public awareness programs and
exhibit design. Enrollment is limited. Deadline for registration is 1

September. For registration information contact: Anne Savage, Directors
Office, Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center, University of Wisconsin,
1223 Capitol Ct., Madison WI 53715-1299.
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SPECTEUM
Quality exotic animal diets

Fixed formulation
Nutritionally balanced
Economical

Frozen feline diets

Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat, hearts,

livers, rib, shank, and knuckle bones

Zu/Rieem Feline canned

Primate canned

Marmoset canned

Omnivore dry

Primate dry

SPECTRUM

Banana flavored primate, 1 5% protein

Banana flavored primate Pro-Plus, 25%
protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

When you need a complete line of high-quality dry,

canned, and frozen animal diets foryour feeding program,
call Animal Spectrum today.

4®
TOU.f„
FREE U

ME CALL DOES IT ALL

In Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492.

Animal SPECTRUM Inc.

Box 6307 Lincoln, NE 68506-0307



Public Education Committee

MANAGING ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT ANIMALS OF ALL:

THE ZOO VISITOR

By
Jay J(Uan, Ckavman

AA2K Public Education Committee

Spring is almost here and zoos will soon be overtaken by hordes of unruly,
loud, obnoxious visitors who endanger our animals* health. But isn't
there something that can be done to control them? No matter how much they
are reprimanded, or how many times they attend an educational program, they
never seem to learn how to act while in the zoo. Why do they feed the
animals with the DO NOT FEED sign on their exhibit or attempt to make
sleeping animals move? Why do they tease and scream at animals that get
spooked easily?

While working inside an animal's enclosure, the answers to these questions
are impossible to determine. Many of us just resign ourselves to the fact
that this is the way zoo visitors behave and there's no way to change them;

or at least it's not the Keeper's job to try. When standing inside an ani-
mal enclosure, trying your best not to spook the inhabitants, it's distres-
sing to be surrounded by screaming zoo visitors who ignore all signage.
It's understandable that Keepers become rather angry while watching the

antelope, for example, bouncing off the enclosure barriers, and often
resort to screaming back at visitors for the safety of the antelope. This
may Initially stop visitors from feeding an animal on a restricted diet,

or teasing an already harried animal. However, as soon as they are out
of the Keeper's view, they quickly forget all the reprimanding. There
may be a more effective way to change the zoo visitor's behavior.

Before tour season begins, walk down the public walkways in your area as

if you are a zoo visitor. Look for things that visitors can get into, like
an inviting unlocked gate to a service area, or a gap between fences that

they may sneak between. If these are repaired before the busy season be-
gins, many problems will be avoided. Can water tubs be moved a few feet

further away from fences so visitors are not tempted to throw objects into

them? Are there many rocks and sticks within easy reach that can be used

to torment animals in an area? Are signs truly visible, even when there

is a crowd at an exhibit? After spending months reprimanding visitors
for feeding Mouflon sheep in my area, I realized, after walking down the

public pathway, that if a small group of children stood in front of the

enclosure, they blocked the DO NOT FEED sign. Thus, other visitors had

no idea that they shouldn't feed the Mouflon since the zoo allowed public
feeding of other hoofstock in the same area. After pointing this out to

the zoo graphics department, the sign was moved a bit higher and a couple

more were mounted at strategic places on the enclosure. This was proven

to be more affective than my yelling as the Mouflon had fewer digestive
problems after the signage change.

Something else can be done by motivated Keepers to help visitors under-

stand the animals in an area. The Keeper can be available to visitors

to answer questions and explain restrictions during some visiting hours,

if possible. I will never forget seeing a Great Ape Keeper, who I great-

ly respect, answering questions from visitors while standing in a public

walkway. Visitors obviously had a more valuable and memorable zoo visit

after they actually spoke with the person who takes care of the gorillas.
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MANAGING ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT ANIMALS OF ALL: THE ZOO VISITOR , Confd

instead of rushing haphazardly through the exhibit. Many people would
rather talk to a person than read a sign, and who has a greater apprecia-
tion of the animals in an area than the Keeper who cares for them?

Keepers can also point out unusual behaviors or recent births, often with
greater affect than a sign which attempts to do the same thing. As im-

pressive as the graphics and formal education programs in a zoo are, they

only reach a percentage of visitors. Perhaps a Keeper can help reach
those untouched by graphics or formal programs, and stimulate awe and

respect for animals, whether in a zoo or in the wild.

ZQQ/U LIST UPDATE

NIAGARA COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ANIMAL MANAGEMENT CURRICULUM

Starting with the Fall of 1986 semester, Niagara County Community College
will be offering a two-year Associate in Applied Science Degree in Ani-
mal Management. The curriculum involves the completion of 67 credit
hours to be offered over two full years and the summer of the first year.
Twenty credit hours will be at the Buffalo Zoological Gardens where stu-
dents will spend one day per week in the experiential component.

The intent of the Curriculum is to educate students in the care, manage-
ment, breeding and environmental requirements of a wide range of animal
types. Our program is unique in that it will be the only two-year A.A.S.
program to be affiliated with an AAZPA accredicted facility.

Niagara County Community College is accepting applications now for Fall
1986. Dormitory facilities are available. Anyone wishing additional
information should contact the following individuals:

Catherine Hall LoCascio, c/o Niagara County Community College
3111 Saunders Settlement Road
Sanborn, NY 14132 (716) 731-3271 ext. 128

Dr. Philip Haseley, c/o Niagara County Community College
3111 Saunders Settlement Road
Sanborn, NY 14132 (716) 731-3271 ect. 249

Dr. Nicholas J.T. LoCascio, Division Chair, Life Science Division
Niagara County Community College
3111 Saunders Settlement Road
Sanborn, NY 14132 (716) 731-3271 ext.

Keeper’s Alert
The Tucson Chapter is busily preparing the 1987 Zookeeper Calendar and
needs to solicit data from the membership to be included. Information
needed includes: dates of workshops, conferences and seminars, anniversary
dates of notable births and hatchings, and founding dates for zoos, AAZK
Chapters. Perhaps a Chapter project would be to gather these dates and
then respond to a formal request for information to be published next
month in AKF.
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NOTES ON REARING CHINESE PANGOLINS
(Man^ pmtcLdacXyta

)

By
Lyn Bnldgd, KndpoA

and
Ld.n Mang-Sh^ung, Hmd K&e.peA Vomo-}>an AnlmaLi,

Tad-pOA- Zoo, Tad-pda, Tadwan, Rdpubldc. oi Cltdna

Taipei Zoo often receives donations of Chinese pangolins ( MandA, pmdXidacXyla ]

from local citizens. The pangolin survival rate is very low; probably due
to the inability to acclimate to the captive condition. Very young and
adult pangolins were less able to adapt than those acquired just after wean-
ing, 2-3 months old.

In the wild pangolins eat termites. The diet fed at the zoo consists of
120g (4.2 oz) bee larvae, 5g (.2 oz) cereal, 12g (.4 oz) Esbilac® , 120cc
water and 2 drops multivitamins. Ingredients are mixed and warmed slight-
ly before feeding. Bee larvae spoils quickly so it must be kept frozen
until just before feeding time. The pangolins eat this mixture readily,
but we are not sure it meets their nutritional requirements. One young
male lived on this diet for six months and an adult female has lived on it
for four months.

Recently two very young pangolins (ages approximately 3 and 5 weeks) were
brought to the zoo. The younger arrived with his mother who died shortly
after arrival. Both youngsters had to be hand-reared.

The young pangolins were kept together in a box with hay and towels for
bedding, a desk lamp for heat and a bowl of water to keep the humidity up
and prevent them from getting dehydrated. The baby diet consisted of cereal,
Esbilac® , water and multivitamins. Bottle feeding occured every four hours
during the day. They were given as much as they would drink.

When first put together, the young pangolins tried to climb on each other's
backs as a young pangolin does when riding on its mother's tail base. The
younger harassed the older so much that we feared they would need to be

separated. After a while, the tail riding decreased to a level that was
no longer dangerous to their well-being.

The first day of bottle feeding, both pangolins refused the bottle and had

to be force fed with a syringe. By the second day, both sucked eagerly on

the bottle and ate well. After two days, they refused to eat and became
listless. It was noticed that there were no feces or urine in the box.

When the pangolins were put into a box with a layer of dirt on the bottom,

both immediately dug a hole and urinated. The volume of urine was large

for such a small animal. After filling in the hole with dirt, they dug

another hole and defecated. This behavior prompted us to provide dirt

for them at all times. Soon they began eating and resumed normal activity.

Unfortunately, both young pangolins died; the younger died of unknown

causes and the older of a drop in body temperature one cold night. Young

pangolins must be kept warm, 29-30°C (84-86°F)

.

The experience with the young pangolins prompted us to provide our one

remaining pangolin with a large box filled with dirt, with a wooden box

tunnel in which to sleep. Since she is currently off-exhibit, she can

curl up comfortably hidden away in her box of dirt.
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WE^RE NOT GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

JUST RUNNING OUT OF ROOM!

Due to the limited storage space available at National Headquarters, the
AKF staff has decided to offer for sale back issues of Animal Keepers

'

Forum dating back to 1977. A limited number of "year sets" are available
for T5.00 per set plus 75^ postage and handling. Not all years have all

issues available and some years contain Special Edition volumes. The sets
available are listed below. Single issues copies for the years 1977-1985
are also available for $1.00 each. Those interested should send inquiries
on specific issues. Also available during this sale is a special Proceed-
ing Package which contains the proceedings editions for the years 1981

through 1985. This package is available for $15.00.

YEAR # SETS AVAILABLE ISSUES INCLUDED PRICE

1977 5 Feb. -Dec $5.75

1977 4 Feb-Nov $5.75

1978 8 missing April

,

May & June $5.75

1979 17 missing August
& December $5.75

1979 8 all but December $5.75

1980 5 missing Feb. March,
July, Aug. & Nov $5.75

1981 7 missing July & Nov
includes Infant Care
Symposi urn $5.75

1982
SOL'D

OUT complete, includes
Tropical Habitat
i ssue $5.75

1983 SOLD
OOT complete, includes

3rd Elephant Workshop
issue (Jan.

)

$5.75

1983 9 all but Jan. $5.75

1984 4 missing Jan, July,

Aug. & Nov. $5.75

SETS
BEEN

SOLD
SOLD

ON A

OUT,

FIRT COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS. IF THE SET YOU REQUEST HAS

YOUR CHECK WILL BE RETURNED.

1981-1985 Proceedings Package $15.00

IMPORTANT : This sale will run from 1 March to 31 August 1986. After that

date, remaining back issues will be disposed of and only a limited number
of file copies will be kept. So, if you're missing back issues, now is

the time to pick them up. Remember, the regular price per single issue

of back issues is $1.00, so even though some year sets are not complete,
you're still getting a bargain.

Send your requests to: AKf Bacik I-66ueA Sato., 635 Gagti Blvd, , Topeka, KS

66606. Cheeks should be made payable to ”AAZK”,
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Information Please

The Public Education Committee wants to produce a Zoo Question Booklet.
This pamphlet will deal with commonly asked questions and those perfect
answers for them. If anyone has any questions you need answers for, or
answers to those commonly asked questions, please send them to: Ellen
Bradfield, Zoo Atlanta, 800 Cherokee Ave. S.E., Atlanta, GA 30315.

VIDEO INFORMATION REQUESTED— in conjunction with research on a new book
to be published soon on captive management, I need your experiences in
dealing with videotape recorders and monitors in a zoo setting. I would
appreciate any information in the following areas: (1) type of equipment
used and set-up procedure; (2) reason for using video; (3) methods used
and type of data resulting; (4) problems encountered (if and how resolved);

(5) rating of your overall experience in dealing with video equipment.
Please indicate whether you wish to receive a summary of the information
in this survey. Any information, ideas, or suggestions will be greatly
appreciated. Please contact: Gail E. Foreman, Dept, of Zoology, OSU,

1735 Neil Ave., Columbus, OH 43210. (Member AAZK & AAZPA)

.

Any information on the successful captive husbandry /exhibitry of Eastern
or Star-nosed moles and Big Brown Bats. Contact: Rick Passaro, Zoology
Curator, Peninsula Nature and Science Center, 524 J. Clyde Morris Blvd.,
Newport News, VA 23601 (804) 595-1900.

We are seeking information on the behavior of emu during breeding, nest-
ing, incubation and chick rearing by parents when past generations of

offspring are housed with the adult pair. We are especially interested

in whether past offspring have attempted to participate in any way.

Please send information to: Marci Jones, Kansas City Zoo, Swope Park,

Kansas City, MO 64132.

I am requesting information on the abnormal behavior of regurgitation and
reingestion in captive gorillas and possible ways of reducing its frequency.
Send information to: Mike Tong, Primate Dept., Houston Zoological Gardens,
1513 Outer Belt Drive, Houston, TX 77063

I am a keeper at Stone Memorial Zoo outside of Boston, MA and am seeking
information on the training of llamas. We are currently halter breaking
a llama calf for husbandry purposes and have never attempted anything
like this with llamas in the past. I would greatly appreciate input on

training programs practiced at other zoos and their purposes. I am

appealing to any and all llama keepers out there! Thanks in advance!

Please send information to: Sandy Elliot, 45 North St., Stoneham, MA
02180, Apt. #14.
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Zoo Atlanta is considering having a "Zookeeper For A Day” raffle. In

addition, we are considering selling pieces of bars from the cages marked

for dismantling under the guise of "Pieces of the Past”. Any zoos that

have participated in either of these type of projects are urged to share

their opinions of the positive and negative aspects of either. Send

ideas to Ellen. Bradfield, Zoo Atlanta, 800 Cherokee Ave. S.E., Atlanta,

GA 30315.

The Houston Zoological Gardens is considering a proposal to incorporate
a skeletal prep lab into its education section. Suggestions for the
design of the lab and/or any comments about the advantages or disadvantages
of having a prep lab on zoo grounds would be greatly appreciated. Send
comments to: Cathi Lehn, Primate Keeper, Houston Zoo, 1513 Outer Belt,
Houston, TX 77030.

The Denver Zoo had two maned wolf pups born last November 1st. We would
like to know if any other zoos have had any born earlier than November,
and if there was any courtship behavior exhibited by the parents after
the birth. We hand-raised the pups as they were born in the outside ex-

hibit and left there when the parents were brought inside. Write to:

John Turner, 'Rocky Mountain Chapter AAZK, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO 80205.

As professional Pachyderm keepers at the Columbus Zoo, we find the article
"Wrinkled Rainbows” in the March 1986 issue of the Forum unprepresentative
of the manner in which we view our collection. The tone of Ms. Goode’s
article gives the impression she has had a personal experience with the
elephants at the Columbus Zoo. We in the Pachyderm Bldg, have no know-
ledge of this. Although we agree with Ms. Goode that elephants are truly
fascinating, we do not agree with the anthropomorphic way in which she
addresses their intelligence and the way in which ”WE” care for them. Ms.

Goode does not, nor has she ever had any responsibilities in the Pachyderm
Bldg.

We would also like to question the origin of the picture that accompanied
the article. Many zoo professionals visited us during the National AAZPA
conference and plans are underway for the AAZK Great Lakes Regional in May.
Those who know us, have seen that our animals are kept in open naturalistic
areas not the type of area in the picture. We also have a policy of no
public feeding.

Ms. Goode’s fictional and almost religious portrayal of elephants does not
bespeak well of the profession of Zookeeping, which we are all trying hard
to establish. If Ms. Goode would like to gain the knowledge of elephant
care on a daily basis, we encourage her help.

We who care for the elephants at the Columbus Zoo appreciate any interest
shown in the animals we take care of, but we would like the elephants to

be given the dignity they deserve.

— The. PachydeAm KeepeAA, ColumbLi6 loologTcat Goin.de.vUi
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AAZK GREAT LAKES REGIONAL CONFERENCE

May 4-7. 1986

Columbus Zoo. Columbus. OH

CONFERENCE AGENDA : All sessions to be held in the Education Center at the
Columbus Zoo uni ess otherwise noted.

Sunday, May 4, 1986

Noon-5 p.m. - Registration at Columbus Zoo, 9990 Riverside Drive, Powell,
OH and at Red Roof Inn, Dublin, OH.

6-8 p.m. - Ice Breaker (hosted) in the Education Center, Columbus Zoo.

Monday, May 5, 1986

8:30-9 a.m. Coffee and Donuts (hosted)
9-9:30 a.m. Welcoming Address, Jack Hanna, Director, Columbus Zoo
9:30-10:30 a.m. Presentation of Papers
10:30-10:45 a.m. Coffee Break (hosted)
10: 45-Noon Presentation of Papers
12-1:30 p.m. Lunch at the Zoo (hosted)
1:30-3:15 p.m. Presentation of Papers
3:15-3:30 p.m. Coffee Break (hosted)
3:30-5 p.m. Presentation of Papers
6-7:30 p.m. Dinner (hosted)

8-

11 p.m. Hospitality Room (hosted) at Red Roof Inn

Tuesday, May 6, 1986

8:30-9 a.m. Coffee & Donuts (hosted)

9-

10:30 a.m. Presentation of Papers
10:30-10:45 a.m. Coffee Break (hosted)
10:45-Noon Presentation of Papers
12-1:30 p.m. Lunch at the Zoo (hosted)
1:30-5 p.m. Tours of the Columbus Zoo
Dinner on your own
8-11 p.m. Hospitality Room (hosted) at Red Roof Inn

Wednesday, May 7, 1986

8:30-9 a.m. Coffee & Donuts (hosted)
9-10:30 a.m. Presentation of Papers
10:30-10:45 a.m. Coffee Break (hosted)

10:45-Noon Keynote Speaker, Dr. Betsy Dresser
12-1:30 p.m. Lunch on your own

1:30-5 p.m. Workshops and Panel Discussion in Education Center
Classroom A: Animal Care in Harsh Climates
Classroom B: Advances in Neonatal Care
Auditorium: Open Forum

6-10 p.m. Banquet and Auction at Bogey Inn, Shawnee Hills, OH.

ZOO OLYMPICS

The Columbus Chapter would like to have all interested keepers (whether

they plan to participate or not) to please fill in and return the Zoo

Olympics Questionnaire which appeared on Page 100 of the March issue of

AKF . Space limitations do not allow reprinting the questionnaire this month.

The Zoo Olympics will take place from 1-5 p.m. on Sunday, 4 May at the

Columbus Zoo. Jackets will be awarded for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners.

If you have questions, contact: John Rindler at the Columbus Zoo, 9900

Riverside Dr., Powell, OH 43065.
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Guidelines For Typing Papers For AAZK Conference Proceedings

1. Manuscripts intended for publication should be submitted on one side of

8i" xll" paper. Pages should be neatly typewritten using a 70 space
line. You will have narrow margins on Pica type and wider on Elite.

This format makes it more consistent for the staff to figure number of

characters per line/lines per page.

2. Papers MUST be double-spaced. This will also make it easier for you
to read when you present it.

3. Titles should be BRIEF and descriptive. Put the title of the paper on

the first sheet as well as your name, title or classification, zoo
identification, city and state. Number pages consecutively in the upper
right-hand corner.

4. ALL graphs, charts and illustrations MUST fit within a 6" x 10" border.

These must be in black and white only (no faded/gray xerox copies, pi ease)

and should each be submitted on a separate sheet of paper and not run

within the text.

5. Presenters are encouraged to submit photographs to accompany their text

in the published proceedings. Photos MUST be black and white and should

be clean, of good contrast and preferably on glossy stock. 5" x 7"

works best for our purposes, but other sizes are acceptable. Be sure

and give photographer's name if other than your own.

6. Please use the metric system for weights and measurements (standard

equivalents may be noted in parenthesis). Use the continental dating

system (day-month-year). Times should be listed as per the 24-hour
clock (0800, 1630 hrs, etc.).

7. Use both scientific and common name the first time a species is men-

tioned in the text. Thereafter the common name may be used.

8. Avoid footnotes. Identify Registered or Trademark products by R

and TM respectively.

9. References should be listed alphabetically at the end of the paper -

author's surname first (Ricter, J.W., 1984. How To Be A Good Keeper.

AKF , Vol . 11, No. 6: 12-22.) Within the text, references should be

cited as Richter (1984).

10.

Manuscripts MUST be submitted before presentation.

(Editor* .6 Note.’. Eon. {^unthoA Xni^onmatlon on koM to pn2.paAe. and -iubmtt a

pape/L {^on oJjtkox a Motional Con^eAence. Pnoce.e.cUng6 on {^on 6ubmt6^ion ion
publication in Animal KccpeAi Eonim , plcoAc "How To iiJnitc It Right",
Januany 1986 ARE

, pages 1'5-16, Repnints oi this anticlc one available by

uniting the editon and enclosing a seli~addAessed, stamped legal-sized
envelope, ]
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Conference 86
WINNIPEG • MANITOBA • CANADA

OAK HAMM3a< - A PRMRIE MAFSH OASIS

As part of our Conference program, we are offering a tour of Oak

Hanmock D^larsh, a wildlife resource located only 40 kilometers from

downtown Winnipeg. Oak Haitroock Marsh Wildlife Management Area captures

the lush, wild character of a prairie marsh; its marshlands, grasslands

and lure crops support over 260 kinds of birds, 25 species of mammals

and scores of smaller animals. The 3500 hectare area is also home to

tens of thousands of ducks, geese and shorebirds that rest and feed in

the area during spring and fall migration. In most years, waterfowl

numbers peak during the last week of September and the first week of

October. Canada geese, snow geese, migrating songbirds, shorebirds

and an assortment of hawks, falcons and eagles are common to the area

in September and October.
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1986 A.A.Z.K. NATIONAL OONEERH^CE REGISTRATION FOIM

Sept. 28 - Oct. 2, 1986

Please type or print. (One nane per form)

Return this form with your fee tos

Peter Elliott
Registration Co-ordinator
2799 Roblin Blvd.
'Winnipeg^ Manitoba
CANADA R3R 0B8

Please make pa^tent to: Assiniboine Park ZooKeepers Association
(Itoney order or bank draft preferred)

.

NOTE; the deadline for pre-registration is Aug. 15^ 1986.

1986 ^GISTI^TION

NAB®

ADDRESS

CITY STATE/PK)V.

ZIP/POSTAL CODE PHONE # ( )

ZOO AFFILIATION IF APPLICMLE

AREA OF INTEREST

VEGETARIMf YES NO
Specify; lacto^ ovo, vegan, macrobiotic, kosher

PARTICIPATING IN ZOOLYMPICS YES NO ___

mUj BE SUBMITTING A PAPER YES NO ___
($20.00 will be refunded on acceptance of paper)

BRINGING AN AUCTION IIEM; describe briefly

AI® YOU INTERESTED IN A CONFERENCE T-SHIRT: YES___ NO^ S M L XL

A.A.Z.K. MEffiERSHIP STATUS AND FEES

»«ER OR SPOUSE

NON-B®MBER

LATE FEE

TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED

ONE DAY RAIES FOR INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCE EVENTS ARE AWJimiE. CONTACT

PETER ELLIOTT FDR DETAILS.

$55.00 each (U.S.)

$70.00 each (U.S.)

$10.00 (after Aug. 15)

$

ARRI^^L BY (car, plane, etc.) (let us know if you need
pick-rp assistance,* forward us your arrival date, time and place)

.



POST CONFERENCE TOUR

CHURCHILL - LAND OF THE POLAR BEAR

Registration Form

Please fill out the form and return it with a $50.00 (U.S.) deposit

to:

Assiniboine Park ZooKeepers Association

2799 Roblin Blvd.

Winnipeg, Manitoba

CANADA R3R OB 8

Attn. Bob Debets; Churchill Tour

N.B. the tour is limited to 50 persons and registration will be

accepted on a first come, first serve basis. Cost of the trip is

$330.00 (U.S.). Money order or bank draft is preferred.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE/PPDV.

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

DEPOSIT INCLUDED ($50.00 U.S.)

DEPOSIT IS NON-REFUNDABLE .

For more information contact Bob Debets at the above address or

I



HOTEL RESERVATION REQUEST

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOOKEEPERS NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sept. 28 - Oct. 2

Please check desired room type and rate - if room type is not
available at rate requested, reservation will be made at nearest
available rate. Rooms are held until 4:00 p.m. of arrival date.

Credit card guarantee or deposit is advisable.
All prices quoted are in Canadian funds. There is a 6% sales tax.

Room Type (please check)

;

Single queen room - $65.00 single, $75.00 double. Room
has one queen size bed; smaller in sq. footage (280 sq.ft)

and room type does not have a balcony.

King room - $75.00 single, $85.00 double. Room has one
king-size bed - total square footage is 504 ft. Room
features a conversation area and balcony.

Queen/Queen room - $75.00 single, $85.00 double, triple
or quad. Room has two queen-size beds. Total square foot-
age is 504 ft. Room features a conversation area and
balcony.

Please check:

1. Guaranteed reservation (arrival after 4:00 p.m.)

Requires: Credit Card name

Credit Card number

Expiry date

or Deposit (One night's stay)

2. 4:00 p.m. arrival or prior

If no arrival time is indicated, rooms will be held only until 4 pm.

Name Sharing with

Address City

Prov/State Postal Code/Zip

Arrival Date Departure Date ________ Hour am/pm.

Send this complete form to: Sheraton Winnipeg,
161 Donald Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3C 1M3
Attn. Reservations.





CONFERENCE '86 PHOTO CONTEST

We are pleased to announce the PHOTO CONTEST for Conference '86. It

will be judged by renowned Canadian wildlife photographer, Robert

Taylor, who will also be presenting a Photography Workshop during the

Conference. Criteria for the contest are as follows:

” 2 areas of judging; slides and prints

” you may enter a limit of 2 pictures in each category (i.e. maximum

of 4 pictures)

“ pictures in the print category must be 8" x 10" since we wish to

display all prints at the Conference, and -the maximum of 2 prints

per entry is not too cost prohibitive to entrants

- the slides will also be displayed at the Cbnference

- the contest is open to all Conference delegates

- there will be prizes awarded and all entries will be returned

- all entries must pertain to wildlife, but not necessarily Zoo.

- all entries may be turned in as you register at the Conference on

Septerrber 28th.

When you mail in your Conference Registration Form and Conference Fee

could you please indicate on the back of the foinn the following inform-

ation: Participating in Photo Contest No. of prints

No. of slides

This will help us make arrangements for display purposes.

art

to be continued
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LEARNING AT THE ZOO

Part 2

By
Seyidman^ Kee.peA

PhoeiUx Zoo, Phoe/Ux, AZ

PHILOSOPHY OF EXHIBITS

Ecology and conservation movements have primed people, at least superfic-
ially, to give up some of their prejudices and zoos have adopted much of
the rhetoric in their public pronouncements. We know that creating truly
naturalistic exhibits and educating the public is the only justification
for keeping wild animals confined, and we give a great deal of lip-service
to these goals. But how often do we work hard to really simulate an au-
thentic habitat rather than just produce an exhibit with some plants and

animals in it? Often the naturalistic setting is all veneer, just enough
to please a slightly more enlightened, but still essentially uncritical
public that does not know what a natural exhibit would look like. Plants
and other landscape items are often wildly inappropriate to the habitat
of the animal displayed, prettiness often substituting for authenticity.
Animals displayed together often do not naturally associate. We know the
public, in their ignorance, seeing a large area and pretty plants, will
call it a good exhibit. Yes, the public does not know or even care about
authenticity. But that is precisely why we should be showing it to them.
If the public is ignorant, satisfying them merely keeps them in the dark.
Are we here to maintain the traditional ignorance of and disrespect towards
animals? To make a buck by cashing in on a thrill-seeking public? Shouldn’t
we be working to increase their understanding?

How can we expect people to support conservation of habitats when they see
animals presented as if habitats did not matter? Seeing is believing,
whether it is the truth or not. The public trusts that zoo people are ex-
perts who understand the needs of animals and display them accordingly. If

animals are presented in a manner that encourages wrong attitudes or mis-
understanding through a demeaning, an inappropriate or a boring, lifeless
exhibit, aren't we forfeiting our commitment to the cause of conservation
and actually miseducatlng? If we, the experts, do not care enough to show
the animal in its best light, why should the viewer take it seriously?

Anything Inappropriate to a correct understanding of the animal actually
deceives the viewer, whether he is aware of it or not, gives him the wrong
impression of the animal. If we do not provide the correct background, the

viewer has no handle by which to grasp the meaning of the animal, its con-
nection to the place in which it evolved. The truth is that all animals
are adapted to a specific habitat, related to very specific other animals,
plants, topography, etc. Putting animals together that do not naturally
associate gives the impression that all animals can live together. And

no amount of good graphics can alter the evidence of the senses. Every
animal must be seen as absolutely unique and irreplaceable, designed for

a specific role in a specific habitat. If we make it seem that animals and

habitats are interchangeable, why should anybody care if some become extinct?

The bottom linej a wrong exhibit promotes misunderstanding which negates
the cause of conservation!

But it often seems that zoos present ’’naturalistic" exhibits not because
they are committed to the cause of conservation, but because it is fashion-
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able these days and will bring more people through the gates. So we go
only far enough to please the people in their ignorance instead of striv-
ing to overcome it.

Exhibits must be designed as a combination of art and psychology, drawing
the viewer in and making him care about the animals without humanizing
them; stimulating genuine interest and respect. To change attitudes re-
quires more than just large outdoor exhibits with plants; it requires a

commitment to making every exhibit as authentic-looking as possible,
physically and psychologically, to encourage natural behavior. And making
use of subliminal learning throughout the zoo to produce respectful associa-
tions about animals.

Ideally we should be creating only habitats at zoos, not exhibits for just
one kind of animal. An animal alone is a great distortion of its natural
life, an abstraction unrelated to that which molded it; whereas we want
to instill the idea of connections between animals and the places in which
they evolved. Wherever possible, plants that simulate the correct back-
ground of an animal must be used. (There, I finally made it to the origin-
al point of this paper!). Predators and other difficult or non-social ani-
mals can be exhibited in adjacent enclosures with plants and rocks to ob-
scure the artificial barriers. And to foster the discovery of a wild animal,
the visitor must be immersed in the habitat as well and not distracted by
the presence of other exhibits, people, trains or artificial structures.
So it feels like the viewer is in the animal’s world and cannot ignore that

fact. This is extremely important. If we want to excite people it should
be by trying to reproduce the thrill of seeing an animal in the wild, on

its home ground, instead of reinforcing the false sense of superiority
people are prone to feel when the animal is too obviously a captive of our

space.

Since animals may be harder to locate in a truly natural exhibit and since,

in any case, appreciation of habitats take time, we must design our exhibits
so that people will linger at them, even if only to socialize. Either
through unconscious intention or design, zoos have traditionally hurried

i

people from exhibit to exhibit, to move people through the zoo in a smooth

flow, preventing bottlenecks, allowing everybody their quick thrill and then

be gone. Given the sheer numbers coming, expecially on weekends, this is

a problem. But we must find ways of redesigning exhibits with recesses and

, alternate viewing areas, out of sight of each other, so people do not feel

I

rushed and so will linger long enough (at least on weekdays) to get the mes-

: sage we intend. Perhaps several small viewing areas away from the main one,

which can accomodate small groups, to whom it will feel that they alone are

in the habitat. To encourage people to linger at exhibits (rather than snack

I
bars) we need to provide more incentives to stay at them: deep shade, water,

i
comfortable seating and interesting-looking graphics. But most of all,

i stimulating exhibits that are beautiful to look at even without an animal

in plain sight. If there are not distractions from the noise of crowds, if

the setting is peaceful and the people relaxed enough, perhaps they will

even read some of the graphics. At least they will return home with better

associations about animals. This is education that could also be enjoyable,

I if not entertaining in the old sense, and that would do more for the cause

of conservation than all the lists of endangered species.

1 Exhibits for an animal should be designed with the experts (on that animal

I

and/or habitat) in mind. If the experts are satisfied that it correctly

I

simulates the habitat of the animal displayed, several consequences follow:

I it will be best for the animal physically and psychologically, producing

more natural behavior; and it will be aesthetically pleasing as well as

truly educational to the viewer.
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Exhibits are artificial constructions and for the animals a scrupulously
authentic habitat reconstruction is probably not essential. But if the
public sees that we, the animal experts, are seriously trying to create
an authentic habitat, that there is a thought-out plan to what they are
viewing (which could be explained in the graphics)

,
perhaps the public

too will begin to take animals more seriously.

PHILOSOPHY OF GRAPHICS

Graphics are important only once a certain level of Interest has been
aroused by the exhibit. Only if people are relaxed, unhurried and impres-
sed by the exhibit will graphics be read; other wise they will be Ignored.
Their purpose, I believe, is not really to offer discreet bits of infor-
mation, but to foster appreciation and wonder at the adaptations that fit
animals to the habitats in which they evolved. Specific life history facts
such as body size, diet, mating and anti-predator strategies and social
organization should not be presented as a list of separate and unrelated
attribites. Instead the graphics should try to portray the general eco-
logical relationships within the habitat that connect these facts.

No matter how good the graphics are, however, they are useless unless the
viewer is seeing the animal presented properly. There is little point in
discussing the habitat of the animal if it is thousands of miles away; the
graphics must refer to what the viewer sees around him in order to have
any impact. If we simulate the correct background of an animal, the
graphics can then explain the interaction that formed the animals* appear-
ance and behavior. And people will actually see it in front of them. What
can the graphics interpret about habitats if the plants and animals actually
seen do not really belong together? On a wider scale, graphics should be
used to compare the animal or habitat being viewed with others in the zoo,

in line with a theme that connects all animals and stresses Interactions,
We need to break the hypnotizing effect of moving in a line from one ex-
hibit to the next, the way we watch show after show on TV; graphics that
connect the exhibit being viewed with those previously seen and those to

come may be one way of solving this problem. We also need to work on mak-
ing the actual presentation of graphics more stimulating and inviting,
perhaps get away from the flat panel that forces people to compete for the

one or two good reading spots — possibly more circular kiosks that can be
walked around would serve well.

ENTERTAINMENT OR ENLIGHTENMENT?

It is often said that zoos must give people what they expect, i.e. must
cater to their desire to be entertained by animals, in order to make enough
money to stay in business; that if we are too serious, concentrate too

much on creating naturalistic exhibits (and, for example, making the animals
less easy to see) that people will stop coming. The assumption is that

people won’t come if we do not provide the traditional atmosphere of human

superiority. I do not believe this is true. As long as animals are being
displayed, people will surely come to see them. They may come for the wrong

reasons but it is up to us whether we indulge their prejudices or set a more

serious tone. Learning the truth about animals can be enjoyable if it*s

done correctly, not by battering people with hard facts but by reaching

them directly through their senses, showing them how precisely animals fit

and how beautiful they look in their natural environments. The public can

learn a different way of relating to animals. If they have to work a

little harder, spending more time looking for the animals, that may scare

off a few, but those who stay will have a richer experience. Many people
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will become even more interested once they catch on to what we are trying
to do. And word will spread. In any case, it is not sheer numbers that
measure a zoo’s educational success, not everybody must be enlightened
for a change in attitude to have its effects. The zoo-going public has
become lazy and spoiled regarding animals, expecting them to perform on
request, and this is partly our fault. Teaching the truth may involve
breaking old habits, in the process of weaning people from thrill-seeking
and ignorance but, trusting zoos as people do, they will come around. A
good example is the response to the prohibition against feeding of animals
at the zoo. There is disappointment about this but how many people have
stopped coming because of it? Instead, it is a good first step toward the
teaching of respect and non-interference.

Should zoos think of themselves as big businesses that must constantly be
growing, expanding, progressing in the sense of adding more and more ani-
mals and exhibits, bringing in more and more people and making more and
more money to continue the cycle? I think that this is a mistake. Aren’t
these the very values that are causing the extinctions of animals? In our
insaitable hunger for more and more of everything, our commercial culture
is eating up the world. In mirroring these wider cultural values aren’t
we just another force contributing to that end? Of course we need to be
somewhat money-conscious but it must never override the educational func-
tion and become an end in itself, as progress and profit often tend to do.

If zoos are really serious about conservation, they must be a counter-
cultural force, working in their own way to instill more humane values
than profit and loss. If habitats are to be saved, unlimited growth and
the values behind it must be curtailed. Just as in the wider culture,
quality gets lost in the shuffle of the increasing numbers of things,
subtle aesthetic and psychological qualities especially, so it is in zoos.
The more there is to look at, the less is actually seen. The bigger the

zoo, the larger the crowds of people pushing each other from exhibit to

exhibit, and spending less time at each one. Teaching the conservation
ethic does not require many exhibits but a few designed as carefully as

possible to get the right message across. From a purely educational stand-
point, the ideal zoo would consist of half a dozen very large exhibits,
each one a simulated habitat, widely separated from each other, with many
semi-private viewing spots as well as public ones, with viewers totally
immersed in the same landscaping as the exhibit, but also provided with
comforts and incentives to remain awhile, to socialize in a quiet, relaxed
setting, the best atmosphere in which to learn the truth about and respect
for animals.

At least in the Western world, no other force molds attitudes towards
animals more than zoos; if we are serious about conservation, must we
not take this responsibility to heart? Television no doubt reaches more
people but, at best, can only teach facts. TV does not engage all the

senses, gives no feeling of immediacy, of the physical presence of an
animal. Outside of the wild, only a zoo can provide this. For this
reason, no other function of zoos is more important than education through
exhibits. I have tried to show that much of the entertainment zoos have
traditionally provided is not only incompatible with education but actually
undercuts it by maintaining those very attitudes leading to habitat des-
truction and animal extinctions. We must override this contradiction and

present only one clear, unmistakable message — respect for animals and
habitat

.

And yet, submitting to commercial, competitive pressures from outside, all

tending toward the destruction of the diverse non-human world, most zoos
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are now serving the wrong cause. Despite much lip-service to education,
zoos seem to be stuck in their role as a big business, leisure-time escape,
part of the same forces leading to the extinction of animals. Can we find
the courage to break out of this mold and perform the only role that can
really justify our existence, that of educator?

SUMMARY

1. Individual animals are endangered because of habitat destruction.

2. If animals are to be saved, their habitats must be preserved.

3. Habitats will be saved only if enough people want to save them.

4. Zoo exhibits are one way of showing people why habitats must be saved,
by having people see with their own eyes that every animal lives in a

particular habitat shared with particular other animals and plants, and
can only live in that habitat.

5. Zoos in the past have made entertainment more important than such educa-

tion, reinforcing most people's destructive attitudes towards animals
and habitats.

6. Consciously or not, people learn from what they see at a zoo. Zoos

therefore have an obligation to present animals in as nearly authentic
settings as possible, to exhibit animals with dignity and respect, in

the hope of communicating these attitudes to the general population.

[Editofi' ^ Uoto.: The. author welcomed) to thJj> two-poAt oAttcZe..

You may wnJjte, to Hike. SeJ.dman at 6236 S. 10th St., Phoe.ntx, AZ S40S0.)

ANIMAL TRANSFER PROCEDURES

By
Bttt Ch^AAtte., Se.viion. Ke.e.peA

Jndianapolts Zoo

JncUanapolts

,

IW

During the past year, we have been involved in several animal transactions,
both shipping and receiving. On several occasions we have received an
animal when less than adequate procedures were followed by the shipping
institutions. Some examples are: the shipper not knowing or seemingly not
caring where an animal is when it did not arrive when scheduled. WE found
out that the animal never left the airport after WE called the airport
where the flight originated. At least we were prepared for that shipment.
Some zoos ship at their convenience and only call (if they call) after the
animal is already at the airport, to tell us they are sending it.

On most shipments we have received little, if any, paperwork detailing the
animal's diet, behavior etc. All legalities have been taken care of, but
little thought has been given about other equally important matters. That
means a call to the shippers to ask about the individual animal.
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ANIMAL TRANSFER PROCEDURES , Continued

What follows is the procedure we use whenever we are preparing to send

an animal anywhere.

1. At time of contact with receiving zoo ask:

a. Preferred airlines
b. Preferred day and time of day

c. Preferred crate

2. Attend to paperwork
a. USDA form ANH 18-20 where applicable

b. ISIS form where applicable
c. Permits where applicable
d. Health certificate
e. Breeding loan agreement or invoice as applicable

f. Animal Data Transfer Form

g. Copy of animal's Individual record

h. Copy of diet needed

3. Prepare crate as needed
a. Air kennel or wood

1. Air holes or covering for doors

2. Padding
3. Bedding
4. Perches

b. Shipping labels

4. Make shipping arrangements

5. Call receiving zoo to Inform of shipping details, including air

bill number

6. Take animal to airport

7. Call airport to make sure flight got off with animal as scheduled

We have always been able to make special arrangements with the airlines
to pick up the air kennels and prepare them prior to shipment and have
it added to the airbill.

Animal Data Transfer Forms are available from the AAZK and provide a

valuable service to the receiving institution.

We have a checklist that we go through for each animal sale /donation,
with the above criteria. When all is complete, the checklist is attach-
ed to the animal's removal slip for our records.

I would urge all institutions to implement such a procedure to ensure
minimal stress and added safety for the animals involved in any trans-
action.

(EcLl^oa'a Wo;£e.* AyUmal Data T/Lan.6i)eA foAm-6 o/l^ avculabte FREE couAto^y
0 ^ AAZK. To oAdoA FoAjnA, contacJ:: BoJinle. Feldman, Bu/ineT VoAk
loo, Box 146, LTvQApool, NV 13088. youA. TnA-tltution aj> not c.uJiA.e.ntty

LUtng tkd AVTFoAm, m muZd e^naouAage, you. to uAge. ttA usage tn all antmal
shipments .

)
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WILDLIFE PRESERVATION TRUST PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM

Purpose : To train individuals in the techniques of captive breeding of a

variety of endangered animal species so that they can advance the cause of

endangered species work and animal conservation in their respective countries.

Background : The Wildlife Preservation Trust is an international non-profit
organization dedicated to the support of captive breeding of endangered
species. It supports projects in captive breeding, field surveys, rescue
missions, research and education. The zoological facility for the Trust’s
work is located on the island of Jersey, Channel Islands, British Isles.

This facility is both a zoo and breeding/research facility for endanegred
species and has a collection of over 100 species of birds, mammals and

reptiles. The International Training Center is an educational facility for

training in captive breeding and endangered species work; it combines dormi-
tory, classroom and research facilities for students, staff and visiting
scientists

.

Program : The training program consists of 16, 10 or 6 weeks of intensive
work in all divisions of the zoo. Trainees work in close contact with zoo

staff in all phases of animal keeping and breeding. Each trainee spends

two weeks in each section and a final two weeks on an Independent project.
Daily duties are supplemented with weekly seminars on a variety of topics.

The program is flexible in terms of length and focus.

Eligibility : The program is designed for individuals with previous practical

experience with animals: zoo and animal center staff and postgraduates in

conservation-related fields.

Application : Applications may be obtained from the address below. Selec-

tion is made in July/August of each year. Applications should be submitted

by 1 June for training beginning the following year.

Dates : Starting date is by arrangement.

Location : Jersey, Channel Islands, British Isles.

Fees: Tuition is -fer 75 (approximately $113). Full room and board costs
are -fe’ 65 (approximately $98 per week) . Trainees are responsible for air

fare to and from Jersey, Channel Islands, as well as personal expenses.

For application and further information write or call:

Training Program
Wildlife Preservation Trust International

34th Street and Girard Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Telephone (215) 222-3636

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR 1987 POSITIONS IS 1 JUNE 1986. _
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Publications Available
ANIMAL EXTINCTIONS

November 1985 saw the publication of the proceedings of the Animal Extinc-
tions symposium held at the National Zoo in September 1982 (AKF , July *82,

p. 156, and Jan. *83, p. 5). The 160-page softcover entitled "Animal Ex-
tinctions: What Everyone Should Know", edited by R.J. Hoage, can be mail-
ordered for $9.95 plus $1.50 shipping and handling for the first copy and

50o S&H thereafter. Write to; Sm^luoyiixin In^tiXiition CiUtormA.

Se/LvXceA, P.0, Box 4866, Hampdm Station, BaZtimoao,, MP 21211.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES AVAILABLE — {^aom LtbaoJiij joH. Ioo6 and KqaoJudmh

Now available from the National Zoological Park Library is a bibliography
called GIRAFFES AND OKAPIS . It covers the following areas: classification,
history, anatomy, physiology, behavior, ecology, and captive management.
For free copies, please write to: Kenton, LtbocUuan, NIP Ltb^OAy, Nat-
tional loologtaal Paak, iJJcuktngton, V.C. 20008.

The Lincoln Park Zoo Library is offering a bibliography called ANIMAL
MIGRATION . For a free copy write to: Joyce. Skow, Ltb/ioAtan, Ltncoln PaAk
Zoo, 2200 NoAth Cannon Vatvc, Cklcago, IL 60614.

The National Zoological Park's Office of Education has produced an excel-
lent annotated bibliography of films for zoos, aquariums, and natural his-
tory museums. Entitled FILMS FOR THE FAMILY , it is directed to multi-age
groups, specifically the family. It is divided into the following topics:
birds, reptiles, mammals, marine animals, dinosaurs, ecology, general in-
terest, zoos, and animated films. A list of film distributors with addres-
ses and phone numbers is included. It is free for zoo and museum educa-
tors. For a copy write to: Tkc Oi{^tcc 0^ Education, National loologtcal
PaAk, WoJiktngton, VC 20008.

NEWSLETTERS AND NEW BOOKS ---{^Aom Biological Conj> 2Avatlon New6lctteA

Primate Conservation - the Newsletter and Journal of the lUCN/SSC Primate
Specialists Group is published twice a year by the WWF-U.S. Primate Pro-
gram. The January issue with 115 pages contained numerous articles per-
taining to primate conservation, announcements of field positions, edu-
cational materials and new publications, news from the field, and news
from captivity. Non-members of the Primate Specialists Group interested
in receiving the newsletter/journal may subscribe for $10 per year. For

further information xvrite: Bill Kon^tant, Vcpt. o{^ Anatomical Sclcncc6,
Health Sdcncci CenteA, State UnlveAstty o{i Wew VoAk, Stony BAook, NV

11794.

The first issue of Lion-Tales , the Lion-Tailed Macaque Newsletter, appear-
ed in the winter of 1984 and is published on a quarterly basis. The purpose

of the newsletter is to facilitate communication among those involved in

maintaining the lion-tailed macaque in captivity and conserving it in the

wild. For more information write; M6. Helena Pitch, EdltoA, Re^eoAch Vept.

,

San Vlego Zoological Society, P.O. Box 551, San Vlego, CA 92112.

zoo AND WILD ANIMAL MEDICINE

Edited by Murray E. Fowler, D.V.M. , Professor of Zoo Medicine and Wildlife

Diseases, School of Veterinary Medicine, University of California, Davis.

With the help of 86 expert authors - 30 of them new to this edition - Dr.

Fowler has completely revised this text. It is advertised as the only

complete "how to" resource on the subject and focuses on health problems

in amphibians, reptiles, birds and m-ammals. 1100 pages, 165 illustrations.

$85 each. Order //1013-7. Order from: W.B. SaundeAi, CBS Educational and

PAo^C66lonal Pubtuhlng, {UeJ>t iiJa^hlngton SquoAe, Philadelphia, PA 19105-9967

.



AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Pi rectors Regional Coordi nator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, Rt. 1, Box 270, Hilliard, FL
32046. (904) 225-9559 (work)
(904) 845-4279 (home)

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo, 5500
Phinney Ave. North, Seattle, WA 90603,
(206) 625-5402 (work) (206)745-8198 (home)

Regional Coordi nators

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA (617) 442-7646 (w)
for the states of ME,VT,NH,MA,RI ,CT

Peter Bucholz, Bronx Zoo, New York (212) 220-5100 (w)
for the state of NY

Gene Pfeffer, Philadelphia Zoo, PA (215) 243-1100 (w)
for the states of PA,NJ,MD,DE

Vacancy - for the states of VA,W.VA,D.C.
Lee Payne, Detroit Zoo, MI (313) 398-0903 (w)

for the state of MI

Lynne Villers, Indianapolis Zoo, IN (317)547-3577 (w)
for the states of IN,0H,KY

Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL (312) 294-4660 (w)
for the states of WI , IL ,M0,MN, lA

Pat Hook, Riverbanks Zoo, Columbia, SC (803) 779-8717 (w)

for the states of TN,NC,SC
Alan Sharpies, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA (404) 624-1235 (w)

for the states of FL ,AL ,GA,AR,MS,LA
John R. Turner, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO

for the states of C0,NM,TX
Steve Tiggs, Tulsa Zoological Park, Tulsa, OK

for the states of 0K,NE,KS,ND,SD
Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA (206) 625-5497 (w)

for the states of WA,0R,ID,MT,WY,AK
Art Goodrich, San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA

for the states of CA,NV,UT,AZ
Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Vitiello, Pres.) (808) 923-4772 (w)

for the Hawaiian Islands

Neville Howard Pike, Metro Toronto Zoo, Box 280, West Hill, Ontario Ml E 4R5
for the Province of Ontario, Canada

Bob Debets, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2235 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg R3P ORB
for the Province of Manitoba, Canada

Marcia Rasmussen, Calgary Zoo, P.O. Box 3036, Station B, Calgary
for the Province of Alberta, Canada

A Regional Coo^dlncuton, -l6 yinzdnd the. 6tateA l/A, W. PA, and Walking-
ton V,C. I|) gou cuie, tnteAeMtud tn volunt£.eAtng ion. tkU position on. tn
itndtng oat mon^e, about the. dotted oi an R.C. ion. tkiA oJiia, ptaoMz oaLl
Vtanz Kn.ug, Ea^tznn U.S, Rzgtonal Co-Vtnzcto^. You may caLt Vtanz collzat
at hoA home phonz {904} 845-4279 zvzntng^ aiteA 6 p.m.
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A PRELIMINARY ETHOGRAM FOR A
CAPTIVE HERD OF DAMARA ZEBRAS

[ Equu^ buAakelLl CLyvtlquoKum
)

By
Scott CoAtcK, ScYiton. Kccpcn.

Scdgoctck County Zoo

ifJtcktta, KS

Studying the behavior of animals is undeniably an important part of a

zookeeper’s day. The degree to which behavioral observations are carried
out depends, of course, on interest and, in many cases, on having the
time to devote to observing one’s animals. Even though many studies have
been published by professional ethologists working in the field, there is
a strong need for studies in captive situations. Studies that require a

minimal amount of time and training can still provide a wealth of infor-
mation for animal personnel.

Given below is a preliminary ethogram, or list of behaviors, for a cap-
tive herd of Damara zebras ( Equa^ buAchcltt a.nttquoA.um ] at the Sedgwick
County Zoo. The herd was composed of 1.2 adult zebras and one yearling
male. The zebras are housed in separate stalls in a barn at night, and
are exhibited in a water-moated yard with visual access to 1.1 African
lions, 1.2 Fringe-eared oryx, and 1.1 Dromedary camels. The exhibit and
surrounding moat is also inhabited by wild native waterfowl, mainly
Canada geese and mallard ducks. The behaviors were observed from Sept-
ember to December 1982. Observation periods were 15 minutes long and
took place at randomly selected times between 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Total observation time was seven hours.

1) attention stance - head erect, ears forward

2) feeding - head down grazing or drinking, alternating with attention
stance

3) jostling - ears back, nipping, lashing out with a hind leg

4) muzzling - rubbing muzzle on flank, neck, shoulder of another
individual

5) pacing - walking back and forth, ears forward, head bobbing up and

down, usually seen along back fence

6) loose herd - all animals move in same direction, almost nonchanlantly

7) fence guard - animal has backside to exhibit, looking over back fence

8) sentinel - animal has backside to fence looking over exhibit

9) gaping - (Flehmen) extends neck, opens mouth, bares teeth, tail out;

usually elicits response from another animal

10) yawning - stretches neck, opens mouth, bares teeth, tail down,

no response
11) rubbing - animal rubs on trees to scratch
12) rolling - animal rolls over on back in wallow (dry)

13) milling - animal (s) walks around in small area, sometimes elicits

response from other individuals

14) retreat - animal (s) gallops away from an area

15) passive threat stance (displacement) - seen during feeding, ears

back, no actual jostling, causes subordinate animal (s)

to move away.

This list of behaviors is in no way complete for this species. This list

merely comprises all the behaviors seen in one group over a three month
period

.
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A PRELIMINARY ETHOGRAM FOR A CAPTIVE HERD OF DAMARA ZEBRAS , CoyiUna2.d

Starting with the first observation period, each behavior observed from
any of the four animals in the group was recorded and described. At this
time it was given a descriptive term and number. In a more in-depth study
only the number would be used while the observer was taking notes.

Knowing the behaviors of the animals in our care benefits us when we are
introducing new animals to an exhibit or establishing groups. Also, by
comparing a list of behaviors seen in captivity to those observed by
scientists working in the field, the "wildness", the unique sense of the
exotic animals in our charge is re-instilled in us. Similarly, or perhaps
conversely, comparing the ethogram of a wild group of animals to a captive
group may illuminate those behaviors that are an artifact of the captive
situation. Knowing what is artificial is the first step towards altering
or alleviating that behavior.

Chapter
TOLEDO ZOO AAZK CHAPTER

Newly elected officers for the
Toledo Zoo Chapter are:

President Bruce Clark
Vice Pres Joanne Terry
Secretary Margie Black
Treasurer Michelle Grigore

We would like to remind prospec-
tive AAZK visitors to our zoo
that there are available keeper
accommodations. Past and future
Chapter activities include: a

forum on euthanasia, slide pre-
sentations on Africa, Costa
Rica and Birds of Prey; zoo

Olympics, participation in an
introductory scuba diving lesson,
and an in-depth study of polar
bears

.

— MaA,gk.e Black, SccJictoAy

BURNET PARK ZOO CHAPTER AAZK

Elected officers for the recent-
ly chartered Burnet Park Zoo
Chapter are:

President Nancy Oberliesen
Vice Pres Holly Reid
Secretary Mary Read
Treasurer Maria Matterson

ASSINIBOINE PARK ZOO AAZK CHAPTER

Newly elected officers for the
Chapter are:

President Bob Debets
Vice Pres Mark De Denus
Secretary Nancy King
Treasurer Janice Martin

Our Chapter is participating in

National Wildlife Week April 6-12.

We will have a display with the
theme "Wildlife in Jeopardy" set

up at a local shopping center and
we will be selling raffle tickets
on Wildlife Art. Proceeds will go

for the ’86 Conference.

News
COLUMBUS ZOO AAZK CHAPTER

In memory of Dr. Dian Fossey, the
Columbus Zoo Board of Trustees
elected to match all funds collect-
ed by the zoo’s Chapter of AAZK.

A check for over $1200 was pre-
sented to the Digit Fund on 16

March in Washington, D.C. by
Dianna Frisch, the Chapter’s
1st vice president.

—Ckanlmc JcndAy
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CHAPTER NEWS , ConUnu^d

TUCSON CHAPTER AAZK

The Tucson Chapter has completed
its first year of activity and

has had elections at their annual
meeting held 12 March. Officers
elected were;

President Kerry Hoffman
Vice Pres Jill Hickey
Secretary George Montgomery
Treasurer Ed Hansen
Off icer-at-Large. .. Vicky Norwood

Our Chapter was very busy this

year with the 1986 Calendar Pro-
ject. To fund this calendar, we
sold donated items at the local
swap meet for several months.
Other activities included a Halley's
Comet program at the Flandreau
Planetarium, behind-the-scenes
tours of Reid Park Zoo and the

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum (es-

pecially the new exhibits at each)

,

and a great holiday pot-luck gather-
ing.

We are proud of Kerry Hoffman for

his election to the National Board
of Directors of AAZK and are look-
ing forward to another great year
of AAZK membership.

—George MontgomeAi/

VIRGINIA ZOOLOGICAL PARK CHAPTER

Recently elected officers for the
Virginia Zoological Park Chapter
of AAZK are;

President Terry Walsh
Vice Pres John Brangan
Secretary Denise McKinney
Treasurer Betty Burcham

— Vd-viibd McKdum^

ZOO ATLANTA AAZK CHAPTER

The Atlanta Clean City Commission
has set up an account whereby re-
cycled aluminum will be credited
to the Zoo Atlanta AAZK Chapter.
Our first check was for approxi-
mately $20.00 and we expect to

continue receiving and benefit ting
from this arrangement.

Newly elected officers for the
Zoo Atlanta Chapter for 1986 are;

President .... .Ellen Bradfield
Vice Pres Randy Walsh
Secretary Robin Schweickert
Treasurer Gary Roesinger

— ElZen

[EdUXoK' 6 Note.: Ckapte/u cuie. /Lejmtnde,d that alt ttejn6 ion. "ChapteA. Ncm"
should be. 6ubmttte.d by the. 15tk oi e.ac.k month to: AKE, 635 Gage. Btvd,,
Topeka, KS 66606, A copy should at6o be 6ent to CJidpteA AHaZtu CooAcUna-
toA Lee Payne at the VetAott Zoo,}

>^11
,
'Wiv'-
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(announcing . . .

AAZK is pleased to announce
the availability of its new
publication ZOONOTIC DISEASES .

This 56-page booklet details
the most common zoonotic di-
seases, offers guidelines for
preventive control and covers
personal hygiene and disin-
fection procedures.

The booklet, a cooperative
effort produced by the AAZK
Keeper Education Committee,
is produced in a 8i" by 11"

format hole punched for in-

sertion in a standard three-
ring binder (not included).

Copies may be purchased by
completing the order form
below. Prices are: $2.00
for Professional AAZK Mem-
bers; $3.50 for other AAZK
membership categories and
$5.00 for non-members. This
prices includes postage and
handling. Order from: Zoo-
notic Diseases, c/o AAZK
National Headquarters, 635
Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.
Make checks payable to "AAZK".

ZOONOTIC DISEASES ORDER FORM

ZOONOTIC DISEASES^
including disinfection,

personnel hygiene and bibliography.

Please send copy/copies of the AAZK Zoonotic Diseases Handbook
to:

NAME
:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY: P AF AS INST NON-MEM

TOTAL AMOUNT INCLUDED: $

PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 weeks for delivery at Book Rate. IMPORTANT: THOSE ORDER-
ING OUTSIOE OF THE CONTINENTAL U.S. (including CANADA) should send an
additional $2.00 PER COPY for FIRST CLASS MAIL SERVICE.

SEND ORDER FORM AND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO "AAZK" TO:

ZOONOTIC VJSEASES
c/o AAZK National HcadquumtoJU

635 Gage Blvd,
Topeka, KS 66606



BIOLOGICAL VALUES II NOW AVAILABLE
AAZK is pleased t6 be able to offer
its members and other interested indi-
viduals in the zoo community the newly
published mammal reference booklet en-
titled BIOLOGICAL l/ALUES FOR SELECTEV
MAMMALS— J9S5 EVITIOM, This updated
and expanded edition is far more com-
prehensive than the original edition.
The 1985 Edition is a 112-page work
containing biological data on 441
species of mammals. Included in the
data are: common name, scientific name
(identified by genus and species and
arranged according to the 19 recogniz-
ed orders of mammals), geographic range,
normal adult size, normal adult weight,
estrus cycle, gestation period, number
of young, weaning, sexual maturity, life
expectancy, body temperature, pulse and
respiration rate, and names used for the
male, female and young of each species.
Three pages of the references for data
given are included, as is a nine-page
index of the selected mammals by common
name with cross-indexing where consider-
ed appropriate. A Table of Contents
offers the researcher quick access to

pertinent information.

This handy and informative publication was researched and compiled by a team
of seventeen zookeepers, docents, interns and zoo volunteers at the San Fran-
cisco Zoo, and separately identifies and incorporates certain pertinent em-
pirical data submitted by twenty zookeepers from twelve zoos throughout the
world. Formated for quick and easy reference, and charmingly illustrated,
this booklet will surely be an important and welcome addition to the library
of any zookeeper and/or member of our zoo community.

BIOLOGICAL l/ALUES FOR SELECTEV MAMMALS--I9S5 EVITION is being offered for
sale at the following prices; Professional Member ($4.00); Other AAZK Mem-
bership Categories ($5.50); Non-Members ($7.00). This prices includes
postage and handling. ORDERS OUTSIDE the U.S. need to add $2.00 per copy
for First Class mail service. To order, fill out the form below or send
necessary information to: B-lologTcaZ l/atu^^ Book, ojo AAZK hJoutionat Lidqti.,

635 Gage Blvd,, Topeka, KS 66606. Make check or money order (U.S. FUNDS ONLY)
payable to: "Biological Val ues/AAZK" . Domestic orders please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery at Book Rate.

BIOLOGICAL VALUES ORDER FORM

Please send copies, at $ each to: ( PLEASE PRINT )

Name

Address

City State/Privi nee Zip

Please check membership category: P( ) AF( ) AS( ) INST( ) NON-MEM ( )



Jn^tiXwtloyu> uol^klng to a.d\)QAtJj,(i mploymtvit oppoKtiiYuttQj> axd cuko^d to

6md p^AtlnzYVi data by the, 15th oi mch month to: OppontavUXy Knoafu/AKF
,

635 Gage Blvd.
,
Topeka, KS 66606. Please tnclude closing date^ io^ po^t-

ttovU) available. The/ie l6 no ehoAge ioa tka> ^en.vtee and phone-tn Lift-

ing ion. po-{ittioYii> {^hteh become available clo6e to deadline one accepted.

AMIMAL KEEPER/BIRV VEPT , .

.

Salary $13,314—each candidate must have gradu-
ated from an accredited high school and have one year of paid experience
in the care and handling of a variety of birds, excluding pets; or have
graduated from an accredited high school and have 6 months’ experience in

the care and handling of animals in a zoological institution; or a bachelor
degree from an accredited college or university in biology, zoology, ani-
mal science or veterinary technology. Eligibility for a driver’s license
is required. This is an entry level position under the direct supervision
of a Senior Keeper and/or Curator. All resumes to be sent to Fred Beall,
Curator of Birds, Baltimore Zoo, Druid Hill Park, Baltimore, MD 21217.
Deadline for acceptance of applications is 30 April 1986.

ELEPHANT HANVLER . .

.

one year’s experience working with
elephants required. Responsible for the husbandry of

both African and Asian elephants, assisting trainer in

shows, reproductive programs and educational programs.
Salary dependent on experience. Contact: Mika Nurmikko,
General Curator, Benson’s Animal Park, 27 Kimball Hill
Road, Hudson, NH 03051. Phone - 1-603-882-2481.

CURATOR . . .bachelor ’ s degree and previous zoo supervisory
experience preferred. Will oversee management of animal
collection and supervision of keeper staff. Send resume
and salary requirements by 15 April to Executive Director,
Utica Zoo, Steele Hill Road, Utica, NY 13501.
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BJRV KEEPER . . .requires a strong foundation in ornithological X
studies. Responsibilities include all aspects of avian hus- ^
bandry including maintenance, health and behavioral observa- ^
tions, and public contact. Excellent salary and fringe y
benefits. Submit resume to Personnel Department, Brookfield Zoo, 3300

Golf Road, Brookfield, IL 60513 (312) 485-0263.

s

NATURALIST GUIDE . . .at Northwest Trek Wildlife Park. Requires a Bachelor’s

degree in biology or related field, one year’s experience and demonstrated

ability in oral/written communication skills. Responsible for conduct-

ing tours, making oral presentations, writing articles and generating ed-

ucational materials. Salary $18,544/yr, plus benefits. For a position

description or application, contact Personnel Director, Metropolitan

Park District of Tacoma, 10 Idaho St., Tacoma, WA 98409 (206) 591-5300.

CURATOR Of fJSHES/CURATOR Of BIRVS/CURATOR OF REPTILES . . .these positions
require degree and experience in the acquisition and maintenance of a

large collection. Exhibit design and maintenance experience preferred.

Salary - high 20 ’s with excellent fringe benefits. Send for application

and more information to: Mr. Leon Johnson, City of Detroit Personnel Dept.,

314 City County Building, Detroit, MI 48226.

If You Have Moved And Haven't Let Us Know Your New Address

You Will Probably Miss One Or More Issues Of The FORUM .

PLEASE let us know your new address as soon as possible to

avoid delays and missed issues of AKF ! ! ! !

!
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AAZK MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name

Address

$25.00 Professional

$25.00 International
klZ mmboA^ 0ijut6^dd tkd
U.5. and Canada

$15.00 Library
iihnjoAy 6ub6cJiA,ptlon onZy

Check here if renewal [ ]

$20.00 Affiliate
Othdn. and voluntddn^

$15.00 Associate
Individuals not conndctdd
Lvtth an animal coAd ^acitity

$50.00 Contributing
OA^anizations and Jndividuais

Directory Information ; zoo_

Work Area Special Interests

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE),
payable to American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National
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Scoops
anj/^^Scut^butt

FROM THE NOMINATIONS AND ELECTION COMMITTEE - AubmtXtdd by Jan McCoy
NEC ChatAman

A new Nominations and Election Committee has been formed for the 1987
Board elections. Members of the Committee are:

Janet McCoy, Washington Park Zoo, Portland, OR
Stanley Held, Washington Park Zoo, Portland, OR

Denise Robinson, Philadelphia Zoo, Philadelphia, PA
Joan Stinson, Brookfield, Brookfield, IL

Mary Swanson, Fresno Zoo, Fresno, CA

The Committee is responsible for revising the by-laws pertaining to elec-
tions, developing a nominating form, and an election timetable. We are
looking at a time frame that will enable those elected to attend a Board
of Directors meeting at the AAZK Conference before they take office in

January. The Committee is open to suggestions from the membership on
Board Member qualifications, election procedures, nominating format, or
any other topic relating to AAZK Board of Directors elections. Please
send all suggestions to a Committee member or to the chairman, Janet
McCoy, Washington Park Zoo, 4001 SW Canyon Rd., Portland, OR 97221. The
Committee would like to have our revision work completed by June 1986.

SECOND CALL FOR PAPERS FOR PYGMY GOAT CONVENTION

The Indianapolis Zoo will be hosting the 1986 National Pygmy Goat Conven-
tion from 24-29 August 1986. Besides the two pygmy goat shows and work-
shops, paper sessions have been included. The following areas to be
covered include: artificial insemination, genetics, husbandry/veterinary
concerns, and marketing and promotion. Other topics are also encouraged.
Papers should be limited to 20 minutes in length. Persons interested
should submit an outline or abstract to: Debbie Olson, Indianapolis Zoo,

3120 E. 30th St., Indianapolis, IN 46218 (317) 547-3577.

TUCSON CHAPTER SEEKING PHOTOS FOR 1987 CALENDAR PROJECT

The Tucson AAZK Chapter is seeking zoo photographs for inclusion in their
1987 Calendar. Photo entries will be accepted from both members and non-
members. Photos should be black and white, 8" x 10", and photographed in
a "horizontal" format. There is no entry fee. Once submitted photos be-
come the property of the Tucson Chapter AAZK. Entrants should enclose a

short, personal biography and the title of the photo. The deadline for
acceptance of photos is 20 June 1986. All photos should be sent to:

lci>ltd Wood, d/o Pdtd PoAk Zoo, 900 S. Randolph Way, TucAon, kl SS1H,
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RC SEEKS ASSISTANCE FROM CHAPTERS — - John J. Unthan, RC

1 am trying to organize and develop a more efficient communication and
information dissemination system for AAZK members in the Northeast Region
(ME,VT,NH,MA,RI,CT) . It would be greatly appreciated if a representative
of each chapter would send me a list of their officers and members. I ask
also that members not belonging to a chapter contact me with information
regarding their affiliations and interests. Send information to: John J.

Linehan, Regional Coordinator AAZK, 18 Hemlock Dr., Canton, MA 02021.

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE FROM ATLANTA AAZK CHAPTER

The Zoo Atlanta AAZK Chapter is presently selling AAZK logo baseball caps
for $6.00. The Zoo Atlanta AAZK T-shirt is also on sale for $6.00. The
shirt is white and has a baby orangutan design on the front. Send all
inquiries and/or checks to: Atlanta AAZK, Zoo Atlanta, 800 Cherokee Ave.

,

S.E. , Atlanta, GA 30315.

CIRCUS-AFFILIATED AAZK MEMBER OFFERS INVITATION

Wade Burck, an AAZK member who trains and performs with tigers for the
Ringling Brothers-Barnum & Bailey Circus, has issued an invitation to

any interested AAZK members to visit him under the Big Top when the circus
is in their area. He would be pleased to share his knowledge about training
and maintaining animals in such a mobile setting. Wade has also trained
and worked with elephants. Listed below is the schedule through early July
1986 of where the circus will be performing. If you would be interested
in meeting with Wade, please get in touch with him in advance by writing
him c/o : RBBB Circus, Blue Unit, 3201 New Mexico Ave., Washington, D.C.

20016. If you are interested in seeing the show, let Wade know at least
two days in advance and he can secure complimentary tickets for you. The
schedule is as follows: 3-15 June, Philadelphia; 19-22 June, Oklahoma City;
24-29 June, Tucson; and 1-13 July, Phoenix.

CORRECTION CORRECTION CORRECTION

An article entitled "The Renovation of a Third World Zoo: Jardin Zoologico
Metropolitano, Honduras" appeared on pages 55-58 in the February 1986

edition of AKF . Due to editing errors on the part of the AKF staff,
several inaccuracies appeared in the article. Due to a metric conversion
error, it was printed that approximately 32,400 acres of broadleaf forest
for cleared annually. The correct figure should have been 200,000 acres.
The area of the zoo mentioned is 67 acres not 9.23 acres as printed. The
editorial staff particularly regrets these conversion errors as it tends

to minimize the true scope of habitat destruction occurring in Honduras.
Additionally, on page 55, the sentence reading "as wildlife is destroyed...
should read "as wildlife habitat is destroyed...". On page 56, the sen-

tence reading "is not heated through the seasonal fluctations . .

.

" should

correctly read "not heated though the seasonal temperature fluctuates a

great deal...". The staff extends its apologies to author Michael Kreger,

Peace Corps biologist, and sincerely hopes this correction will clear up

any misconceptions in the original article.
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Births|^Hatchings

Dear Members,

Starting with this issue of AKF , the Births & Hatchings column will be
presented in a new format. Last year the AKF editorial staff surveyed
select professional members for their input regarding the past format,
both pros and cons. It was felt that the space would be better utilized
if only significant births and hatchings were printed in the column.
"Significant** does not mean the event only involves a rare or endangered
species. **Signif leant** refers to a variety of situations, i.e. 1st time
in your zoo’s collection, 1st time in a new or remodeled facility, 1st
time for an individual animal, 1st viable offspring due to a management
change, notable number of births/hatchings by one dam or sire, etc. In
other words, "significant** is in the "eye of the beholder".

It is hoped this format change will provide more information to the mem-
bership about the animals we work with, the zoos where we work and also
more interesting reading in general.

Due to this change, we are requesting that all those submitting births and
hatchings information please indicate how or why the birth/hatching is

"significant**. A brief paragraph about the event in narritive form is

what we are looking for. We will no longer be printing just lists of

births and hatchings.

We would like to thank all those who have supported this column by provid-
ing us with births and hatching Information for publication. We hope you
will continue to support the column through this format change and encourage
every member to have their zoo*s animals included in this column. This is

one way you can be involved in AAZK.

We would appreciate further comments and suggestions concerning the B&H
column as we continue to strive to provide a better service to our mem-
bership .

Sincerely

,

KLulq, ExeeuXeue EdJjton. AKF

It*s a boy. On 12 February 1986, our first male Bornean orangutan was born
at the Topeka Zoological Park. This was only the second viable orangutan
birth at the zoo - the first, a female, was born on 23 November 1985. The
baby, "Joseph", was the first birth for **Sabtu*', an 18-year-old female on

loan from the Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago. Unfortunately, *'Sabtu**, showed
no maternal interest in *’Joseph'* and re-introduction attempts to another
lactating female ("Rusty", mother of female infant **Rudy**) were unsuccess-
ful. '*Joseph** is being hand-raised by volunteers and zoo staff with
**Rudy** (now 5^^ months old). Both infants have the same sire, Jonathan, a

15-year-old male on loan from the Los Angeles Zoo. This is the first time

the Topeka Zoological Park has utilized volunteers to hand-raise animals.

Also at Topeka, a 1.0 Matchie's tree kangaroo was seen out of the pouch
for the first time last month. This joey represents the first time tree

kangaroos have successfully reproduced in our collection. The joey is

being cared for by his mother (her first offspring). The parents, "Twiggy**

and '*Boohbear" are on loan from the Front Royal Conservation and Research
Center and have only been in Topeka for two years.
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The past three months have yielded notification of two Black rhino births.
Debi Reed of the San Antonio Zoo reports a female was born at their zoo and
Lori Bruckheim of Miami Metrozoo reports the birth of a male black rhino in
March. Congratulations to these zoos and their keepers on these significant
births

.

Other significant births reported included 0.1 African elephant at Zoo
Atlanta (reported by Ellen Bradfield) and 0.0.4 Yellow spotted sideneck
turtles at the Woodland Park Zoo (reported by Harmoney Frazier-Taylor as
the 1st time in their collection. They are doing great.).

Jeanne Maynard, co-founder of the Exotic Feline Breeding Compound in Rosa-
mond, CA reports the birth of 1.0 Northern Chinese leopard ( FantheAq VaAduU>

Japon<iyU)AJ> ) . Born on 4 March 1986, and named **Chen-chi*' , his parents are
"Lotus" and "Cheung-chi" . This was first birth for "Lotus", and in rush-
ing the labor process, she bit off "Chen-chl's" right front leg. He is
being hand-raised and has tripled his birth weight in three weeks. The
missing of "Chen-chi's" right front leg will not impair his ability to

breed, and his planned future mate, "SuLin" is also missing her right front
leg. This should be a perfectly matched pair!

February and March brought the birth of two more male Hoffman's sloth to

the colony at the Burnet Park Zoo in Liverpool, NY. AAZK Chapter secretary
Mary Read reports that the first weighed 299.2 grams and was thought to be
premature although he is doing well and gaining weight. The second baby
was a hefty 568.5 grams at birth. Now each of the five adult female sloths
at Burnet Park have babies. Mary also reports that 0.0.1 Fennec fox was
born on 5 March 1986 and that on 8 April 1986, 0.0.1 Vervet monkey was
born to their new colony of 2.5 vervets which arrived on 25 February 1986.

{Hop(i{iLLtty
,

the. abovd /lepo/tti Mitt gXve. tho^e. 6ubm-ltting BiH In^o/imcition

an -idm oi tkd ^onmat m oah Piylng to achtovd. We look {^omoAd to kmA-
tng about tkd ’’^tgnt^tcant'’ btntki> and katcktng.6 at youA tnltttutton, Edi,,]
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Coming Events

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR SOCIETY

June 8-13, 1986 Tucson, AZ

For more information contact: Astrid Kodric-Brown, Dept, of Ecology and

Evolutionary Biology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAMMOLOGISTS

June 15-19, 1986 Madison, WI

For more information contact: ASM Meeting, Wisconsin Center, 702 Langdon
St., Madison, WI 53706.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ICHTHIOLOGISTS & HERPETOLOGISTS

June 15-21, 1986 Victoria, BC

For more information contact: Patric Gregory, University of Victoria,
Victoria, BC, Canada V8W 2Y2.

THE AAZPA/SSP SPECIES COORDINATOR/STUDBOOK KEEPER
WORKSHOP AND SOFTWARE SYMPOSIUM

June 22-27, 1986 Omaha, NE

Held at Creighton University and Henry Doorly Zoo. Contact Dr. Thomas J.

Foose, AAZPA Conservation Coordinator, Minnesota Zoological Garden, Apple
Valley, MN 5512A (612) 432-9010.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HERPETOLOGISTS

June 28-July 3, 1986 Austin, TX

For more information contact: Dr. Claude Bramblett, University of Texas
at Austin, Austin, TX. Includes paper sessions, symposia, exhibits, etc.

"APPLYING BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH TO ZOO ANIMAL MANAGEMENT"

July 19-26, 1986 Seattle,, WA

A national workshop hosted by the Woodland Park Zoo. For more information
contact: Dr. Michael Huchins, Dept, of Psychology, Animal Behavior Program,
University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.

THE SEVENTH ELEPHANT MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

Sept. 25-27, 1986 Calgary, Alberta

Hosted by the Calgary Zoological Society. For more information contact:
Greg Tarry, Calgary Zoological Society, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B., Calgary,
Alberta, Canada T2M 4R8.

"THE ZOO-UNIVERSITY CONNECTION: COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS
IN THE CONSERVATION OF ENDANGERED PRIMATES"

Oct. 15-17, 1986 Madison, WI

Co-sponsored by the Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center and the
Milwaukee County Zoo. Topics to be discussed include reproductive biology,
primate medicine, behavior, conservation, public awareness programs and
exhibit design. Enrollment limited. Deadline for registration is 1 Sept.
Contact: Anne Savage, Directors Office, Wisconsin Regional Primate Research
Center, University of Wisconsin, 1223 Capitol Ct., Madison, WI 53715-1299.



FROM THE PRESroENT

1986 STATE OF THE ASSOCIATION REPORT

By

Jmn HKomadka, AAZK Vh-dMlddYit

The American Association of Zoo Keepers was founded almost twenty years
ago in 1967 by a handful of San Diego Zoo keepers. Founder Dick Sweeney
recalls the organization was formed "...to promote and establish a means
to stimulate incentive and create greater interest in the zoo keeper pro-
fession, and to exchange ideas and ideals beneficial to the field of animal
care." On 5 December 1967, the first chapter was chartered in San Diego
with 29 keepers participating. After the founding members began encourag-
ing other zoos in the country to join AAZK through the mail, the associa-
tion had spread to fourty-four zoos in twenty-five states by 1968. Pre-
sently, we have nearly 2,000 members who represent keepers from 162 Ameri-
can zoos, 12 zoos in Canada and 23 other zoos in lA foreign countries.
The number of chapters has also grown to over sixty-two active chapters,
one found in almost all of the fifty states.

With the start of the new year, many changes took place within the Admin-
istration. First of all, the presidential term of Kevin Conway came to

a close with Jean Hromadka assuming the role in January 1986. Frank Kohn,
who already had served on the Board from the previous year, was elected
Vice-President, and Oliver Claffey, who also served on the Board in the
past, will continue to act as a member of that group until his term expires.
Two new board members who began their terms in January 1986 are Kerry Hoffman
from the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum and Sue Barnard from Zoo Atlanta. We
also have a new Administrative Secretary, Barbara Manspeaker, who replaced
Dolly Clark.

AAZK was established for many reasons. The goals of the Association cover
a broad range of principles. First of all we strive "to promote good re-
lationships among professional zoo keepers; to promote and establish a

means to stimulate incentive and create greater interest in the zoo keeping
profession; to promote a brotherhood with members of the profession through
projects that will strengthen the zoo keepers’ job knowledge; to support
and publicize our concern for all valid and deserving projects of conser-
vation and to do our part in educating the general public to the need for
worthwhile projects of preserving our natural resources and animal life."
All these goals are being met by the different projects and committees
with which this organization is presently involved. To this date there
are over thirty-five individual projects and committees which are respon-
sible for making AAZK the great Association that it is.

One of AAZK's primary goals is to open the channels of communication be-
tween keepers all over the world. There are many committees that help
us accomplish this task, but the single most important tool that unites
us all is our highly praised publication. Animal Keepers ’ Forum . Keepers
can exchange ideas, request information, express opinions, criticize or

encourage techniques, share an unfortunate incident or outstanding success,

or simply look for a job. Other publications recently completed and pro-
duced by the efforts of AAZK members are the Zoonotic Diseases handbook
which deals with common zoonotic diseases and offers guidelines for pre-
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ventive control and covers personal hygiene and disinfection procedures.
We also offer another publication. Biological Values II . This book con-
tains biological data on 441 species of mammals. Of course there is our
Zookeeping As A Career brochure. This publication has probably done more
than any single item to get AAZK’s name and purposes out to the general
public. Since we depend so heavily on memberships as our single most im-

portant source of revenue, we are planning different approaches to attract
new members. One tactic we hope to accomplish this year is to make the

publications mentioned available through Wildlife Publications operated by
Vernon Kisling. Hopefully by advertising our publications in this book
list we will reach newcomers into the profession who are still unaware of

our existence.

Since our organization reaches keeeprs throughout the world, an Interna-
tional Affairs Committee was established years ago. This committee is

not only responsible for increasing international memberships, but also
for maintaining contact with our sister Keeper associations in Australia,
Great Britain and Japan. The lAC also assists other countries in forming
their own zoo keeper organizations. Last year International Affairs Co-
ordinator Connie Cloak resigned. In order for this committee to operate
more effectively, the Board decided to split the lAC between two coordina-
tors. We now have Pam McDougall from Calgary to serve as lAC Coordinator
for the western section which includes the Pacific, Asian and Australian
areas. The eastern section or areas in Europe, Central/South America and
Africa are under the direction of Melba Shields from the National Zoo.

We are currently corresponding with Sally Walker, founder of the Zoo Out-
reach Organization. This group's primary goal is to help improve con-
ditions within Indian Zoos by encouraging their keeper staffs to become
better educated and more enthusiastic. Recently Ms. Walker approached
AAZK with a proposal which requested our help in making it possible for
Indian keepers to be able to enroll in the British Wild Animal Management
Correspondence Course. Through some private contacts which AAZK has made,
we may be able to make this proposal a reality. We are also considering
making two Indian zoo keepers recommended by Ms. Walker honorary AAZK
memebrs

.

AAZK offers several ways to enable us to travel to these foreign zoos as
well as zoos stateside. Through our Keeper Accommodations List (KAL)

,

organized by the Metro Toronto AAZK Chapter and presently coordinated by
board member Oliver Claffey, keepers can arrange housing with another
keeper as they travel to different locations to visit zoos in the area.
Not only are you given a place to stay, but usually a friend for life.
Also through our Membership Directory we are able to contact keepers with
similar interests and possibly arrange a personal meeting at their loca-
tion in the future. This project is still being handled by Pat Sammarco,
who is at this time in the process of making the updated edition of the
directory available to all AAZK members in the next couple of months.

AAZK chapters have been formed all over the United States and are respon-
sible for helping to increase the number of members in the Association.
There are many advantages to having an AAZK chapter in your area, but the
most important reason is that you are able to get a group of zoo keepers
together and communicate. Lee Payne from the Detroit Zoo is our Chapter
Affairs Coordinator. Lee is responsible for contacting each chapter and
assiting or advising them when a problem arises. Hopefully this year
some important changes will be made to help this committee run a bit more
smoothly. I have also requested that Lee encourage all chapters to es-
tablish a Chapter Liaison within their own chapters who would be respon-
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sible for updating their membership at monthly meetings about current news
from National and also to encourage all members to participate in National
proj ects

.

Both the Chapter Affairs Coordinator and the Regional Coordinators are
working closely together so that their projected goals can be more easily
met. Presently the Regional Coordinator system is being reorganized under
the co-chairs of Debbera Stecher and Diane Krug. They have recruited
keepers from the membership to fill RC positions throughout North America
and have set up guidelines and a list of responsibilities to which these
volunteers must adhere. Hopefully through their efforts they will boost
memberships, encourage the formation of chapters, suggest options that an
AAZK member or chapter may investigate to become more actively involved
with the Association, or simply prevent a member from losing interest thus
allowing the membership to lapse.

Probably our most active committee is the Keeper Education Committee. Pat
Sammarco is the coordinator, but there are many projects under the wing
of this committee which are being directed by a variety of project heads.
The AAZK/AAZPA Liaison has opened communication between these two neces-
sary organizations whereby coordinating our individual goals so that we
compliment each others efforts rather than duplicate them. Brandy Pound
has led the way for this committee which has opened the door for AAZK to

have access to the International Zoo Educators and the Zoo Librarians
Special Interest Group.

The Zoo/University List , compiled by Pat Sammarco, lists thirty-five in-

stitutions that offer classes or courses directly related to captive wild
animal care. This list is available to anyone who sends National a 39C
stamped, self-addressed, legal-sized envelope. The Library Resources
Proj ect chaired by Kaci Thompson was created so that keepers could become
better aware of how to utilize their libraries and locate rare, difficult-
to-find printed sources of information. The Manual Review project has been
renamed the Keeper Training Materials Identification Project and is chaired
by Beth Poff. This committee is currently working on gathering materials
(including manuals, video tapes and films) on keeper training. The Pro-
gram Library , under the direction of Anne Payne, is responsible for col-
lecting programs (scripts, slides, video tapes) and making them available
to chapters for a small rental fee. These programs were produced by
keepers who recently presented papers at animal-related conferences. The
Keeper Training Videotape Project coordinated by Wayne Buchanan offers
zoo-related videotapes that have been put together by a keeper or chapter.

He is now working on a videotape that will explain to interested keepers

how to make a videotape program. The Zoo Keeper Husbandry Fundamentals ,

co-edited by Pat Sammarco and other zoo keepers is attempting to create

a text that would present basic concepts, attitudes and techniques involv-

ed in the zoo keeper profession. Recently the title was changed to An

Approach to Zoo Keeping .

Our Staff Exchange committee, chaired by Elandra Aum, is progressing well.

We now have 54 institutions enrolled in this program which encourages

keeper exchanges between U.S. zoos. Of course, we try to keep our mem-

bers abreast of the many active committees linked with keeper education

through the Continuing Keeper Education Column which is printed in AKF .

We also hope to make available soon a Membership Services Brochure to

anyone interested. Beth Poff is preparing this brochure which would list

all of AAZK’s projects and committees along with a brief description of

their function and purposes. We will also mention some of the organiza-

tion's accessories as well. These would include items like our AAZK
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T-shirts, coffee mugs, baseball caps, pins and charms, stickers, license
plates, belt buckles, keeper care buttons and possibly a calendar.

The AAZK Research/Grants Committee was developed to encourage zoo keepers
in zoos and aquariums to conduct research on the animals in their care.
Frank Kohn and Kaci Thompson co-chair this committee and have recently
revamped the committees guidelines. The committee now offers two $500
grants per year instead of four $250 grants. Many valuable educational
aids have resulted through the efforts of this project. The booklet
Biological Values I and II are prime examples.

Other priceless educational tools that this organization has developed are
the Animal Data Transfer Form which is provided gratis to any interested
individual or institution through project head Bernie Feldman. This form
allows keepers to communicate specific animal care techniques and other
pertinent information to the institution where the animal is being shipped.
The Exhibit Design Form , under chairman Diane Forsyth, was also created
to present those who plan to revise an exhibit or construct a totally new
one, with an information base on what to take into consideration and what
mistakes not to repeat.

There are still a few projects which require every AAZK member’s input
before we are able to publish a quality information source. The Infant
Development Notebook , chaired by Steven Wing, needs information dealing
with mother-reared animals from all of us. Also the Diet Notebook project
handled by the South Florida Chapter, needs diet information for all
animal groups before this notebook can be turned in for its first printing.

We realize the importance of our roles as zoo keepers, but we also are
aware of the fact that just being an excellent keeper is not enough. Part
of our responsibility is to convey our concerns to the general public
before any major changes can be made. Through the Public Education Com-
mittee , managed by Jay Jasan and supported by other AAZK members, we hope
to make an impression on the public about the importance of today’s zoos
and who works in them. The purpose of this committee remains to explore,
define and promote the role of keepers in formal education programs for
the public.

Through our Awards Committee we can express our appreciation for fellow
zoo keepers that we admire. Once a year at the AAZK National Conference
those individuals selected as award recipients are presented with a cer-
tificate of appreciation and applause from their peers. Please be think-
ing about a fellow keeper who you feel deserves a pat on the back and
send their name to committee head, Rachel Rogers. Also, with next year
being an election year, I encourage any keeper who would like to serve
on the Board or who knows of an individual who would be an asset to the
Board of Directors, to contact chairwoman Jan McCoy. It is also impor-
tant to consider working on an AAZK National project before running for

a board position. That way you will be more familiar with the inner
mechanisms that operate the Association.

The years to come should continue to be prosperous for AAZZK. Hopefully
a complete history of AAZK will be compiled before the organization’s
20th anniversary under the direction of Art Goodrich, History Committee
head. We are looking forward to this year’s National AAZK Conference in

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. If you haven’t had the opportunity to attend
one of these conferences, please make it a point to do so in the near

future. The exchange of information, the new friendships formed, the

shot of enthusiasm that one receives after one of these events is well

worth the plane ticket. As long as every dedicated zoo keeper continues
to support and channel individual energy into the Association, I feel

certain that the status of the plant and animal collections found in today’s
zoos will only improve.



From The Awards Committee Chairperson

By Rachel Roge/u, ChalApe/uon
AAZK Amo/lcU Committee

The AAZK Awards Committee still has two openings for individuals interest-
ed in working on this committee. Those would like to participate in

the awards process are asked to write to: Rachel Roge/U, AAZK AiMAdU Com-
mittee, MeUozoo, 12400 SUU 152 St., Miami, fL 331 77.

The final two awards for which the Committee will be accepting nominations
are MERITORIOUS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD and CERTIFICATE OF MERIT FOR ZOOKEEPER
EDUCATION. The following is a description of the qualifications and nom-
ination procedures for these two awards.

Meritorious Achievement Award - This award is given to professional mem-
bers of AAZK or AAZK-af filiated chapters for outstanding achievement in

the zoo field and related activities. This award is to cover activities
outside of the scope of the Excellence in Zookeeping Award (see March '86

issue of AKF , page 72). Any keeper or AAZK chapter is eligible and more
than one award may be given each year.

Unlike the Excellence in Zookeeping Award , this award may be given on the
basis of isolated, noteworthy breeding success or other individual spectacu-
lar achievements. This would include such things as keeper participation
in AAZPA Bean Award projects, individual breeding projects carried on

outside the zoo proper, wildlife conservation efforts, zoo and wildlife
education programs, and many other related activities.

The guidelines for this award are broad and very general and cover almost
any activity associated with zoos and wildlife; however, the persons re-
ceiving such must be professional animal keepers or AAZK Chapters in keep-
ing with the goals of our organization which is quality animal care.

Qualifications :

1. The nominee must be a full-time animal keeper, employed in any North
American zoological institution or aquarium.

2. The nominee must be nominated by his or her peers. They need not
be from the same zoo or aquarium.

3. The nominee must have been employed at least one year on a permanent
basis at a zoo or aquarium, or in the case of an AAZK Chapter, must

have been on active status for at least one year.

Nomination Procedure ;

1. List name, position, institution, years of service in the field,

and the recommendation of peer or colleague.
2. List the outstanding achievements; Exhibits, Breeding, Education,

Conservation, etc.

Selection Procedure ;

The Awards Committee consisting of five keepers will independently review

each nominee.

Certificate of Merit for Zookeeper Education - This award is given to a

zoo or aquarium, individual or organization most actively promoting edu-

cational programs for zookeepers. Keeper training courses, staff seminars,

and reimbursements for formal education are obvious examples of such pro-

grams. If you feel that your zoo or aquarium, staff individual, or organ-
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Ization merits such an awards please submit a brief letter of nomination,
mentioning specific educational programs at your zoo.

Qualifications ;

1. Any North American institution (zoo or aquarium), individual, or
organization are eligible.

2. The keeper training program must have been in existence for at least
one year.

Nomination Procedure ;

This award will be given to the zoo or aquarium, staff individual, or

organization most actively promoting educational programs for zookeepers
such as; Keeper training courses, staff seminars, and reimbursement for

formal education, etc. If you feel that your institution, individual, or

organization merits such an award, please submit a letter of nomination,
mentioning specific education programs.

All AAZK members are asked to review the criteria for the various awards
and to submit nominees for the three separate categories to the Awards
Committee. Please take a good, objective look at the keepers with whom
you work everyday to see if there is one of your peers who deserves this

type of recognition.

,»*** DEADLINE FOR AWARD NOMINATIONS IS 1 JUNE 1986 *****

information Please
The Public Education Committee wants to produce a Zoo Question Booklet.
This pamphlet would deal with commonly asked questions and those perfect
answers for them. If anyone has any questions for which you need answers,
or answers to those commonly asked questions, please send them to; Ellen
Bradfield, Zoo Atlanta, 800 Cherokee Ave. S.E., Atlanta, GA 30315.

Zoo Atlanta is considering having a "Zookeeper For A Day" raffle. In
addition, we are considering selling pieces of bars from the cages marked
for dismantling under the guise of "Pieces of the Past". Any zoos that
have participated in either of these types of projects are urged to share
their opinions of the positive and negative aspects of either. Send ideas
to: Ellen Bradfield, Zoo Atlanta, 800 Cherokee Ave., S.E., Atlanta, GA
30315.

Any information on the successful captive husbandry/exhibitry of the
Eastern or Star-nosed mole and Big Brown Bats. Contact; Rick Passaro,
Zoological Curator, Peninsula Nature and Science Center, 52A J. Clyde
Morris Blvd., Newport News, VA 23601, telephone (804) 595-1900.
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Legislative News
By B2.cky Roge/u

AAZK LdgLslcLtlvQ, IajouU>ovl

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE: ENDANGERED SPECIES

Sixty species of plants and animals were added to the Endangered Species
List in 1985, and a record four were removed from the list due to suffic-
ient recovery as to no longer require protection.

Of the species added, 58 are found in the U.S. The U.S. List of Endanger-
ed and Threatened Species now totals 883, of which 390 species occur in

the U.S. and 493 inhabit only other countries.

Some of the new species listed are the Carolina and Virginia northern
flying squirrels, the Conasavga logperch, the interior least tern, and
Puerto Rico's beautiful goetzea plant.

Species delisted were the Brown Pelican, Palau fantail flycatcher, Palau
ground-dove, and the Palau owl. The American alligator was changed from
"Threatened" to "Threatened by Similarity of Appearance".

For a complete list of the sixty additional species listed on the Endan-
gered Species List write to: Becky Rogers, Topeka Zoological Park, 635
Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

REPORT ON CONTAMINATION ON NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES . . .USFWS

Of the nation's 431 wildlife refuges, ten have been identified as having
contaminant problems, and 74 have required an in-depth study because of

suspected or potential contaminant problems.

The survey is based on information from Refuge Managers, and Service Con-
taminant Specialists, representing the best available information on con-
taminants affecting refuges.

Most contaminants isolated come from agricultural, industrial, or munici-
pal activities beyond the range of the refuge, and are transported to the

refuge via either man-made or natural waterway systems.

Pesticides, asbestos, selenium, and mercury are examples of the contam-
inants found.

The USFWS will prepare plans outlining response strategies for each of

the contamint issues identified and establish priority follow-up actions.
USFWS plans to seek cooperation from the parties responsible for the con-

tamination in funding remedial actions.

Copies of the report are available by writing to the Director (RF), U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior, Room 2024, Washing-
ton, DC 20240, or calling (202) 343-4047.
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Qyality exotic animal diets

Fixed formulation
IMutritionaliy balanced
Economical

mmmmmmmrnmmm Frozen feline diets

f Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat, hearts,

livers, rib, shank, and knuckle bones

Zu/Pteetti Feline canned

Primate canned

Marmoset canned

Omnivore dry

Primate dry

SPECTRUM

Banana flavored primate, 15% protein

Banana flavored primate Pro-Plus, 25%
protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

When you need a complete line of high-quality dry,

canned, and frozen animal diets foryour feeding program,
call Animal Spectrum today.

In Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492.

Animal SPECTRUM Inc.

Box 6307 Lincoln, NE 68506-0307



THE MAKING OF RAT BAIT BOXES

AT THE AUDUBON ZOO

By
liZZl ThoApc, P^Umate. Keeper
Audubon Zoo, Mm OAZe.an.6, LA

With winter ending, those pesty, monstrous, disease-carrying rats are back
in full force and Audubon Zoo has declared war!

Thirty-three staff members from all sections of the zoo got together after
work with hammers, screwdrivers, and wire cutters in hand in order to con-
struct 150 rat bait boxes. A brief AAZK meeting was held followed by the
crowning of David Robinette and Dee Nelson as King and Queen E-RAT-icator
(David requisitioned and cut a majority of the materials ~ Dee assisted).
May their reign over their horrid subjects be prosperous.

Although the purpose of the occasion was serious, the chicken and beer
lightened the mood. For four hours pounding, "screwing" and laughter
were heard throughout the maintenance building. By the end of the evening

150 freshly painted boxes (and staff) were scattered around the parking lot.

The few hardy souls that had any energy left went Cajun dancing.

The boxes are easy to make and use. The materials needed ares

5/8 inch Plywood
2 inch hinges
1" X 2" weldwire

Hook and eyes
Nails

The measurements of the individual pieces ares

18 5/8" X 10 1/4"

18 5/8" X 9"

18 5/8" X 5 3/4"
QM

-j.

5 1/2" X 1"

5 holes X 5 holes

Tops
Bottoms
Front & Back

(2) sections & (2) end pieces
middle dividing piece
Weldwire

See diagram for basic design and construction.

Place rat bait in the wire net in the boxes. We use Van Waters & Rogers

All Weather Bait Blocks (distributed by Van Waters & Rogers, 2600 Campus

Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403). This bait is excellent to use because it is

species specific. It comes in different flavors - our rats like the cherry

bait. Then place boxes in the area of the rat’s favorite hangouts (along

walls, by burrows, etc.).

We have had good success with these bait boxes in our section. As we all

know, one can never get rid of all the rats, just control their popula-

tion .

Good luck - If there are any questions about the construction just write

to me c/o Audubon Zoo, P.O. Box 4327, New Orelans, LA 70179.
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Conference
WINNIPEG MANITOBA • CANADA

SECOND CALL FOR PAPERS

The enphasis or thieme for the papers for the 1986 A.A.Z.K. National
Conference is a focus on integrity in captivity; a look at quality or
condition of captive species. Whether we talk about elephants, pygiW
marmosets, cats, penguins, reptiles or mammals, a certain species
'quality' is understood. This quality is measured by various criteria
(physical and psychological) and is primarily, and justly so, measured
in accordance to a wild or natural standard.

The captive condition viewed through various topics such as exhibit
design, diet, group management, breeding and rearing techniques,
health, behaviour and others can be studied and discussed in the paper
sessions and help us understand the circumstances of captive wildlife.

Papers will be limited to 20 minutes followed by a 5 minute period
for discussion. An outline or abstract must be submitted by July 15/86.
Please send outline, name of presenter, zoo or organization affiliation,
presenter's position or title, title of paper and equipment needed to:

Papers Committee, Conference '86

Assiniboine Park Zoo
2799 Poblin Blvd,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANZ\DA

R3R OB

8

(onfereince:X jiAronicles BV ^\ARKDE DENU^,
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W papers ^
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^££.TMi^ PAPER DEAU WIW tuis ONE IS ONtNE ABSENCE OF
'THE STUDY OF BEMAViOURAU <A0R- MOTIVATION FOR AFFiLIATIVE

•pHoEociy Andm causal analysis CONTACT AS A Sl&N oF SOCIAL

OF BFUAYiOURAL morphou&y/ OEV/IANCE IN PRIMATES/
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1986 A.A.Z.K. NATIONAL INFERENCE ^GISTRATION EDRM

Sept. 28 - Oct. 2, 1986

Please type or print. (One name per form)

Return this form witii your fee to;

Peter Elliott
Registration GO”ordinator
2799 Roblin Blvd.
'Winnipeg^ Manitoba
CmmA R3R 0B8

Please make payrrent to; Assiniboine Park ZooKeepers Association
(Money order or bank draft preferred)

.

NOTE: the deadline for pre-registration is Aug. 15^ 1986.

1986 REGISTRATION

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE/PRDV. ________
ZIP/POSTAL CDDE _________ PHONE # ( )

ZOO AFFILIATION IF APPLICABLE

AREA OF INTEREST

VEGETARIAN YES
^

NO
Specify: lacto, ovo, vegan ^ macrobiotic^ kosher

PARTICIPATING IN ZOOLYMPICS YES
^

NO __
WILL BE SUBMITTING A PAPER YES NO __
($20.00 will be refunded on acceptance of paper)

BRINGING AN AUCTION ITEM; describe briefly

ARE YOU INTERESTED m A CONFERENCE T-SHIRT; YES^ NO___ S M L

A.A.Z.K. MEMBERSHIP STATUS AND FEES

MEMBER OR SPOIBE

NON-MEiyBER

LATE FEE

TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED

mE DAY RATES FOR INDIVIDUAL CDNFERENCE EVENTS ARE AVAILABLE. roNTACT

PETER ELLIOTT EDR DETAILS.

$55.00 each (U.S.)

$70.00 each (U.S.)

$10.00 (after Aug. 15)

$

ARRIVAL BY (car^ plane^ etc.) _____________ (let us know if you need
pick-up assistance; forward us your arrival date^ time and place)

.



POST CONFERENCE TOUR

CHURCHILL - imp OF THE POLAR BEAR

Registxation Form

Please fill out the form and return it with a $50.00 (U.S.) deposit

to;

Assiniboine Park ZooKeepers Association

2799 Roblin Blvd.

Winnipeg, Manitoba

CANADA R3R OB8

Attn. Bob DdDets; Churchill Tour

N.B. the tour is limited to 50 persons and registration will be

accepted on a first come, first serve basis. Cost of the trip is

$330.00 (U.S.). Money order or bank draft is preferred.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE/PRDV.

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

DEPOSIT INCLUDED ($50.00 U.S.)

DEPOSIT IS NON-REFUNDABLE .

For more information contact Bob Debets at the above address or



HOTEL EESERVATION REQUEST

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOOKEEPERS NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sept. 28 - Oct. 2

Please check desired room type and rate - if room type is not
available at rate requested, reservation will be made at nearest
available rate. Rooms are held until 4:00 p.m. of arrival date.
Credit card guarantee or deposit is advisable.
All prices quoted are in Canadian funds. There is a 6% sales tax.

Room Type (please check)

:

_______ Single queen room - $65.00 single, $75.00 double. Room
has one queen size bed; smaller in sq. footage (280 sq.ft)

and room type does not have a balcony.

King room - $75.00 single, $85.00 double. Room has one
king-size bed - total square footage is 504 ft. Room
features a conversation area and balcony.

Queen/Queen room - $75.00 single, $85.00 double, triple
or quad. Room has two queen-size beds. Total square foot-
age is 504 ft. Room features a conversation area and
balcony

.

Please check;

1. Guaranteed reservation (arrival after 4:00 p.m.)

Requires: Credit Card name

Credit Card number

Ej^iry date

or Deposit (One night's stay)

2. ______ 4:00 p.m. arrival or prior

If no arrival time is indicated, rooms will be held only until 4 pm.

Name Sharing with

Address City

Prov/State Postal Gode/Zip

Arrival Date Departure Date Hour aiVpm.

Send this complete form to; Sheraton Winnipeg,
161 Donald Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3C 1M3
Attn. Reservations.





Delegates who send in Hotel Reservations and Conference Registration
Fees prior to August 1, 1986 will be entered into our "EARLY BIRD"
draw for oomplimentary room accomodation for your stay during the
Conference (maximum 6 nights) . Remember ; send your hotel reservations
directly to the Sheraton Winnipeg, 161 Donald Street, Winnipeg, Man.,
CANADA R3C 1M3, Attn. Reservations.

Please send Conference Registrations to; Peter Elliott, Registration
Co-ordinator, 2799 Roblin Blvd. Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANZ^A R3R 0B8.

Hotel reservations received after Sept. 1, 1986 will be on a space
available basis.

CAR RENTAL INFORMATION

For those interested in car rental v^iile at the '86 Conference, we
have secured Dominion U-Drive as our official car rental oorrpany.

Inquiries may be made through;
Dominion U-Drive, 405 Ellice Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 2Y5
Attn. K. Everett ;

or phone cx5llect; 1-204-943-4477; Mastercard, Visa, American Express,
En Route, Carte Blance.

RATES

Canadian dollars Compact &

Sub-compact
Mid
size

Full
size

# of free km.

per day $18.95 $18.95 $27.95 100/day

weekly $130.00 $130.00 $170.00 1000/week

3 day special $39.00 $55.00 $70.00 300/3 days

+ 12<: per extra km.

ART

1
JUNE 1 ^

I |i333ILi4-iJ U \ 1 1

'
»i]ii if

H«W «e®OT’'lHTIN$g S6LICTI0N HEACi ONE ONMoWTo^RiBE
AfcAiNS’rOiLftCfVOU^ A MOMKEV To ftIVE

PHEMOTVAB AND f>REiERVlN6 VOO VOUR
METERoaEMCiTy. kEY^ BACK'f/
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AIR CANADA
CONVENTION CENTRAL

The 1986 A.A.Z.K. National Conference is registered with Convention

Central, Air Canada's exclusive reservation service for convention

delegates. Benefits include:

CONVENTION FARE
The reservation facilities of Convention Central offers delegates centr-

alized, toll free reseirvation services in Canada and the United States.

For delegates travelling within Canada, Air Canada offers a convention

fare which is 20% off the regular economy' fare. For delegates travel-

ling from the United States to Canada, Air Canada offers a convention

fare which is 25% off the regular eoonoriY fare. These fares are avail-

able only through Convention Central and are subject to certain cond-

itions as follows:

- Reservations and ticketing 7 days prior to departure,

- Minunum stay of 2 nights and maximum stay of 15 days,

- A cancellation fee of $20.00 will be assessed when passenger fails to

use confirmed space as specified on the ticket and requests a refund

although changes can be made in the reservation at any time.

HERE'S ALL YOU DO
Call our toll-free number, identify yourself and your conference, and

our convention specialists will do the rest.

Anyone interested in pre- or post-conference accommodations (K.A.L.)

are asked to contact: Conference '86, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2799 Roblin

Blvd. , Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA, R3R 0B8, Attn: Harold Masters (KAL)

.



INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE ON

POST-CONFERENCE TRIP TO

niNNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA

If enough people are interested in a post-conference trip to the Twin

Cities Zoos - Como Park and Minnesota Zoological Garden - we would like to

host a post-conference trip. In order to learn the level of interest of

those attending the 1986 National AAZK Conference in Winnipeg, we ask that

you complete the questionnaire below.

Please put a check (X) by the activities in which you would be

interested:

Como Park Zoo and Conservatory (free)

Science Museum of Minnesota and Omnitheater ($4.50/person)

Prairie Home Companion with Garri-son Keillor (if they are taping

their program that weekend)

Minnesota Zoological Garden (free)

Pot Luck dinner given by the keepers at Minnesota Zoo (dependent

on the number in attendance)

OR
Catered dinner (price to be determined)

LODGING: price is dependent on the number of rooms,

approximately $40 - double
$38 - single

TRAVEL: by airline approximately $75.00 for a one-way ticket to

Minneapolis/St. Paul Airport

OR

Would you drive to the Twin Cities?

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN TO THE BELOW ADDRESS BY 1 JUNE 1986:

Susan Bunn
c/o Minnesota Zoological Garden

12101 Johnnycake Ridge Road
Apple Valley. MN 55124

If enough interest is expressed in such a post-conference trip, further
details will be published in upcoming issues of Animal Keepers' Forum .
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WE'RE NOT GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

JUST RUNNING OUT OF ROOM!

Due to the limited storage space available at National Headquarters, the
AKF staff has decided to offer for sale back issues of Animal Keepers'
Forum dating back to 1977. A limited number of "year sets" are available
for $5.00 per set plus 75(t postage and handling. Not all years have all

issues available and some years contain Special Edition volumes. The sets
available are listed below. Single issues copies for the years 1977-1985
are also available for $1.00 each. Those interested should send inquiries
on specific issues. Also available during this sale is a special Proceed-
ing Package which contains the proceedings editions for the years 1981

through 1985. This package is available for $15.00.

YEAR # SETS AVAILABLE ISSUES INCLUDED PRICE

1977 5 Feb. -Dec $5.75

1977 4 Feb-Nov $5.75

1978 8 missing April

,

May & June $5.75

1979 17 missing August
& December $5.75

1979 8 all but December $5.75

1980 5 missing Feb. March,

July, Aug, & Nov $5.75

1981 7 missing July & Nov

includes Infant Care

Symposium $5.75

1982 SOLD
OUT complete, includes

Tropical Habitat
i ssue $5.75

1983 sold
out complete, includes

3rd Elephant Workshop
i ssue (Jan.

)

$5.75

1983 9 all but Jan. $5.75

1984 4 missing Jan, July,

Aug. & Nov. $5.75

SETS
BEEN

SOLD
SOLD

ON A

OUT,
FIRT
YOUR

COME, FIRST
CHECK WILL

SERVED BASIS. IF THE SET YOU REQUEST HAS

BE RETURNED.

1981-•1985 Proceedings Package $15.00

IMPORTANT : This sale will run from 1 March to 31 August 1986. After that

date, remaining back issues will be disposed of and only a limited number

of file copies will be kept. So, if you're missing back issues, now is

the time to pick them up. Remember, the regular price per single issue

of back issues is $1.00, so even though some year sets are not complete,

you're still getting a bargain.

Send your requests to: AKF Back I-64ae6 Safe, 635 Gage Blvd. ,
Topeka, KS

66606. CkeekA should be made payable to "AAZK".



OTTERVILLE

By
Con/Ue CoAAon, S^yUo/i Cammed, K^epeA.

SSP R^pAeAe.ntative
San V^ego Zoo, San V^ego, CA

San Diego Zoo has been displaying one of the most delightful of the rauste-

lids, the otter, since 1934. Various species such as North, LiutAa aana-

den-6-t4 and South, VtOA-OnuJui bna^-lZi.Q,nMdi> American (1934-1981); Indian
Smooth LLU/LOgato. poA^pi-CuItcuta (1969-1979); and Asian Small-clawed, konyx
QjjiQA.<ia. (1964-1980); were kept in a facility in the Children’s Zoo. This
enclosure was a simple concrete moat with a pool. Introductions, nesting
areas and a lone animal for a display were not considered for the content-
ment and safety of this social mammal. This method of keeping otters was
common among institutions as there was little known about the species.
The result was minimal reproduction. Research information from wild and
captive behavioral studies finally concluded that special attention was
required for captive survival. San Diego planned to construct a new otter
facility aiming it towards the animals’ special requirements.

"Otterville" was to house one of the smaller otter species, the Asian small

clawed. There are many common names for this species such as Asian claw-
less, Malaysian small-clawed, and Oriental short-clawed, for example. With
wild status among several otter species on the decline, San Diego opted for
the Asian small-clawed as they were most abundant in the U.S. collections.
Up until 1975, for instance, Thailand imported an average of 100 animals
per year for the pet trade.

The Asian small-clawed have a long body with a small head, an adult weigh-
ing approximately 5.4kg (10 lbs). Their chocolate brown color is high-
lighted by a white throat. Their distinctive feet have claws that do not

project past the tips of the digit pads, and webbing is not fully developed

In April of 1980, Otterville ’s first residents were two four-year-old male
siblings, Todd and Eric, received from the Singapore Zoo. In June, a

three-year-old female, Renee, arrived from Reid Park Zoo in Tucson.

We housed the three together with the idea of leaving Renee to choose her

own mate. Details of the reproductive behavior were not adequately known.

We recognized however, that this might result in both males becomming

aggressive towards her. Our menage-a-trois proved successful with Renee

getting along well with both males, and the two of them still staying com-

patible .

Eventually breeding was observed with Renee and either male. Contrary to

some reports, we observed breeding on both land and in the water.

Renee’s gestation period was 63 days. On 10 December 1980, she gave birth

to her first litter of six pups. There were two healthy survivors (three

of the pups were stillborn, one died shortly after bith of pneumonia)

.

These pups were also the first in San Diego’s history. Small-clawed otter

litters are generally large, with as many as seven pups. The recognized

high mortality rate may be due to the bitch having only four teats.

In captivity the practice has been to separate the male from the female

while she gives birth. This was done for the safety of the mother and

young. We were unable to separate the trio at delivery time and thereby
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learned a valuable lesson. Renee began making crying sounds unlike her
hunger noises. She then turned on her back and nudged and wiggled her
way over to Todd. With no objection from him, she reached up and grasped
his neck with her front paws, and began gently biting him. Each time
Renee began labor, Eric would assist by pushing on her abdomen. Period-
ically, he checked the arriving pup, pawing it gently until it was com-
pletely delivered. Both males then left Renee alone with her newborn pup.
The actual labor was 10-15 minutes per pup, but the birth of the entire
litter took eleven hours. At birth, the pups were blind and helpless.
The female would mouth and fondle them. Unaware that this was a normal
behavior, the pups were pulled for hand-rearing.

The two surviving pups—Osborn and Osgood (Osbad died) weighed 47.5 grams
and 49.2 grams respectively at birth. They were fed every two hours with
an eyedropper. Their first formula was one part powdered Esbllac® to three
parts boiled distilled water. By 15 January 1981, the otter pups were
beginning to open their eyes and would whistle like little birds. Opening
their mouths revealed tiny sharp teeth. Growing rapidly, they graduated
to a pet nurser bottle and feedings every three hours. At around two
months of age, a diet of KD supplemented with hard-boiled eggs was added
to the formula feedings.

By this time, Renee and Todd had established a strong pair-bond and Eric,

the smaller of the two adult males, had to be removed from the pair to

escape harrassment from the more dominant Todd.

On 20 March 1981, the pair had a litter of four pups. There were 1.2

healthy survivros—all parent-raised. Prior to this litter, keepers had
successfully attempted to duplicate parental teaching in such areas as

swimming lessons. It had been previously established this was a learned
behavior

.

At this point, we realized the bedrooms had become inadequate to house the

growing family. (We’ve shown much success with confining the bitch to a

whelping box of 3' by 3’, but find the family group requires much more

space.) 1.1 of the young were shipped to the Brookfield Zoo, Chicago, IL.

In December 1981, the female pup, Cristy, was still with her parents and

Renee was due to whelp. It was felt that having both mate and daughter

present to help with the delivery would be an opporrunity to gather val-

uable data. Renee developed complications and a Cesarean section was

performed on 26 December 1981. Another litter of six was taken to the

nursery for hand-rearing. There was one survivor of this litter - a

female named Holly who now lives at Sea World in Florida.

The reproductive successes of Renee and Todd had become important data

recorded with the SSP (Species Survivial Plan 1982) Group. The midwifery

display from the male otter was a unique experience for us to witness.

Renee died in February of 1982 of a massive kidney stone. Small-clawed

otters are susceptible to urinary stones and rarely live more than eleven

years in captivity. San Diego Zoo's intern veterinarians. Dr. William

B. Karesh and Dr. Paul Calle, are working with the SSP Group and others

on diet and genetic theories of this fatal problem. Survey information

of all varied diets and readigraph history are presently being collected

from the 14 facilities (as of July 1985) housing Small-clawed otters.

After Renee’s death, Todd and Cristy began breeding behavior. Cristy was

transferred to the Santa Barbara Zoo and a non-related female, Endora, was
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acquired from Sea World, San Diego. Todd and his new mate have been ob-

served breeding but with no reproductive success. The touch of magic that

distinguishes a breeding pair from the pair content with having companion-
ship is not yet understood. The Santa Barbara Zoo is researching estrus
cycles through urinalysis and activity behaviors (See December 1985 AKF ,

pages 410-412.)

Of the 58 captive Small-clawed otters, one pair is successfully reproduc-
ing. As a large family, captive observations indicate that the older
offspring may help with the rearing of the young.

This brings up the question of why the father and daughter began pair-
bonding. Would the daughter continue this long-term (perhaps permanant)
relationship by replacing the deceased breeding female?

Otterville's bedroom area would have required minor modifications for
housing a monogamous pair with a litter of growing pups. Data on a large
social group, up to 18 individuals, has Otterville needing major construc-
tion work to house a large family. Relocation of the otter pair prior to

reproduction has been considered. Our careful planning of this exhibit
still resulted in our need to change things. We’re learning from the

unique experiences of our captive stock and this opportunity has improved
daily husbandry.

Groups such as AAZPA SSP (Species Survival Plan 1982), COMP (Captive Otter
Management Project), lUCN (Otter Specialist Group) and others work together
compiling information, forming guidelines for the housing, establishing
proper diets and researching medical problems of captive otters. In

August of 1985, The Fourth International Otter Symposium was held in Santa
Cruz, CA. Otter colleagues world-wide participated and exchanged know-
ledge by presenting formal papers on all aspects of otter biology, field
studies, population status, and captive husbandry and breeding.

The otters' future is being established today by those who care for and
about the species. If captive survival becomes the only hope for the

otter, efforts for its success couldn’t be in better hands.
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Exhibit
Options

ANIMAL EXHIBITS DESIGN

By
Tom Rudolph

A/Umal Exhibits EnglmeA
Nonlh CoAollna Museum o^ Llio. B Scl^ncQ,

Vu^ham, WC

Elegance is defined as understated simplicity. The use of elegance in

everything we do is an art. Unfortunately, the laws of good taste are often
suspended when animal exhibits are built. Animal exhibits can be defined by
three types: utilitarian, architectural, and naturalistic.

A good utilitarian exhibit provides sufficient space, climbing material,
shade, water, sunshine to bask in, hiding places for the shy, and quiet,
dry nesting areas. As long as all its needs have been met, I doubt that the

animal cares whether it lives in a cage, behind chain link , or behind a moat.

The nesting area could be a plywood box, a concrete block house, or a natur-
alistic rock cave; as long as the animal is comfortable and secure, I am sure
his sensibilities will not be offended.

The reasons why any area the public sees should be presented with the im-

pression of naturalism, is that people project their feelings into what they

see. An untrained observer may not recognize that the animals are active,
producing offspring and exhibiting all the signs of good health, but may
decide that the animals are not being well treated because they are displayed
in a visually unattractive environment.

Small nature centers can seldom afford the fine moated exhibits seen at larg-

er zoos, but even a simple corn crib cage, or chain link enclosure can be
made visually bearable by the application of good taste. The use of heavy
timber climbing material, concrete rock work, attractive guard fences, and
gardening in the viewing area, can produce tasteful results on a small budget.

Often a floor of sand, grass, mulch, pine straw or beach stones can be clean-
ed as easily as concrete. When finished concrete is necessary, beach stones
can be pressed into the surface and concrete toners employed to avoid a

monotonous grey effect.

Elementary design flaws can make a zoo exhibit look as utilitarian as a fed-
eral prison. Many older zoos suffer today because institutional architects
(the people who build schools and prisons) were employed to design, develop
and decorate their exhibits. From the '30s to the '50s exhibits with iron
bars, pea green institutional paint and massive stone, steel, and concrete
structures were typical - many built by the C.C.C.

The joke at older zoos is "that our mistakes are set in concrete." Often
the cost of demolishing a well-built, but badly-designed structure exceeds
the coat of building a new structure. Concrete should be used thoughtfully
and sparingly. It is possible that an engineer's most "brilliant" design
idea might become obsolete overnight.

Architecture is necessary to contain wild animals and nature cannot be

duplicated at any cost, especially when containing arboreal animals or birds

structure will be prominent. Like a good theatre set, an exhibit should

represent the impression of the animal's home environment and also provide
for its needs.
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A remarkable marriage of naturalism and architecture is shown in the

African Pavilion at the North Carolina Zoological Park. The public views
the animals in a garden-like atmosphere from a variety of levels. Where-
ever possible, protected foliage is provided inside the exhibits or sur-
rounding them. Sheets of heavy laminated glass in the viewing areas allow
people to get very close to the animals without interfering with their
natural activities. A team of three sculpture, two fine artists and an
industrial artist, provide exhibits containing sculptured rock work,
artificial trees, and even artificial mud cliffs. These items are built
out of welded steel and concrete. After carving and painting, many people
can't tell the concrete rocks from the real ones. Remarkable results have
been obtained by careful study of existing natural rock formations found
locally - both their appearance and the causes of their formation. Natural
forms made of concrete are used for animal barriers, visual barriers to

control the viewer's sight lines, to cover unwanted architectural details,
and to hide utilities. A feeling of openness is promoted by the use of

black chain link in areas distant from the viewer, which visually disappears
unless focused on.

Staff innovations at North Carolina Zoological Park include a permanent
full-time exhibits division which both lowers the cost of exhibits develop-
ment, and insures a consistent theme and quality in all exhibits. A design
curator is also employed who works with the design team, animal keepers,
horticulturalist , architects and contractors. He prevents conflicts from
arising by setting up a timetable which meshes the needs of the various
departments

.

Another good example of naturalism in zoo exhibits is the Siamang Island at

Miami Metro Zoo. Aside from high quality rock built by a crew of artists,
the island is ringed with impressionistic concrete trees. Careful ergonomic
research was done to make sure that the trees would have appropriate space
between the branches to make swinging and climbing enjoyable for the animals.

A special silicone sealer was applied to reduce abrasion to the animals'
hands and feet. As a result of the high quality design work, the fragile
natural foliage in the exhibit remains in very good condition, because the
animals spend most of their time in the concrete trees.

Examples of the use of fine arts and horticulture in zoo exhibits are few
and far between. The rock work and horticulture at the North Carolina
Zoological Park, the avaries of Audubon Park and Columbus, and the herpa-
tological exhibits at Atlanta are examples for which all zoos could strive.

Zoos have a strong effect on their viewing public, and most could do a

better job of controlling the image they project. Regardless of funding,
or other criteria, every action and every facet shown to the public should
be weighed on the scales of education and aesthetics. It would be well to
remember that the same money that built the dreary concrete pits of the

’50s could just as easily have built exhibits that deliver the impression
of naturalism.
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THINK Safety!

THINK IT THROUGH AND
AVOID THE POTENTIAL HAZARDS

Ey
Conyilo. Cloak

Keep e/L- Tw- ExTT.e

Ch^zkmod EotawiaoX Gan.dm^
McuhvMe, TM

It’s been several years since a zoo accident occurred which endangered my
life and, I hope, taught me some safety lessons worth sharing.

When I got to the emergency room, there was a lot of interest as the staff
heard that my injury had been caused by a bear. Most of the white coats
drifted away as they learned that the bear had been dead at the time.

The animal had been euthanized due to an incurable condition. The entire
zoo staff - some 18-20 people - had been asked to assemble at the exhibit
first thing in the morning. The plan was to avoid delaying the opening
of the zoo, but the procedure took longer than expected and we were all
milling around agitated by the time pressures as well as distressed about
the euthanasia.

The dead bear was dragged from the unit and a belt passed under it, con-
nected to a rope. The rope was on a pulley suspended from a pipe which
rested on horizontal cage bars some ten feet above the ground. The plan
was that we would tug on the rope to lift the bear, and then muscle it

onto the bed of a pick-up truck.

We began hauling on the rope, which stretched. It became obvious that
the plan was not going to work, so several of us began to haul on the
bear itself. I was bent over at a hind leg when the world around me ex-
ploded and went black.

It turned out I was lucky. The end of the pipe had slid off the cage bars
as we tugged bear, rope, pulley, and pipe toward the pick-up. The heave
that brought down the pipe had also put the bear’s weight on the truck,

so that I caught the weight of the pipe but not the bear. It hit glancing
blows on the back cf my head, shoulder, and hip, giving me ten stitches
and a mild concussion, not a broken neck or crushed skull.

I hope that as I describe it, some of the errors that led to the accident
will be obvious. First, there were far more people present than needed.

Second, we were emotionally upset over the euthanasia we had witnessed.
Third, the time pressure had us thinking speed, not safety. Fourth, the

procedure was not thoroughly thought out; the pipe was not long enough,

and the rope stretched. Fifth, and I think this is the most important
point, when we realized that the plan wasn’t working, we didn’t stop,

evaluate the situation, and make a new plan.

Since this experience, I have tried to recognize the dangerous elements of

it when I see them again. Even when I’m doing a task alone, I try to stop

if it’s not going right and think again. I don’t always remember this.

Recently I hurt my back digging up a bush. When my first plan to lever it

out with a shovel was frustrated by several roots in the way, I grabbed it

with my hands and pulled. Had I taken time to think, I would have gotten
pruning shears and cut the roots first.
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THINK SAFETY , Continued

It’s difficult if one is not in charge to stop a group action and say,

’’Let’s think this through first”. Safety consciousness, however, is

everyone’s responsibility, and its failure is everyone’s problem. Ideally,
each person involved in a dangerous operation should take the time to

evaluate the plan and to bring any concerns or suggestions to the person
in charge. If things go wrong, everyone should stop and wait to proceed
until a new plan is formulated. This may take all of 30 seconds, or it

may involve a wait while different tools or more staff are brought in. If

it prevents an injury, the extra time spent is well worth it.

Thanks to Connie Cloak for this column contribution. Please send personal
articles, news items, cartoons, etc. on safety to: Jill Grade, 1327 W.

Norwood, Chicago, IL 60660, or to AKF directly. Let’s help each other
THINK SAFETY! --JM. Gmde, THINK SAfETV Column CooMcilnatoA,,

FROM THE STAFF EXCHANGE TEAM

The American Association of Zoo Keepers’ Staff Exchange Team recently
mailed out, to all facilities registered with us, an updated version of

the registration list and a survey questionnaire.

If you are the Staff Exchange contact person for one of the following in-

stitutions, and have not yet received both of these documents, please write
for a copy to: ElandoJi Aum, Sta.^ Exchange Team, 5500 Phlnneu Avenue NoAXh,

Seattle, WA 9S103,

The institutions which were sent the material are listed below in alpha-
betical order. Please check to make sure your institution is listed.

Akron Zoo, Animal Advocates, Assiniboine Park Zoo, Atlanta Zoological
Park (now Zoo Atlanta), Beardsley Zoological Gardens, Binder Park Zoolo-
gical Society, Inc., Buffalo Zoological Gardens, Cheyenne Mountain Zoolo-
gical Park;

Como, Dallas, Denver, Dickerson Park, Dreher Park, Greater Baton Rouge,
Honolulu, Houston and Indianapolis Zoos.

International Crane Foundation, Jo-Don Farms, Inc., Kings Dominion Wild
Animal Safari, Knoxville Zoological Park, Inc., Los Angeles Zoo, Louis-
ville Zoological Gardens, Memphis Zoo and Aquarium, Mesker Park Zoo,
Metropolitan Toronto Zoo, Milwaukee County Zoological Park, Minnesota
Zoological Garden, National Aquarium in Baltimore, National Zoological
Park Conservation & Research Center, New England Aquarium, Norwest Trek,
Oakland Zoo, Oklahoma City Zoo, Philadelphia Zoological Gardens, Potter
Park Zoo, Rio Grande Zoological Park, Riverbanks Zoological Park;

Roeding Park, Roger Williams Park, and Sacramento Zoos; San Antonio Zoolo-
gical Gardens and Aquarium, Santa Fe Community College Teaching Zoo,
Seattle Aquarium, Sedgwick County Zoo, Topeka and Tulsa Zoological Parks;
Turtle Back Zoo, Utica Zoo, Virginia Zoological Park, and Washington Park
Zoo

.

On your registration list, please correct the address for the New England
Aquarium so that the last line reads: Boston, MA 02110.

The Staff Exchange Team welcomes inquiries from public and private cap-
tive wildlife facilities whose staff are interested in using exchange
work as a training tool.
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NIXON GRIFFIS FUND FOR ZOOLOGICAL RESEARCH
ANNOUNCES TEN GRANT RECIPIENTS

The Nixon Griffis Fund for Zoological Research (NGFZR) , established in

1984 by New York Zoological Society Trustee Nixon Griffis, recently award-
ed ten research grants.

The recipients were:

Beth E. Anderson and James A. Brock, DVM, Waikiki Aquarium - " A Study
of the epizootiology , bacteriology and pathology of lateral line disease
of captive surgeonfish in Hawaii."

Jennifer Balke, DVM, St. Louis Zoological Park - "Clarification of

mechanical aspects of artificial insemination in the elephant."

Bruce Bohmke and John C. Patton, PhD, St. Louis Zoological Park -

"Genetic variability and distinctness of the crowned pigeons, genus
GouAa ."

Paul P. Calle, VMD and Richard Bowen, DVM, PhD, Cheyenne Mountain Zoo -

"Estrus cycle determination and artificial insemination in the black
mangabey .

"

Robert C. Dowler, PhD and Eloise Aita, New York Zoological Society -

"A cytogentic survey of captive gorillas in the United States."

Kenneth Clarke Gold, San Francisco Zoological Gardens - "Behavioral
differences in captive mother-reared and hand-reared infant lowland
gorillas ."

R. Andrew Odum, Houston Zoological Gardens - "Aruba Island rattlesnake
Species Survival Plan Conservation program."

Bruce Read and Alan Templeton, PhD, St. Louis Zoological Park - "Genetic
survey of the wild cattle, oxen and buffalo."

Stuart D. Strahl, PhD, and Alejandro Grajal P., - New York Zoological
Society - "The captive rearing, digestive efficiency, and thermoregulatory
capabilities of the hoatzin in laboratory and field."

Brent C. White, PhD, Mary Jo Stearns, and John Preston Miles, PhD,

Louisville Zoological Gardens - "Behavioral markers of stress in captive
woolly monkeys."

Nixon Griffis Fund for Zoological Research grants are available to mem-
bers of the zoo and aquarium community. Fund recipients may be keepers,
curators, veterinarians, or research and consulting biologists. Grants,
not to exceed $3000, are awarded semi-annually. The next closing period
for grant application is 1 JULY 1986 . For further information about the
Fund and grant application procedures, contact John Behler, Coordinator,
Nixon Griffis Fund for Zoological Research, c/o New York Zoological Soc-
iety, Bronx Zoo, New York, NY 10460.
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finnouncing . . .

AAZK is pleased to announce
the availability of its new
publication ZOONOTIC DISEASES
This 56-page booklet details
the most common zoonotic di-

seases ^ offers guidelines for
preventive control and covers
personal hygiene and disin-
fection procedures.

The booklet, a cooperative
effort produced by the AAZK
Keeper Education Committee,
is produced in a 8i" by 11"

format hole punched for in-

sertion in a standard three-

ring binder (not included).

Copies may be purchased by

completing the order form
below. Prices are: $2.00
for Professional AAZK Mem-
bers; $3.50 for other AAZK
membership categories and

$5.00 for non-members. This

prices includes postage and
handling. Order from: Zoo-

notic Diseases, c/o AAZK
National Headquarters, 635

Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Make checks payable to "AAZK"

AAZK K^epep'Ed^ation Committee:

A summary of^he moi^:3e^Mmon

ZOONOTIC DISEASES
including disinfection,

personnel hygiene and bibliography.

ZOONOTIC DISEASES ORDER FORM

Please send ______ copy/copies of the AAZK Zoonotic Diseases Handbook
to:

NAME
:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY: P AF AS INST NON-MEM

TOTAL AMOUNT INCLUDED: $_

PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 weeks for delivery at Book Rate. IMPORTANT: THOSE ORDER-
ING OUTSIDE OF THE CONTINENTAL U.S. (including CANAMTsh^d send an
additional $2.00 PER COPY for FIRST CLASS MAIL SERVICE.

SEND ORDER FORM AND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO "AAZK" TO:

ZOONOTIC VISEASES
c/o AAZK National Hmdqua/iXeA^

635 Gage, Blvd.

Tope-ka, KS 66606



AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors Regional Coordinator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, Rt. 1, Box 270, Hilliard, FL

32046. (904) 225-9559 (work)

(904) 845-4279 (home)
States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo, 5500

Phinney Ave. North, Seattle, WA 90603.

(206) 625-5402 (work) (206)745-8198 (home)

Regional Coordinators

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA (617) 442-7646 (w)

for the states of ME,VT,NH,MA,RI ,CT

Peter Bucholz, Bronx Zoo, New York (212) 220-5100 (w)

for the state of NY

Gene Pfeffer, Philadelphia Zoo, PA (215) 243-1100 (w)

for the states of PA,NJ,MD,DE
Vacancy - for the states of VA,W.VA,D.C.
Lee Payne, Detroit Zoo, MI (313) 398-0903 (w)

for the state of MI

Lynne Villers, Indianapolis Zoo, IN (317)547-3577 (w)

for the states of IN,0H,KY
Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL (312) 294-4660 (w)

for the states of WI ,IL ,M0,MN,IA
Pat Hook, Riverbanks Zoo, Columbia, SC (803) 779-8717 (w)

for the states of TN,NC,SC
Alan Sharpies, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA (404) 624-1235 (w)

for the states of FL ,AL ,GA,AR,MS,LA
John R. Turner, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO

for the states of C0,NM,TX
Steve Tiggs, Tulsa Zoological Park, Tulsa, OK

for the states of 0K,NE,KS,ND,SD
Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA (206) 625-5497 (w)

for the states of WA,0R,ID,MT,WY,AK
Art Goodrich, San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA

for the states of CA,NV,IJT,AZ

Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Vitiello, Pres.) (808) 923-4772 (w)

for the Hawaiian Islands

Neville Howard Pike, Metro Toronto Zoo, Box 280, West Hill, Ontario Ml E 4R5

for the Province of Ontario, Canada

Bob Debets, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2235 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg R3P ORB

for the Province of Manitoba, Canada (204) 489-3893 (home)

Marcia Rasmussen, Calgary Zoo, P.O. Box 3036, Station B, Calgary

for the Province of Alberta, Canada

Tmo R 2.gA.0naZ CooH-dlnoiton. po-iZtlon^ aA2. c.uA/L2.ntZy In need voZantQ.2.^

to them. Opm oaq. the. RC po^Zttovi^ ioK. the ^tateA VA, W. t/A and
Wa.6fUngton^ VC ANV aZ^o {^on. the 6tate.^ o^ FL, AL, GA, AR,MS, and LA.

you ojie Inte/ieMted tn voZantee/vLng ion. eJjtheA oi the^e po&Jjtlon& on. tn

itndZng oat mon.e about the duties oi an RC ion. the^e axea^, pZeme eaZZ
VZane Kn.ag, Ea^teAn U.S. RegZonaZ Co-VZnecton.. You may eaZZ VZane coZZeet
at hen. home phone (904) &4S-4n9 eventnQ6 aiten. 6 p.m. The^e two po^ZttonA

oiien. a gn.eat opponXanZty to become ZnvoZved in AAZK and provide a vaZaabZe
and nece^^ojiy ^envlce ion. the A-^6oelation.
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BIOLOGICAL VALUES II NOW AVAILABLE

I

AAZK is pleased to be able to offer
its members and other interested indi-
viduals in the zoo community the newly
published mammal reference booklet en-
titled BIOLOGICAL UALUES FOR SELECTEV
MAMMALS— 1985 EVITION. This updated
and expanded edition is far more com-
prehensive than the original edition.
The 1985 Edition is a 112-page work
containing biological data on 441
species of mammals. Included in the
data are: common name, scientific name
(identified by genus and species and
arranged according to the 19 recogniz-
ed orders of mammals), geographic range,
normal adult size, normal adult weight,
estrus cycle, gestation period, number
of young, weaning, sexual maturity, life
expectancy, body temperature, pulse and
respiration rate, and names used for the
male, female and young of each species.
Three pages of the references for data
given are included, as is a nine-page
index of the selected mammals by common
name with cross-indexing v/here consider-
ed appropriate. A Table of Contents
offers the researcher quick access to
pertinent information.

This handy and informative publication was researched and compiled by a team
of seventeen zookeepers, docents, interns and zoo volunteers at the San Fran-
cisco Zoo, and separately identifies and incorporates certain pertinent em-
pirical data submitted by twenty zookeepers from twelve zoos throughout the
world. Formated for quick and easy reference, and charmingly illustrated,
this booklet will surely be an important and welcome addition to the library
of any zookeeper and/or member of our zoo community.

BIOLOGICAL i/ALUES FOR SELECTEV MAMMALS--! 985 EVITION is being offered for
sale at the following prices: Professional Member ($4.00); Other AAZK Mem-
bership Categories ($5.50); Non-Members ($7.00). This prices includes
postage and handling. ORDERS OUTSIDE the U.S. need to add $2.00 per copy
for First Class mail service. To order, fill out the form below or send
necessary information to: BTologlcat ValaoJi Book, ojo AAZK hicuUonal Hdqts.,
635 Gage Blvd,

,
Topeka, KS 66606. Make check or money order (U.S. FUNDS ONLY)

payable to: "Biological Val ues/AAZK" . Domestic orders please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery at Book Rate.

BIOLOGICAL VALUES ORDER FORM

Please send copies, at $ each to: ( PLEASE PRINT )

Name

Address

City State/Pri Vince Zip

Please check membership category: P( ) AF( ) AS( ) INST( ) NON-MEM ( )



Ivii>titLutloyi6 ioLfiklng to (idv 2At<J>z mptoyrmnt oppoAtayiitlu cul^ o^feecf to
iznd poAttnznt data by thd 15th oi oaok month tot Oppontuntty Knoalu/AKh ,

635 Gagd Blvd.
,
Topeka, KS 66606. Please tnclude ato^tng datei, {^on. poi>^-

tion^ avattabtd. ThoAd ti> no choAgd ^on, thti) i>dAvtdd and phone-tn ttit-
tng^ oi po^ttlon^ iA}ht(ih become available ato-ie to deadline oAe accepted.

ANIMAL KEEPER I ... city position opening at Sunset Zoo, Manhattan, Kansas.
Degree and experience preferred. Reptile experience and willingness to

manage desirable but must be able to work with all classes. Send resume
to: Steven V. Matthews, Zoo Director, 11th & Poyntz Ave., Manhattan, KS
66502. Apply by 15 May 1986. Salary range $10,691.20 to $13 , 353 .60/yr

.

COMMISSAR/ SUPERVISOR . . .previous experience or education in animal science
or nutrition preferred. Responsible for diet preparation and some nutri-
tional diet analysis, under veterinary supervision. Will supervise volun-
teers and zookeepers in diet preparation. Contact Dr. Rita McManamon, Zoo
Atlanta, 800 Cherokee Ave., S.E., Atlanta, GA 30315 (404) 624-5640.

ASSISTANT CURATOR . .. requires BS in biology, zoology or re-
lated field, experience in animal management, record keeping,
nutrition and personnel management. Salary $2, 294/mo. This
is not an entry-level position. Send letter of interest and
resume to: Lester Fisher, DVM, Director, Lincoln Park Zoo-
logical Gardens, 2200 North Cannon Dr., Chicago, IL 60614.

STUVENT INTERNSHIPS . .

.

the Chesapeake Wildlife Sanctuary, a

wildlife rehabilitation center in Bowie, MD, is accepting
applications for student internships. The program involves
working directly with wildlife patients, as well as in edu-
cational programs and other special projects. The intern-
ships, both paid and unpaid, are offered year-round for
credits to college students or recent graduates studying
wildlife habits, veterinary medicine or related fields and
requires experience with people and animals. Submit resume
to: Diane Pearce, Executive Director, Chesapeake Wildlife
Sanctuary, 1703 Queen Anne Bridge Road, Bowie, MD 20713,

(301) 249-1640.
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RESEARCH COOPVINATOR . .

.

requires a BS in zoology or related field; advanc-
ed degree preferred. Will conduct behavioral and reproductive research
on exotic species. Responsible for supervising all phases of scientific
study. Will work closely with the general curator on conservation and

management issues. Send curriculum vitae to: David Anderson, Assistant
Director /General Curator, Audubon Zoological Garden, P.O. Box 4327, New
Orleans, LA 70178.

Moving?????

Don't chance missing issues of AKE due to failure

to notify National AAZK of your address change.

Send address changes immediately to:

Barbara Nanspeaker, Administrative Secretary
AAZK National Headquarters. 635 Gage Blvd.. Topeka. KS 66606

&
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AAZK MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name

Address

$25.00 Professional
VulZ-tlmt feeepe2L6

$25.00 International
Att mmb e/i6 outride, thd
U,S, and Canada

$15.00 Library
lihKjoAy ^a.bi>(i/LiptLon only

Check here if renewal [ ]

$20.00 Affiliate
OtkdA and votantzoA^

$15.00 Associate
Indiv-iduualA not conmct^d
u)tth an antmat aoxo, iacJJLity

$50.00 Contributing
O-ngantzattonA and JndlvtdaaJii

Directory Information ; zoo

Work Area Special Interests

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE),
payable to American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National
Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to Antmol KeepeAZ>' foOam. The member-
ship card is good for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the
U.S. and Canada.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Antmat KeapeJU' fo/ium publishes original papers and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit
articles for consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and
tables should be clearly marked, in final form, and should fit in a page
size no more than 6” x 10" ( 15cm x 25%cm) . Literature used should be
cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include
scientific names. Black and white photos only accepted.

Articles sent to AnAjnat Knzpoti^' Fo^wv will be reviewed for publication.
No commitment is made to the author, but an effort will be made to pub-
lish articles as soon as possible. Those longer than three pages may be
separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editorial
staff. The editors reserve the right to edit material without consulta-
tion unless approval is requested in writing by the author. Materials
submitted will not be returned unless accompanied by a stamped, self-
addressed envelope.
Telephone contributions on late-breaking news or last-minute insertions
are accepted. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will not
be accepted. The phone number is (913) 272-5821)

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION IS THE 15TH OF THE PRECEDING MONTH

AKXt(iZ<iA pntntud do not ndan^^axlty n.2.ilQ,(it thd
optntons o{^ tkn Antmat K^^peA^’ Fonum ndJXoHMit
iita^l on. tho. AmojOjian AMoctatton ol loo KeepeAi.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this pub-
lication is given. Reprints may be ordered from the editor.

PRINTED IN U.S. A.
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Tfhc6 month’ 6 oovoA cuit ioxntuA-o^ the. Calt^o/inta CondoK [ Gymnogyp^ (ioIt{^oK-

nJjOLYiuub] , To the, Pact^tc, Cocut Indtayu, the. condoH. loou known au the.

"Thun.deJibtn.d” and the.y belte.ve.d that the. g^exat bvich cauu^d the. 6kteu to

6hake. by ^-tapptng thetn. ivtng.6, CcuiAton e/ite/u, the. Calt^oA,nta Condoa du

the. Ijcutge^t bl^d tn No^h Kmextaa wetghtng up to 25 lb6 votth a wtng^pan

Of} 9 1 ^t. C/uttcalty e.ndangeAe,d, only a handout oi condone /lematn tn the

iotld but capttve p/iopagatton eHont^ axe going on ot the San Vlego loo and

O/ild Animal Paxk and the Lo6 kngeleu loo. Thanbu to Michael Touch oi the
San Vlego Zoo {^ox thlu month' ^ covex axt.

Scoops

FROM THE AAZK HISTORY COMMITTEE

Did you know that in 1987 AAZK will be 20 years old? It all started in

1967 with seven San Diego Zoo keepers. We have grown into a National or-
ganization (with members in Canada and 14 foreign countries as well) with
the same goals as the original group. Now let's get ready to celebrate..
Dig in those closets .. .open the dusty trunks in the attic... find the old
photos and other momentos about AAZK. Tell me about National, Regional
and local chapter happenings. I'll read anything about AAZK tell me
what it has done for you, how you feel about it, etc. etc...

We hope to have a 20th year special publication and we need EVERYONE'S
help to make it happen. Help us fill it with all the fun and work of

AAZK for the past two decades.

Send it all to; kKt Goodxlch
1205 Beax Valley Pktvy.

Escondido
,

Ck 92027

or call: (619) 743-5076. I have an answering machine.

If you need the photos or "stuff" back, please send return postage.

NOW LET'S GO. . .Remember YOU are AAZK, so it is your birthday too...

DEADLINE RAPIDLY APPROACHING FOR CALENDAR PHOTO SUBMISSIONS

Time is running out for submission of photos for the Tucson AAZK Chapter's
1987 Calendar. Deadline for photo submissions is 30 June 1986 . Photo en-
tries will be accepted from both members and non-members. Photos should
be black and white, 8" x 10" and photographed in a "horizontal" format.
There is no entry fee. Once submitted all photos become the property of

the Tucson Chapter AAZK. Enclosed with the photo, you are requested to

submit a short, personal biography of the photographer and the title of

the photo. Send all photos to:

Leslie Wood
c/o Retd Paxk Zoo

900 S. Randolph Way
Tucuon, kZ i571b

(602) 791-4476
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NOTICE TO MEMBERS OF MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL PROCEDURES

Over the years there seems to have been a considerable amount of confusion
on the membership renewal process, especially in reference to how long a

member is maintained on the AKF mailing list before being dropped. Hope-
fully the following outline will help explain the renewal process and if

this format is followed by renewing members, there should be no interrup-
tion in their AAZK/AKF mailings.

1. Three months before a member’s expiration date, a card notifying them
of their need to renew their AAZK membership is sent.

2. At the beginning of the month in which an individual’s membership is

to expire, they are sent a "Final Reminder" card. If the member renews
within that expiration month, there is no interruption in mailings. If

a member fails to nenew within that month, their name is dropped off
the active computer amiling list and they WILL NOT receive the next
month’s issue of AKF . (i.e. if you are due to renew in July and do not
do so, you will not receive the August issue.)

3. If a member renews his/her membership after the expiration date, they
will be reactivated on the mailing list. HOWEVER, depending on what
time during the month the renewal is received, that person may end up
missing up to two copies of the Forum . We have a cutoff date with our
computerized mailing service for inserting additional mailing labels
and if the renewal comes in after that date, that name is not added to

the list until the next month.

4. After a member is dropped from the mailing list for (1) failure to

renew or (2) failure to notify National Headquarters of an address
change, and subsequently renews, they are NOT sent back issues which
they may have missed due to late renewal or failure to notify National
of an address change. These missed issues may be purchased for $1.00
per copy but will not be sent free.

5. Members are also reminded that the Association pays a charge of 20c
per listing each time an individual’s name is either deleted or added
to the computer’s mailing list. This is in addition to a 30c postage
due fee which is assessed when a member moves and does not notify us
of his/her new address. As you can see, this can become quite costly
to the Association and so your prompt reply to your renewal notice is

important and greatly appreciated.

PROMPT RENEWAL SAVES AAZK TIME AND MONEY AND ASSURES YOU CURRENT MAILINGS



Births|^Hatchings

{Edlton.'^ note.'- Thank yoa to aZt tho^e. u)ho ^ubmZttdd Btntlu S Hatchtng^
annoanamentd tht6 month. We hope you LVtlZ conttnud contAtbuttng to AKf .

Pldo^d KdmdmboA BBH uJ>tng a new {^omat {i,dd May ’S6 AKf )

.

We havd
^dddtvdd 6omd {^avonabld commdnts about thZs new {^onmat. Let u6 hdox ^Kom
you too. AJLidd Mt^eA, Exdcuttvd Editor]

Houston Zoological Gardens, Busch Gardens and White Oak Plantation (Yulee,

FL) all reported Scimitar-horned oryx births in the past months. Houston
had 0.0.1, Busch Gardens had 0.2 and White Oak Plantation had 1.3 born.
Congratulations to all for their success in conservation of this endan-
gered species.

Other notable births at these institutions include 0.1 Bongo, 1.0 Gerenuk,
3.4 Dama gazelle and 1.1 Ellipsen waterbuck at the White Oak Plantation
and a female Black-backed duiker at Busch Gardens.

Scott Chas. Silver of the New York Zoological Park announces their con-
servation efforts have been rewarded this past month with the birth of

two Siberian tigers, 0.2 Pere David's deer (1 DNS) and a female Great
Indian rhino. All these animals are endangered species. Congratulations!

Lori Bruckheim of the Metrozoo in Miami announces 0.1 Baird's tapir was
born on 21 April weighing 20 pounds. The U.S. captive population of

Baird's tapir is not very large with the Metrozoo having 1/5 of this cap-
tive population. Metrozoo also had their first captive breeding of Black-
naped oriole (0.0.1), Greater coucal (0.0.3), and the Coleto mynah (0.0.3).
They had their second captive breeding of Long-tailed parakeet (0.0.2)
and Black-naped fruit dove (0.0.1). Congratulations to the Metrozoo staff!

From Tom LaBarge - Cheyenne Mountain Zoo was proud to announce the birth
of "Diamond", a female reticulated giraffe on New Year's Day. "Diamond"
is the 135th giraffe born at the zoo, which still holds the record for
the greatest number of giraffes born in captivity.

March saw the birth of a male Black crested mangaby ( CeACOCdbu^ ateAAtmu^ }

;

which brings our collection to a total of 3.6 of these unique primates,
the only members of this species in a U.S. zoo. Since the zoo has a num-
ber of unpaired, young females, it is hoped that this new male will some-
day be traded for an unrelated male from another zoo.

From Anne Wiggins - The Jacksonville Zoo has had its usual business since
the beginning of the year. We've had our regular Sitatunga, Eland, Zebra
and Guanaco births and this year we were fortunate to have two Sable Ante-
lope born, a week apart. The Bird Dept, has had the regular amount of

Ostrich and Kookaburra chicks but this year we produced the 2nd Pondicherry
vulture in Jacksonville Zoo history. Our Reptile Dept, has been renamed
Tortoise World with 54 Leopard tortoises and 9 more Aldabra tortoise
hatchlings

.

From San Diego Zoo - Jumia, a rare Indian rhinoceros, was born on 18

January at the San Diego Wild Animal Park. Named for a town in Nepal,
Jumia arrived at about 9:30 a.m. in the maternity area within the Park's
Asian Plains exhibit. She is the eighth Indian rhino born at the WAP and
the sixth for Jaypuri, her 22-year-old mother. The father and sire of

each Indian rhino born at the Park is Lasai, a 23-year-old male.
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Coining Events

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HERPETOLOGISTS

June 28-July 2, 1986 Austin, TX

For more information contact: Dr. Charles Bramblett, University of Texas
at Austin, Austin, TX. Includes paper sessions, symposia, exhibits, etc.

"APPLYING BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH TO ZOO ANIMAL MANAGEMENT"

July 19-26, 1986 Seattle, WA

A national workshop hosted by the Woodland Park Zoo. For more Information
contact: Dr. Michael Huchins, Dept, of Psychology, Animal Behavior Program,
University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.

THE 1986 AAZPA ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Sept. 14-19, 1986 Apple Valley, MN

Hosted by the Minnesota Zoological Garden. For more information contact
Steve Iserman, Minnesota Zoological Garden, 12101 Johnny Cake Ridge Road,
Apple Valley, MN 55124 (612) 432-9010.

THE SEVENTH ELEPHANT MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

Sept. 25-27, 1986 Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Hosted by the Calgary Zoological Society. For more information contact:
Greg Tarry, Calgary Zoological Society, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B., Calgary,
Alberta, Canada T2M 4R8.

AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sept. 28-Oct. 2, 1986 Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Hosted by the Assiniboine Park Zookeepers’ Association. The conference
theme is "Animal Integrity in Captivity". For more information see in-
serts in this issue of AKF or contact Bob Debets, Assiniboine Park Zoo,

2355 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3P 0R5.

"THE ZOO-UNIVERSITY CONNECTION: COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS
IN THE CONSERVATION OF ENDANGERED PRIMATES"

Oct. 15-17, 1986 Madison, WI

Co-sponsored by the Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center and the
Milwaukee County Zoo. Topics to be discussed include reproductive biology,
primate medicine, behavior, conservation, public awareness programs and
exhibit design. Enrollment limited. Deadline for registration is 1 Sept.
Contact: Ann Savage, Directors Office, Wisconsin Regional Primate Research
Center, University of Wisconsin, 1223 Capitol Ct., Madison, WI 53715-1299.
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SPECTEUM
Quality exotic animal diets

Fixed formulation
Nutritionally balanced
Economical

ZivtVeem'

Frozen feline diets

Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat, hearts,

livers, rib, shank, and knuckle bones

Feline canned

Primate canned

Marmoset canned

Omnivore dry

Primate dry

SPECTRUM

Banana flavored primate, 1 5% protein

Banana flavored primate Pro-Plus, 25%
protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

When you need a complete line of high-quality dry,

canned, and frozen animal diets foryour feeding program,
call Animal Spectrum today.

TOLL
fOIEE

IME CALL DOES IT ALL.

In Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492.

Animal SPECTRUM Inc.

Box 6307 Lincoln, NE 68506-0307



Conference
WINNIPEG • MANITOBA • CANADA

Winnipeg; the Four Seasons City

Winnipeg, a major convention and transportation centre, is well known
for its raalticulturalism, performing arts, festivals, restaurants, and
abundance of beautiful parks and exciting attractions. Life in Winnipeg
is enriched with many museums depicting our cultural mosaic. The
Winnipeg Art Gallery features traditional and contemporary art and has
one of the largest collections of Inuit art in the world. The Museun
of Man and Nature is one of Canada's finest interpretive museums.
Seven major galleries imaginatively interpret Manitoba's human and
natural history.

Winnipeg's rich cultural life is complimented by attractions that are
in abundance all year. One of these, of course, is Assiniboine Park Zoo.

More than 1200 animals are exhibited, many of which are endangered in
the wild. Possibly the world's coldest major zoo, emphasis is on hardy
creatures - animals native to northern North America and similar regions
in Europe and Asia, as well as some harcfy tropical species. For a short
drive north of Winnipeg, visitors can tour Oak Hammock Marsh, a spect-
acular wetland wonderland. As indicated in an earlier AKF issue, we are
scheduling a tour and lunch for Oak Hammock Marsh.

One of the pleasures of visiting a new city is discovering its night
life and restaurants. There are over 700 restaurants to choose from in

Winnipeg and their quality and variety improves every year. Its always

onference:
RONICL.es bv mark de denus

WELCOME -fO CITY OP
,

WiNNiPCOif
WELCOME To ASPINIBOINE

PARK ZOO •
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fun to explore a city's shopping areas and Winnipeg is no exception.
Uniquely-developed neighborhoods offer a variety of boutiques, galler-
ies and shops in charming settings. Take note here of the value of the
American dollar in Canada and judge for yourself the advantages !

1

Transportation to Winnipeg, and in the city itself, is convenient and
affordable. The Winnipeg International Airport is located a quick 15
minutes from downtown and is serviced by many major airlines. We are
also serviced by VIA Eailways and Greyhound Bus Lines.

For those interested in post-Gonference activities, there are a number
of wildlife management areas and bird refuges to be ejpilored and
appreciate. Fishing, canoeing, canping and other activities can also
be arranged. Please contact us if you are interested in any pre-
arrangements, or see us about it at the Conference.

Don't forget the post-Conference Churchill Tour. The tour runs from
Oct. 3 to Oct. 6 and will cost $330.00 (U.S.). There are still a few
openings available. Please see March issue of AKF for information and
application or phone Bob Debets at 204-489-3893.

A word about appropriate clothing for the Conference. The tenperature
in Winnipeg in September/October may range from GO^'f. to a minimum of
40^ F. We reconmend that you bring a sweater as well as a wind jacket.

As your hosts, we will be pleased to lend delegates appropriate
clothing as the necessity arises.

Please contact us with any questions or requests at: Conference '86,

2799 Roblin Blvd. , Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3R 0B8

IMPORTANT NOTICE

We are pleased to announce that we have been granted a reduction in
oior room rates at the Sheraton Hotel. The single queen is now -

$65.00 single; $70.00 double. The king room - $70.00 single; $75.00
double. The Queen/Queen is now - $75.00; $80.00 double. These prices
are quoted in Canadian funds. There is a 6% sales tax.

ART

To OAK
HAMMOCK MAI«H

!

HMMM . .

.

WELCOME To REALITY.
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NORTHWEST ORIENT NORTHWEST ORIENT

To further aid your travel planning:

The 1986 A.A.Z.K. National Conference is registered with Nort±siiest

Orient’s Meeting Services reservation centre for convention delegates.

Benefits ;

The reservation facilities of our Meeting Services department offers
delegates centralized, toll-free reservation seirvices throughout the
Forty Eight Continental United States and Hawaii at: 800-328-7747.
In Alaska, Canada, Europe and the Orient and other locations, consult
your local directory for the Northwest Orient listing.

For delegates travelling from the United States to Canada, Northwest
Orient's Meeting Services Representatives will offer the best,
applicable fare available. Specific fares are subject to certain
conditions v\^ich must be met.

Here ' s all you do :

Call our toll-free number (1-800-328-7747)
,
identify yourself and

your conference, and our Meeting Services Representatives will do i±.e

rest.
Thank you for calling Northwest Orient Airlines. We look forward to
the pleasure of serving you.
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1986 A.A.Z.K. NATIONAL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM

Sept. 28 - Oct. 2 , 1986

Please type or print. (One name per form)

Return this form with your fee to:

Peter Elliott
Registration Co-ordinator
2799 Roblin Blvd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
CANADA R3R 0B8

Please make payment to: Assiniboine Park ZooKeepers Association
(Money order or bank draft preferred)

.

NOTE: the deadline for pre-registration is Aug. 15, 1986.

1986 REGISTRATION

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE/PROV.

ZIP/POSTAL CODE PHONE # j )_

ZOO AFFILIATION IF APPLICABLE

AREA OF INTEREST

VEGETARIAN YES NO
Specify: lacto, ovo, vegan, macrobiotic, kosher

PARTICIPATING IN ZOOLYMPICS YES NO

WILL BE SUBMITTING A PAPER YES NO
($20.00 will be refunded on acceptance of paper)

BRINGING AN AUCTION ITEM: describe briefly

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A CONFERENCE T-SHIRT: YES NO S M L XL

A.A.Z.K. MEMBERSHIP STATUS AND FEES

MEMBER OR SPOUSE

NON-MEMBER

LATE FEE

TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED

ONE DAY RATES FOR INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCE EVENTS ARE AVAILABLE. CONTACT

PETER ELLIOTT FOR DETAILS.

$55.00 each (U.S.)

$70.00 each (U.S.)

$10.00 (after Aug. 15)

$

ARRIVZVL BY (car, plane, etc.
)

(let us know if you need
pick-rp assistance; forward us your arrival date, time and place)

.



Primate
Profiles

THE SHIFT AND EXTENSION OF THE BIRTH SEASON
OF THE SQUIRREL MONKEY (Sa^^

FROM THE FREE-RANGING STATE TO THE CAPTIVE STATE IN THE TEXAS REGION

By
KuaX L. Mannchcn

Smi.0^ KcepeA, A^-u.aan kpQj>

\h<itAo loo, Ihiaxal, FL

Abstract

The Squirrel Monkey iScu/n-l/LC ACX.UAett6) was observed to undergo a shift in

its climatically-determined birth season due to relocation from the free-
ranging state to captivity in the Texas region. A lengthening of birth
season which also occurred in the Texas population was attributed to per-
iods of infertility and sterility that was brought about by the stresses
of relocation and abnormal social conditions, and whose length varies from
year to year among the five different populations studied over a 13-year
period, A consistent food supply was also believed to enhance the length-
ening of the birth season in the Texas region.

Introduction

The Squirrel Monkey, which is considered monospecific (Thorington, 1976),
has a birth season in Peru and Columbia that lasts from January through
March (Wolf, 1975.) The term birth season will be defined as that per-
iod of the year in which .all births occur (Lancaster, 1965). When this

species is transplanted to another geographical location, the birth sea-
son is shifted (DuMond, 1968). This seasonal shift is primarily due to

climatic changes that work in a threefold manner with the illumination
cycle, precipitation, and the mean monthly temperature all playing active
roles (DuMond, 1968). Observational data documenting the shift of the

birth season has been collected in Florida (DuMond, 1968), and in other
areas of the U.S. (Wolf, 1975). The data collected for this study on

the Squirrel Monkey births in Texas also will be used to verify the shift
in the season of births as compared to the free-ranging condition.

Materials and Methods

Births were obtained by use of data sheets that were sent to all the zoo-
logical parks and laboratories in Texas that breed the Squirrel Moneky
for either display or research. The data sheets were divided into 13

separate sections which were labeled by the year from 1965 to 1977. At
the top of each data sheet it was requested that births be recorded by
month and if possible by the day in the appropriate spaces. The data
sheets also requested that fullterm stillbirths be listed while abortions
were excluded (Rosenblum, 1968). There were five institutions that re-
turned data pertaining to births of ^ during the 13-year period
that this study covers. The names of the institutions that returned birth
data for this study were: Gladys Porter Zoo, Fort Worth Zoological Park,

Houston Zoological Gardens, San Antonio Zoological Gardens and Aquarium,
and the University of Texas Gancer Genter Science Park. The births were
then plotted on a line graph with months as the abscissa and the percen-
tage of births that occurred during the year as the ordinate.
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Results

A total of 49 births were collected from the different institutions over
the 13-year period that this study encompasses. Figure 1 shows how the
percentages of births are partioned throughout the year by month. Over
half of all births occur during only two months of the year, April and
May, which contain 55.1 percent of all births. Scanning a 5-month period
of March through July, there is an occurrence of 83.6 percent of the births
in the Texas region. Besides the 5-month period that shows a predominance
of births, there is also a 4-month period of November through February in

which only 1 birth takes place. This one birth may be deleted from the
births occurring in Texas because the female bore the offspring within 2

months after arriving from New York, its original home, so conception
must have occurred in New York since the gestation of the Squirrel Monkey
is 170±2 days (Goss, 1968). Overall, the data demonstrates a marked season
of births. The seasonality of births is even better observed in Table 1

which part ions births by the day and month. The first births of the year
occur in the last week of March and then a sharp increase is evident through
the middle of May. After the midpoint of May is reached there is a steady
decline of births throughout the rest of the year until November when no
births occur, except during July when there is a moderate rise in births.

Figure I

Figure 1. Percent of Squirrel Monkey births that occurred

during a 13-year period in the Texas region by the month.
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The birth season in the Texas region, when compared to the free-ranging
birth season in Peru and Columbia, displays a shift of almost three months
The shift is from January in free-ranging i>CMjJieuui, to the last week in

March in the Texas captive populations. The birth season has also been
lengthened in the Texas population from a 3-month period to a 5-month per-
iod that gradually tapers off following a rapid increase to a peak a month
after the birth season begins.

Discussion

The geographical relocation of the Squirrel Monkey to another region
brings with it a change in the climate. It has been observed that climate
acting in a threefold manner of illumination, precipitation and tempera-
ture, controls when the birth season will occur during the annual repro-
ductive cycle of S. 6(lluAQJUJ> (DuMond, 1968). The change of climate due
to a geographical change should produce a shift in the birth season of

this species. The results from the date collected verifies this shift
from the free-ranging season of births.

Table I

Births of Squirrel Monkeys over a 13-year period in Texas

Month (Total) Days

January (0)

February (0)

March (3) 26, 28, 31

April (12) 3, 10, 11, 16, 20, 22,

22, 26, 26, 27, 29, 30

May (15) 1, 2, 7, 8, 8, 8, 15,

15, 16, 18, 27, 27,

28, 29, 30

June (3) 5, 15, 26

July (8) 6, 6, 7, 16, 19, 24,

30, 30

August (1) 6

September (3) 3, 21, 23

October (3) 2, 17, 30

November (0)

December (1) 11
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The problem now arises as to why a lengthening of the birth season also
occurs along with the expected shift. The answer to this problem is

complicated by a combination of stresses that produce changes in the re-
productive cycle. Before the shift in birth season occurs, the primates
are put under a great stress caused by the change in geographical location
and, most important of all, a change in social conditions in captivity from
those of the free-ranging condition. Both of these changes together may
result in extended periods of infertility and sterility in females (Dukelow,

1972) and in males (Nieman, 1971). The abnormal social conditioms that
cause this infertility and sterility can take the form of isolation or
crowding in cages (Hutchinson, 1970), and disproportionate male-female
sex ratios (Kaplan, 1977). These stresses of the captive population
would produce a birth season that is changing slightly from year to year
depending on what the social conditions are for a particular population
of Squirrel Monkeys and whether there had been any recent relocations.
It has to be remembered that data from five separate ^ ^CL'iu/L&u^ popula-
tions were combined and different stresses occurred within and between the

populations during the 13-year span studied. Also a consistent food supply
that never varies in quality (Hafez, 1971), as opposed to food sources that
are seasonal in appearance in the free-ranging condition will, with the

abnormal social conditions that occur in captivity, produce a lengthening
of the birth season as seen in the Texas population. Under these condi-
tions, it can be predicted that the Texas S, 6(l-luA^w6 population will have
a longer birth season than that of its free-ranging counterparts.
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zoo News From Japan

JAPANESE "GUINESS" RECORD IN ZOO

By
Vondtayu.

ZooVEL - Zoo Ve^^gn S Education Lab

Kobe, Japan

A pair of Nile Hippos at the Higashiyama Zoo, Nagoya, have to date pro-
duced 16 offspring (4.12). The sire is 38 years old and came to the
zoo from Kenya in the summer of 1952. His mate is 36 years old and came
to Japan from West Germany in 1954. Their progeny, both as a pair and
with other mates, is counted at about 50. This documentation of 16 off-
spring from one pair ties a world record (however, they will probably
make a new world record very soon)

.

As another monument, I have to tell you about one female Hokkaido Brown
Bear ( UA2>a4 aAcX06 yc^OCn^tî ) at the Higashiyama Zoo. She was the oldest
one in captivity in a Japanese Zoo, and most probably the oldest in cap-
tivity in the world. She was about six months old when she came from her
native place in Hokkaido to the zoo. She was 38 years old at the time
of her death. It was sad news, but she leaves a great record to posterity.

And lastly, the 100th birth of a Reticulated giraffe has come to pass at

the Tama Zoo, Tokyo. The male offspring was born on the night of 11 March
1986. He was the 41st offspring from his father who died last year and
the 7th birth for the mother. The Tama Zoo's record goes in succession
to the Cheyenne Mt. Zoo, Colorado. Their enclosure is larger than that

at Cheyenne Mt. where I visited a few years ago. The Tama Zoo's exhibit
houses not only Giraffe but also Scimitar-horned oryx. Zebra, Ostrich
and Roan Antelope (added in the past) whereas the exhibit houses only
Giraffe at Cheyenne Mt . And I think that the Tama Zoo had a high-speed
record for just 28 years since their grand opening in contrast to the
Cheyenne Mt .

'

s

term of 60 years. While the Misaki Park Zoo, suburb of

Osaka, follows as the position of No. 2 in our country now.

Keeper’s Alert

The South Florida AAZK has extended the deadline for ordering copies of
the '85 Conference Group Photo. The deadline is now 31 July 1986. To
order send a check or money order in the amount of $2.00 for each photo
ordered. If you are sending a check or money order from outside the U.S.
please add to the cost of each photo for excess postage. Make your
check or money order payable to the South Florida Chapter AAZK and send
to the following address: South. Eloalda AAZK, Gaoup Photo, 12400 SW
152 St., Mtamt, EL 331 77. Jnetude youA name, and complete. maULlng addae^6.

<1
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ELECTION .
'87

WE WANT YOU! Do you wish to help your professional organization? Be-
come an AAZK Board Member, Two seats are up for election - those held by
Jean Hromadka and Frank Kohn, whose terms expire December 1987. New board
members will serve from 1 January, 1988 through 31 December, 1991. Why is

this first call for nominations so early? TIME is the answer. Nominations,
candidate verification and tallying mailed ballots require time. We also
wish to notify winners early enough to allow them to make arrangements to
attend the National AAZK Conference before they assume office the follow-
ing January. This will enable the new board member to become familiar
with Board responsibilities and AAZK activities before they assume respon-
sibility for our organization.

DUTIES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

For a more detailed explanation of the expanded duties of the Board, refer
to the Papers of Incorporation - available upon request from National.

1) Select, appoint or remove officers, committees, agents and employees of
the Association, including - prescribing powers and duties.

2) To control and manage the Association and its property, passing upon
acquisition and disbursements with approval of a majority of the Board.

3) To formulate policies, rules and regulations in accord with the Consti-
tution and By-Laws.

4) To uphold the Constitution of AAZK and the policies of the Association.

5) To appear at Board meetings, to accept Board assignments and to devote
the time to communications pertinent to all Board business, including
answering correspondence promptly and efficiently.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR NOMINATION

1) Nominee must be a Professional Member of AAZK and must have been a mem-
ber of the Association for at least one year.

2) Nominee must be presently employed as an animal keeper/attendant -by a

recognized zoological institution or aquarium in the U.S. or Canada

and must have been in the zoological field for at least two years.

NOMINATION PROCEDURE

1) Nominator Form:

a. List the name of the nominee, phone, address, and institution.
b. State in 150 words or less the reason(s) why the nominee warrants

election to the Board.
c. Nominator signs forms and mails to NEC Chairman
d. Notifies nominee that they nominated him/her for the Board.

2) Nominee Biographical Form: (nominee lists the following information)

a) Professional background: places of employment, length of service,

titles.
b) Membership in AAZK: National and local chapters, number of years,

offices held, involvement in activities.

c) Educational background.
d) Membership in Affiliate Organizations: (AAZPA, Audubon, etc.)

e) Other information the nominee feels is pertinent.

f) References: (one or two)

g) Nominee signs forms and mails to NEC Chairman.

NOTE: Candidate is ineligible for nomination if both the nominator and

nominee biographical forms are not compl ete and received by the

NEC Chairman by 31 January 1987. Forms are in this issue of the

AKF or can be obtained from the NEC Chairman. Send completed forms

to: JoLYidt McCoy, NEC ChcuAman, ()Jcu>hi.ngton Pa/ik loo, 4001 5.W. Canyon

RV., RoMand, OR 97221 .
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DANISH ANIMAL KEEPER TRAINING
OFFERS BROAD SCOPE OF INSTRUCTION

By
Michael. J^KgciUm

The Vanish CenieA. Ton. Tnaining oi Animal KccpeA6
Kolding, VenmaAk

[Tditon.' notet Animal Keeping, in ail its voAiocLS i^onm-S, is a wonidwide
occupation. The {following is an outline o^ the counse o\ study opened
^oA animal keepens in VenmoAk. you icould like moAe in/)onn:ation oA
have questions, you may wnite the authoA at the iolioMing addness: Michael
JMgensen, Listedvej 94, Itv,, lllo Kastnup,, Venmank ol-52 31 45,]

The Danish Center for Training of Animal Keepers

Located on the outskirts of Kolding, this unit comprises two farms. It

has the following buildings: classroom, sleeping and student accommodations,
examination rooms, equipment shed, feed and storage rooms, milking room,

pig sty, feeding and sleeping quarters for larger animals, caged area for
birds, fur unit, caging for laboratory animals, two staff houses, as well
as cropping and grazing paddocks.

The following is a list of animals currently held in the unit: Farm ani-
mals: Jersey cows and replacements, pigs (breeding and meat production),
sheep (meat and wool production), chickens (for meat production), mink,

(racoon dogs and foxes are being introduced later) ;Laboratory animals:
rabbits, rats, guinea pigs, mice, gerbils, hamsters; Stables: horses;
Zoo animals: llamas, reptiles, birds and fish. This section will be ex-
panded to include small carnivores and other selected animals.

Duration of Course

The total course of study takes three years and eight months. The first
year is basic, agriculture, and aims to find out which vocation suits the
individual best, for example, farmer, forestry, etc. The first 30 weeks
is basic training, where all students work together. Teaching follows the
seasonal changes in each agricultural field. The first year includes
practical and theoretical sections.

Subjects

Part I, Step 1:

Plant breeding: includes climatic influences, ecology, genetics (as a

background to plant breeding). Examples are taken from forestry, farm-
land and market gardening and used as models to teach about each field.
Included is sowing techniques, feeding, parasite control and harvesting.
Field trips are taken to relevant institutions.

Tractors, machinery and mechanical implementation: driving and maintenance
of tractors (including licensing, required in Denamrk) , use and maintenance
of implements

.

General background to animal use: aims, statistics, uses of different
animals, general lectures on breeding and feeding, diseases, etc.

Part I, Step 2:

The student spends 10 weeks in the field of his/her choice. For example.
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forestry, farming (includes all aspects of animal work and horticulture).
This section involves theoretical and practical work.

Following the completion of Part 1, the student must find employment in

a related field, for example, those following the farming option could
work in a zoological garden, laboratory animal collection, farm, kennel,
or stable. Part 11 begins after a period of practical application.

Part II

Aims :

After the course of instruction the student should:

- be proficient at breeding and rearing animals
be able to follow a feeding plan and where necessary modify or
restructure one

be able to use animal behavior as an indication of the state of the
animal's health and general well-being
be proficient at the working and maintenance of all equipment and
implements used in his job

Structure :

period of practical application
20 weeks at the Center (includes theoretical and practical work)
Step 1.

period of practical application
10 weeks at the Center. Step 2.

Finally, return to the place of employment, where practical work
continues

.

Lectures - Step 1

Anatomy and Physiology: (40 lectures) Emphasis on nutrition and repro-
duction.

Breeding: (30 lectures). Includes reproduction, methods and gestation.
The student should learn to be competent to assist
at all stages.

Animal Housing: (40 lectures). Environmental requirements, with a view
to housing.

Safety Techniques for the animal and its handler: (20 lectures).

Feeding (80 lectures). Nutrition and use of all associated equipment;
planning, organizing and implementing feeding
regimes

.

Storage and handling of all foodstuffs.
Physics and Chemistry: (30 lectures). Organic chemistry, physical concepts,

electrical theory relating to daily work.

Animal care and keeping: (90 lectures). Includes restraint, cleaning,
grooming, bedding requirements, identification,
behavioral observations and their meanings.

Microbiology and Hygiene: (70 lectures). Causes and effect of infections

and their control. Principles of SPF housing.

Practical keeping: (80 lectures). Supervised practical work on the

Center's farm.

Lectures - Step 2

Ethics and Law: (20 lectures). Relating to animals, their protection and

welfare.
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Pathology; (50 lectures). Includes relevant diseases processes, recogni-
tion and treatment.

Breeding: (30 lectures). Expanding on Step 1.

Animal Housing: (50 lectures). Expanding on Step 1.

Animal Keeping: (50 lectures). Expanding on Step 1.

The address for The Danish Center For Training of Animal Keepers is:

Lilballevej 82, 6000 Kolding
Denmark

July October January April JUNE

Gardening Beginning of

Farming education in

Forestry choice of career

(30 weeks - Part I, Step 1) (10 weeks)
Choice of

vocation

Part II

Keeper’s Alert

BIOLOGICAL VALUES II IN CIRCULATION BUT THE RESEARCH GOES ON

Biological Values II, researched and put together by staff and volunteers
at the San Francisco Zoo and published by AAZK is currently available for
sale to members and non-members. This reference work contains biological
values for 441 species of mammals. Sales of BV II are going well and
the publication has been well received by the zoological community. But
this newest edition is not the end as research will continue for future
revised and updated versions of this publication. Anyone who would be
interested in submitting data for future editions or in working on compil-
ing available data is asked to contact: LcuiAy B^uitnciAd, ComptLlng Editor,
Btologtcat Handbook, olo San Emnct6co Zoo, loo Road at the Pact^tc
Ocean, San f^nctsco, CA 94132. This is a most worthwhile project and may
offer you the chance you have been looking for to become more involved in
AAZK.



Chapter
MILWAUKEE AAZK CHAPTER

The AAZK Milwaukee Chapter has been
quite busy this past Fall and early
Spring and we are excited about the
number of projects which have finally
taken form. After correspondence
with the State Department of Natural
Resources, we now have plans for Wood
Duck Nest Boxes which the Chapter mem-
bers will be making and placing at

various secluded ponds on the Zoo
grounds. It is hoped these boxes
will be inhabited next Spring and en-
courage a Wood Duck population at the
Milwaukee County Zoo

.

We are also happy to announce another
successful fund drive. The annual
Valentine's Day Bake Sale netted over
$200 and was a mouth-watering treat
for everyone.

During many late night meetings, the
Constitution and By-laws for the
Chapter were reviewed and updated.
With a National Conference here in the

near future, a number of items were
clarified. The Constitution and By-
laws were unanimously approved at our
March meeting.

At the National Conference in Miami,
the Milwaukee Chapter received approval
to sell AAZK Coffee Mugs. The mugs have
been designed and the first supply off
the production line is now available
for purchase. An order blank and more
details may be found on page 190 of

this issue of AKF .

--CojloZ J. Boyd
CoAAe^poncUng SccAeXoAy

BRONX ZOO AAZK CHAPTER

Newly elected officers for 1986
are:

President John Kiseda
Vice Pres Pat Orsi
In-House Sec'y Linda Loverro
Corres. Sec'y Scott Silver

BURNET PARK ZOO CHAPTER

The Burnet Park Zoo AAZK Chapter
is currently working on several
projects to be ready for the zoo's
grand opening. These include a

braille edition of the zoo's
graphics, a panel depicting the
"evolution" of the zookeeper,
and a Chapter patch.

— Nancy OboALlo^m, V^’ic^d.dcnt

News
HONOLULU CHAPTER AAZK

The Honolulu Chapter recently paid
for national AAZK memberships for
Honolulu's mayor, Frank F. Fasi, and
the City's budget director, Hiram
Kamaka. Since we are a municipal
zoo, we thought it important to
provide as much information and
support as possible to the City's
administration. Both new members
have informed us that they are pleas-
ed by our gift and look forward to

reading their monthly copies of
Animal Keepers' Forum . Your chapter
might like to consider this "gift"
for the decision-makers at your zoo.

On 6 April 1986, eight of our chapter
members participated in the Honolulu
Zoo Hui's (our zoological society)
annual fundraiser, Zoofari '86 -

Celebrating Our Stars of India.
Dressed in costumes provided by
Air India, we brought animals out for

the participants to meet during the

cocktail hour and the animal adoption
auction. Many of the 400 guests said

that these "introductions" were the

highlight of the evening.

Previously we have volunteered our time

for these events and our chapter has
received a donation from the Hui. How-

ever this year, the City required pay-

ment by the Hui for our overtime, so

each member will donate his/her

pay for the evening to the Chapter's
account . This should amount to

approximately $450 - our largest
single fundraiser to date.
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ELEPHANT SET

CONTROLLED PUBLIC FEEDING AS A FORM
OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY IN ASLAN ELEPHANTS

AT THE SAN DIEGO WILD ANIMAL PARK

By
Alan Rooc-fioit, Ke^peA

San Vlcgo ifJltd knjjnaJi VoAk
Escondido

,

CA

Public feeding of animals was a traditional form of recreation in many
zoological gardens throughout Europe and the U.S.A. for many years. People
would converge upon the bear and primate exhibits in the thousands to feed
the waiting mouths and to acknowledge the outstretched hands. Tragic in-
cidents of exotic mammals and birds dying because of gross over-feeding
or ingestion of foreign objects, ended this long tradition.

As a child, I remember visiting our local zoo in Manchester, England, and
feeding the solitary hippo, Nicholas, in his round pool at the end of the

Elephant House. It was a great thrill for school children to throw their
heavily buttered, marmalade sandwiches, sometimes with the wrapper still
in tack, into the ever-open mouth. Many years earlier, Nicholas the hippo,
then celebrating his sixth birthday, had killed his mother. Grade, in a

feeding frenzy before a horrified public. A well-intended feeding program,

quite harmless when Nicholas was young, found tragic and unforseen results
when the hippo’s maturity led to instinctual competition.

Elaborate cage and enclosure designs, high quality architectural input

combined with a professional research and veterinary staff has brought us

a long way since the days of feeding the monkeys with peanuts.

Research departments plotted the way for our strict animal diets while

veterinary staff teach and guide keepers into a better understanding of

their charges’ needs. Occupational therapy for elephants in captivity

is an issue that every zoological institution should be aware of and try

to accomplish. Long daily walks, public rides, show presentations, even

hanging a log from an upright tree stump can generate an elephant into

movement. Even though several forms of occupational therapy are at our

disposal, hands-on manipulation of elephants is a subject that is not

always welcomed by keeping staff and zoo management because of its deep

involvement and time-consuming repetitions.

Occupation of elephants in captivity has long been a controversial subject

since their exposure to the western world. So, what is the answer to the

elephants’ ever-present need for both mental and physical stimulation?

(I hear cries from the gallery of ”no chains", "no manipulation", "let

them be elephants". I couldn’t agree more, but surely there is a problem.

The large land mammals cover vast areas daily in the search for food, the

movement and energy that they exert in their daily quest for food can only

be reproduced in a small way in captivity.) Controlled public feeding can

be an excellent substitution for a heavy duty elephant training program,

providing it is approached with the correct attitude and understanding.

The elephant receives a positive response from people, the ever-important

mental stimulation is accomplished by the elephant’s interest in the food
reward. Because the interest level is high, the motivation factor becomes
a relaity; the animals are aware of a food reward and are constantly shift-
ing positions, moving to where the food is being handed out. The keeper’s
involvement cannot be stressed enough. Observation over all the hours the
animals are free in their enclosure is a 100% necessity. The keeper may
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assume the position of dominant elephant in the enclosure, all disputes
between elephants are physically stopped immediately. This will eliminate
possible injury to the elephants.

Elephants interacting with their outside yard can also convey a valuable
story. Is each individual eating well, are their bowl movements in order,

or are they even walking and acting correctly? A keeper with the animals,
in their outside enclosure all the time, can be a wonderful observation
tool for maintaining a healthy herd. The emphasis is on control for with-
out observation a close public-animal relationship could obviously be
disastrous. Teaching both the elephants and the public their boundries is

the keeper's responsibility once the go ahead is given to develop a public
feeding situation. Here at the Wild Animal Park, our public feeding situ-
ation is developing a strong trust between the general public and our ele-
phants .

Timid and normally nervous elephants, problem animals with a past history
of disorders for one reason or another, become more approachable. Obviously
taking liberty with an unknown quantity or a potentially dangerous elephant
before he or she can be exposed to your corrective training program or has

been taught basic stall manners would, in all probability, create difficulty
for the keepers.

Knowing your animals’ dispositions from the start and seeing its confi-
dence develop around people is a wonderful feeling of achievement, seeing

another basic need being catered to.

Our public feeding experiment at the Wild Animal Park is as rewarding for

the elephants as it is for the public and the keepers. The keepers take

pride in sharing their relationships with the public during the feeding

times. Explaining the different elephants' characters and how we have a

deep interest in all our elephants' well-being, is educational as well a

personally satisfying. The public appreciates the time spent with keepers

learning about their experiences with the animals and hopefully understand-

ing the elephant a little better.

Information Please

The Cheyenne Mountain Zoological Park has recently received a grant to

study the Reproductive Behavior and Biology of the Black Crested Mangabey
( CeACOce.bu^ ateAAimiUi

) in Captivity, to further the knowledge of this
species and to attempt the formation of a more stable, genetically-sound
captive population. ISIS (1985) lists the 3.6 Black Crested Mangabeys
held by CMZ to be the only population in the U.S. Also, we are aware of

2.3 animals held by the Assiniboine Park Zoo in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
We would appreciate any information regarding the whereabouts and popula-
tion of other Black Crested Mangabeys in North America or Europe. Infor-
mation may be sent to: Dr. Paul Calle, Staff Veterinarian, Cheyenne Moun-
tain Zoological Park, P.O. Box 158, Colorado Springs, CO 80901. (303) 633-
0917.
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HOTEL RESERVATION REQUEST

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOOKEEPERS NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sept. 28 - Oct. 2

Please check desired room type and rate - if room type is not
available at rate requested, reservation will be made at nearest
available rate. Rooms are held until 4:00 p.m. of arrival date.
Credit card guarantee or deposit is advisable.
All prices quoted are in Canadian funds. There is a 6% sales tax.

Room Type (please check)

:

Single queen room - $65.00 single, $70.00 double. Boom
has one queen size bed; smaller in sq. footage (280 sq.ft)

and room type does not have a balcony.

King room - $70.00 single, $75.00 double. Room has one
king-size bed - total square footage is 504 ft. Room
features a conversation area and balcony.

Queen/Queen room - $75.00 single, $80.00 double, triple
or quad. Room has two queen-size beds. Total square foot-
age is 504 ft. Room features a conversation area and
balcony.

Please check:

1. Guaranteed reservation (arrival after 4:00 p.m.)

Requires: Credit Card name

Credit Card number

Expiry date

or Deposit (One night's stay)

2. 4:00 p.m. arrival or prior

If no arrival time is indicated, rooms will be held only until 4 pm.

Name Sharing with

Address City

Prov/State Postal Code/Zip

Arrival Date Departure Date Hour ain/pm.

Send this complete form to: Sheraton Winnipeg,
161 Donald Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3C 1M3
Attn. Reservations.



WE^RE NOT GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

JUST RUNNING OUT OF ROOM!

I

Due to the limited storage space available at National Headquarters, the
AKF staff has decided to offer for sale back issues of Animal Keepers'
Forum dating back to 1977. A limited number of "year sets" are available
for $5.00 per set plus 75(1: postage and handling. Not all years have all

issues available and some years contain Special Edition volumes. The sets
available are listed below. Single issues copies for the years 1977-1985
are also available for $1.00 each. Those interested should send inquiries
on specific issues. Also available during this sale is a special Proceed-
ing Package which contains the proceedings editions for the years 1981

through 1985. This package is available for $15.00.

YEAR # SETS AVAILABLE ISSUES INCLUDED PRICE

1977 5 Feb. -Dec $5.75

1977 4 Feb-Nov $5.75

1978 8 missing April

,

May & June $5.75

1979 17 missing August
& December $5.75

1979 8 all but December $5.75

1980 5 missing Feb. March,
July, Aug. & Nov $5.75

1981 7 missing July & Nov

includes Infant Care

Symposium $5.75

1982 SOLU
OUT complete, includes

Tropical Habitat
i ssue $5.75

1983 SOLO
OU-^ complete, includes

3rd Elephant Workshop
issue (Jan.

)

$5.75

1983 9 all but Jan. $5.75

1984 4 missing Jan, July,

Aug. & Nov. $5.75

SETS
BEEN

SOLD
SOLD

ON A

OUT,

FIRT
YOUR

COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS. IF THE SET YOU REQUEST HAS

CHECK WILL BE RETURNED.

1981-•1985 Proceedings Package $15.00

IMPORTANT: This sale will run from 1 March to 31 August 1986. After that

date, remaining back issues will be disposed of and only a limited number

of file copies will be kept. So, if you're missing back issues, now is

the time to pick them up. Remember, the regular price per single issue

of back issues is $1.00, so even though some year sets are not complete,

you're still getting a bargain.

Send your requests to: AKF Saak Sata, 635 Gaga Btvd, ,
Topaka, KS

66606. Chaak6 should ba made payabla to "AAZK".



SPECIAL COmEMQRATIVE PUBLICATION ON DIAN FOSSEY AVAILABLE

FROM THE INTERNATIONAL PRIMATE PROTECTION LEAGUE

Dear Colleagues:

In the wake of the death of naturalist Dian Fossey, many sensational istic
media reports have appeared, accusing Dian of preferring gorillas to peo-
ple, being over-zealous in her anti-poaching work, criticizing her for
what she wore and drank, etc.

The International Primate Protection League feels that such muck-raking
does Dian a grave injustice. We have prepared a special commemorative
issue of our magazine which, we feel, does her justice.

It contains tributes to Dian from associates all over the world including
the government of Rwanda, Jane Goodall, Colin Groves, the Maharajah of
Baroda, and a Mississippi school girl. We allow Dian to tell in her own
unpublished words about her struggle to obtain size 14 boots for a huge
Watutsi tribesman working on anti-poaching patrols.

We also re-ran the article "His Name Was Digit" which Dian wrote for us

in 1979, following the gruesome slaughter by poachers of her beloved gor-
illa Digit. In accordance with Dian's wishes, we published photographs
of Digit in life and in death.

IPPL feels that history will vindicate Diane Fossey. Her wonderful in-

sight into gorilla ways, her fearless battle against overwhelming odds
to protect the mountain gorillas, and her untimate martyrdom make her a

giant worthy of the noble animals she lived with, studied, and protected.

In order to do our share in setting the record staright, we are offering
free copies of "Dian Fossey 1931-1985" to anyone interested. Please con-

tact IPPL at PO Box 766, Summerville, SC 29484 for your copy.
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ATTENTION

FELLOW AAZK MEMBERS

The AAZK Milwaukee Chapter
now has coffee mugs avail-
able to purchase. These
beige porcelain mugs contain
the National AAZK Rhino Logo
design in dark brown.

Cost of the mug is $5.50
which includes postage.

Please send the order form below along with payment to;

AAZK Mug
c/o AAZK Milwaukee

10001 W. Bluemound Road
Milwaukee. WI 53226

Please make checks payable to "AAZK - Milwaukee Chapter".

AAZK Logo Coffee Mug Order Form

NAME: (Type or Print)

ADDRESS
:

ZIP:

TELEPHONE : ( )

Please send AAZK Logo Coffee Mug(s) at $5.50 each.

Total Amount Enclosed: $

AAZK

MILWAUKEE CHAPTER
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RARE GOSLINGS HATCH AT
SAN DIEGO WILD ANIMAL PARK

A pair of hatchings of international significance occurred at the San

Diego Wild Animal Park. Two rare magpie goslings, which hatched on 16

and 21 March, are the only geese of this species to have hatched in the

Western Hemisphere in the past eight years.

The two goslings, both unnamed females, were hatched from artificially
incubated eggs after an average of 27 days. The eggs were taken from the
nest so the female would double-clutch (produce another set of eggs this
season) . Four more eggs have been laid and are presently being incubated
artificially with hopes a third clutch will be laid. The goslings are
presently off-exhibit in a waterfowl nursery.

Magpie geese, also known as pied or semipalmated geese, are native to the
subcoastal regions of northern Australia and southern New Guinea. Though
the species is relatively secure in the wild, there are only three breed-
ing collections of the species outside Australia — the Wildfowl Trust in
Slimbridge, England; the Zoological Park at Cleres, France; and the Zoo-
logical Society of San Diego's Wild Animal Park. The last Western Hemis-
phere hatching of four goslings occurred at the San Diego Zoo in 1978.

Magpie geese are rarely found outside of Australia because of stringent
anti-exportation laws for native wildlife. The Wild Animal Park acquired
its pair of geese from Australia in 1979 through a special zoological per-
mit. Magpie geese usually mate for life and trios (1.2) are not uncommon.

Magpie geese are physiologically different from all other waterfowl, thus
entitling the species to their own family within the scientific order
Anserif ormes (ducks, geese, swans, screamers). Magpie geese are also
known as semipalmated because the webs between their toes are incomplete.
Another pecularity is a long hind toe on the same plane as the front three
toes. This enables the magpies to walk adeptly as well as perch. They
spend little time around water and are awkward swimmers.

For the first week of life in the wild, magpie goose parents feed their
goslings, a trait uncommon to other waterfowl which feed themselves upon
hatching. The disproportionately large and bright orangish-yellow bill,
combined with the rusty red head of the goslings may aid the parents in
these early feedings. At the Wild Animal Park the goslings are fed a

prepared duck food and romaine lettuce.

Magpie goslings are notoriously aggressive towards each other and any-
thing (even inanimate) near their nest. They are comical when they hack
at each other with their bills and pinch each other's necks when they
can't yet stand firmly on their legs. Through this aggression, they es-
tablish a pecking order by the third week of life.

Release, San VIqjqo kvujmal PaA.k
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AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors Regional Coordi nator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, Rt. 1, Box 270, Hilliard, FL

32046. (904) 225-9559 (work)

(904) 845-4279 (home)
States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo, 5500

Phinney Ave. North, Seattle, WA 90603.
(206) 625-5402 (work) (206)745-8198 (home)

Regional Coordinators

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA (617) 442-7646 (w)

for the states of ME,VT,NH ,MA,RI ,CT

Peter Bucholz, Bronx Zoo, New York (212) 220-5100 (w)

for the state of NY

Gene Pfeffer, Philadelphia Zoo, PA (215) 243-1100 (w)

for the states of PA,NJ,MD,DE
Vacancy - for the states of VA,W.VA,D.C.
Lee Payne, Detroit Zoo, MI (313) 398-0903 (w)

for the state of MI

Lynne Villers, Indianapolis Zoo, IN (317)547-3577 (w)

for the states of IN,0H,KY
Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL (312) 294-4660 (w)

for the states of WI ,IL,M0,MN,IA
Pat Hook, Riverbanks Zoo, Columbia, SC (803) 779-8717 (w)

for the states of TN,NC,SC
Alan Sharpies, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA (404) 624-1235 (w)

for the states of FL ,AL ,GA,AR,MS,LA
John R. Turner, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO

for the states of C0,NM,TX
Steve Tiggs, Tulsa Zoological Park, Tulsa, OK

for the states of 0K,NE,KS,ND,SD
Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA (206) 625-5497 (w)

for the states of WA ,0R. ID,MT,WY ,AK

Art Goodrich, San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA

for the states of CA,NV,UT,AZ
Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Vitiello, Pres.) (808) 923-4772 (w)

for the Hawaiian Islands

Neville Howard Pike, Metro Toronto Zoo, Box 280, West Hill, Ontario Ml E 4R5

for the Province of Ontario, Canada

Bob Debets, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2235 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg R3P 0R5

for the Province of Manitoba, Canada (204) 489-3893 (home)

Marcia Rasmussen, Calgary Zoo, P.O. Box 3036, Station B, Calgary

for the Province of Alberta, Canada

Two RcgTonoi. Coon.dinoito’t poi-iX^oyi6 oJid cuAAzntly In nzdd volunte,QA^

to tkm. Open axe the RC po^ttion^ the 6tataJ) l/A, W. l/A and
Uajiklngton, VC AMV aZ6o ^ox the 6ta,te6 FL, AL, GA, AR,MS, and LA.

you axe tntexe^ted In volunteexing ^ox edXhex oi thebe pobdXtonb ok. tn
{jtndlng out moxe about the dutteb o^ an RC ^oK. thebe axeab, pleube eaZl
Vlane Kxug, EobteKn U.S. Regional. Co-VixeetoK.. You may eaZl Viane collect
at hex home phone (904) ^45-4279 eveningb a^teK. 6 p.m. Thebe two pobitlovib

o{^lex a gxeaX oppoKtunity to become involved in AAZK and pxovide a valuable
and necebbaxy beK.vice ^ox the AbboeJjxtion.



An Encouraging ff'ord.

NZP RECEIVES GOLDEN-HEADED LION TAMARINS
AS PART OF INTERNATIONAL RESCUE EFFORT

Ten endangered golden-headed lion tamarins ( LcontopotkeciU) chAy^omeZcU )

recently arrived at the National Zoo. It is believed that this will be
the first time this species will be kept at a zoo in the U.S. The tamar-
ins were sent from Brazil, their country of origin, to the National Zoo
in Washington D.C., as well as to the Zoo's Conservation & Research Center
near Front Royal, VA. In both locations, zoologists will study the pri-
mates’ behavior and develop techniques for its long-range propagation in

captivity

.

The animals came to Washington by way of a circuitous route; they were
part of a large group of animals that was illegally smuggled out of the
eastern coastal forest of Brazil in 1983. The existence of these monkeys

in Europe came to light when they were first advertised for sale by an
animal dealer in Belgium. Other illegally held golden-headed lion tamar-
ins were simultaneously reported from France and Japan. As a result of

two years of painstaking negotiations initiated by the Brazilian govern-
ment and pressure from several international conservation organizations,
most of the monkeys were returned to Brazil where they were temporarily
housed at the Rio de Janeiro Primate Center while plans for their future
could be developed.

An international committee consisting of conservationists and zoologists
from Brazil, Great Britain, Belgium, and the U.S. was formed to provide
advice on the tamarin situation to the Brazilian government which main-
tains strict control over its endangered wildlife. This body, called the
International Recovery and Management Committee for the Golden-headed
Lion Tamarin, decided it was not in the animals’ best interest to attempt
to return them to nature especially since many of the monkeys suffered
permanent injury while in the hands of animal traders. The tamarins, in-
stead, have been dispersed to institutions with a proven record of success
in breeding' South American marmoset and tamarin monkeys. Another partici-
pant in the international recovery program is the Los Angeles Zoo which
received 10 of the animals in March. The Gommittee’s stated goal is to

establish ’’ a viable captive breeding population under scientific manage-
ment."

The wild population of the species, estimated to be between 100 and 1000,
lives only in a small area of remant coastal forest in the Brazilian state
of Bahia. These monkeys have an uncertain fate due to the continued human
encroachment on their tiny, natural habitat. Deforestation has already
reduced the once extensive tropical forest along Brazil’s east coast to

two percent of its original size.

National Zoo Assistant Director for Research, Dr. Devra Kleiman, who is

a member of the Gommittee, will oversee propagation efforts for the species
at NZP. Dr. Kleiman, in conjunction with other Gommittee members, is now
preparing plans for a world-wide program for the preservaibion of this en-
dangered species. Dr. Kleiman said, "The project is unique and scientific-
ally interesting in a number of respects. First, we know almost nothing
about this animal. Second, the golden-headed lion tamarin recovery pro-
gram is the first time an international cooperative breeding effort of

this scope has even been undertaken where it will be possible to start
from scratch with newly imported, wild-born animals. Finally, it will
test many of the new theories involving the genetics and long-term captive
management of endangered species."

---NZP Nm-6 Rele/ue. ^
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finnouncing . . .

AAZK is pleased to announce
the availability of its new
publication ZOONOTIC DISEASES
This 56-page booklet details
the most common zoonotic di-

seases, offers guidelines for
preventive control and covers
personal hygiene and disin-
fection procedures.

The booklet, a cooperative
effort produced by the AAZK
Keeper Education Committee,
is produced in a 8i" by 11"

format hole punched for in-

sertion in a standard three-
ring binder (not included).

Copies may be purchased by
completing the order form
below. Prices are: $2.00
for Professional AAZK Mem-
bers; $3.50 for other AAZK
membership categories and
$5.00 for non-members. This
prices includes postage and
handling. Order from: Zoo-
notic Diseases, c/o AAZK
National Headquarters, 635
Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.
Make checks payable to "AAZK"

including disinfection,

personnel hygiene and bibliography.

ZOONOTIC DISEASES ORDER FORM

Please send copy/copies of the AAZK Zoonotic Diseases Handbook
to:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY: P AF AS INST NON-MEM

TOTAL AMOUNT INCLUDED: $

PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 weeks for delivery at Book Rate. IMPORTANT: THOSE ORDER-
ING OUTSIDE OF THE CONTINENTAL U.S. (including CANADA) should send an
additional $2.00 PER COPY for FIRST CLASS MAIL SERVICE.

SEND ORDER FORM AND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO "AAZK" TO:

ZOONOTIC VISEASES
d/o AAZK National Hdadqua/iteyu

635 Gage. Blvd.

Topeka, KS 66606



BIOLOGICAL VALUES II NOW AVAILABLE
AAZK is pleased to be able to offer
its members and other interested indi-
viduals in the zoo community the newly
published mammal reference booklet en-
titled BIOLOGICAL VALUES FOR SELECTEV
MAMMALS— 1955 EVITION. This updated
and expanded edition is far more com-
prehensive than the original edition.
The 1985 Edition is a 112-page work
containing biological data on 441
species of mammals. Included in the
data are: common name, scientific name
(identified by genus and species and
arranged according to the 19 recogniz-
ed orders of mammals), geographic range,
normal adult size, normal adult weight,
estrus cycle, gestation period, number
of young, weaning, sexual maturity, life
expectancy, body temperature, pulse and
respiration rate, and names used for the
male, female and young of each species.
Three pages of the references for data
given are included, as is a nine-page
index of the selected mammals by common
name with cross-indexing where consider-
ed appropriate. A Table of Contents
offers the researcher quick access to

pertinent information.

This handy and informative publication was researched and compiled by a team
of seventeen zookeepers, docents, interns and zoo volunteers at the San Fran-
cisco Zoo, and separately identifies and incorporates certain pertinent em-
pirical data submitted by twenty zookeepers from twelve zoos throughout the
world. Formated for quick and easy reference, and charmingly illustrated,
this booklet will surely be an important and welcome addition to the library
of any zookeeper and/or member of our zoo community.

BIOLOGICAL VALUES FOR SELECTEV MAMMALS--I955 EVITION is being offered for
sale at the following prices: Professional Member ($4.00); Other AAZK Mem-
bership Categories ($5.50); Non-Members ($7.00). This prices includes
postage and handling. ORDERS OUTSIDE the U.S. need to add $2.00 per copy
for First Class mail service. To order, fill out the form below or send
necessary information to: BiologicaZ VatuQj> Book, c/o AAZK Natlotyil

635 Gage Blvd,
,
Topuka, KS 66606, Make check or money order (U.S. FUNDS ONLY)

payable to: "Biol ogical Val ues/AAZK" . Domestic orders please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery at Book Rate.

BIOLOGICAL VALUES ORDER FORM

Please send copies, at $ each to: ( PLEASE PRINT )

Name

Address

City State/P ri Vince Zip

Please check membership category: P( ) AF( ) AS( ) INST( ) NON-MEM ( )



Jn6tyiXLUtioyu> Making to adowtUz mployrmnt oppo^uyuXtu cutz cukzd to
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ANIMAL KEEPER/MAMMAL VEPT , . .at Baltimore Zoo. Salary $13,314. Each can-
didate must have graduated from an accredited high school and have one

year of paid experience in the care and handling of a variety of mammals,
excluding pets; or have graduated from an accredited high school and have
6 months' experience in the care and handling of animals in a zoological
institution; or have a bachelor's degree from an accredited college or

university in biology, zoology, animal science or veterinary technology.
Eligibility for a driver's license is required. This is an entry level
position under the direct supervision of a Senior Keeper and/or Curator.
All resumes to be sent to: Sandy Kempske, Curator of Mammals, Baltimore
Zoo, Druid Hill Park, Baltimore, MD 21217. Deadline for acceptance of

applications is 31 July 1986.

ZOO CARETAKER 1 . . . requires high school diploma, or
equivalent, one year paid experience in animal husbandry,
and a valid driver's license. Responsibilities include
the care, exhibition, and propagation of animals in all
vertebrate classes; maintenance of facilities; public
information; occasional construction; and other zoo-
related activities. For more information, contact:
Gordon Henley, Director, Ellen Trout Zoo, P.O. Drawer 190,

Lufkin, TX 75902-0190 by 15 July 1986.

KEEPER l/HERPITARIUM-AQUARIUM . . .requires high school
diploma. College degree in Zoology, Animal Science,
Biology, or related field and experience handling venom-
ous reptiles preferred. Responsibilities will include
management, care and display of herptiles and freshwater
fishes. Salary range is $4 . 00-$5 . 60/hour plus benefits.
Send curriculum vitae and statement of interest to:

William W. Lamar, Curator of Reptiles and Fishes,
Caldwell Zoo, P.O. Box 428, Tyler, TX 75710.
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ASSOCIATE ZOO CURATOR (ZooZogtSt) .. .determines food, shelter, care and
environmental needs of the animal section and supervises the activities
to provide those needs for the Santa Ana Zoo. Requires equivalent to

4 years of college education in zoology, biology, or related field and

2 years of professional zoo experience or any equivalent combination.
Salary $2027 - $2463 per month plus 100% City paid PERS. Obtain and
submit application packet by no later than 17 June, 1986 to: The City
of Santa Ana, Human Resources Dept., 5th Floor, City Hall, 20 Civic
Center Plaza, Santa Ana, CA 92701 (714) 834-4154.

CURATOR I ... the Wildlife Discovery Program (a Houston I.S.D. Magnet
School) is taking applications for a Curator I position becoming avail-
able in August 1986 and continuing until June 1987 (10 months). The
duties of this position include planning and experiential instruction in

an outside setting at the Houston Zoo to 3rd graders. Requirements are

two or more of the following: l)high school diploma (required); 2)educa-
tion experience; 3)wildlife biology background; 4) environmental/outdoor
education experience. Applications will be accepted until 15 July 1986.

Please send inquiries to: Karyl Watz, Coordinator, Wildlife Discovery
Program, 1513 Outerbelt Drive, Houston, TX 77030.
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AAZK MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name

Address

$25.00 Professional
VuJil-timd keepeA^

$25.00 International
All mmbeAA outside the,

U.S, and Canada

$15.00 Library
LtbnoAy 6ab6cAtptton onZy

Check here if renewal [ ]

$20.00 Affiliate
OtkoA 6tjaii and voluntneA^

$15.00 Associate
IndLlvtdaoJU not conne-cted

ujtth an animal ciaJie iaalLity

$50.00 Contributing
OAjgantzatton^ and JndivtdaalA

Directory Information : zoo

Work Area Special Interests

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE),
payable to American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National
Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to Animal Kce-peA^' Vo^m. The member-
ship card is good for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the

U.S. and Canada.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Animal K2,2-peJhi>' lo^um publishes original papers and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit
articles for consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and
tables should be clearly marked, in final form, and should fit in a page
size no more than 6" x 10” ( 15cm x 25iicm) . Literature used should be
cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include
scientific names. Black and white photos only accepted.

Articles sent to Animal KeepeAZ)’ ¥oH.um will be reviewed for publication.
No commitment is made to the author, but an effort will be made to pub-
lish articles as soon as possible. Those longer than three pages may be
separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editorial
staff. The editors reserve the right to edit material without consulta-
tion unless approval is requested in writing by the author. Materials
submitted will not be returned unless accompanied by a stamped, self-
addressed envelope.
Telephone contributions on late-breaking news or last-minute insertions
are accepted. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will not
be accepted. The phone number is (913) 272-5821)

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION IS THE 15TH OF THE PRECEDING MONTH

AnXlaldA pnlnXe-d do not ne.c(ii>i>(ViUiy Knildot thd
opinions oi the. Animal KeepeAA ’ Vowum zdlXonlal

^tall on. the, Amenlxian Ai>hoeljxtl,on ol loo Ke,e,petu.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this pub-
lication is given. Reprints may be ordered from the editor.

PRINTED IN U.S. A.
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